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Foreword 

This European Standard EN 1998-1, Eurocode 8: Design of structures for earthquake 
resistance: General rules, seisn1ic actions and rules for buildings, has been prepared by 
Technical Con1n1ittee CEN/TC 250 "Structural Eurocodes", the secretariat of which is 
held by BSI. CEN/TC 250 is responsible for all Structural Eurocodes. 

This European Standard shal1 be given the status of a National Standard, either by 
publication of an identical text or by endorsen1ent, at the latest by June 2005, and 
contlicting national standards shall be withdrawn at latest by March 2010. 

This document supersedes ENV 1998-1-1: 1994, ENV 1998-1-2: 1994 and ENV 1998-1-
3: 1995. 

According to the CEN-CENELEC Internal Regulations, the National Standard 
Organisations of the following countries are bound to implelnent this European 
Standard: Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Dennlark, Estonia, Finland, 
France, Gernlany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland and United Kingdonl. 

Background of the Eurocode progralllme 

In 1975, the COlnn1ission of the European Con1munity decided on an action programlne 
in the field of construction, based on article 95 of the Treaty. The objective of the 
progran1nle was the elin1ination of technical obstacles to trade and the harnlonisation of 
technical specifications. 

Within this action progran1n1e, the C0111n1ission took the initiative to establish a set of 
ha1l110nised technical rules for the design of construction works which, in a first stage, 
would serve as an alternative to the national rules in force in the Menlber States and, 
ultinlately, would replace thein. 

For fifteen years, the Conl1nission, with the help of a Steering COln111ittee with 
Representatives of Men1ber States, conducted the development of the Eurocodes 
progranl111e, which led to the first generation of European codes in the 1980's. 

In 1989, the Con1111ission and the Men1ber States of the EU and EFTA decided, on the 
basis of an agreenlent l between the Commission and CEN, to transfer the preparation 
and the publication of the Eurocodes to CEN through a series of Mandates, in order to 
provide thenl with a future status of European Standard (EN). This links de facto the 
Eurocodes with the provisions of all the Council's Directives and/or Con1n1ission's 
Decisions dealing with European standards (e.g. the Council Directive 89/106/EEC on 
construction products - CPD - and Council Directives 93/37 IEEC, 921S0lEEC and 
89/440/EEC on public works and services and equivalent EFTA Directives initiated in 
pursuit of setting up the internal rnarket). 

J Agreement between the Commission of the European Communities and the European Committee for Standardisation (CEN) 
concerning the work on EUROCODES for the design of building and civil engineering works (BGCEN!03!89). 
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The Structural Eurocode progranl1ne cOll1pnses the following standards generally 
consisting of a nUluber of Parts: 

EN 1990 Eurocode: Basis of structural design 

EN 1991 Eurocode I: Actions on structures 

EN 1992 Eurocode 2: Design of concrete structures 

EN 1993 Eurocode 3: Design of steel structures 

EN 1994 Eurocode 4: Design of COll1posite steel and concrete structures 

EN 1995 Eurocode 5: Design oftinlber structures 

EN 1996 Eurocode 6: Design of l11asonry structures 

EN 1997 Eurocode 7: Geotechnical design 

EN 1998 Eurocode 8: Design of structures for earthquake resistance 

EN 1999 Eurocode 9: Design of alunlinium structures 

Eurocode standards recognise the responsibility of regulatory authorities in each 
Mel11ber State and have safeguarded their right to determine values related to regulatory 
safety n1atters at national level where these continue to vary fron1 State to State. 

Status and field of application of Eurocodes 

The Melllber States of the EU and EFTA recognise that Eurocodes serve as reference 
documents for the following purposes: 

as a ll1eans to prove C0111pliance of building and civil engineering works with the 
essential requiren1ents of Council Directive 89/1 06/EEC, particularly Essential 
Requirement N°l - 1v1echanical resistance and stability - and Essential Requirement 
N°2 - Safety in case of fire; 

as a basis for specifying contracts for construction works and related engineering 
services; 

as a frao1ework for drawing up han110nised technical specifications for construction 
products (EN sand ETAs) 

The Eurocodes, as far as they concern the construction works themselves, have a direct 
relationship with the Interpretative DocUl11ents2 referred to in Article 12 of the CPO, 
although they are of a different nature fron1 harn10nised product standards3

. Therefore, 
technical aspects arising fr0111 the Eurocodes work need to be adequately considered by 

According [0 Art. 3.3 of the CPO, the essential requiremcnts (ERs) shall be given concrete form in interpretative documents for 
the creation of the necessary links between the esscntial requirements and thc mandates for hENs and ET AGs/ETAs. 

According to Art. 12 of the CPO the interpretative documents shall : 

a)give concrete form to the essential requirements by harmonising thc terminology and the technical bases and indicating classes or 
levcls for each requirement where necessary; 

b)indicate methods of correlating these elasses or levels of requirement with the technical specifications, e.g. methods of calculation 
and of proof, technical rules for projcct design. cte. ; 

c) serve as a reference for the establishment of harl110niscd standards and guidelines for European technical approvals. 

The Eurocodes, delacto, playa similar role in the field of the ER I and part of ER 
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CEN Technical C0111n1ittees and/or EOT A Working Groups \vorking on product 
standards with a view to achieving a full cOlnpatibility of these technical specifications 
with the Eurocodes. 

The Eurocode standards provide conl1non structural design rules everyday use for 
the design of whole structures and conlponent products of both a traditional and an 
innovative nature. Unusual fonlls of construction or design conditions are not 
specifically covered and additional expert consideration will be required by the designer 
in such cases. 

National Standards implementing Eurocodes 

The National Standards in1plementing Eurocodes will comprise the full text of the 
Eurocode (including any annexes), as published by CEN, which nlay be preceded by a 
National title page and National foreword, ~ and may be followed by a National 
annex 

National annex nlay only contain inforn1ation on those paranleters which are left 
open in the Eurocode for national choice, known as Nationally Detennined Paran1eters, 
to be used for the design of buildings and civil engineering works to be constructed in 
the country concerned, i.e. : 

- values and/or classes where alternatives are given in the Eurocode, 

values to be used where a sYlnbol only is given in the Eurocode, 

country specific data (geographical, climatic, etc.), e.g. snow nlap, 

the procedure to be used where alternative procedures are given in the Eurocode. 

It may also contain 

decisions on the application of informative annexes, 

references to non-contradictory complementary infonnation to assist the user to 
apply the Eurocode. 

Links between Eurocodes and hannonised technical specifications (ENs and ETAs) 
for products 

There is a need for consistency between the harnl0nised technical specifications for 
construction products and the technical rules for works4

. Furthermore, all the 
infornlation acconlpanying the :Nlarking of the construction products which refer to 
Eurocodes shall clearly mention which Nationally Determined Parallleters have been 
taken j nto account. 

Additional information specific to EN 1998-1 

The scope of EN 1998 is defined in 1.1.1 and the scope of this Part of EN 1998 is 
defined in 1.1.2. Additional Parts of EN 1998 are listed in 1.1.3. 

See Art.3.3 and Art. 1 of the CPO, as well as clauses 4.2, 4.3.!, 4.3.2 and 5.2 of ID I. 
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EN 1998-1 was developed fron1 the Inerger of ENV 1998-1 1: 1994, ENV 1998-1-
2: 1994 and ENV 1998-1 : 1995. As mentioned in 1.1.1, attention nlust be paid to the 
fact that for the design of structures in seismic regions the provisions of EN 1998 are to 
be applied in addition to the provisions of the other relevant EN 1990 to EN 1997 and 

1999. 

One fundan1enta1 issue in EN 1998-1 is the definition of the seisnlic action. Given the 
wide difference of seisnlic hazard and seismo-genetic characteristics in the various 
nlelnber countries, the seismic action is herein defined in general ternlS. The definition 
allows various Nationally Deternlined Paranleters (NDP) which should be confirnled or 
1110dified in the National Annexes. 

It is however considered that, by the use of a COlnnlon basic nl0del for the 
representation of the seisn1ic action, an inlportant step is taken in EN 1998-1 in ternlS of 
Code harn10nisation. 

1998-1 contains in its section related to nlasonry buildings specific prOVlSIons 
which silnplify the design of "sinlple nlasonry buildings". 

National annex for EN 1998-1 

This standard gives alternative procedures, values and recon1nlendations for 
with notes indicating where national choices l11ay be ll1ade. Therefore the National 
Standard inlp1enlenting 1998-1 should have a National Annex containing all 
Nationally Deternlined Paralneters to be used for the design of buildings and civil 
engineering works to be constructed in the relevant country. 

National choice is allowed in EN 1998-1 :2004 through clauses: 

Reference I Hen1 

1.1.2(7) Infornlative Annexes A and B. 

2.1(l)P Reference return period TNCR of seisll1ic action for the no-collapse 
requirement (or, equivalently, reference probability of exceedance 
in 50 years, PNCR). 

2.] (l)P Reference return period TOLR of seisll1ic action for the dan1age 
1in1itation requirelnent. (Of, equivalently, reference probability of 
exceedance in 10 years, P OLR). 

3.1.1(4) Conditions under which ground investigations additional to those 
necessary for design for non-seisnlic actions ll1ay be oll1itted and 
default ground classification n1ay be used . 

3.1.2(1) . Ground classification scheme accounting for deep geology, 
including values of paranleters S, TB, Tc and defining horizontal 
and vertical elastic response spectra in accordance with 3.2.2.2 and 
3.2.2.3. 

3.2.1 (l), (2),(3) SeiS111ic zone 111apS and reference ground accelerations therein. 

3.2.1(4) Govell1ing paranleter (identification and value) for threshold of 
low seisnlicity . 
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1 (5)P @lI 

3.2.2.1 (4), 
~3.2.2.2(2)P@J] 

3.2.2.3( l)P 

3 .2.2.5(4)P 

4.2.3.2(8) 

4.2A(2)P 

4.2.5(5)P 

4.3.3.1 (4) 

4.3.3.1 (8) 

4A.2.5 (2). 

4A.3.2 (2) 

~5.2.1(5)P @lI 

5.2.2.2(10) 

~5.2A(3)@lI 

5A.3.5.2(1) 

5.8.2(3) 

5.8.2(4) 

5.8.2(5) 

5.11.1.3.2(3) 

5.11.1.4 

5.11.1.5(2) 

5.11.3 A(7)e 
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Governing paran1eter (identification and value) for threshold of 
very low seismicity. 

Paran1eters S, Tg , Te, TD defining shape of horizontal elastic 
response spectra. 

Parall1eters avg TB, TD defining shape of vertical elastic 
response spectra. 

Lower bound factor f3 on design spectral values. 

Reference to definitions of centre of stiffness and of torsional 
radius in l11ulti-storey buildings n1eeting or not conditions (a) and 
(b) of 4.2.3.2(8) 

: 

Values of (jJ for buildings. 

fIl1portance factor )1 for buildings. 

Decision on whether nonlinear 111ethods of analysis ll1ay be applied 
for the design of non-base-isolated buildings. Reference to 
iofor111ation on n1en1ber deformation capacities and the associated 
partial factors for the Ultin1ate Lin1it State for design or evaluation 
011 the basis of nonlinear analysIs methods. 

Threshold value of in1portance factor, fi, relating to the pern1itted 
use of analysis with two planar n10dels. 

~Overstrength factor Yd for diaphraQl11s.@lI 

Reduction factor v for displacenlents at dan1age limitation 1il11it 
state 

Geographical 1in1itations on use of ductility classes for concrete 
buildings. 

qo-value for concrete buildings subjected to special Quality Systenl • 

Plan. 

Material partial factors for concrete buildings in the seisnlic design 
situation. 

Minil11u111 web reinforcell1ent of large lightly reinforced concrete 
walls 

Minil11un1 cross-sectional din1ensions of concrete foundation 
beanls. 

MinilTIUI11 thickness and reinforcenlent ratio of concrete foundation 
slabs . 

. Minin1un1 reinforcenlent ratio of concrete foundation bean1s. 

Ductility class of precast wall panel systelTIs. 

~Reduction factors kp of behavior factors of precast systenls.@lI 

Seisnlic action during erection of precast structures. 

Minill1un1 longitudinal steel in grouted connections of large panel 



~6.1.2(1 )P<E£i] 

6.1.3(1) 

6.2(3) 

6.2 (7) 

6.5.5(7) 

6.7.4(2) 

~7.1.2(1)P@il 

7.1.3(1), (3) 

7.1.3(4) 

7.7.2( 4) 

~8.3(1)p@il 

19.2.1(1) 

9.2.2(1 ) 

9.2.3(1) 

9.2.4(1 ) 

9.3(2) 

9.3(2) 

9.3(3) 

9.3(4), Table 9.1 

9.3(4), Table 9.1 

9.5.l(5) 

9.6(3) 
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walls. 

Upper limit of q for low-dissipative structural behaviour concept; 
li111itat10ns on structural behaviour concept; geographical 
lil11itations on use of ductility classes for steel buildings. 

Material partial factors for steel buildings in the seismic design 
situation. 

Overstrength factor for capacity desjgn of steel buildings. 

Inforn1atio11 as to how ~ EN 1993-1-10:2005 n1ay be used in 
the seis111ic design situation 

Reference to con1plen1entary rules on acceptable connection design 

Residual post-buckling resistance of cOll1pression diagonals in steel 
fraITIeS with V-bracings. 

Upper lin111 of q for low-dissipative structural behaviour concept; 
linlitatiol1s on structural behaviour concept; geographical 
1in1itatio11s on use of ductility classes for C0111posite steel-concrete 
buildings. 

Material partial factors for conlposite steel-concrete buildings in 
the seisnlic design situation. 

Overstrength factor for capacity design of COll1posi te steel-concrete 
buildings 

Stiffness reduction factor for concrete part of a conlposite steel-
concrete COlU11111 section 

Ductility class for tinlber buildings. 

Type of ll1asonry units with sufficient robustness. 

MinlnlU1TI strength of ll1asonry units. 

Mininlunl strength of n101'tar innlasonry buildings. 

Alternative classes for perpend joints in nlasonry 

Conditions for use of unreinforced nlasonry satisfying provisions 
of EN 1996 alone. 

Minimun1 efIective thickness of unrein forced nlasonry walls 
satisfying provisions of EN 1996 alone. 

MaxinlUt11 value of ground acceleration for the use of unrein forced 
n1asonry satisfying provisions of EN. 1998-1 

q-factor values in nlasonry buildings. 

q-factors for buildings with nlasonry systenls which provide 
enhanced ductility. 

GeoI11etric requirenlents for n1asonry shear walls. 

Material partial factors in n1asonry buildings in the seis111ic design 
situation. 
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9.7.2(1) 

9.7.2(2)b 

9.7.2(2)c 

9.7.2(5) 

10.3(2)P 
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Maximum nUluber of storeys and minimu111 area of shear walls of I 

"sinlple 111asonry building". 

Minimunl aspect ratio in plan of "sinlple luasonry buildings". 
I 

Maxinlum floor area of recesses in plan for "simple masonry i 

buildings" . 

Maximulu difference in mass and wa11 area between adjacent 
storeys of "simple nlaSOlliy buildings". 

Magnification factor on seismic displaceluents for isolation 
devices. 



1 GENERAL 

1.1 Scope 

1.1.1 Scope of EN 1998 

BS EN 1998-1 :2004 
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(1)P EN 1998 applies to the design and construction of buildings and civil 
engineering works in seisn1ic regions. Its purpose is to ensure that in the event of 
earthquakes: 

human lives are protected; 

dan1age is lin1ited; and 

structures important for civil protection remain operational. 

NOTE The random nature of the seismic events and the limited resources available to counter 
their effects are sLlch as to make the attainment of these goals only partially possible and only 
measurable in probabilistic terms. The extent of the protection that can be provided to different 
categories of buildings, which is only measurable in probabilistic terms, is a matter of optimal 
allocation of resources and is therefore expected to vary from country to country, depending on 
the relative importance of the seismic risk vv'ith respect to risks of other origin and on the global 
economic resources. 

(2)P Special structures, such as nuclear power plants, offshore structures and large 
daIns, are beyond the scope of EN 1998. 

(3)P EN 1998 contains only those provisions that, in addition to the provisions of the 
other relevant Eurocodes, n1ust be observed for the design of structures in seismic 
regions. It c0111plements in this respect the other Eurocodes. 

(4) EN 1998 is subdivided into various separate Parts (see 1.1.2 and 1.1.3). 

1.1.2 Scope of EN 1998-1 

(1) EN 1998-1 applies to the design of buildings and civil engineering works in 
seisn1ic regions. It is subdivided in 10 Sections, SOine of 'which are specifically devoted 
to the design of buildings. 

(2) Section 2 of EN 1998-1 contains the basic perforn1ance requirements and 
conlpliance criteria applicable to buildings and civil engineering works in seisn1ic 
regions. 

(3) Section 3 of EN 1998-1 gives the ru1es for the representation of seismic actions 
and for their cOlnbination with other actions. Certain types of structures, dealt with in 
EN 1998-2 to EN 1998-6, need con1plen1enting rules which are given in those Parts. 

(4) Section 4 of EN 1998-1 contains genera1 design ru1es relevant specifically to 
buildings. 

(5) Sections 5 to 9 of EN 1998-1 contain specific rules for vanous structural 
nlaterials and elen1ents, relevant specifica11y to buildings as follows: 
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Section 5: Specific rules for concrete buildings; 

- Section 6: Specific rules for buildings; 

- Section 7: Specific rules for cOlnposite steel-concrete buildings; 

Section 8: Specific rules for timber buildings; 

Section 9: Specific rules for lllasonry buildings. 

(6) Section 10 contains the fundatnental requirenlents and other relevant aspects of 
design and safety related to base isolation of structures and specifically to base isolation 
of buildings. 

J\OTE Specific rules for isolation of bridges are developed in EN 1998-2. 

(7) Annex C contains additional eletnents related to the design of slab reinforcenlent 
in steel-concrete conlposite beatns at beam-colunln joints of lnoment frames. 

NOTE Infol111ative Annex A and informative Annex B contain additional elements related to the 
elastjc displacement response spectrum and to target displacement for pushover analysis. 

1.1.3 Further Parts of EN 1998 

(1 )P Further Parts of ] 998 include, in addition to EN 1998-1, the following: 

EN 1998-2 contains specific provisions relevant to bridges; 

- EN 1998-3 contains provisions for the seisnlic aSSeSSl1lent and retrofitting of 
existing buildings; 

- E]'J 1998-4 contains specific provisions relevant to silos, tanks and pipelines; 

EN 1998-5 contains specific provisions relevant to foundations, retaining structures 
and geotechnical aspects; 

EN 1998-6 contains specific provisions relevant to towers, masts and chimneys. 

1.2 Normative References 

(l)P This European Standard incorporates by dated or undated reference, provisions 
from other publications. These norn1ative references are cited at the appropriate places 
in the text and the publications are listed hereafter. For dated references, subsequent 
amendments to or revisions of any of these publications apply to this European Standard 
only when incorporated in it by anlendment or revision. undated references the 
latest edition of the publication referred to applies (including amendnlents). 

1.2.1 General reference standards 

EN 1990 Eurocode - Basis of structural design 

EN 1992-1-1 Eurocode 2 Design of concrete structures - Part I 1: General -
Conlmon rules for building and civil engineering structures 

EN 1993-1 1 Eurocode 3 - Design of steel structures Part 1-1: Genera] General 
rules 
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EN 1994-1-1 Eurocode 4 - Design of conlposite steel and concrete structures - Part 1 
1: General- C0111nl0n rules and rules for buildings 

EN 1995-1 1 Eurocode 5 - Design of tinlber structures - Part 1 1: General - Comll10n 
rules and rules for buildings 

EN 1996-1 1 Eurocode 6 Design of nlasonry structures Part 1-1: General -Rules 
for reinforced and unreinforced ll1asonry 

EN 1997-1 Eurocode 7 Geotechnical design - Part 1: General rules 

1.2.2 Reference Codes and Standards 

(1)P F or the application of EN 1998, reference sha] I be nlade to ~ EN 1990 to 
EN 1997 and to 1999@j). 

(2) EN 1998 incorporates other nornlative references cited at the appropriate places 
in the text. They are listed below: 

ISO 1000 The international systenl of units (SI) and its application; 

1090-2 Execution of steel structures and alunl111iul11 structures - Part 2: 
Technica1 requirel11ents for steel structures; 

EN 1993-1-8 Eurocode 3: Design of steel structures Part 1-8: Design ofjoillts; 

EN 1993-1-10 Eurocode 3: of steel structures - Part 1-10: Material toughness 
and through-thickness properties; 

prEN 12512 Tin]ber structures - Test nlethods - Cyclic testing of joints 111ade with 
111echanical fasteners. 

1.3 Assumptions 

(1) In addition to the general assunlptions of 1990:2002, 1.3, the following 
assunlption applies. 

(2)P It is assulned that no change in the structure wi]] take place during the 
construction phase or during the subsequent life of the structure, unless proper 
justification and verification is provided. Due to the specific nature of the seisnlic 
response this applies even in the case of changes that lead to an increase of the structural 
resistance. 

1.4 Distinction between principles and application rules 

(1) The rules of 1990:2002, 1.4 apply. 

1.5 Terms and definitions 

1.5.1 Terms common to all Eurocodes 

(1) The terms and definitions given in 1990:2002, 1.5 apply. 
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1.5.2 Further terms used in EN 1998-1 

(1) The following ternlS are used in 

behavioll r factor 

1998-1 @lIwith the following 111eanings: 

factor used for design purposes to reduce the forces obtained from a linear anaJysjs~ in 
order to account for the non-linear response of a structure~ associated with the Inaterial, 
the structural systenl and the design procedures 

~ capacity design 
design method in which elenlents of the structural system are chosen and suitably 
designed and detailed for energy dissipation under severe defonnations while all other 
structural elenlents are provided with sufficient strength so that the chosen ll1eans of 
energy dissjpation can be ll1aintained 

dissipative structure 
structure which is able to dissipate energy by nleans of ductile hysteretic behaviour 
and/or by other ll1echanisms 

dissipative zones 
predeternlined parts of a dissipative structure where the dissipative capabi1ities are 
nlainly located 

NOTE I These are also called critical 

dynamically independent unit 
structure or part of a structure which is directly subjected to the ground motion and 
whose response is not affected by the response of adjacent units or structures 

importance factor 
factor which relates to the consequences of a structural failure 

nOll-dissipative structure 
structure designed for a particular seismic design situation without taking into account 
the non-linear 111aterial behaviour 

non-structural element 
architectural, mechanical or electrical elenlent, systenl and conlponent which, whether 
due to lack of strength or to the way it is connected to the structure, is not considered in 
the seiS111ic design as load carrying elelnent 

primary seismic members 
meolbers considered as part of the stIuctural systenl that resists the seiSOlic action, 
olodelled in the analysis for the seisnlic design situation and fully designed and detailed 
for earthquake resistance in accordance with the lules of 1998 

secondary seismic members 
ll1elllbers which are not considered as part of the seismic action resisting systenl and 
whose strength and stiffness against seisnlic actions is neglected 
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NOTE 2 They are n01 
detailed to maintain 
seismic design situation. 

to comply with all tbe rules of EN 1998, but are and 
of gravity loads when subjected to the displacements caused by the 



1.6 Symbols 

1.6.1 General 
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(1) The syn1bols indicated in EN 1990:2002, 1.6 apply. For the n1aterial-dependent 
symbols, as well as for syn1bols not specifically related to earthquakes, the provisions of 
the relevant Eurocodes apply. 

(2) Further syn1bols, used in connection with seisn1ic actions, are defined in the text 
where they occur, for ease of use. However, in addition, the n10st frequently occurring 
symbols used in EN 1998-1 are listed and defined in 1.6.2 and 1.6.3. 

1.6.2 Further symbols used in Sections 2 and 3 of EN 1998-1 

ACd design value of seisn1ic action ( = f1.AEk) 

AEk characteristic value of the seisn1ic action for the reference return period 

Ed design value of action effects 

NSPT Standard Penetration Test blow-count 

PNCR reference probability of exceedance in 50 years of the reference seisnlic action 
for the no-collapse requiren1ent 

Q variable action 

SeCT) elastic horizontal ground acceleration response spectrmTI also called "elastic 
response spectruln". At T=O, the spectral acceleration given by this spectrun1 
equals the design ground acceleration on type A ground nlultiplied by the soil 
factor S. 

Sve(T) elastic vertical ground acceleration response spectrunl 

SDe(T) elastic displacenlent response spectrunl 

[§)Sd(T) design spectrunl (for elastic analysis). ~ 

S soil factor 

T vibration period of a linear single degree of freedOlTI systenl 

Ts duration of the stationary part of the seisnlic n10tion 

TNCR reference return period of the reference seisnlic action for the no-collapse 
requirenlent 

agR reference peak ground acceleration on type A ground 

ag design ground acceleration on type A ground 

avg design ground acceleration in the vertical direction 

Cu undrained shear strength of soil 

dg design ground displacenlent 

g acceleration of gravity 

q behaviour factor 
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Vs,30 average value of propagation velocity of S waves in the upper 30 111 of the soil 
profi I e at shear strain of 10-5 or less 

)1 i111portance factor 

'7 damping correction factor 

? viscous danlping ratio (in percent) 

1j/2,i conlbination coefficient for the quasi-pern1anent value of a variable action i 

conlbination coefficient for a variable action i, to be used when deternlil1ing the 
effects of the design seisnlic action 

1.6.3 Further symbols used in Section 4 of EN 1998-1 

effect of the seisnlic action 

EEdx, EEdy design values of the action effects due to the horizontal C0111pOnents (x 
andy) of the seisnlic action 

design value of the action effects due to the vertical conlponent of the seisll11c 
action 

horizontal seisn1ic force at storey i 

Fa horizontal seisll1ic force acting on a non-structural elenlent (appendage) 

Fb base shear force 

H building height fro111 the foundation or from the top of a rigid basenlent 

Lmax , Lmin larger and smaller in plan dinlension of the building 111easured 111 

orthogonal directions 

Rd design value of resistance 

Sa seisnlic coefficient for non-structural elelnents 

TI fundanlental period of vibration of a building 

Ta fundanlental period of vibration of a non-structural elenlent (appendage) 

Wa weight of a non-structural elenlent ( appendage) 

d displacell1ent 

dr design interstorey drift 

ea accidental eccentricity of the mass of one storey fronl its non1inallocation 

h interstorey height 

l11i ll1ass of storey i 

11 nU111ber of storeys above the foundation or the top of a rigid basement 

qa behaviour factor of a non-structural elenlent (appendage) 

qd displacenlent behaviour factor 

Si displacenlent of lTIaSS mj in the fundanlentallTIode shape of a building 

Zj height of mass l11i above the level of application of the seismic action 

a ratio of the design ground acceleration to the acceleration of gravity 
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Xl in1portance factor of a non-structural elenlent (appendage) 

J'cl overstrength factor for diaphragms 

f) interstorey drift sensitivity coefficient 

1.6.4 Further symbols used in Section 5 of EN 1998-1 

Ac Area of section of concrete nlen1ber 

total area of horizontal hoops in a beal11-colun111 joint 

Asi total area of steel bars in each diagonal direction of a coupl1ng beam 

area of one leg of the transverse reinforcenlent 

Asv total area of the vertical reinforcenlent in the web of the wall 

Asv,i total area of colunln vertical bars between corner bars in one direction through a 
joint 

Aw total horizontal cross-sectional area of a wall 

IAsi sunl of areas of all inclined bars in both directions, in wall reinforced with 
inclined bars against sliding shear 

IAsj sunl of areas of vertical bars of web in a wall, or of additional bars arranged in 
the wall boundary elen1ents specifically for resistance against sliding shear 

IU{b sun1 of design values of 1110nlents of resistance of the beams franling into a joint 
in the direction of interest 

IMRc SUlll of design values of the nlOl11ents of resistance of the co]unlns framing into a 
joint in the direction of interest 

Do dianleter of confined core in a circular colunln 

lv1.,d end nl0nlent of a bea111 or colunln for the calculation of its capacity design shear 

lvfRb,i design value of beanl 1110111ent of resistance at end i 

MRc,i design value of coIunll1 l11Ol11ent of resistance at end i 

axial force fron1 the analysis for the seisnlic design situation 

TJ fundan1ental period of the building in the horizontal direction of interest 

Tc corner period at the upper 1inlit of the constant acceleration region of the elastic 
spectrum 

V' Ed shear force in a wall fronl the analysis for the seisl11ic design situation 

Vdd do\vel resistance of ver6cal bars in a wall 

VEd design shear force in a wall 

VEd,max ll1axill1unl acting shear force at end section of a bean1 fron1 capacity design 
calculation 

VEd,min 111inin1un1 acting shear force at end section of a bean1 frOln capacity design 
calculation 

Vfd contribution of frjction to resistance of a wall against sliding shear 

Vic! contribution of inclined bars to resistance of a wall against sliding shear 
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VRd,c design value shear resistance for 111enlbers without shear reinforcenlent in 
accordance with EN 1992-1-1 :2004 

design value of shear resistance against sliding 

b width of bottonl flange of beanl 

he cross-sectional dinlension of column 

beff effective flange width of beanl in tension at the face of a supporting co1ulnn 

b i distance between consecutive bars engaged by a corner of a tie or by a cross-tie 
in a colu111n 

width of confined core in a COlU111n or in the boundary elelnent of a wall (to 
centreline of hoops) 

bw thickness of confined parts of a wall section, or width of the web of a bealn 

bwo thickness of web of a wall 

d effective depth of section 

dbL longitudinal bar dianleter 

dbw dia111eter of boop 

f~d design value of concrete conlpressive strength 

nlean value of tensile strength of concrete 

design value of yield strength of steel 

f;d, h design value of yield strength of the horizontal web reinforcenlent 

f~d, v design value of yield strength of the ve11ical web reinforcelnent 

f~lcl design value of yield strength of the longitudinal reinforcelnent 

design value of yield strength of transverse reinforcenlent 

h cross-sectional depth 

he cross-sectional depth of colunln in the direction of interest 

hr flange depth 

hie distance between extrenle layers of column reinforcenlent In a beanl-column 
joint 

hjw distance between beam top and bottom reinforcement 

ho depth of confined core in a column (to centreline of hoops) 

hs clear storey height 

hw height of wall or cross-sectional depth of bean1 

kD factor reflecting the ductility class in the calculation of the required cohllnn 
depth for anchorage of bean1 bars in a joint, equal to 1 for DCB and to for 
DCM 

k..v factor reflecting the prevailing failure nl0de in structural systenls with walls 

lei clear length of a beanl or a COlU111n 

fer length of critical region 
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Ii distance between centrelines of the two sets of inclined bars at the base section 
of walls with inclined bars against sliding shear 

Iw length of cross-section of wall 

n total nunlber of longitudinal bars laterally engaged by hoops or cross ties on 
perinleter of colunln section 

qo basic value of the behaviour factor 

s spacing of transverse reinforcenlent 

Xu neutral axis depth 

z internal lever arnl 

a confinelnent effectiveness factor, angle between diagonal bars and aX1S of a 
coupling bean1 

ao prevailing aspect ratio of walls of the structural systeln 

al nlultiplier of horizontal design seisnlic action at fornlation of first plastic hinge 
in the systelTI 

au nlultiplier of horizontal selsnllC design action at fonnation of global plastic 
lnechanisnl 

rC partial factor for concrete 

)1~d nl0del uncertainty factor on design value of resistances in the estinlation of 
capacity design action effects, accounting for various sources of overstrength 

rs partial factor for steel 

CC1l2 ultill1ate strain of unconfined concrete 

CC1l2,c ultinlate strain of confined concrete 

csu,k characteristic value of ultilTIate elongation of reinforcing steel 

Csy,d design value of steel strain at yield 

77 reduction factor on concrete conlpressive strength due to tensile strains 111 

transverse direction 

ratio, VEd,l11in/VEd,l11<lx, between the nlinilTIUll1 and nlaxinlunl acting shear forces at 
the end section of a beanl 

J1f concrete-to-concrete friction coefficient under cyclic actions 

J1IP curvature ductility factor 

,lie) displacenlent ductility factor 

v axial force due in the seisnlic design situation, nornlalised to AC.!cd 

~ nonnalised neutral axis depth 

p tension reinforcenlent ratio 

p' conlpression steel ratio in beanls 

O"CI11 mean value of concrete normal stress 
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pn reinforcen1ent ratio of horizontal web bars in a wall 

PI total10ngitudinal reinforcen1ent ratio 

n1aximunl allowed tension steel ratio in the critical region of prilnary seisll1ic 
beanls 

pv reinforcen1ent ratio of vertical web bars in a wall 

pw shear reinforcen1ent ratio 

(V V 111echanical ratio of vertical web reinforcen1ent 

a~vd ll1echanical volUlnetric ratio of confining reinforcen1ent 

1.6.5 Further symbols used in Section 6 of EN 1998-1 

L beanl span 

design bending n10ment fron1 the analysis for the seisn1ic design situation 

Alpl,RdA design value of plastic lnoment resistance at end A of a n1enlber 

N/pl,RdB design value of plastic n10nlent resistance at end B of a melnber 

NEd design axial force from the analysis for the seismic design situation 

NEd,E axial force fron1 the analysis due to the design seislnic action alone 

NEd,G axial force due to the non-seisnlic actions included in the conlbination of actions 
for the seisnlic design situation 

design value of yield resistance in tension of the gross cross-section of a nlen1ber 
in accordance with ~EN 1993-1-1 :2005 

NRcI(MEd , VEd) design value of axial resistance of colunln or diagonal in accordance with 
~ EN 1993-1 1 :2005@j], taking into account the interaction with the bending 
nlonlent A1Ec! and the shear in the seismic situation 

Rei resistance of connection in accordance with ~EN 1993-1-1 :2005@j] 

Rfy plastic resistance of connected dissipative men1ber based on the design yield 
stress of In ate rial as defined in ~EN 1993-1-1:2005@j]. 

VEd design shear force fron1 the analysis for the SeiS111ic design situation 

shear force due to the non seisnlic actions included in the combination of actlons 
for the SeiS111ic design situation 

shear force due to the application of the plastic monlents of resistance at the two 
ends of a beanl 

1>'pl,Rd design value of shear resistance of a ll1en1ber in accordance with ~ EN 1993-
1-1:2005 

Vwp,Ed design shear force in web panel due to the design seismic action effects 

design shear resistance of the web panel in accordance with ~ EN 1993- 1-1: 
2005@j] 

e length of seisnlic link 

nominal yield strength of steel 

~f;!,l11ax upper va1ue of the yield strength of steel @j] 
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tw web thiclu1ess of a seisn1ic link 

tf flange thickness of a seisnlic link 
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Q n1ultiplicative factor on axial force iVEd.E frOl11 the analysis due to the design 
seisn1ic action, for the design of the non-dissipative members in concentric or 
eccentric braced frallles per C1. 6.7.4 and 6.8.3 respectively 

a ratio of the sn1aller design bending n10n1ent J.Mi~d,A at one end of a seisn1ic link to 
the greater bending n10n1ents Nfcd,B at the end where plastic hinge forms, both 
monlents taken in absolute value 

al n1ultiplier of horizontal design seislnic action at forn1ation of first plastic hinge 
in the system 

au multiplier of horizontal selsn1lC design action at formation of global plastic 
mechanism 

)1M partial factor for nlaterial property 

rOY n1aterial overstrength factor 

5 beanl deflection at n1idspan relative to tangent to bean1 axis at beanl end (see 
Figure 6.11) 

JI)b multiplicative factor on design value Npl,Rd of yield resistance in tension of 
con1pression brace in a V bracing, for the estilnation of the unbalanced seisn1ic 
action effect on the beal11 to which the bracing is connected 

rs partial factor for steel 

Bp rotation capacity of the plastic hinge region 

A non-din1ensional slendell1ess of a n1el11ber as defined in ~EN 1993-1-1 :2005@J] 

1.6.6 Further symbols used in Section 7 of EN 1998-1 

ApI horizontal area of the plate 

Ea Modulus of Elasticity of steel 

Eem mean value of Modulus of Elasticity of concrete in accordance with EN 1992-1-1: 
2004 

la second n10nlent of area of the steel section part of a composite section, with 
respect to the centroid of the COlllposite section 

Ie second n10n1ent of area of the concrete part of a conlposite section, with respect 
to the centroid of the con1posite section 

leq equivalent second tllOment of area of the con1posite section 

Is second n10n1ent of area of the rebars in a conlposite section, with respect to the 
centroid of the composite section 

Mpl,Rd,e design value of plastic mon1ent resistance of co]un111, taken as lower bound and 
con1puted taking into account the concrete con1ponent of the section and only 
the steel con1ponents of the section classified as ductile 
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MU,Rd,b upper bound plastic resistance of beat11, conlputed taking into account the 
. concrete conlponent of the section and all the steel conlponents in the section, 
including those not classified as ductile 

Vwj1,[d design shear force in web panel, C0111puted on the basis of the plastic resistance 
of the adjacent dissipative zones in beanls or connections 

Vwp,Rd design shear resistance of the C0111posite steel-concrete web panel in accordance 
with 1994-1-1 :2004 

b width of the flange 

bb width of composite beanl (see Figure 7.3a) or bearing width of the concrete of 
the slab on the column (see Figure 7.7). 

be partial effective width of flange on each side of the steel web 

beff total effective width of concrete flange 

bo width (minlnlu111 dinlension) of confined concrete core (to centreline of hoops) 

dbL dianleter of longitudinal rebars 

dbw diameter of hoops 

design yield strength of steel 

f~df design yield strength of steel in the flange 

f~d\V design strength of web reinforcenlent 

hb depth of conlposite beam 

he depth of conlposite colunln section 

kr rib shape efficiency factor of profiled steel sheeting 

kt reduction factor of design shear resistance of connectors in accordance with EN 
1994-1-1 :2004 

lei clear length of colunln 

IeI' length of critical region 

11 steel-to-concrete 1110dular ratio for short tenn actions 

q behaviour factor 

r reduction factor on concrete rigidity for the calculation of the stiffness of 
COll1posite colunlns 

tf thickness of f1ange 

Yc partial factor for concrete 

partial factor for nlaterial property 

YOY nlaterlal overstrength factor 

Ys partiaJ factor for steel 

8(1 total strain of steel at Ultin1ate Limi t State 

8cu2 uHinlate c0111pressive strain of unconfined concrete 

17 nlinimunl degree of connection as defined in 6.6.1.2 EN 1994-1-1 :2004 
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Modul us of Elasticity of tilTIber for instantaneous loading 

b width of tilTlber section 

d fastener-dianleter 

h depth of tinlber beanls 
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kmod modification factor for instantaneous loading on strength of timber ll1 

accordance with EN 1995-1-1 :2004 

q behaviour factor 

rM partial factor for n1aterial properties 

1.6.8 Further sym boIs used in Section 9 of EN 1998-1 

ag,urm upper value of the design ground acceleration at the site for use of unreinforced 
lTIaSOl1ry satisfying the provisions of Eurocode 8 

Amin total cross-section area of nlasonry walls required in each horizontal direction 
for the rules for "Si111ple nlasonry buildings" to apply 

~.fb,min nonnalised compressive strength of nlaS01ll~y units nor111a1 to the bed face~ 

IAC,),fbh,min nonl1alised c0111pressive strength of ll1asonry units parallel to the bed face in 
the plane of the wall ~ 

fm.lllin Ininin1uln strength for n10rta1' 

h greater clear height of the openings adjacent to the wall 

hef effective height of the wall 

length of the wall 

n nUlnber of storeys above ground 

pA,min MininlU111 sunl of horizontal cross-sectional areas of shear walls 111 each 
direction, as percentage of the total floor area per storey 

Pmax percentage of the total floor area above the level 

q behaviour factor 

ter effective thickness of the wall 

lTIaxin1Un1 difference in horizontal shear wall cross-sectional area between 
adjacent storeys of "SilTIp1e lTIaSonry buildings" 

Llm,max n1axinlun1 difference in mass between adjacent storeys of "simple nlasonry 
buildings" 

/'111 partial factors for 111aS0111), properties 

rs partial factor for reinforcing steel 

Amin ratio between the length of the small and the length of the long side in plan 
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1.6.9 Further symbols used in Section 10 of EN 1998-1 

Kerr effective stiffness of the isolation systenl in the principal horizontal direction 
under consideration~ at a displacement equal to the design displacement ddc 

Kv total stiffness of the isolation systenl in the vertical direction 

Kxi effective stiffness of a given unit i in the x direction 

Kyi effective stiffness of a given unit i in the y direction 

Tcrr effective fundanlental period of the superstnlcture conesponding to horizontal 
translation, the superstructure assunled as a rigid body 

Tr fundamental period of the superstructure assunled fixed at the base 

Tv fundanlental period of the superstructure in the vertical direction, the 
superstructure assunled as a rigid body 

M nlass of the superstructure 

lo/f~ nlagnitude 

design disp]acenlent of the effective stifIness centre in the direction considered 

ddb total design displacement of an isolator unit 

total eccentricity in the y direction 

,/j' horizontal forces at each levelj 

ry torsional radius of the isolation 

(Xi~Yi) co-ordinates of the isolator unit i relative to the effective stiffness centre 

bi anlplificatioll factor 

"effective danlping" 

1. 7 S.l. Units 

(l)P S.1. Units in accordance with ISO 1000 shall be used. 

(2) For calculations, the following units are recomnlended: 

- forces and loads: kN, kN/nl, kN/nl 

unit 111ass: 

- l11ass: 

unit weight: 

stresses and strengths: 

kg/n13, ~tonne/n13@1] 

kg, ~ tonne @1] 

kN/n13 

2 2 ') 
N/nlm (= MN/m or MPa)~ kNhn"" (=kPa) 

- nloments (bending, etc): kNm 

- acceleration: 
2 ') 

mis, g (=9,81 111/s"") 
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2 PERFORMANCE REQUIREl\1ENTS AND COIVIPLIANCE CRITERIA 

2.1 Fundamental requirements 

(1)P Structures in seis111ic regions shall be designed and constructed in sllch a way 
that the following requirenlents are ll1et, each with an adequate degree of reliabi I ity. 

No-collapse requirenlent. 

The structure shall be designed and constructed to withstand the design seismic 
action defined in Section 3 without local or global collapse, thus retaining its 
structural integrity and a residual load bearing capacity after the seisll1ic events. 
The design seisll1ic action is expressed in tenus of: a) the reference seis111ic action 
associated with a reference probability of exceedance, P~CR, in 50 or a 
reference return period, and b) the in1portance factor }1 (see EN J 990:2002 
and (2)P and (3)P of this clause) to take into account reliability differentiation. 

NOTE 1 The values to be ascribed 10 or 10 for use in a country may be found in its 
National Annex of this document. The recommended values are =)0<% and = 475 
years. 

NOTE 2 TIle value of the probability of exceedance, PRo in TL years of a level of the 
seismic action is related 10 the mean return period, TH, of this level of lhe seismic action in 
accordance with the expression -TL / InC 1 PR)' So for given h. the seismic action may 
equivalently be specified either via its mean return period, or its probabi I i1y of exceedclllce, 

in TL years. 

Damage lin1itation requiren1ent. 

The structure shall be designed and constructed to withstand a seis1111c action 
having a larger probability of occurrence than the design seis111ic action, without the 
occurrence of danlage and the associated lilnitations of use, the costs of which 
would be disproportionately high in con1parison with the costs of the structure 
itself. The seisll1ic actio11 to be taken into account for the "dan1age linlitation 
requiren1ent" has a probability of exceedance, PDLR, in 10 years and a return period, 
TDLR. In the absence of n10re precise info1111ation, the reduction factor applied on 
the design seisn1ic action in accordance with 4.4.3.2(2) may be used to obtain the 
seisluic action for the verification of the dmnage lilnitation requirement. 

NOTE 3 The values to be ascribed 10 or to TDLR for use in a country may be found in its 
National Annex of this document. The recommended values are P DLR = 10% and TDLR 95 years. 

(2)P Target reliabilities for the no-col1apse requirenlent and for the damage li111itation 
requireluent are established by the National Authorities for different types of buildings 
or civil engineering works on the basis of the consequences of fai1ure. 

(3)P Reliability differentiation is inlplen1ented by classifying structures into difIerent 
ilnportance classes. An in1portance factor }1 is assigned to each in1portance 
Wherever feasible this factor should be derived so as to correspond to a higher or lower 
value of the return period of the seisn1ic event (with regard to the reference return 
period) as appropriate for the design of the specific category of structures (see 3.2.1 (3)). 
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(4) The different levels of reliability are obtained by multiplying the reference 
seisnlic act10n or, when using linear analysis, the corresponding action effects by this 
inlportance factor. Detailed guidance on the itnportance classes and the corresponding 
importance factors is given in the relevant Parts of EN 1998. 

NOTE At most sites the annual rate of exceedance, H(OC!.R), of the reference peak ground 
acceleration (/'2R may be taken to vary with G"R as: ) ~ ko aQR·

k
, 'vvith the value of the 

exponent k depending on seismicity, but being -generally of the order: of 3. Then, if the seismic 
action is defined in terms of the reference peak acceJeration agl{, the value of the 
importance t~lctor )1 multiplying the reference seismic action to achieve the same probability of 
exceedance in years as in the years for which the reference seismic action is may 
be computed as }i ~ (TrR/Td Alternatively, the value of the importance factor )i that needs to 
multiply the reference seismic action to achieve a value of the probability of the 
seismic PL, in h years oiher than the reference probabiJity of exceedance 
same TL years. may be estimated as FI ~ 

2.2 Compliance Criteria 

2.2. t General 

(l)P In order to satisfy the fundmnental requiren1ents in 2.1 the following lin1it states 
shall be checked (see 2.2.2 and 2.2.3): 

ultin1ate lilnit states; 

dmnage li111itation states. 

Ultilnate lin1it states are those associated with collapse or with other fonns of structural 
failure which n1ight endanger the safety of people. 

Dan1age limitation states are those associated with danlage beyond which specified 
service requiren1ents are no longer Inet. 

(2)P In order to li1nit the uncertainties and to promote a good behaviour of structures 
under seisInic actions Inore severe than the design seis111ic action, a nUlnber of pertinent 
specific Ineasures shall also be taken (see 2.2.4). 

(3) For well defined categories of structures in cases of low seismICIty (see 
3.2.1 (4)), the fundalnental requirenlents 111ay be satisfied through the application of 
rules sin1pler than those given in the relevant Parts of EN 1998. 

(4) In cases of very low SeiS111icity, the provisions of 1998 need not be observed 
(see 3.2.1(5) and the notes therein for the definition of cases of very low seisnlicity). 

(5) Specific rules for "sin1ple 111asonry buildings" are given in Sectio11 9. By 
confornling to these rules, such "sinlple Inasonry buildings" are deen1ed to satisfy the 
fundamental requirelnents of EN 1998-1 without analytical safety verifications. 

2.2.2 Ultimate limit state 

(l)P It shall be verified that the structural systen1 has the resistance and energy
dissipation capacity specified in the relevant Parts of EN 1998. 
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(2) The resistance and energy-dissipation capacity to be assigned to the structure are 
related to the extent to which its non-linear response is to be exploited. In operational 
ternlS such balance between resistance and energy-dissipation capacity is characterised 
by the values of the behaviour factor q and the associated ductility classificatiol1\ which 
are in the relevant Parts of EN 1998. As a limiting case, for the design of 
structures classified as low-dissipative, no account is taken of any hysteretic energy 
dissipation and the behaviour factor 111ay not be taken, in general, as greater than 
the value of 1,5 considered to account for overstrengths. For steel or composite steel 
concrete buildings, this linliting value of the q factor l11ay be taken as being between 1,5 
and 2 (see Note 1 of Table 6.101' Note 1 of Table 7.1~ respectively). For dissipative 
structures the behaviour factor is taken as being greater than these lin1iting values 
accounting for the hysteretic dissipation that ll1ainly occurs in specifically 
designed zones, called dissipative zones or critical regions. 

NOTE The value of the behaviour factor q should be limited by the limit stale of dynamic 
of the structure and by the damage due to t~ltigue of structural details 

connections). The most ~ unfavourable limiting condition should be applied ~ 
when the values of the q factor are determined. The values of the q factor in the variolls Parts 
of EN 1998 are deemed to conform to this requirement. 

(3)P The structure as a whole shall be checked to ensure that it is stable under the 
design seis111ic action. Both overturning and sliding stability shall be taken into account. 
Specific rules for checking the overturning of structures are given in the relevant Parts 
of EN 1998. 

(4)P It shall be verified that both the foundation elenlents and the foundation soil are 
able to resist the action effects resulting fron1 the response of the superstructure without 
substantial pernlanent defornlations. In determlning the reactions, due consideration 
shall be to the actual resistance that can be developed by the structural e]enlent 
trans111i tting the actions. 

(5)P In the analysis the possible influence of second order effects on the values of the 
action effects shall be taken into account. 

(6)P It shall be verified that under the design seisll1ic action the behaviour of 110n
structural elen1ents does not present risks to persons and does not have a detrilllental 
effect on the response of the structural elenlents. For buildings, specific rules are given 
in 4.3.5 and 4.3.6. 

2.2.3 Damage limitation state 

(l)P An adequate of reliability against unacceptable danlage shall be ensured 
by satisfying the defoI111ation linlits or other relevant Iil11its defined in the Parts 
of EN 1998. 

(2)P In structures in1portant for civil protection the structural systen1 shall be verified 
to ensure that it has sufficient resistance and stiffness to maintain the function of the 
vital services in the facilities for a seisn1ic event associated with an appropriate return 
period. 
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2.2.4 Specific measures 

2.2.4.1 Design 

(I) To the extent possible~ structures should have siJnple and regular fOrIllS both in 
plan and elevation, (see 4.2.3). If necessary this may be realised by subdividing the 
structure by joints into dynamically independent units. 

(2)P In order to ensure an overa1l dissipative and ductile behaviour, brittle failure or 
the pren1ature formation of unstable lllechanisllls shall be avoided. To this end, where 
required in the relevant Parts of EN 1998, resort shall be lnade to the capacity design 
procedure, which is used to obtain the hierarchy of resistance of the various structural 
conlponents and failure 1110des necessary for ensuring a suitable plastic 111echanisl1l and 
for avoiding brittle failure modes. 

(3)P Since the seismic perforn1ance of a structure is largely dependent on the 
behaviour of its critical regions or elen1ents, the detailing of the structure in general and 
of these regions or elen1ents in particular, shall be such as to 111ainta1n the capac1ty to 
transl11it the necessary forces and to dissipate energy under cyclic conditions. To this 
end, the detailing of connections between structural elen1ents and of regions where non
linear behaviour is foreseeable should receive special care in design. 

(4)P The analysis shall be based on an adequate structural 1110del, which, when 
necessary, shan take into account the influence of soil deformability and of 11on
structural elen1ents and other aspects, such as the presence of adjacent stIllctures. 

2.2.4.2 Foundations 

(l)P The stiffness of the foundations shall be adequate for trans111itting the actions 
received from the superstructure to the ground as unifoT111ly as possible. 

(2) With the exception of bridges, only one foundation type should in general be 
used for the same structure, unless the latter consists of dynan1ically independent units. 

2.2.4.3 Quality system plan 

(l)P The design dOCU111ents shall indicate the sizes, the details and the characteristics 
of the n1aterials of the stlllctural elen1ents. If appropriate, the design docun1ents shall 
also include the characteristics of special devices to be used and the distances between 
structural and non-structural elelnents. The necessary quality control provisions shall 
also be given. 

(2)P Elen1ents of special stlllctural importance reqUlnng special checking during 
construction shall be identified 011 the design drawings. In this case the checking 
n1ethods to be used shall also be specified. 

(3) In regions of high seis111icity and in structures of special importance, [orl11a1 
quality system plans, covering design, construction, and use, additional to the control 
procedures prescribed in the other re1evant EUfocodes, should be used. 
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3.1 Ground conditions 

3.1.1 General 
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(l)P Appropriate investigations shall be carried out in order to identify the ground 
conditions in accordance with the types given in 3.1.2. 

(2) Further guidance concerning ground investigation and classification is given in 
EN 1998-5 :2004, 4.2. 

(3) The construction site and the nature of the supporting ground should nornlally 
be free fronl risks of ground rupture, slope instability and pennanent settlements caused 
by liquefaction or densification in the event of an earthquake. The possibility of 
occunence of such phenomena shall be investigated in accordance with EN 1998-
5:2004, Section 4. 

(4) Depending on the inlportance class of the structure and the particular conditions 
of the project, ground investigations and/or geological studies should be performed to 
deten11ine the seismic action. 

NOTE The conditions under which ground investigations additional 10 those necessary for 
design for non-seismic actions may be omitted and default ground classification may be llsed 
may be specified in the National Annex. 

3.1.2 Identification of ground types 

(1) Ground types A, B, C, D, and described by the stratigraphic profiles and 
parameters given in Table 3.1 and described hereafter, nlay be used to account for the 
influence of local ground conditions on the seisl11ic action. This 111ay also be done by 
additionally taking into account the influence of deep geology on the SeiS111ic action. 

NOTE The ground classification scheme accounting for deep geology for use in a country may 
be specified in its National Annex, including the values of the parameters S, and 
defining the horizontal and vertical elastic response spectra in accordance with 3.2.2.2 and 
3.2.2.3. 
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Table 3.1: Ground types 

Ground Description of stratigraphic profile Paranleters 
type 

Vs.30 (n1/ s) 

A Rock or other rock-like geological > 800 
forn1atiol1, including at 1110st 5 nlof 
weaker Inaterial at the surface. 

S Deposits of very dense sand, gravel, or 360 - 800 
very stiff clay, at least several tens of 
n1etres in thickness, characterised by a 
gradual increase of mechanical 
properties with depth. 

C Deep deposits of dense or mediunl- 180 360 
dense sand, grave] or stiff clay with 
thickness froln several tens to n1any 
hundreds of ll1etres. 

D Deposits of 100se-to-n1edium < 180 
cohesionless soil (with or without S0111e 
soft cohesive layers), or of 
predon1inantly soft-to-finn cohesive 
soil. 

E A soil profile consisting of a surface 
al1uviu111 layer with V5 values of type C 
or D and thickness varying between 
about 5 m and 20 111, underlain by 
stiffer material with Vs 800 111/S. 

SI Deposits consisting, or containing a < 100 
layer at least lOIn thick, of soft 

(indicative) 
clays/silts with a high plasticity index 
(PI> 40) and high water content 

Deposits of liquefiable soils, of 
sensitive clays, or any other soil profile 
not included in types A E orSI 

eLi (kPa) 
(blows/30cm) 

> 50 > 250 

15 - 50 70 250 

l5 < 70 

10 - 20 

(2) The site should be classified according to the value of the average shear wave 
velocity, VS,30, if this is available. Otherwise the value of NSPT should be used. 

(3) The average shear wave velocity VsJO should be computed in accordance with 
the following expression: 

30 
(3.1 ) 
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where hi and Vi denote the thickness (in Inetres) and shear-wave velocity (at a shear 

strain level of 10-5 or less) of the i-th formation or layer, in a total of N, existing in the 
top 30 111. 

(4)P For sites with ground conditions 111atching either one of the two special ground 
types SI or S2, special studies for the definition of the seismic action are required. For 
these types, and particularly for S2, the possibility of soil failure under the seismic 
action shall be taken into account. 

NOTE Special attention should be paid if the deposit is of ground type SI' Such soils typically 
have very low values of 10\<\,1 internal damping and an abnormally extended range of linear 
behaviour and can therefore produce anomalous seismic site amplification and soil-structure 
interaction etTects (see EN 1998-5:2004, Section 6). In this case, a study to define the 
seismic action should be carried out, in order to establish the dependence of the response 
spectrum on Ihe thickness and v, value of the soft clay/silt layer and on the stitTness contrast 
between this layer and the underlying materials. 

3.2 Seismic action 

3.2.1 Seismic zones 

(l)P F or the purpose of EN 1998, national telTitories shall be subdivided by the 
National Authorities into seisn1ic zones, depending on the local hazard. By definition, 
the hazard within each zone is assun1ed to be constant. 

(2) For n10st of the applications of EN 1998, the hazard is described in terms of a 
single paral11eter, i.e. the value of the reference peak ground acceleration on type A 
ground, agR. Additional paraIneters required for specific types of structures are given in 
the relevant Parts of 1998. 

NOTE The reference peak ground acceleration on type A ground, 0gR, for use in a coulltry or 
parts of the country, may be derived from zonation maps t()und in its National Annex. 

(3) The reference peak ground acceleration, chosen by the National Authorities for 
each SeiS111ic zone, corresponds to the reference return period TNCR of the seismic action 
for the no-collapse requirement (or equivalently the reference probability of exceedance 
in 50 years, PNCR) chosen by the National Authorities (see 2.1(l)P). An in1portance 
factor Ii equal to 1,0 is assigned to this reference return period. For return periods other 
than the reference (see in1portance classes in 2.t(3)P and (4), the design ground 
acceleration on type A ground is equal to tin1es the in1portance factor Ii (ag 

li.agR). (See Note to 2.1(4)). 

(4) In cases of low seisn1icity, reduced or sin1plified seisn1ic design procedures for 
certain types or categories of structures lnay be used. 

NOTE The selection of the categories of structures, ground types and seismic zones in country 
for which the provisions of low seismicity apply may be found in its Nalional Annex. It is 
recommended to consider as low seismicity cases either those in which the ground 
acceleration on type A ground, is not greater than 0,08 g or those 'vvhere the 
product 0il'S is not greater than 0, g (0,98 m/s:\ The selection of whether tbe value of 0'.C., or that 
of the product Og.S will be used in a country to define the threshold for low cases, may 
be found in its National Annex. 

(5)P In cases of very low seisn1icity, the provisions of EN 1998 need not be observed. 
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NOTE The selection of the categories of structures, ground types and seismic zones in a country 
for 'which the Ei\ 1998 provisions need not be observed of very low seismicity) may be 
found in its i\ational Annex. It is recommended to consider as very low seismicity cases either 
those in which the design ground acceleration on type A ground, 0", is 110t greater than g 

or those where the product is not than O,OS g (0,49 m/s\ The selection 
of whether the value of 0", or that of the product will be llsed in a country' 10 define the 
1hreshold for very low seismicity cases, can be its National Annex. 

3.2.2 Basic representation of the seismic action 

3.2.2.1 General 

(1)P Within the scope of EN 1998 the earthquake n10tion at a given point on the 
surface is represented by an elastic ground acceleration response spectrunl, henceforth 
called an "elastic response spectru111". 

(2) The shape of the elastic response spectrun1 is taken as being the same for the two 
levels of seisnlic action introduced in 2.1(1)P and 2.2.1 (1)P for the no-collapse 
requiren1ent (ultinlate lill1it state design seislnic action) and for the dan1age limitation 
requirement. 

(3)P The horizontal seismic action is described by two orthogonal cOll1ponents 
assumed as being independent and represented by the sall1e response spectrulll. 

(4) For the three cOlnponents of the seis111ic action, one or 1110re alternative shapes 
of response spectra n1ay be adopted, depending on the seislnic sources and the 
earthquake nlagnitudes generated from thenl. 

NOTE I The selection of the shape of the elastic response spectrum to be llsed in a country or 
part oflhe country may be found in its National Annex. 

NOTE 2 In selecting the appropriate of the spectrum, consideration should be to the 
magnitude of earthquakes that contribute most to the seismic hazard defined for the purpose of 
probabilistic hazard assessment, rather than on conservative upper limits the M.axil1lul1l 
Credible Earthquake) defined for that purpose. 

(5) When the earthquakes affecting a site are generated by widely differing sources, 
the possibility of using more than one shape of spectra should be considered to enable 
the design seisnlic action to be adequately represented. In such circulnstances, different 
values of ag willnor111ally be required for each type of spectrun1 and earthquake. 

(6) For in1portant structures (;V[ > 1,0) topographic atnplification effects should be 
taken into account. 

NOTE Informative Annex A of EN J 998-5:2004 provides information for 
amplitlcation effects. 

(7) Tilne-history representations of the earthquake 1110tion ll1ay be used (see 3.2.3). 

(8) Allowance for the variation of ground 1110tion in space as well as tinle 111ay be 
required for specific types of structures (see EN 1998-2, 1998-4 and EN 1998-6). 
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3.2.2.2 Horizontal elastic response spectrum 

(l)P For the horlzontal cOlnponents of the seislnic action~ the elastic response 
spectrulll SeCT) is defined by the following expressions (see Figure. 3.1): 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

where 

Se( T) is the elastic response spectruln; 

T is the vibration period of a linear single-degree-of-freedo111 system; 

ag is the design ground acceleration on type A ground (ag = }1.agR); 

TB is the lower limit of the period of the constant spectral acceleration branch; 

T c is the upper linlit of the period of the constant spectral acceleration branch; 

To is the value defining the beginning of the constant displacement response range 
of the spectruln; 

S is the soil factor; 

7J is the dalnping correction factor with a reference value of 77 = 1 for 50/0 viscous 
dalnping, see (3) of this subclause. 
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Figure 3.1: Shape of the elastic response spectrum 

(2)P The values of the periods TB, and T D and of the soil factor S describing the 
shape of the elastic response spectrU111 depend upon the ground type. 

NOTE I The values to be ascribed to Te. TD and S for each ground type and type (shape) of 
spectrum to be Llsed in a country may be found in its National Annex. If deep geology is not 
accounted for 3.1.2(1) ), the recommended choice is the use of two of spectra: Type 1 
and Type 2. If the earthquakes that contribute most to the seismic hazard defined for the site for 
the purpose of probabilistic hazard assessment have a surface-wave magnitude, M s, not greater 
than 5,5, it is recommended that the Type 2 spectrum is adopted. For the five ground types A, B, 
C, 0 and E the recommended values of the parameters S, Te and TD are in Table 3.2 for 
the Type 1 Spectrum and in Table 3.3 for the Type 2 Spectrum. Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 show 
the shapes of the recommended Type 1 and Type 2 spectra, respectively, normalised by Og. for 
5(% damping. Different spectra may be defined in the National Annex, if deep geology is 
accounted for. 

Table 3.2: Values of the parameters describing the recommended Type I elastic response spectra 

Ground type S TB (s) Te (s) To (s) 

A 1,0 0.15 0,4 2.0 

B 1,2 0,15 0,5 2,0 

C 1,15 0,20 0.6 2,0 

D 1,35 020 0,8 2,0 

E 1,4 0,]5 0,5 2,0 
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Table 3.3: Values of the parameters describing the recommended Type 2 elastic response spectnl 

Ground type S TI3 (s) Tc (s) TD (s) 

A 1,0 0,05 0,25 1,2 

B 1,35 0,05 0,25 1,2 

C 1,5 0,10 0,25 J,2 

0 1,8 0,10 0,30 1,2 

E 1,6 0,05 0,25 J ,2 

4 

2 

() .. , ............. , ......................................... , ............. , .... ......... , ............ ; ... .......... ; ............. ;, ... .......... , ..... . , ............ , ........... " ............. ,' ............ " ............ ' ........ ... .. , ...... .. ..... , ........... . ; .. ........... ; 

() '). 3 I' 4 

Figure 3.2: Recommended Type 1 elastic response spectra for ground types A to E (5(1.1 damping) 

o 1 3 
T (s) 

Figure 3.3: Recommended Type 2 elastic response spectra for ground types A to E (5(% damping) 
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Note 2 For ground SI and special studies sllould provide the corresponding values of S, 
T13 , ancl 

(3) The value of the damping correction factor '7 ll1ay be detern1ined by the 
expreSSIon: 

(3.6) 

where~ is the viscoLls damping ratio of the structure, expressed as a percentage. 

(4) If for special cases a viscous dan1ping ratio different from 5% is to be used, this 
valLIe is given in the relevant Part of EN 1998. 

(5)P The elastic displacement response spectnuTI, SDeeD, shall be obtained by direct 
transformation of the elastic acceleration response spectrun1, SeCT), using the following 
expressIon: 

(3.7) 

(6) Expression (3.7) should n0I111ally be applied for vibration periods not exceeding 
4,0 s. For structures with vibration periods longer than 4,0 s, a t110re cOlnplete definition 
of the elastic displacen1ent spectrun1 is possible. 

NOTE For the Type 1 elastic response spectrum referred to in Note I to 3.2.2.2(2)P, such a 
definition is presented in Informative Annex A in terms of the displacement response spectrum. 
For periods longer than s, the elastic acceleration response spectrum may be derived from the 
elastic displacement response spectrum inverting expression (3.7). 

3.2.2.3 Vertical elastic response spectrum 

(I)P The vertical con1ponent of the seisn1ic action shall be represented by an elastic 
response spectrum, Sve(T), derived using expressions (3.8)-(3.11). 
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(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11 ) 

NOTE The values 10 be ascribed to Trh TD and O\Q for each type (shape) of vertical spectrum 
to be used in a country may be found in its National Annex. The recommended choice is the LIse 
of two of vertical spectra: Type 1 and Type 2. As for the spectra defining the horizontal 
components of the seismic action, if the earthquakes that contribute most to the seismic hazard 
defined for the site for the purpose of probabi1istic hazard assessment have a surface-wave 
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magnitude, lvL not than 55, it is recommended that the Type 2 spectrum is adopled. For 
lhe five ground types A, B, 0 and E the recommended values of the parameters describing the 
vertical spectra are given in Table 3.4. These recommended values do not for special 
ground types 51 and 51. 

Table 3.4: Recommended values of parameters describing the vertical elastic response spectra 

Spectrum Cl,,/au TI3 (s) Te (s) Tf) (s) 

i Type I 0,90 0,05 0,15 LO 

Type 2 0,45 0.05 0,15 LO 

3.2.2.4 Design ground displacement 

(1) Unless special studies based on the available infornlation indicate otherwise, the 
design ground displacement dg, corresponding to the design ground acceleration, may 
be estil11ated by Ineans of the following expression: 

(3.12) 

with Qg, S, Tc and TD as defined in 3.2.2.2. 

3.2.2.5 Design spectrum for elastic analysis 

(l) The capacity of structural systenls to resist seismic actions in the non-linear 
range generally pern1its their design for resistance to seismic forces sI11a]]er than those 
conesponding to a linear elastic response. 

(2) To avoid explicit inelastic structural analysis in design, the capacity of the 
structure to dissipate energy, through ll1ainly ductile behaviour of its elenlents and/or 
other mechanisms, is taken into account by perfonning an elastic analysis based on a 
response spectrunl reduced with respect to the elastic one, henceforth called a "design 
spectnlln". This reduction is acco111plished by introducing the behaviour factor q. 

(3)P The behaviour factor q is an approxin1ation of the ratio of the seismic forces that 
the stnlcture would experience if its response \vas cOlnpletely elastic with 50/0 viscous 
damping, to the seisll1ic forces that may be used in the design, with a conven60nal 
elastic analysis model, still ensuring a satisfactory response of the structure. The values 
of the behaviour factor q, which also account for the influence of the viscous da111ping 
being different fron1 50/0, are given for various nlaterials and structural systenlS 
according to the relevant ductility classes in the various Parts of EN 1998. The val ue of 
the behaviour factor q may be different in different horizontal directions of the structure, 
although the ductility classification shall be the same in all directions. 

(4)P For the horizontal components of the seisn1ic action the design spectrum, SeI(Y), 
shall be defined by the following expressions: 

( ) 
2 T 2,5 o ~ T ~ Ts : Sd T = Q" • S· + . 

t; 3 T8 q 
(3.13) 
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where 

S, Tc and Tn 

q 

(3. 

q 

. S . 2,5 . [TC ] 
q T 

G f! • S . 2.,5 . [TC TD ] 
- q 

(3. 

are as defined in 3.2.2.2; 

is the design spectrull1; 

is the behaviour factor; 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3 is the lower bound factor for the horizontal design spectru111. 

NOTE The value to be ascribed to fJ for lise in a country can be found in its National Annex. The 
recommended value for j3 is 0,2. 

(5) For the vertical component of the seisillic action the design spectrU111 is given by 
expressions (3.13) to (3.16), with the design ground acceleration in the vertical 
direction, G vg replacing Gg, S taken as being equal to 1,0 and the other paranleters as 
defined in 3.2.2.3. 

(6) For the vertical cOlnponent of the seisnlic action a behaviour factor q up to to 1,5 
should generally be adopted for all nlaterials and structural systenls. 

(7) The adoption of values for q greater than 1,5 in the vertical direction should be 
justified through an appropriate analysis. 

(8)P The design spectru111 as defined above is not sufficient for the design of 
structures with base-isolation or energy-dissipation systelTIs. 

3.2.3 Alternative representations of the seismic action 

3.2.3.1 Time - history representation 

3.2.3.1.1 General 

(l)P The seisnlic 1110tion 111ay also be represented in tenllS of ground acceleration 
tinle-histories and related quantities (velocity and displacel11ent). 

(2)P When a spatial nlodel of the structure js required, the seis111ic motion shall 
consist of three sinlLdtaneously acting accelerogratTIs. The sanle accelerogratll 111ay not 
be used sinlultaneous]y along both horizontal directions. SilTIplifications are possible in 
accordance with the relevant Parts of EN 1998. 
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(3) Depending on the nature of the application and on the infornlatlon actually 
available, the description of the seisnlic lTIotion lTIay be Illade by artificial 
accelerogranls 3.2.3.1.2) and recorded or silTIulated accelerogra111S (see 3.2.3.1.3). 

3.2.3.1.2 Artificial accelerograms 

(1 )P Artificial accelerograiTIS shall be generated so as to nlatch the elastic response 
spectra given in 3.2.2.2 and 3.2.2.3 for 50/0 viscous danlping (c; = 50/0). 

(2)P The duration of the accelerograms shall be consistent with the magnitude and 
the other relevant features of the seislnic event underlying the establishnlent of 

(3) \Vhen site-specific data are not available, the lllininlunl duration of the 
stationary part of the accelerogranls should be equal to lOs. 

(4) The suite of artific1al accelerogranls should observe the following rules: 

a) a nlinill1UlTI of 3 accelerogranls should be used; 

b) the nlean of the zero period spectral response acceleration values (calculated fron1 the 
individual hnle histories) should not be snlaller than the value of ar!,'S for the site in 
question. 

c) in the range of periods between 0,2Tl and 2T" where T, is the fundanlental period of 
the structure in the direction where the accelerogran1 will be applied; no value of the 
ll1ean 50/0 danlping elastic spectrUln, calculated fron1 all tinle histories, should be less 
than 90% of the corresponding value of the dalTIping elastic response spectrunl. 

3.2.3.1.3 Recorded or simulated accelerograms 

(l)P Recorded accelerogran1s, or accelerogratns generated ~through a nUlllerica] 
sin1ulation ~ of source and travel path n1echanisnls, n1ay be used, provided that the 
samples used are adequately qualified with regard to the seisl1logenetic features of the 
sources and to the soil conditions appropriate to the site, and their values are scaled to 
the value of ag.S for the zone under consideration. 

(2)P For soil anlplification analyses and for dynanlic slope stability verifications see 
EN 1998-5:2004, 2.2. 

(3) The suite of recorded or sin1ulated accelerograms to be used should satisfy 
3.2.3.1.2(4). 

3.2.3.2 Spatial model of the seismic action 

(l)P F or structures with special characteristics such that the assumption of the sanle 
excitation at all support points cannot reasonably be nlade, spatiallTIodels of the seismic 
action shall be used 3.2.2.1(8)). 

(2)P Such spatial models shall be consistent with the elastic response spectra used for 
the basic definition of the seismic action in accordance with 3.2.2.2 and 3.2.2.3. 
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3.2.4 Combinations of the seismic action with other actions 

(I)P The value of the effects of actions in the seismic design situation shall 
be deternlined in accordance with EN 1990:2002, 6.4.3.4. 

(2)P The inertial effects of the design seismic action shall be evaluated by taking into 
account the presence of the Inasses associated with all gravity loads appearing in the 
following cOll1bination of actions: 

(3.17) 

where 

IjIE,i is the conlbination coefficient for variable action i (see 4.2.4). 

(3) The conlbination coefficients IjIE,i take into account the likelihood of the loads 
Qk,i not being present over the entire structure during the earthquake. coefficients 
Inay also account for a reduced participation of 111asses in the motion of the structure 
due to the non-rigid connection between thenl. 

(4) Values of V/2,i are given in EN 1990:2002 and values of V/E,i for buildings or 
other types of structures are in the relevant parts of EN 1998. 
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(l)P Section 4 contains general rules for the earthquake-resistant design of buildings 
and shall be used in conjunction with Sections 2~ 3 and 5 to 9. 

(2) Sections 5 to 9 are concerned with specific rules for various lnaterials and 
elenlents used in buildings. 

(3) Guidance on base-isolated buildings is given in Section 10. 

4.2 Characteristics of earthquake resistant buildings 

4.2.1 Basic principles of conceptual design 

(l)P In seismic regions the aspect of seisnlic hazard shall be taken into account in the 
early stages of the conceptual design of a building, thus enabling the achievement of a 
structural systenl which, within acceptable costs, satisfies the fundamental requirements 
specified in 2.1. 

(2) The guiding principles governing this conceptual design are: 

structural sinlplicity; 

unifonllity, symlnetry and redundancy; 

bi-directional resistance and stiffness; 

torsional resistance and stiffness~ 

diaphragnlatic behaviour at storey level; 

- adequate foundation. 

These principles are further elaborated in the following subclauses. 

4.2.1.1 Structural simplicity 

(1) Structural simplicity, characterised by the existence of clear and direct paths for 
the translnission of the seisnlic forces, is an ilnportant objective to be pursued, since the 
lTIodelling, analysis, dinlensioning, detailing and construction of sinlple structures are 
subject to nluch less uncertainty and thus the prediction of its seislnic behaviour is 11luch 
nlore reliable. 

4.2.1.2 Uniformity, symmetry and redundancy 

(I) UnifonJlity in plan is characterised by an even distribution of the structural 
elements which allows short and direct trans111ission of the inertia forces created in the 
distributed nlasses of the building. If necessary, unifonl1ity 111ay be realised by 
subdividing the entire building by seisnlic joints into dynanlically independent units, 
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provided that these joints are designed against pounding of the individual units 111 

accordance with 4.4.2.7. 

(2) Uniformity in the development of the structure along the height of the building 
is also inlportant, since it tends to elinlinate the occurrence of sensitive zones where 
concentrations of stress or large ductility denlands l11ight prematurely cause collapse. 

(3) A close relationship between the distribution of ll1asses and the distribution of 
resistance and stiffness eliminates large eccentricities bet\veen 1l1aSS and stiffness. 

(4) If the building configuration is symn1etrical or quasi-synl111etrical, a synlmetrical 
layout of structural elen1ents, which should be well-distributed in-plan, is appropriate 
for the achievenlent ofunifornlity. 

(5) The use of evenly distributed structural elenlents increases redundancy and 
allows a nlore favourable redistribution of action effects and widespread energy 
dissipation across the entire structure. 

4.2.1.3 Bi-directional resistance and stiffness 

(I)P Horizontal seisl11ic n10tion is a bi-directional pheno111enon and thus the building 
structure shall be able to resist horizontal actions in any direction. 

(2) To satisfy (l)P, the structural elenlents should be arranged in an orthogonal in
plan structural pattern, ensuring silnilar resistance and stiffness characteristics in both 
main directions. 

(3) The choice of the stiffness characteristics of the structure, while attelnpting to 
Inininlise the effects of the seisnlic action (taking illtO account its specific features at the 
site) should also lin1it the developn1ent of excessive displacements that l11ight lead to 
either instabilities due to second order effects or excessive dan1ages. 

4.2.1.4 Torsional resistance and stiffness 

(1) Besides lateral resistance and stiffness, building structures should possess 
adequate torsional resistance and stiffness in order to Iinlit the developlnent of torsional 
motions which tend to stress the different structural elen1ents in a non-unifonn way. In 
this respect, arrangen1ents in which the Inain eJen1ents resisting the seisn1ic action are 
distributed close to the periphery of the building present clear advantages. 

4.2.1.5 Diaphragmatic behaviour at storey level 

(l) In buildings, floors (including the roof) playa very in1portant role in the overall 
seisn1ic behaviour of the structure. They act as horizontal diaphragnls that collect and 
transn1it the inertia forces to the vertical structural systetns and ensure that those 
systems act together in resisting the horizontal seislnic action. The action of floors as 
diaphragms is especially relevant in cases of con1plex and non-unifonn layouts of the 
vertical structural systen1s, or where systems with different horizontal deforn1ability 
characteristics are used together (e.g. in dual or Inixed systen1s). 

(2) Floor systen1s and the roof should be provided with in-plane stiffness and 
resistance and with effective connection to the vertical structural systen1s. Particular 
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care should be taken in cases of non-con1pact or very elongated in-plan shapes and in 
cases of large floor openings, especially if the latter are located in the vicinity of the 
main vertical structural elen1ents, thus hindering such effective connection between the 
vertical and horizontal structure. 

(3) Diaphragms should have sufficient in-plane stiffness for the distribution of 
horizontal inertia forces to the vertical structural systen1s in accordance with the 
assulnptions of the analysis (e.g. rigidity of the diaphragm, see 4.3.1(4)), particularly 
vvhen there are significant changes in stiffness or offsets of vertical elements above and 
below the diaphragn1. 

4.2.1.6 Adequate foundation 

(l)P With regard to the seislnic action, the design and construction of the foundations 
and of the connection to the superstructure shall ensure that the whole building is 
subjected to a uniform seismic excitation. 

(2) For structures conlposed of a discrete nun1ber of structural walls, likely to ditTer 
in width and stiffness, a rigid, box-type or cellular foundation, containing a foundation 
slab and a cover slab should generally be chosen. 

(3) For buildings with individual foundation elements (footings or piles), the use of 
a foundation slab or tJe-bean1s between these elen1ents in both n1ain directions is 
recon1111ended, subject to the criteria and rules of EN 1998-5:2004,5.4.1.2. 

4.2.2 Primary and secondary seismic members 

(l)P A certain number of structural n1en1bers (e.g. bean1s and/or columns) n1ay be 
designated as "secondary" seisn1ic nlembers (or elen1ents), not forn1ing part of the 
seis111ic action resisting systen1 of the building. The strength and stiffness of these 
elelnents against seismic actions shall be neglected. They do not need to conforn1 to the 
requirelnents of Sections 5 to 9. Nonetheless these n1elnbers and their connections shall 
be designed and detailed to n1aintain support of gravity loading when subjected to the 
displacelnents caused by the most unfavourable seisn1ic design condition. Due 
allovvance of 2nd order effects (P-i1 effects) should be lnade in the design of these 
Inelnbers. 

(2) Sections 5 to 9 give rules, in addition to those of EN 1992, EN 1993, EN 1994, 
EN 1995 and EN 1996, for the design and detailing of secondary seismic elenlents. 

(3) All structural n1elYlbers not designated as being secondary seisnlic n1en1bers are 
taken as being prinlary seisnl1c 111elnbers. They are taken as being part of the lateral 
force resisting systen1, should be n10delled in the structural analysis in accordance vvith 
4.3.1 and designed and detailed for earthquake resistance in accordance with the rules of 
Sections 5 to 9. 

(4) The total contribution to lateral stiffness of all secondary seisnlic n1embers 
should not exceed 150/0 of that of all pril11ary SeiS111ic n1embers. 
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(5) The designation of son1e structural elell1ents as secondary seiSll1ic 111en'1bers is 
not allowed to change the classification of the structure fr0111 non-regular to regular as 
described in 4.2.3. 

4.2.3 Criteria for structural regularity 

4.2.3.1 General 

(J)P For the purpose of seisn1ic design; building structures are categorised into being 
regular or non-regular. 

NOTE In building structures consisting of more than one dynamically independent units, the 
categorisation and the relevant criteria in 4.2.3 refer to the individual dynamically independent 
units. In sLich structures, "individual dynamical1y independent unit" is meant for "building" in 
4.2.3. 

(2) This distinction has in1plications for the following aspects of the SeiSl11ic design: 

the structural 1110del, which can be either a simplified planar t110del or a spatial 
nl0del; 

the method of analysis, which can be either a simplified response spectrum analysis 
(lateral force procedure) or a 1110dal one; 

the value of the behaviour factor q, which shall be decreased for bui Idings 
non-regular in elevation (see 4.2.3.3). 

(3)P \Vith regard to the iInplications of structural regularity on analysis and design, 
separate consideration is given to the regularity characteristics of the building in plan 
and in elevation (Table 4.1). 

Table 4.1: Consequences of structural regularity on seismic analysis and design 

i 
Regularity Allowed Sin1plification Behaviour factor 

Plan Elevation Model Linear-elastic Analysis (for }jnear analysis) 

Yes Yes Planar Lateral forcea Reference value 

Yes No Planar Modal Decreased value 

No Yes Spatialb Lateral forceu Reference value 

No No Spatial Modal Decreased value 
.. 

d If the condllion of 4.3.3.2.1 (2)a) IS also met. 
b Under the specific conditions given in 4.3.3.1(8) a separate planar model may be lIsed in each horizontal 
direction, in accordance with 4.3.3.1(8). 

(4) Criteria describing regularity in plan and in elevation are given in 4.2.3.2 and 
4.2.3.3. Rules concerning n10delling and analysis are given in 4.3. 

(5)P The regularity criteria given in 4.2.3.2 and 4.2.3.3 should be taken as necessary 
conditions. It shall be verified that the assUlned regularity of the building structure is not 
in1paired by other characteristics, not included in these criteria. 

(6) The reference values of the behaviour factors are given in Sections 5 to 9. 
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(7) For non-regular in elevation buildings the decreased values of the behaviour 
factor are given by the reference values multiplied by 0,8. 

4.2.3.2 Criteria for regularity in plan 

(I)P For a building to be categorised as being regular in plan, it shall satisfy all the 
conditions listed in the following paragraphs. 

(2) With respect to the lateral stiffness and nlass distribution, the building structure 
shall be approxinlately sYl111netrical in plan with respect to two orthogonal axes. 

(3) The plan configuration shall be conlpact, i.e., each floor shall be delimited by a 
polygonal convex line. If in plan set-backs (re-entrant corners or recesses) exist, 
regularity in plan nlay still be considered as being satisfied, provided that these set
backs do not affect the floor in-plan stiffness and that, for each set-back, the area 
between the outline of the floor and a convex polygonal line enveloping the floor does 
not exceed 5 % of the floor area. 

(4) in-plan stiffness of the floors shall be sufficiently large in comparison with 
the lateral stiffness of the vertical structural elelnents, so that the defor111ation of the 
floor shaH have a small effect on the distribution of the forces anlong the vertical 
structural elements. In this respect, the C, H, I, and X plan shapes should be carefully 
eXaInined, notably as concerns the stiffness of the lateral branches, which should be 
conlparable to that of the central part, in order to satisfy the rigid diaphragm condition. 
The application of this paragraph should be considered for the global behaviour of the 
building. 

(5) The slenderness A = of the building in plan shall be not higher than 4, 
where Lmnx and Lmin are respectively the larger and snlaller in plan dinlension of the 
building, measured in orthogonal directions. 

(6) At each level and for each direction of analysis x and y, the structural 
eccentricity eo and the torsional radius r shall be in accordance with the two conditions 
below, which are expressed for the direction of analysis 

:::; 0,30· rx ( 4.1a) 

(4.1 b) 

where 

eox is the distance between the centre of stiffness and the centre of 111ass, measured 
along the x direction, which is nonnal to the direction of analysis considered; 

rx is the square root of the ratio of the torsional stiffness to the lateral stiffness in 
the y direction ("torsional radius"); and 

Is is the radius of gyration of the floor ll1ass in plan (square root of the ratio of (a) 
the polar m0111ent of inertia of the floor n1ass in plan with respect to the centre of 
Inass of the floor to (b) the floor nlass). 
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The definitions of centre of stiffness and torsional radius r are provided in (7) to (9) of 
this subclause. 

(7) In single storey buildings the centre of stiffness is defined as the centre of the 
lateral stiffness of all primary seismic n1en1bers. The torsional radius r is defined as the 
square root of the ratio of the global torsional stiffness with respect to the centre of 
lateral stiffness, and the global lateral stiffness, in one direction, taking into account all 
of the prin1ary seis111ic nle111bers in this direction. 

(8) In 111ulti-storey buildings only approxin1ate definitions of the centre of stiffness 
and of the torsional radius are possible. sin1plified definition, for the classification of 
structural regularity in plan and for approxin1ate analysis of torsional effects, is 
possible if the following two conditions are satisfied: 

a) all lateral load resisting systen1s, such as cores, structural walls, or franles, run 
without interruption fronl the foundations to the top of the building; 

b) the deflected shapes of the individual systenls under horizontal loads are not very 
different. This condition n1ay be considered satisfied the case of fran1e systenls and 
wall systen1s. In general, this condition is not in dual systenls. 

NOTE The National Annex can include reference to documents that might provide definitions of 
the centre of stiffness and of the torsional radius in multi-storey buildings, both for those that 
meet the conditions (a) and (b) (8), and for those that do not. 

(9) In fran1es and in systen1s of slender walls with prevailing flexural deformations, 
the position of the centres of stiffness and the torsional radius of all storeys may be 
calculated as those of the nl011lents of inertia of the cross-sections of the vertical 
elelllents. If, in addition to tlexural deforn1ations, shear deformations are also 
significant, they l11ay be accounted for by using an equivalent nlonlent of inertia of the 
cross-secti on. 

4.2.3.3 Criteria for regularity in elevation 

(l)P F or a building to be categorised as being regular in elevation, it shall satisfy all 
the conditions listed in the following paragraphs. 

(2) All lateral load resisting systems, such as cores, structural walls, or fraInes, shall 
run without intelTuption fron1 their foundations to the top of the building Of, if setbacks 
at different heights are present, to the top of the relevant zone of building. 

(3) Both the lateral stiffness and the nlass of the individual storeys shall renlain 
constant or reduce gradually, without abrupt changes, fro111 the base to the top of a 
particular building. 

(4) In fratned buildings the ratio of the actual storey resistance to the resistance 
required by the analysis should not vary disproportionately between adjacent storeys. 
Within this context the special aspects of nlasonry infilled frames are treated in 
4.3.6.3.2. 

(5) When setbacks are present, the following additional conditions apply: 
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a) for gradual setbacks preserving axial synlmetry, the setback at any floor shall be not 
greater than 20 % of the previous plan dinlension in the direction of the setback (see 
Figure 4.1.a and Figure 4.I.b); 

b) for a single setback within the lower 15 % of the total height of the n1ain structural 
systenl, the setback shall be not greater than 50 % of the previous plan dimension (see 
Figure 4.1.c). In this case the structure of the base zone within the vertically projected 
perinleter of the upper storeys should be designed to resist at least 75%} of the horizontal 
shear forces that would develop in that zone in a sitnilar building without the base 
enlargelnent; 

c) if the setbacks do not preserve symnletry, in each face the sun1 of the setbacks at all 
storeys shall be not greater than 30 % of the plan dimension at the ground floor above 
the foundation or above the top of a rigid basenlent, and the individual setbacks sha11 be 
not greater than 1 ° % of the previous plan dinlension (see Figure 4.1.d). 

(a) 

Criterion for (a): L1 L2 0,20 
L\ 

(c) (setback occurs below 0,15H) 

0,15 H 
-t---+--

Criterion for (c): --=--...;...:::; 0,50 
L 

(b) (setback occurs above 0, I5H) 

:r: 

Criterion for (b): --=--...;...:::; 0,20 
L 

d) 

L 

L 
Criteria for (d): ---""'-:::; 0,30 

L 

Figure 4.1: Criteria for regularity of buildings with setbacks 

15 H 
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4.2.4 Combination coefficients for variable actions 

(l)P The cOl1lbination coefficients ~/2i (for the quasi-permanent value of variable 
actjon qi) for the design of buildings (see 3.2.4) shall be those given in EN 1990:2002, 
Annex AI. 

(2)P The conlbination coefficients tf/Ei introduced in 3.2.4(2)P for the calculation of 
the effects of the seiSlnic actions shall be computed fronl the following expression: 

(4.2) 

NOTE The values to be ascribed to tp for use in a country may be found in its National Annex. 
The recommended values for rp are listed in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2: Values of rp for calculating If/Ei 

Type of variable Storey tp 

action 

Categories Roof 1 ~O 

Storeys with correlated occupancies 

Independently occupied storeys 0,5 

:gVJ II::~ D-F" 
1,0 

and Archives 
nlt:.r.,"""",,, as defined in EN 1991-1-1 :2002. 

4.2.5 hnportance classes and importance factors 

(l)P Buildings are classified in 4 inlportance classes, depending on the consequences 
of collapse for hunlan life, on their inlportance for public safety and civil protection in 
the inlmediate post-earthquake period, and on the social and econo111ic consequences of 
collapse. 

(2)P The ilnportal1ce classes are characterised by different importance factors )1 as 
described in 2.1(3). 

(3) ilnportance factor}1 1,0 is associated with a SelS1111C event having the 
reference return period indicated in 3.2.1(3). 

(4) The definitions of the inlportance classes are in Table 4.3. 
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In1portance Buildings 
class 

1 

i II 

HI 

IV 

Bui1dings of 111inor in1portance for public safety, agricultural I 
buildings, etc. 

Ordinary buildings, not belonging in the other categories. I 

Buildings \vhose seisn1ic resistance is of in1portance in view of the 
consequences associated with a collapse, e.g. schools, assembly halls, 
cultural institutions etc. 

Buildings whose integrity during earthquakes is of vital in1portance 
for civil protection, e.g. hospitals, fire stations, power plants, etc. 

NOTE Importance classes I, II and HI or IV correspond roughly to consequences classes CC I, 
CC2 and CC3, respectively, defined in EN 1990:2002, Annex B. 

(S)P The value of)1 for in1portance class 11 shall be, by definition, equal to ] ,0. 

NOTE The values to be ascribed to YI for LIse in a country may be found in its National Annex. 
The values of Yt may be different for the various seismic zones of the country, depending on the 
seismic hazard conditions and on public safety considerations Note to 2.1 (4)). The 
recommended values of YI for importance classes 1, III and IV are equal to 0,8, 1,2 and 1,4, 
respectively. 

(6) For buildings which house dangerous installations or 111aterials the importance 
factor shou1d be established in accordance with the criteria set forth in EN 1998-4. 

4.3 Structural analysis 

4.3.1 ModeUing 

(l)P The model of the building shall adequately represent the distribution of stiffness 
and Inass in it so that all significant deforInation shapes and inertia forces are properly 
accounted for under the seislnic action considered. In the case of non-linear analysis, the 
Inodel shall also adequately represent the distribution of strength. 

(2) The n10del should also account for the contribution of joint regions to the 
deforrnability of the building, e.g. the end zones in bealns or C01Ull111S of frame type 
structures. Non-structural e]en1ents, which n1ay influence the response of the primary 
seismic structure, should also be accounted for. 

(3) In general the structure Inay be considered to consist of a number of vertical and 
lateral load resisting systems, connected by horizontal diaphragn1s. 

(4) When the floor diaphragms of the building Inay be taken as being rigid in their 
planes, the masses and the n10n1ents of inertia of each floor nlay be 11l1nped at the centre 
of gravity. 

NOTE The diaphragm is taken as being rigid, if, when it is modelled with its actual in~plane 
flexibility, its horizontal displacements nowhere exceed those resulting from (he rigid diaphragm 
assumption by more than 10% of the corresponding absolute horizontal displacements in Ihe 
seismic design situation. 
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(5) For buildings conforn1ing to the criteria for regularity in plan (see 4.2.3.2) or 
with the conditions presented in 4.3.3.1(8}\ the analysis 111ay be performed using two 
planar l11odels, one for each n1ain direction. 

(6) In concrete buildings, in COlllposite steel-concrete buildings and in masonry 
buildings the stiffness of the load bearing elements should, in general, be evaluated 
taking into account the effect of cracking. Such stiffness should cOlTespond to the 
initiation of yielding of the reinforcenlent. 

(7) Un less a 1110re accurate analysis of the cracked elements is perfonl1ed, the elastic 
flexural and shear stiffness properties of concrete and masonry elell1ents nlay be taken 
to be equal to one-half of the corresponding stiffness of the uncracked eleillents. 

(8) Infil1 walls which contribute significantly to the lateral stiffness and resistance of 
the building should be taken into account. See 4.3.6 for nlasonry infills of concrete, 
steel or cOll1posite ffanles. 

(9)P The deformability of the foundation shall be taken into account in the Inodel, 
whenever it may have an adverse overall influence on the structural response. 

NOTE Foundation deformability (including the soil-structure interaction) may ahvays be laken 
into account, incJuding the cases in which it has beneficial effects. 

(lO)P The 111asses shall be calculated froln the gravity loads appearing in the 
combination of actions indicated in 3.2.4. The combination coefficients WEi are given in 
4.2.4(2)P. 

4.3.2 Accidental torsional effects 

(I)P In order to account for uncertainties in the location of nlasses and in the spatial 
variation of the seisnlic nlotion, the calculated centre of ll1ass at each floor i shall be 
considered as being displaced froll1 its nOll1inal location in each direction by an 
accidental eccentricity: 

(4.3) 

where 

e81 is the accidental eccentricity of storey mass i from its nominal location, applied 
in the san1e direction at all floors; 

Li is the floor-dinlension perpendicular to the direction of the SeiSll1ic action. 

4.3.3 l\1ethods of analysis 

4.3.3.1 General 

(l) Within the scope of Section 4, the seis111ic effects and the effects of the other 
actions included in the seisnlic design situation ll1ay be detennined on the basis of the 
llnear-elastic behaviour of the structure. 
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(2)P The reference nlethod for deternlining the seismic effects shall be the nlodal 
response spectrunl analysis, using a linear-elastic 1110del of the structure and the design 
spectrull1 given in 3.2.2.5. 

(3) Depending on the structural characteristics of the building one of the following 
two types of linear-elastic analysis nlay be used: 

a) the "lateral force nlethod of analysis" for buildings nleeting the conditions given in 
4.3.3.2; 

b) the "nlodal response spectrunl analysis", which is applicable to all types of buildings 
(see 4.3.3.3). 

(4) As an alternative to a linear n1ethod, a non-linear ll1ethod nlay also be used, such 
as: 

c) non-linear static (pushover) analysis; 

d) non-linear tinle history (dynan1ic) analysis, 

provided that the conditions specified in (5) and (6) of this subclause and 1n 4.3.3.4 are 
satisfied. 

NOTE For base isolated buildings the conditions under which the linear methods a) and b) or the 
nonlinear ones c) and may be llsed are in Section 10. For non-base-isolated buildings, 
the linear methods of 4.3.3.1(3) may always be used, as in 4.3.3.2.1. The choice of 
whether the nonlinear methods of 4.3.3.1(4) may also be applied to non-base-isolated buildings 
in a particular country, will be found in its National Annex. The National Annex may also 
include reference to complementary information about member deformation and the 
associated partial factors to be used in the Ultimate Limit State verifications in accordance with 
4.4.2.2(5). 

(5) Non-linear analyses should be properly substantiated with respect to the seismic 
input, the constitutive n10de] used, the Inethod of interpreting the results of the analysis 
and the requiren1ents to be Inet. 

(6) Non-base-isolated structures designed on the basis of non-linear pushover 
analysis without using the behaviour factor q (see 4.3.3.4.2.1(1)d), should satisfy 
4.4.2.2(5), as well as the rules of Sections 5 to 9 for dissipative structures. 

(7) Linear-elastic analysis n1ay performed using two planar n10dels, one for each 
main horizontal direction, if the criteria for regularity in plan are satisfied (see 4.2.3.2). 

(8) Depending on the importance class of the building, linear-elastic analysis may 
be perfonned using two planar 1110dels, one for each 111ain horizontal direction, even if 
the criteria for regularity in plan in 4.2.3.2 are not satisfied, provided that al I of the 
following special regularity conditions are n1et: 

a) the building shall have well-distributed and relatively rigid cladding and partitions; 

b) the building height shall not exceed 1 0 nl~ 
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c) the in-plane stiffness of the floors shall be large enough in comparison with the 
lateral stiffness of the vertical structural elen1ents, so that a rigid diaphragl11 behaviour 
n1ay be assun1ed. 

d) the centres of lateral stiffness and 111ass shall be each approxin1ately on a vertical line 
and, in the two horizontal directions of analysis, satisfy the conditions: rx Is + eo/, 

ry 2 > Is2 + where the radius of gyration Is, the torsional radii rx and r and the natural 
eccentricities eox and eoy are defined as in 4.2.3.2(6). 

NOTE The value of the importance factol', }1, below which the simplification of the analysis in 
accordance with 4.3.3.1 (8) is allowed in a country, may be found in its National Annex. 

(9) In buildings satisfying all the conditions of (8) of this subclause with the 
exception of d), llnear-elastic analysis two planar I110dels, one for each n1a1n 
horizontal direction, may also be perforn1ed, but in such cases all seisll1ic action effects 
resulting fron1 the analysis should be multiplied by 1,25. 

(10)P Buildings not COnfOrI11ing to the criteria in (7) to (9) of this clause shall be 
analysed using a spatial nl0del. 

(11)P Whenever a spatial nl0del is used, the design seisl11ic action shall be applied 
along all relevant horizontal directions (with regard to the structural layout of the 
building) and their orthogonal horizontal directions. For buildings with resisting 
elenlents in two perpendicular directions these two directions shall be considered as the 
relevant directions. 

4.3.3.2 Lateral force method of analysis 

4.3.3.2.1 General 

(l)P This type of analysis may be applied to buildings whose response is not 
significantly affected by contributions from modes of vibration higher than the 
fundamental J110de in each principal direction. 

(2) The requiren1ent in (l)P of this subclause is deen1ed to be satisfied in buildings 
which fulfil both of the two following conditions. 

a) they have fundaJl1ental periods of vibration TJ in the two 111ain directions which are 
smaller than the following values 

(4.4) 

\vhere is defined in 3.2.2.2; 

b) they n1eet the criteria for regularity in elevation given in 4.2.3.3. 

4.3.3.2.2 Base shear force 

(l)P The seismic base shear force for each horizontal direction 111 which the 
building is analysed, shall be deternlined using the following expression: 
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(4.5) 

Sd (T1 ) is the ordinate of the design spectru111 (see 3.2.2.5) at period T,; 

TI is the fundamental period of vibration of the building for lateral nl0tion in the 
direction considered; 

In is the total n1ass of the building, above the foundation or above the top of a rigid 
baselnent, C0111puted in accordance with 3.2.4(2); 

is the correction factor, the value of which is equal to: A = 0,85 if Tl 2 Tc and 
the building has nlore than two storeys, or A = 1,0 other'vvise. 

NOTE The factor A accounts for the tact that in buildings \vith at least three storeys and 
translational degrees of freedom in each horizontal direction, the etIective modal mass of the 1st 

(fundamental) mode is smaller, on average by lYYo, than the total building mass. 

(2) ~For the detern1ination of the fundaIl1ental period of vibration TI of the 
building, expressions based on 111ethods of structural dynatnics (for exanlple the 
Rayleigh method) may be used. 

(3) For buildings with heights of up to 40 In the value of TI (1n s) J11ay be 
approximated by the following expression: 

T - C . H 3!4 1- t 

where 

(4.6) 

C t is 0,085 for m01nent resistant space steel frames, 0,075 for lTIOnlent resistant 
space concrete fraInes and for eccentrically braced steel franles and 0,050 for all 
other structures; 

H is the height of the building, in 111, f1"01n the foundation or fronl the top of a rigid 
base111ent. 

(4) Alternatively, for structures with concrete or lnasonry shear walls the value C1 in 
expression (4.6) may be taken as being 

Ct 0,075/ .fA: (4.7) 

where 

(4.8) 

and 

Ac is the total effective area of the shear walls in the first storey of the building, in 
1n2. , 

Ai is the effective cross-sectional area of shear wall i in the direction considered in 
the first storey of the building, in n}; 
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H is as in (3) of this subclause; 

IWi is the length of the shear wall i in the first storey in the direction paral1el to the 
applied forces, in 111, with the restriction that Iw/H should not exceed 0,9. 

(5) Alternatively, the estilnation of TJ (in s) n1ay be n1ade by using the following 
expresslOn: 

(4.9) 

where 

d is the lateral elastic displacelnent of the top of the building, in n1, due to the 
gravity loads applied in the horizontal direction. 

4.3.3.2.3 Distribution of the horizontal seismic forces 

(1) The fundan1ental n10de shapes in the horizontal directions of analysis of the 
building may be calculated using n1ethods of structural dynmnics or n1ay be 
approximated by horizontal displacelnents increasing linearly along the height of the 
building. 

(2)P The seis111ic action effects shall be determined by applying, to the two planar 
nl0dels, horizontal forces Fi to all storeys. 

Sj . l71 i F=F
L
·---

J ) IS"I71. 
J J 

where 

Fi is the horizontal force acting on storey i; 

Fb is the seisn1ic base shear in accordance with expression (4.5); 

Sj, Sj are the displacenlents of n1asses l71i, I71j in the fundan1ental mode shape; 

/11i,l71j are the storey n1asses cOlnputed in accordance with 3.2.4(2). 

(4.10) 

(3) When the fundan1entallnode shape is approxilnated by horizontal displacements 
increasing linearly along the height, the horizontal forces Fi should be taken as being 
given by: 

z· . /11. 
Fi=f~. J J 

Iz ·m· 
J .I 

(4.11 ) 

where 

Zj, Zj are the heights of the 111asses mj mj above the level of application of the SeiS111ic 
action (foundation or top of a rigid basement). 

(4)P The horizontal forces Fj detern1ined in accordance with this clause shall be 
distributed to the lateral load resisting systen1 assun1ing the floors are rigid in their 
plane. 
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(1) If the lateral stiffness and mass are sYlnnletrical1y distributed in plan and unless 
the accidental eccentricity of 4.3.2(1)P is taken into account by a nl0re exact method 
(e.g. that of 4.3.3.3.3(1), the accidental torsional effects 111ay be accounted for by 
nlu1tiplying the action effects in the individual load resisting elenlents resulting fI-om the 
application of 4.3.3.2.3(4) by a factor 6 given by 

x 
6=1+06-, L 

..: 

where 

(4.12) 

x is the distance of the elenlent under consideration from the centre of mass of the 
building in plan, nleasured perpendicularly to the direction of the seisnlic action 
considered; 

Le is the distance between the two outermost lateral load resisting elements, 
Ineasured perpendicularly to the direction of the seismic action considered. 

(2) ]f the analysis is perforn1ed using two planar n10dels, one for each nlain 
horizontal direction, torsional effects l1Iay be determined by doubling the accidental 
eccentricity eai of expression (4.3) and applying (1) of this subclause with factor 0,6 in 
expression (4.12) increased to 1,2. 

4.3.3.3 l\1odal response spectrum analysis 

4.3.3.3.1 General 

(l)P This type of analysis shall be applied to buildings which do not satlsfy the 
conditions given in 4.3.3.2.1 (2) for applying the lateral force lllethod of analysis. 

(2)P The response of all modes of vibration contributing significantly to the global 
response shall be taken into account. 

(3) The requirements specified in paragraph (2)P nlay be deemed to be satisfied if 
either of the following can be denlonstrated: 

- the sunI of the effective modal nlasses for the l1Iodes taken into account atnounts to 
at least 90% of the total nlass of the structure; 

all Inodes with effective modal masses greater than 5% of the total mass are taken 
into account. 

NOTE The effective modal mass tnk, corresponding to a mode k, is determined so that the base 
shear force Fbb acting in the direction of application of the seismic action, Illay be expressed as 

Sd(Td Il1k· It can be shown that the sum of the effective modal masses (for all modes and a 
given direction) is equal to the mass of the structure. 

(4) When using a spatial n10del, the above conditions should be verified for each 
relevant direction. 
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(5) If the requiren1ents specified in (3) cannot be satisfied (e.g. in buildings with a 
significant contribution fron1 torsional modes), the n1iniiTIUm nunlber k of modes to be 
taken into account in a spatial analysis should satisfy both the two following conditions: 

k 3· (4.13) 

and 

Tk 0,20 s (4.14) 

where 

k is the l1unlber of lTIodes taken into account; 

n is the nunlber of storeys above the foundation or the top of a rigid basement; 

Tk is the period of vibration of lTIode k. 

4.3.3.3.2 Combination of modal responses 

(1) The response in two vibration n10des i and j (including both translational and 
torsional nl0des) may be taken as independent of each other, if their periods Ti and T.j 
satisfy (with Tj :::; Ti) the fo]]owing condition: 

( 4.15) 

(2) Whenever a11 relevant l1l0dal responses (see 4.3.3.3.1(3)-(5)) nlay be regarded as 
independent of each other, the maXilTIUn1 value of a seismic action effect nlay be 
taken as: 

( 4.16) 

where 

is the seislllic action effect under consideration (force, displacel1lent, etc.); 

EEi is the value of this seismic action etIect due to the vibration lTIode i. 

(3)P If (1) is not satisfied, l1lore accurate procedures for the combination of the l1l0dal 
n1axinla, such as the "Complete Quadratic Conlbination" shall be adopted. 

4.3.3.3.3 Torsional effects 

(1) Whenever a spatial nl0de] is used for the analysis, the accidental torsional 
effects referred to in 4.3.2(I)P nlay be deternlined as the envelope of the effects 
resulting from the application of static loadings, consisting of sets of torsional moments 
!vIai about the vertical axis of each storey i: 

( 4.17) 

where 

Mai is the torsional n10111ent applied at storey i about its vertical axis; 
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eai is the accidental eccentric1ty of storey 1nass i in accordance with expression (4.3) 
for all relevant directions; 

Fi is the horizontal force acting on storey j~ as derived in 4.3.3.2.3 for all relevant 
directions. 

(2) The effects of the loadings in accordance with (1) should be taken into account 
with positive and negative (the same for all storeys). 

(3) Whenever two separate planar tTIodels are used for the analysis, the torsional 
effects may be accounted for by applying the rules of 4.3.3.2.4(2) to the action effects 
COll1puted in accordance with 4.3.3.3.2. 

4.3.3.4 Non-linear methods 

4.3.3.4.1 General 

(l)P The 111athenlatical model used for elastic analysis shall be extended to include 
the strength of structural elenlents and their post-elastic behaviour. 

(2) As a 111ininlU1TI, a bilinear force-deformation relationship should be used at the 
elenlent level. In reinforced concrete and tnasonry buildings, the elastic stitTness of a 
bilinear force-defor111atiol1 relation should correspond to that of cracked sections (see 
4.3.1(7)). in ductile elements, expected to exhibit post-yield excursions during the 
response, the elastic stiffness of a bilinear relation should be the secant stiffness to the 
yield-point. Trilinear force-defonl1ation relationships, which take into account pre
crack and post-crack stiffnesses, are allowed. 

(3) Zero post-yield stiffness ]TIay be assumed. if strength degradation is expected, 
e.g. for Inasonry walls or other brittle elenlents, it has to be included in the force
defornlation relationships of those elements. 

(4) Unless otherwise specified, element properties should be based on nlean values 
of the properties of the materials. For new structures, 111ean values of nlaterial properties 
may estinlated fro 111 the corresponding characteristic values on the basis of 
infoll11at10n provided in EN 1992 to 1996 or in 11laterial ENs. 

(5)P Gravity loads in accordance with 3.2.4 shall be applied to appropriate elenlents 
of the n1athen1atical n10deL 

(6) Axial forces due to gravity loads should be taken into account when determining 
force - defon11ation relations for structural elelnents. Bending n10ments in vertical 
structural elenlents due to gravity loads nlay be neglected, unless they substantially 
influence the global structural behaviour. 

(7)P The seismic action shall be applied in both positive and negative directions and 
the nlaxin1unl seisn1ic effects as a result of this shall be used. 
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4.3.3.4.2 Non-linear static (pushover) analysis 

4.3.3.4.2.1 General 

(l) Pushover analysis is a non-linear static analysis can-ied out under conditions of 
constant gravity loads and monotonically increasing horizontal loads. [t n1ay be applied 
to verify the structural perfonnance of ne"wly designed and existing buildings for the 
fo]lowing purposes: 

a) to verify or revise the overstrength ratio values aul al 5.2.2.2, 6.3.2, 7.3.2); 

b) to estin1ate the expected plastic nlechanisn1s and the distribution of dan1age; 

c) to assess the structural performance of or retrofitted bui1dings for 
purposes of 1998-3; 

d) as an alternative to the design based on linear-elastic analysis which uses the 
behaviour factor q. In that case, the target displacenlent indicated in 4.3.3.4.2.6(1)P 
should be used as the basis of the design. 

(2)P Buildings not conforn1ing to the regularity criteria of 4.2.3.2 or the criteria of 
4.3.3.1 (8)a)-e) shall analysed using a spatial nlodel. independent analyses with 
lateral loads applied in one direction only may be perfon11ed. 

(3) For buildings conforn1ing to the regularity criteria of 4.2.3.2 or the criteria of 
4.3.3.1 (8)a )-d) the analysis 111ay be perfoITI1ed using two planar Inodels, one for each 
main horizontal direction. 

(4) For low-rise n1asonry buildings, in which structural wall behaviour is d01l1inated 
by shear, each storey n1ay be analysed independently. 

(5) The requirel11ents in (4) are deel11ed to be satisfied if the number of storeys is 3 
or less and if the aspect (height to width) ratio of structural walls is less than 
1,0. 

4.3.3.4.2.2 Lateral loads 

(I) At least two vertical distributions of the lateral loads should be applied: 

- a "uniforn1" pattern, based on lateral forces that are proportional to l11ass regardless 
of elevation (unifol111 response acceleration); 

- a "nl0dal" pattern, proportional to lateral forces consistent with the lateral force 
distributjon in the direction under consideration detern1ined in elastic analysis (in 
accordance with 4.3.3.2 or 4.3.3.3). 

(2)P Lateral loads shall be applied at the location of the masses in the l11odel. 
Accidental eccentricity in accordance with 4.3.2(1)P shall be taken into account. 

4.3.3.4.2.3 Capacity curve 

(1) The relation between base shear force and the control displacen1ent (the 
"capacity curve") should be detenl1ined by pushover analysis for values of the control 
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displacen1ent ranging between zero and the value corresponding to 150o/c) of the target 
displacelnent, defined in 4.3.3.4.2.6. 

(2) The control displacenlent may be taken at the centre of mass of the roof of the 
building. The top of a penthouse should not be considered as the roof. 

4.3.3.4.2.4 Overstrength factor 

(1) When the overstrength ratio (at / al) is deternlined by pushover analysis, the 
lower value of the overstrength factor obtained for the two lateral load distributions 
should be used. 

4.3.3.4.2.5 Plastic mechanism 

(1)P The plastic nlechanisl11 shall be detenl1ined for the two lateral load distributions 
applied. The plastic Inechanislns shall conform to the tnechanisms on which the 
behaviour factor q used in the design is based. 

4.3.3.4.2.6 Target displacement 

(l)P The target displacenlent shall be defined as the seislnic demand derived fr0111 the 
elastic response spectrum of 3.2.2.2 in terms of the displacenlent of an equivalent 
single-degree-of-freedonl systenl. 

NOTE Informative Annex B gives a procedure for the determination of I.he 
from the elastic response spectrum. 

4.3.3.4.2.7 Procedure for the estimation of the torsional effects 

displacement 

(l)P Pushover analysis perfonlled with the force patterns specified in 4.3.3.4.2.2 may 
significantly underestinlate defornlations at the stiff/strong side of a torsionally flexible 
structure, i.e. a structure with a predominantly torsional first lnode of vibration. The 
same applies for the stiff/strong side defonnations in one direction of a structure with a 
predonlinately torsional second l110de of vibration. For such structures, displacenlents at 
the stiff/strong side shall increased, cOlnpared to those in the corresponding 
torsionally balanced structure. 

NOTE The stiff/strong side in plan is the one that develops smaller horizontal displacements 
than the opposite under static lateral forces parallel to it. For torsionally flexible structures, 
the dynamic displacements at the stiff/strong side may considerably increase due to the intluence 
of the predominantly torsional mode. 

(2) The requirelnent specified in (1) of this subclause is deenled to be satisfied if the 
amplification factor to be applied to the displacenlents of the stiff/strong side is based 
on the results of an elastic 1110dal analysis of the spatial 1110del. 

(3) If two planar Inodels are used for analysis of structures \vhich are regular in 
plan, the torsional effects may be estinlated in accordance with 4.3.3.2.4 or 4.3.3.3.3. 

4.3.3.4.3 Non-linear time-history analysis 

(1) The time-dependent response of the structure nlay be obtained through direct 
nunlerical integration of its differential equations of 1110tio11, using the acce]erogranls 
defined in 3.2.3.1 to represent the ground 11lotions. 
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(2) The structural elelnent 1110dels should confonn to 4.3.3.4.1(2)-(4) and be 
supplen1ented with rules describing the elenlent behaviour under post-elastic unloading
reloading cycles. These rules should rea1istically reflect the energy dissipation in the 
elenlent over the range of displacenlent amplitudes expected in the seisn1ic design 
situation. 

(3) If the response is obtained fron1 at least 7 nonlinear tinle-history analyses with 
ground motions in accordance with 3.2.3.1, the average of the response quantities from 
all of these analyses should be used as the desjgn va1ue of the action effect in the 
relevant verifications of 4.4.2.2. Otherwise, the n10st unfavourable value of the response 
quantity among the analyses should be used as Ed. 

4.3.3.5 Combination of the effects of the components of the seismic action 

4.3.3.5.1 Horizontal components of the seismic action 

(l)P In general the horizontal con1ponents of the seisn1ic action (see 3.2.2. t (3») shall 
be taken as acting sinlu1taneously. 

(2) The combination of the horizontal COn1p0l1ents of the selsn11C action Inay be 
accounted for as follows. 

a) The structural response to each cOll1ponent shall be evaluated separately, using the 
con1binatioll rules for n10dal responses given in 4.3.3.3.2. 

b) The maxinlUl11 value of each action effect on the structure due to the two horizontal 
conlponents of the seisnlic action nlay then be estin1ated by the square root of the sum 
of the squared values of the action effect due to each horizontal component. 

c) The rule b) generally gives a side estinlate of the probable values of other action 
effects sinlultaneous with the nlaxi111l1111 value obtained as in b). More accurate nlodels 
nlay be used for the estiInation of the probable silnu]taneous values of 1110re than one 
action effect due to the two horizontal C0111p0l1ents of the seisnlic action. 

(3) As an alternative to b) and c) of (2) of this subclause, the action effects due to 
the conlbination of the horizontal components of the seisn1ic action nlay be conlputed 
using both of the two fonowing cOl11binations: 

a) "+" O,30EEdy 

b) 0,30EEdx "+" 

( 4.18) 

( 4.19) 

where 

"+" inlplies "to be cOlnbined 'with"; 

represents the action effects due to the application of the seisll1ic action along 
the chosen horizontal axis x of the stlucture; 

EEdy represents the action effects due to the application of the sanle seis111ic action 
along the orthogonal horizontal axis y of the structure. 
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(4) If the structural systeln or the regularity c1assification of the building in 
elevation is different in different horizontal directions, the value of the behaviour factor 
q 111ay also be different. 

(5)P The sign of each con1ponent in the above con1binations shall be taken as being 
the most unfavourable for the particular action effect under consideration. 

(6) When using non-linear static (pushover) analysis and applying a spatial model, 
the c0111bination rules of (2) and (3) in this subclause should be applied, considering the 
forces and deforn1ations due to the application of the target displacement in the x 
direction as EEdx and the forces and defonnations due to the application of the target 
displacement in the .y direction as The internal forces resulting frol11 the 
c0111bination should not exceed the corresponding capacities. 

(7)P When using non-linear time-history analysis and en1ploying a spatial n10del of 
the structure, sin1ultaneously acting accelerogran1s shall be taken as acting in both 
horizontal directions. 

(8) For buildings satisfying the regularity criteria in plan and in which walls or 
independent bracing systems in the two n1ain horizontal directions are the only primary 
seis111ic elen1ents (see 4.2.2), the seismic action 111ay be assulned to act separately and 
without cOlnbinations (2) and (3) of this subclause, along the two n1a1n orthogonal 
horizontal axes of the structure. 

4.3.3.5.2 Vertical component of the seismic action 

(l) T f is greater than 0,25 g (2,5 n1/s2) the vertical c0111ponent of the seis111ic 
action, as defined in 3.2.2.3, should be taken into account in the cases listed below: 

for horizontal or nearly horizontal structural n1en1bers spanning 20 n1 or n10re; 

for horizontal or nearly horizontal cantilever c0111ponents longer than 5 n1; 

for horizontal or nearly horizontal pre-stressed cOll1ponents; 

- for beams supporting COlUl1111S; 

in base-isolated structures. 

(2) The analysis for determining the effects of the vertical component of the seis111ic 
action ll1ay be based on a partial 1110del of the structure, which includes the elen1ents on 
which the vertical con1ponent is considered to act (e.g. those listed in the previolls 
paragraph) and takes into account the stiffness of the adjacent elen1ents. 

(3) The effects of the vertical c0111ponent need be taken into account only for the 
elements under consideration (e.g. those listed in (1) of this subclause) and their directly 
associated supporting elelnents or substructures. 

(4) If the horizontal components of the seisnlic action are also relevant for these 
elelnents, the rules in 4.3.3.5.1(2) may be applied, extended to three conlponents of the 
seismic action. Alternatively, all three of the following conlbinations 111ay be llsed for 
the con1putation of the action effects: 

a) "+" 0,30 EEdy "+" 0,30 EEdz (4.20) 
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b) OJO "+" EEdy "+" 0,30 EEdz 

c) 0,30 EEdx. "+" 0,30 "+" EEdz 

where 

"+" inlpJies "to be combined with"; 

EEdx and EEdy are as in 4.3.3.5.1(3); 

(4.21 ) 

(4.22) 

EEdz represents the action effects due to the application of the vertical c0111ponent of 
the design seis111ic action as defined in 3.2.2.5(5) and (6). 

(5) If non-linear static (pushover) analysis is perfornled, the vertical conlponent of 
the seismic action 111ay be neglected. 

4.3.4 Displacement calculation 

(I)P I f linear analysis is perfonned the displacenlents induced by the design seislnic 
action shall be calculated on the basis of the elastic defornlations of the structural 
systelll by means of the following sinlplified expression: 

(4.23) 

where 

ds is the displacel11ent of a point of the structural systenl induced by the design 
seisl11ic action; 

qd is the displacenlent behaviour factor, assunled equal to q unless otherwise 
specified; 

de is the displace111ent of the sall1e point of the structural system, as detennined by 
a linear analysis based on the design response spectrunl in accordance with 
3.2.2.5. 

The value of ds does not need to be larger than the value derived fro111 the elastic 
spectrunl. 

NOTE In general qd is larger than q if the fundamental period of the structure is less than (see 
Figure B.2 ). 

(2)P When detenl1ining the displacelllents dc, the torsional effects of the seismIC 
action shall be taken into account. 

(3) For both static and dynanlic non-linear analysis, the displacements deternlined 
are those obtained directly froll1 the analysis without further 1110dification. 

4.3.5 Non-structural elements 

4.3.5.1 General 

(l)P Non-structural elenlents (appendages) of buildings (e.g. parapets, gables, 
antennae, 111echanical appendages and equipnlent, curtain walls, partitions, railings) that 
n1ight, in case of failure, cause risks to persons or affect the 111ain structure of the 
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building or services of critical facilities, shall, together \vith their supports, be verified 
to resist the design seisnlic action. 

(2)P For non-stluctural elen1ents of great iluportance or of a particularly dangerous 
nature, the seismic analysis shall be based on a realistic nlodel of the relevant structures 
and on the use of appropriate response spectra derived fron1 the response of the 
supporting structural eleluents of the luain seis111ic resisting systenl. 

(3) In all other cases properly justified sin1plifications of this procedure (e.g. as 
given in 4.3.5.2(2) are al1owed. 

4.3.5.2 Verification 

(l)P The non-structural elenlents, as well as their connections and attachnlents or 
anchorages, shall be verified for the seismic design situation (see 3.2.4). 

NOTE The local transmission of actions to the structure by the fastening of non-structural 
elements and their influence on the structural behaviour should be taken into account. The 
requirements for fastenings to concrete are given in EN I. 992-1-1:2004,2.7. 

(2) The effects of the seisnlic action nlay be deternlined by applying to the nOl1-

structural elen1ent a horizontal force Fa which is defined as follows: 

(4.24) 

where 

Fa is the horizontal seismic force, acting at the centre of 111aSS of the non-structural 
elen1ent in the n10st unfavourable direction; 

Wa is the weight of the element; 

Sa is the seisnlic coefficient applicable to non-structural elen1ents, (see (3) of this 
subclause ); 

Ya is the inlportance factor of the element, see 4.3.5.3; 

qa is the behaviour factor of the elenlent, see Table 4.4. 

(3) The seislnic coefficient Sa luay be calculated using the following expression: 

(4.25) 

where 

a is the ratio of the design ground acceleration on type A ground, ag, to the 
acceleration of gravity g; 

S is the soil factor; 

Ta is the fundamental vibration period of the non-structural elenlent; 

is the fundan1ental vibration period of the building in the relevant direction; 

z is the height of the non-structural eleluent above the level of application of the 
seislnic action (foundation or top of a rigid baselllent); and 
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H is the building height lneasured fron1 the foundation or fron1 the top of a rigid 
basement. 

value of the SeiS1l1ic coefficient Sa IlJay not be taken less than a-S. 

4.3.5.3 Importance factors 

(l)P For the following non-structural elen1ents the in1portance factor 1<"1 shall not be 
less than 1,5: 

- anchorage elements of n1achinery and equipment required for life safety systenls; 

tanks and vessels containing toxic or explosive substances considered to be 
hazardous to the safety of the general public_ 

(2) In all other cases the ilnportance factor Ya of non-structural elenlents may be 
assumed to be Xl 1,0. 

4.3.5.4 Behaviour factors 

(1) Upper 1ill1it values of the behaviour factor qu for non-structural elelnents are 
given in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4: Values of qa for non-structural elements 

T pe of non-structural element 

Cantilevering parapets or ornanlentations 

Signs and billboards 

Chilnneys, n1asts and tanks on legs acting as unbraced cantilevers along 
nlore than one half of their total heioht 

Exterior and interior walls 

Partitions and facades 

Chimneys, n1asts and tanks on legs acting as unbraced cantilevers along 
less than one half of their total height, or braced or guyed to the structure 
at or above their centre of lnass 

Anchorage elelnents for pennanent cabinets and book 
the floor 

4.3.6 Additional measures for masonry in filled frames 

4.3.6.1 General 

supported by 

ht fixtures 

1,0 

2,0 

(1)P 4.3.6.1 to 4.3.6.3 apply to fI,atne or frame equivalent dual concrete systelns of 
DCH (see Section 5) and to steel or steel-concrete con1posite nlonlent resisting franles 
of DCH Sections 6 and 7) with interacting non-engineered n1asonry infills that 
fulfil al] of the following conditions: 
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a) they are constructed after the hardening of the concrete franles or the assembly of the 
steel franle; 

b) they are in contact with the fralTIe (i.e. without special separation joints), but without 
structural connection to it (through ties, belts, posts or shear connectors); 

c) they are considered in principle as non-structural elenlents. 

(2) Although the scope of 4.3.6.1 to 4.3.6.3 is lilTIited in accordance with (1)P of 
this subclause, these subclauses provide criteria for good practice, which it nlay be 
advantageous to adopt for DCM or DCL concrete, steel or composite structures with 
masonry infills. In particular for panels that might be vulnerable to out-of-plane failure, 
the provision of ties can reduce the hazard of falling masonry. 

(3)P The provisions in 1.3(2) regarding possible future nlodification of the structure 
shall apply also to the infills. 

(4) For wall or wall-equivalent dual concrete syste111S, as well as for braced steel or 
steel-concrete COll1posite systenls, the interaction with the 1113sonry infills nlay be 
neglected. 

(5) If engineered masonry infills constitute part of the seisll1ic resistant structural 
systenl, analysis and design should be carried out in accordance with the criteria and 
rules given in ~Section 9@il for confined nlasonry. 

(6) The requirelTIents and criteria given in 4.3.6.2 are deenled to be satisfied if the 
rules given in 4.3.6.3 and 4.3.6.4 and the special rules in Sections 5 to 7 are followed. 

4.3.6.2 Requirements and criteria 

(l)P The consequences of inegularity in plan produced by the infil1s shal1 be taken 
into account. 

(2)P The consequences of irregularity in elevation produced by the inftlls shall be 
taken into account. 

(3)P Account shall be taken of the high uncertainties related to the behaviour of the 
infills (nanlely, the variability of their Inechanical properties and of their attachnlent to 
the surrounding fran1c, their possible n10dification during the use of the building, as 
well as their non-unifornl degree of danlage suffered during the earthquake itself). 

(4)P The possibly adverse local effects due to the fiame-infill-interaction (e.g. shear 
failure of COIUlTInS under shear forces induced by the diagonal strut action of infills) 
shall be taken into account (see Sections 5 to 7). 

4.3.6.3 Irregularities due to masonry infills 

4.3.6.3.1 Irregularities in plan 

(1) Strongly irregular, unsynln1etrical or non-unifoll11 alTangen1ents of infills in plan 
should be avoided (taking into account the extent of openings and perforations in infill 
panels). 
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(2) In the case of severe irregularities in plan due to the unsYlnlnetrical arrangement 
of the infills (e.g. existence of infills nlainly along two consecutive faces of the 
building), spatial models should be used for the analysis of the structure. Infills should 
be included in the nl0del and a sensitivity analysis regarding the position and the 
properties of the 111fi11s should be perfornled (e.g. by disregarding one out of three or 
four infi]] panels in a planar fratne, especially on the l1l0re flexible sides). Special 
attention should be paid to the verification of structural elenlents on the flexible sides of 
the plan (i.e. furthest away from the side where the infil1s are concentrated) against the 
effects of any torsional response caused by the infills. 

(3) lnfill panels with 1110re than one significant opening or perforation (e.g. a door 
and a window, etc.) should disregarded in l1l0dels for analyses in accordance with (2) 
of this subclause. 

(4) When the l1lasonry infills are not regularly distributed, but not in such a way as 
to constitute a severe irregularity in plan, these irregularities nlay be taken into account 
by increasing by a factor of 2,0 the of the accidental eccentricity calculated in 
accordance with 4.3.3.2.4 and 4.3.3.3.3. 

4.3.6.3.2 Irregularities in elevation 

(1)P If there are considerable irregularities in elevation (e.g. drastic reduction of 
infiIJs in one or nlore storeys compared to the others), the seislnic action effects in the 
vertical elelnents of the respective storeys shal1 be increased. 

(2) If a 11lore precise nlodel is not used, (l)P is deelned to be satisfied if the 
calculated seisl1l1c action effects are anlplified by a 111agnification factor '7 defjned as 
follows: 

) q (4.26) 

where 

~ VRw is the total reduction of the resistance of masonry walls in the storey concerned, 
conlpared to the nlore infilled storey above it; and 

is the sunl of the seisnlic shear forces acting on all vertical primary seismic 
ll1enlbers of the storey concerned. 

(3) If expressio11 (4.26) leads to a ll1agnification factor '7 lower than 1, I, there is no 
need for 11lodification of action effects. 

4.3.6.4 Damage limitation of infills 

(I) For the structural systenls quoted in 4.3.6.1(1)P belonging to all ductility classes, 
DeL, M or H, except in cases of low seismicity 3.2.1(4)), appropriate nleasures 
should be taken to avoid brittle failure and prel11ature disintegration of the infill walls 
(in particular of lnasonry panels with openings or of friable nlaterials), as well as the 
partial or total out-of-plane collapse of slender Inasonry panels. Particular attention 
should be paid to 111asonry panels with a slendell1ess ratio (ratio of the smaller of length 
or height to thickness) of greater than 15. 
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(2) Exan1ples of 111easures in accordance with (1) of this subclause, to improve both 
in-plane and out-of-plane integrity and behaviour, include light \vire meshes \vell 
anchored on one face of the wall, wall ties fixed to the columns and cast into the 
bedding planes of the 111asonry, and concrete posts and belts across the panels and 
through the full thickness of the wall. 

(3) If there are large openings or perforations in any of the inftll panels, their edges 
should be trin1111ed with belts and posts. 

4.4 Safety verifications 

4.4.1 General 

(l)P For the safety verifications the relevant lin1]t states (see 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 below) 
and specific n1easures (see 2.2.4) shal1 be considered. 

(2) For buildings of in1portance classes other than IV (see Table 4.3) the 
verifications prescribed in 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 may be considered satisfied if both of the 
following two conditions are 111et. 

a) The total base shear due to the seisluic design situation calculated with a behaviour 
factor equal to the value applicable to lOW-dissipative structures (see 2.2.2(2))is less 
than that due to the other relevant action c0111binations for which the building is 
designed on the basis of a linear elastic analysis. This requireluent relates to the shear 
force over the entire structure at the base level of the building (foundation or top of a 
rigid baseluent). 

b) The specific measures described in 2.2.4 are taken il1to account, with the exception of 
the provisions in 2.2.4.1(2)-(3). 

4.4.2 Ultimate limit state 

4.4.2.1 General 

(l)P The no-collapse require111ent (ultin1ate lin1it state) under the seismic design 
situation is considered to have been Inet if the following conditions regarding resistance, 
ductility, equilibriu111, foundation stability and seis111ic joints are 111et. 

4.4.2.2 Resistance condition 

(l)P The following relation shall be satisfied for all structural elenlents including 
connections and the relevant non-structural elenlents: 

(4.27) 

where 

Ed is the design value of the action effect, due to the seisn1ic design situation (see 
EN 1990:2002 6.4.3.4), including, if necessary, second order effects (see (2) of 
this subc1ause). Redistribution of bending InOlnents in accordance with EN 
1992-1-1 :2004, IEi)EN 1993-1-1 :2005@1] and EN 1994-1-1 :2004 is pen11itted; 
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Rd is the corresponding design resistance of the elelnent, calculated in accordance 
with the rules specific to the nlaterial used (in tenTIS of the characteristic values 

of nlaterial properties Ik and partial factor /1vl) and in accordance with the 
mechanical n10de]s which relate to the specific type of structural systelTI, as 
given in Sections 5 to 9 of this document and in other relevant 
documents. 

(2) Second-order effects (P-L). effects) need not be taken into account if the 
following condition is fulfilled in all storeys: 

(4.28) 

where 

e is the interstorey drift sensitivity coefficient; 

Plot is the total gravity load at and above the storey considered in the seisnlic '-'''''''J.''''''''. 

situation; 

dr is the interstorey drift, evaluated as the difference of the average lateral 
displacen1ents ds at the top and bottonl of the storey under consideration and 
calculated in accordance with 4.3.4; 

Vlot is the total SeiS111ic storey shear and 

h is the interstorey height. 

(3) If 0,1 < e::; 0,2, the second-order effects nlay approxinlately be taken into 

account by n1ultiplying the relevant seisnlic action effects by a factor equal to 1/0 8). 

(4)P value of the coefficient e shall not ~",~~~.f'I 0,3. 

(5) If design action effects Eel are obtained through a nonlinear ll1ethod of analysis 
(see 4.3.3.4), (1)P of this subclause should be applied in ternlS of forces only for brittle 
elelTIents. For dissipative zones, which are designed and detailed for ductility, the 
resistance condition, expression (4.27), should be satisfied in ternlS of lTIelTIber 
defonllations (e.g. plastic hinge or chord rotations), with appropriate l11aterial partial 
factors applied on nlelTIber defornlation capacities (see also EN 1992- :2004, 5.7(2); 
5.7(4)P). 

(6) Fatigue resistance does not need to be verified under the seisnlic design 
situation. 

4.4.2.3 Global and local ductility condition 

(l)P It shall be verified that both the structural elenlents and the structure as a whole 
possess adequate ductility, taking into account the expected exploitation of ductility, 
which depends on the selected systelTI and the behaviour factor. 

(2)P Specific nlaterial related requirenlents, as defined in Sections 5 to 9, shall be 
satisfied, including, when indicated, capacity design provisions in order to obtain the 
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hierarchy of resistance of the various structural cOl1lponents necessary for ensuring the 
intended configuration of plastic hinges and for avoiding brittle failure modes. 

(3)P In multi-storey buildings forn1atio11 of a soft storey plastic l1lechanism shall be 
prevented, as such a mechanism nlight entail excessive local ductility demands in the 
COiUl1l11S of the soft storey. 

(4) Unless otherwise specified in Sections 5 to 8, to satisfy the requirement (3)P, 
in fran1e buildings, including franle-equivalent ones as defined in 5.1.2(1), with two or 
Inore storeys, the follovving condition should be satisfied at all joints of prinlary or 
secondary seisnlic bemns with prilnary seisl1lic COlUlllns: 

( 4.29) 

where 

INJRC is the SUlll of the design values of the l110nlents of resistance of the C01Ul1l11S 
franling the joint. The lllinimunl value of COlUnlll nlonlents of resistance within 
the range of colUlnn axial forces produced by the seisnlic design situation should 
be used in expression (4.29); and 

IM~b is the SUln of the design values of the nlonlents of resistance of the beanls 
fraIning the joint. When partial strength connections are llsed, the 1110111ents of 
resistance of these cOlUlections are taken i11to account in the calculation of 

I~i\1Rb. 

NOTE A rigorous interpretation of expression (4.29) requires calculation of the moments at 1 he 
centre of the joint. These moments correspond to development of the values of the 
moments of resistance of the columns or beams at the outside faces of the joint, plus a suitable 
allowance for moments due to shears at the joint faces. However, the loss in accuracy is minor 
and the simplification achieved is considerable if the shear allowance is neglected. This 
approximation is then deemed to be acceptable. 

(5) Expression (4.29) should be satisfied in two orthogonal vertical planes of 
bending, which, in buildings with frmnes arranged in two orthogonal directions, are 
defined by these two directions. It should be satisfied for both directions (positive and 
negative) of action of the beanl l1l01nents around the joint, with the COlUl1ll1 nlonlents 
always opposing the beanl monlents. If the structural systenl is a franle or equivalent to 
a franle in only one of the two 111ain horizontal directio11s of the structural systenl, then 
expression (4.29) should be satisfied just within the vertical plane through that 
direction. 

(6) The rules of (4) and (5) of this subclause are waived at the top level of 111ulti-
storey buildings. 

(7) Capacity design rules to avoid brittle failure 1110des are given in Sections 5 to 7. 

(8) The requirenlents of (J)P and (2)P of this subclause are dee111ed to be satisfied jf 
all of the following conditions are satisfied: 

a) plastic Inechanis111S obtained by pushover analysis are satisfactory; 
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b) global. interstorey and local ducti lity and defof111ation denlands frOl11 pushover 
analyses (with different lateral load patterns) do not exceed the corresponding 
capacities; 

c) brittle elenlents renlain in the elastic region. 

4.4.2.4 Equilibrium condition 

(l)P The building structure shall be stable - including overturning or sliding - in the 
seismic design situation specified in 1990:2002 6.4.3.4. 

(2) In special cases the equilibriunl nlay be verified by means of energy balance 
111ethods, or by geonletrically non-linear Inethods with the seislllic action defined as 
described in 3.2.3.1. 

4.4.2.5 Resistance of horizontal diaphragms 

(l)P Diaphragms and bracings in horizontal planes shall be able to trans111it, with 
sufficient overstrength, the effects of the design seisnlic action to the lateral load
resisting systenls to which they are connected. 

(2) The requirement in (1)P of this subclause is considered to be satisfied if the 
relevant resistance verifications the seisnlic action effects in the diaphragm obtained 

fron1 the analysis are multiplied by an overstrength factor Yd greater than 1,0. 

NOTE The values to be ascribed to Ycl for use in a country may be found in its 1\ational Annex. 
The recommended value for brittle failure modes, such as in shear in concrete diaphragms is 1.3, 
and for ductile failure modes is ],1. 

(3) Design provisions for concrete diaphragnls are given in 5.10. 

4.4.2.6 Resistance of foundations 

(l)P The foundation system shall confol1n to EN 1998-5:2004, Section 5 and to 
1997 -1:2004. 

(2)P The action effects for the foundation elenlents shall be derived on the basis of 
capacity design considerations accounting for the developnlent of possible overstrength, 
but they need not exceed the action effects corresponding to the response of the 
structure under the seisnlic design situation inherent to the assunlption of an elastic 
behaviour (q 1,0). 

(3) If the action effects for the foundation have been detenl1ined using the value of 
the behaviour factor q applicable to low-dissipative structures (see 2.2.2(2)), no capacity 
design considerations in accordance with (2)P are required. 

(4) F or foundations of individual vertical elenlents (wal Is or colmnns), (2)P of this 
subclause is considered to be satisfied if the design values of the action effects EFd 011 

the foundations are derived as fo]lows: 

E Fd + (4.30) 
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where 

/1\d is the overstrength factor, taken as being equal to 1,0 for q :s: 3, or as being equal 
to 1,2 otherwise; 

EF,G is the action etTect due to the 110n-seisl1Iic actions included in the combination of 
actions for the seismic design situation (see EN 1990:2002, 6.4.3.4); 

EF,E is the action effect from the analysis of the design seisnIic action; and 

fl is the value of (Rd/Edi) :s: q of the dissipative zone or elenlent i of the structure 
which has the highest influence on the effect under consideration; where 

Rdi is the design resistance of the zone or element i; and 

is the design value of the action effect on the zone or eletl1ent i in the seisnIic 
design situation. 

(5) For foundations of structural walls or of colunlns of nIonIent-resisting franIes, n 
is the nlininlunl value of the ratio jl,;lRdlj~f[d in the two orthogonal principal directions at 
the lowest cross-section where a plastic hinge can forn1 in the vertical eJenlent, in the 
seismic design situation. 

(6) For the foundations of cohnTIns of concentric braced franles, fl is the mininlunl 
value of the ratio lVpl,RdlNEd over all tensile diagonals of the braced franle (see 6.7.4(1)). 

(7) For the foundations of COlUlTInS of eccentric braced franles, n is the minimun1 of 
the following two values: of the lTIininlUn1 ratio atllong all short seismic links, 
and of the n1inimum ratio .A1pl,RiMEd anlong all internlediate and long links in the braced 
fratTIe (see 6.8.3(1)). 

(8) For comInon foundations of nlore than one vertical elen1ent (foundation bemTIs, 
strip footings, rafts, etc.) (2)P is deen1ed to be satisfied if the value of fl used in 
expression (4.30) is derived fron1 the vertical elen1ent with the largest horizontal shear 
force in the design seisnlic situation, or, alternatively, if a value fl 1 is used in 
expression (4.30) with the value of the overstrength factor /1{d increased to 1,4. 

4.4.2.7 Seismic joint condition 

(l)P Buildings shall be protected fronl earthquake-induced pounding fi.-onl adjacent 
structures or between structurally independent units of the sanle building. 

(2) (I)P is deenled to be satisfied: 

(a) for buildings, or structurally independent units, that do not belong to the san1e 
property, if the distance from the property line to the potential points of in1pact is not 
less than the Inaxin1un1 horizontal displacenlent of the building at the corresponding 
level, calculated in accordance with expression (4.23); 

(b) for buildings, or structura1ly independent units, belonging to the same property, 
if the distance between then1 is not less than the square root of the SU111- of the squares 
(SRSS) of the Inaxin1um horizontal displacen1ents of the two buildings or units at the 
corresponding level, calculated in accordance with expression (4.23). 
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(3) If the floor elevations of the building or independent unit under design are the 
same as those of the adjacent building or unit, the above referred IninilllUlTI distance 
may be reduced by a factor of 0,7. 

4.4.3 Damage limitation 

4.4.3.1 General 

(1) "damage limitation requirenlent" is considered to have been satisfied, if, 
under a seisnlic action having a larger probability of occurrence than the design seisl11ic 
action corresponding to the "no-collapse requirelllent" in accordance with 2.1(1)P and 
3.2.1 (3), the interstorey drifts are limited in accordance vvith 4.4.3.2. 

(2) Additional dat11age 1i111itation verifications might be required in the case of 
buildings in1portant for civil protection or containing sensitive equiplnent. 

4.4.3.2 LiI11itation of interstorey drift 

(1) Unless otherwise specified in Sections 5 to 9, the following li111its shall be 
observed: 

a) for buildings having non-structural elenlents of brittle n1aterials attached to the 
structure: 

d r v :::; 0,005 h: (4.31) 

b) for buildings having ductile non-structural elel11ents: 

( 4.32) 

c) for buildings having non-structural ele111ents fixed in a way so as not to interfere with 
structural deformations, or without non-structural elen1ents: 

( 4.33) 

where 

dr is the design interstorey drift as defined in 4.4.2.2(2); 

h is the storey height; 

v is the reduction factor which takes into account the lower return period of the 
seismic action associated with the danlage lin1itation requirelnent. 

(2) The value of the reduction factor v nlay also depend on the in1portance class of 
the building. Implicit in its use is the assunlption that the elastic response spectrunl of 
the seislnic action under which the "damage lin1itation requirenlent" should be Inet (see 
3.2.2.1 (1 )P) has the satne shape as the elastic response spectrU111 of the design seisll1ic 
action corresponding to the "~no-col1apse requirement@JT' in accordance with 
2.1 (1)P and 3.2.1 (3). 
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the seismic hazard conditions and on the protection of property objective. The recommended 
values of vare 0,4 for importance classes III and IV and v = 0,5 for importance classes I and II. 
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5 SPEClFICRULES FOR CONCRETE BUILDINGS 

5.1 General 

5.1.1 Scope 

(l)P Section 5 applies to the design of reinforced concrete buildings in seis111ic 
regions, henceforth caned concrete buildings. Both nl0nolithicaHy cast-in-situ and 
precast buildings are addressed. 

(2)P Concrete buildings with flat slab franles used as primary seismic elenlents in 
accordance with 4.2.2 are not fully covered by this section 

(3)P F or the design of concrete buildings EN 1992-1-1 :2004 applies. 
rules are additional to those given in EN 1992-1-1 :2004. 

5.1.2 Terms and definitions 

(l) The following tcrn1S are used in section 5 with the following nleanings: 

critical region 

fonowing 

region of a pri111ary seisn1ic element, where the 1110st adverse conlbination of action 
effects (M, N, V, T) occurs and where plastic hinges 111ay form 

beam 

NOTE In concrete buildings critical regions are dissipative zones. The length of the critical 
is defined for each type of primary seismic element ill the relevant clause of this section. 

structural elenlent subjected 111ainly to transverse loads and to a nonnalised design axial 
force Vd lVEdIAc.!cd of 110t greater than 0,1 (co111pression positive) 

NOTE In general, beams are horizontal. 

colUlnn 
structural elenlent, supporting gravity loads by axial c0111pression or subjected to a 

nOl1.11alised design axial force \l(j = NEdlAc.fcd of than 0,1 

NOTE In columns are verticaL 

wall 
structural elen1ent supporting other elements and having an elongated cross-section with 
a length to thickness ratio of greater than 4 

.NOTE In general, the pJane of a wall is vertical. 

ductile wall 
walJ fixed at its base so that the relative rotation of this base with respect to the rest of 
the structural systenl is prevented, and that is designed and detailed to dissipate energy 
in a flexural plastic hinge zone free of openings or large perforations, just above its base 
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wall with large cross-sectional dimensions, that is, a horizontal dimension 1\\ at least 
equal to 4,0 In or two-thirds of the height hw of the wall, whichever is less, which is 
expected to develop liInited cracking and inelastic behaviour under the seismic design 
situation 

NOTE Such a wall is expected to transform seismic energy to potential energy (through 
temporary uplift of structural masses) and to energy dissipated in the soil through rigid-body 
rocking, etc. Due to its dimensions, or to lack-of-fixity at the base, or to connectivity with 
transverse \valls preventing plastic hinge rotation at the base, it cannot be designed eftectively 
for energy dissipation through plastic hinging at the base. 

coupled wall 
structural elen1ent C0111posed of two or n10re single walls, connected in a regular pattern 
by adequately ductile bean1s ("coupling bea111s"), able to reduce by at least 2YYO the SU111 
of the base bending nlonlents of the individual walls if working separately 

wall system 
structural syste111 in which both vertical and lateral loads are mainly resisted by vertical 
structural walls, either coupled or uncoupled, whose shear resistance at the building 
base exceeds 65 % of the total shear resistance of the whole structural systen1 

NOTE 1 In this definition and in the ones to follow, the fraction of shear resistance may be 
substituted by the fraction of shear forces in the seismic design situation. 

NOTE 2 If most of the total shear resistance of the walls included in the system is provided by 
coupled walls, the system may be considered as a coupled wall system. 

frame system 
structural systenl in which both the vertical and lateral loads are 111ain ly resisted by 
spatial franles whose shear resistance at the building base exceeds 650/0 of the total shear 
resistance of the whole structural systen1 

dual system 
structural systen1 in which support for the vertical loads is tnainly provided by a spatial 
franle and resistance to lateral loads is contributed to in part by the fran1e systen1 and in 
part by structural walls, coupled or uncoupled 

frame-equivalent dual system 
dual system in which the shear resistance of the franle systein at the building base is 
greater than 50% of the total shear resistance of the whole structural systenl 

wall-equivalent dual system 
dual systen1 in which the shear resistance of the walls at the building base is higher than 
50% of the total seisll1ic resistance of the whole structural systenl 

torsionally flexible system 
dual or vvall syste111 not having a n1ininlUln torsional rigidity (see 5.2.2.1 (4)P and (6» 

NOTE 1 An example of this is a structural system consisting of flexible frames combined with 
walJs concentrated near the centre of the building in plan. 
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NOTE 2 This definition does not cover systems containing several extensively perforated walls 
around vertical services and facilities. For slIch systems the most appropriate definition of the 
respective overall structural configuration should be chosen on a case-by-case basis. 

inverted pendulum system 
system in which or nlore of the nlass IS 111 the upper third of the height of the 
structure, or in which the dissipation of energy takes place mainly at the base of a single 
building element 

NOTE One-storey f}'ames with column lops connected alol1g both main directions of the building 
and \'Iith the value of the column normalized axial load \r~1 nowhere exceeding 0,3, do 110t belong 
in this category. 

5.2 Design concepts 

5.2.1 Energy dissipation capacity and ductility classes 

(I)P The design of earthquake resistant concrete buildings shall provide the structure 
with an adequate capacity to dissipate energy without substantial reduction of its overall 
resistance against horizontal and vertical loading. To this end, the requirements and 
criteria of Section 2 apply. In the seisnlic design situation adequate resistance of all 
structural elenlents shall be provided, and non-linear deformation denlands in critical 
regions should be commensurate with the overall ductility assunled in calculations. 

(2)P Concrete buildings Inay alternatively be designed for low dissipation capacity 
and low ductility, by applying only the rules of EN 1992-1-1 :2004 for the seisnlic 
design situation, and neglecting the specific provisions given in this section, provided 
the requirements set forth in 5.3 are met. For buildings which are not base-isolated 
Section 10), design with this alternative, termed ductility class L (lO\v), is reconlmended 
only in low seislnicity cases (see 3.2.1 (4»). 

(3)P Earthquake resistant concrete buildings other than those to which (2)P of this 
subclause appl1es, shall be designed to provide energy dissipation capacity and an 
overall ductile behaviour. Overall ductile behaviour is ensured if the ductility delnand 
involves globally a large VOlU111e of the structure spread to different elements and 
locations of all its storeys. To this end ductile modes of failure tlexure) should 
precede brittle failure 1110des shear) with sufficient reliability. 

(4)P Concrete buildings designed in accordance with (3)P of this subclause, are 
classified in two ductility classes DCM (tnedium ductility) and DCH (high ductility), 
depending on their hysteretic dissipation capacity. Both classes cOlTespond to buildings 
designed, dimensioned and detailed in accordance with specific earthquake resistant 
provisions, enabling the structure to develop stable mechanisnls associated with large 
dissipation of hysteretic energy under repeated reversed loading, without suffering 
brittle failures. 

(5)P To provide the appropriate anlount of ductility in ductility classes M and H , 
specific provisions for all structural ele111ents shall be satisfied in each class (see 5.4 -
5.6). In correspondence with the different available ductility in the two ductility classes, 
different values of the behaviour factor q are used for each class (see 5.2.2.2). 
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NOTE Geographical limitations on the use of ductility classes M and H may be found in the 
relevant National Annex. 

5.2.2 Structural types and behaviour factors 

5.2.2.1 Structural types 

(l)P Concrete buildings shall be classified into one of the following structural types 
(see 5.1.2) according to their behaviour under horizontal seisnlic actions: 

a) franle systenl; 

b) dual systenl (frmne or wall equivalent); 

c) ductile wall systeln (coupled or uncoupled); 

d) systeul of large lightly reinforced walls; 

e) inverted pendulU111 systeln; 

t) torsionally flexible systeul. 

(2) Except for those classified as torsionally flexible systems, concrete buildings 
nlay be classified to one type of structural systen1 in one horizontal direction and to 
another in the other. 

(3)P A wall systenl shall be classified as a systenl of large lightly reinforced walls if, 
in the horizontal direction of interest, it c0111prises at least two walls with a horizontal 
dilllension of not less tha11 4,0 111 or 2hw/3, whichever is less, which collectively support 
at least 20% of the total gravity load fronl above in the seisnlic design situation, and has 
a fundalnental period ,for assunled fixity at the base against rotatio11, less than or 
equal to O,S s. It is sufficient to have only one wall ll1eeting the above conditions in one 
of the two directions, provided that: (a) the basic value of the behaviour factor, q<h in 
that direction is divided by a factor of 1,S over the value given in Table S.l and (b) that 
there are at least two walls 111eeting the above conditions in the orthogonal direction. 

(4)P The first four types of systel11s (i.e. franle, dual and wall systenls of both types) 
shall possess a l1linimu111 torsional rigidity that satisfies expression ( 4.1 b) in both 
horizontal directions. 

(S) For frame or wall systems with vertical elelnents that are well distributed in 
plan, the requirement specified in (4)P of this subclause 111ay be considered as being 
satisfied without analytical verification. 

(6) FraJne, dual or wall systenls without a n1ini111U111 torsional rigidity in accordance 
with (4)P of this subclause should be classified as torsionally flexible systenls. 

(7) If a structural system does not quality as a systenl of large lightly reinforced 
walls according to (3)P above, then all of its walls should be designed and detailed as 
ductile walls. 
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5.2.2.2 Behaviour factors for horizontal seismic actions 

(I)P The upper linlit value of the behaviour factor q, introduced in 3.2.2.5(3) to 
account for energy dissipation capacity, shall be derived for each design direction as 
fo1]o\vs: 

(5.1) 

where 

qo is the basic value of the behaviour factor, dependent on the type of the structural 
systenl and on its regularity in elevation (2) of this subclause); 

kw is the factor reflecting the prevailing failure nlode in structural systems with 
walls (see (11)P of this subclause). 

(2) For buildings that are regular in elevation in accordance with 4.2.3.3, the basic 
values of qo for the various structural types are given in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: Basic value of the behaviour factor, qo, for systems regular in elevation 

STRUCTURAL TYPE DCM DCH 

Franle systenl, dual systenl, coupled wall systenl 3,0 au/a I 4,5 au/a I 

Uncoupled wall systenl 3,0 4,0 a/a] 

Torsionally f1exible systenl 2,0 3,0 

I Inverted pendulunl systenl 1,5 2,0 

(3) For buildings which are not regular in elevation, the value of qu should be 
reduced by 200/0 (see 4.2.3.1(7) and Table 4.1). 

(4) al and au are defined as follows: 

al is the value by which the horizontal seisnlic design action is Inultiplied in order 
to first reach the flexural resistance in any Inenlber in the structure, while all 
other design actions relnain constant; 

au is the value by which the horizontal seisnlic design action is nll11tiplied, in order 
to form plastic hinges in a number of sections sufficient for the developlllent of 
overall structural instability, while all other design actions renlain constant. The 
factor au nlay be obtained fr01n a nonlinear static (pushover) global analysis. 

(5) When the 111ultiplication factor au/a] has not been evaluated through an explicit 
calculation, for buildings which are regular in plan the following approxinlate values of 
a/ al Inay be used. 

a) Frames or franle-equivalent dual systelTIs. 
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b) Wall- or wall-equivalent dual systenls. 

- wall systenls with only two uncoupled walls per horizontal direction: a/a 1 1,0; 

other uncoupled wa] I systenls: a/ al = 1, I; 

wall-equivalent dual, or coupled wall systenls: au/a] 1,2. 

(6) For buildings which are not regular in plan (see 4.2.3.2), the approximate value 
of a/a 1 that n1ay be used when calculations are not perf01l11ed for its evaluation are 
equal to the average of (a) 1,0 and of (b) the value given in (5) of this subclause. 

(7) Values of au/a) higher than those given in (5) and (6) of this subclause ll1ay be 
used, provided that they are confinned through a nonlinear static (pushover) global 
analysis. 

(8) The InaximUlTI value of at/a 1 that n1ay be used in the design is equal to I even 
when the analysis ll1entioned in (7) of this subclause results in higher values. 

(9) The value of qo given for inverted pendulull1 syste1TIS may be increased, if it can 
be shown that a correspondingly higher energy dissipation is ensured in the critical 
region of the structure. 

(10) If a special and fo1'n1al Quality Systen1 Plan is applied to the design, 
procuren1ent and construction in addition to no1'n1al quality control schen1es, increased 
values of qo may be allo\ved. The increased values are not allowed to exceed the va1ues 
given in Table 5.1 by n10re than 20%. 

NOTE The values to be ascribed to qo for use in a country and possibly in particular projects in 
the country depending on the special Quality System Plan, may be found in its National Annex. 

(11)P The factor kw reflecting the prevailing failure n10de in structural systenls with 
walls shall be taken as follows: 

1
1,00, for frame and frame equivalent dual systems I 

kw = (1+a o )/3 1,butnotlessthanO,5,forwall,wall-equivalent and torsionally (5.2) 

, flexible systems 

where ao is the prevailing aspect ratio of the walls of the structural systen1. 

(12) If the aspect ratios hw/1wi of aU walls i of a structural systen1 do not significantly 
differ, the prevailing aspect ratio ao nlay be determined fron1 the following expression: 

(5.3) 

where 

hWi is the height of wall i; and 

lWi is the length of the section of \,vall i. 

(13) Syste1TIS of 1arge lightly reinforced walls cannot rely on energy dissipation in 
plastic hinges and so should be designed as DCM structures. 
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5.2.3 Design criteria 

5.2.3.1 General 

(I) The design concepts in 5.2.1 and in Section 2 shall be implenlented into the 
earthquake resistant structural elenlents of concrete buildings as specified in 5.2.3.2 -
5.2.3.7. 

(2) The design criteria in 5.2.3.2 - 5.2.3.7 are deenled to be satisfied, if the rules in 
5.4 - 5.7 are observed. 

5.2.3.2 Local resistance condition 

(I)P All critical regions of the structure shallineet the requirenlents of 4.4.2.2(1). 

5.2.3.3 Capacity design rule 

(I)P Brittle failure or other undesirable failure 111echanisnls (e.g. concentration of 
plastic hinges in colunlns of a single storey of a multistorey building, shear failure of 
structural elenlents, failure of beanl-colu111n joints, yielding of foundations or of any 
elenlent intended to rel11ain elastic) sha11 be prevented, by deriving the design action 
effects of selected regions from equilibriu111 conditions, assUllling that plastic hinges 
with their possible overstrengths have been fornled in their adjacent areas. 

(2) The prinlary seisnlic colunlns of frame or fraIne-equivalent concrete structures 
should satisfy the capacity design requirelnents of 4.4.2.3(4) with the following 
exemptions. 

a) In plane franles with at least fOLlr colunlns of about the sanle cross-sectional size, it is 
not necessary to satisfy expression (4.29) in al1 colunlns, but just in three out of every 
four colunlns. 

b) At the bottonl storey of two-storey buildings if the value of the nornlalised axial load 
Vd does not exceed 0,3 in any column. 

(3) Slab reinforcenlent parallel to the bealn and within the effective flange width 
specified in 5.4.3.1.1 (3), should be assunled to contribute to the beam flexural capacities 
taken into account for the calculation of IMRb in expression (4.29), if it is anchored 
beyond the bealn section at the face of the joint. 

5.2.3.4 Local ductility condition 

(l)P For the required overall ductility of the structure to be achieved, the potential 
regions for plastic hinge fornlation, to be defined later for each type of building elenlent, 
sha11 possess high plastic rotational capacities. 

(2) Paragraph (1)P is deenled to be satisfied if the following conditions are nlet: 

a) a sufficient curvature ductility is provided in all critical regions of prinlary seismic 
elenlents, including colunln ends (depending on the potential for plastic hinge forn1ation 
in COlU11111S) (see (3) of this subclause); 
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b) local buckling of c0111pressed steel within potential plastic hinge regions of prin1ary 
seismic elen1ents is prevented. Relevant application rules are given in 5.4.3 and 5.5.3~ 

c) appropriate concrete and steel qualities are adopted to ensure local ductility as 
follows: 

- the steel used in critical regions of prinlary seisn1ic elements should have higb 
unifolm plastic elongation (see 5.3.2(1 )P, 5.4.1.1(3)P, 5.5.1.1(3)P); 

the tensile strength to yield strength ratio of the steel used in critical regions of 
prin1ary seismic elelTIents should be significantly higher than unity. Reinforcing 
steel conforn1ing to the requ irenlents of 5.3.2(1)P, 5.4.1.1 (3)P or 5.5.1.1(3)P, as 
appropriate, may be deemed to satisfy this requirement; 

the concrete used in prill1ary seisn1ic elements should possess adequate compressive 
strength and a fracture strain which exceeds the strain at the n1aximum compressive 
strength by an adequate n1m"gin. Concrete conforming to the requirements of 
5.4.t.l(1)P or 5.S.1.1(1)P, as appropriate, may be deemed to satisfy these 
requiren1ents. 

(3) Unless nlore precise data are available and except when (4) of this subclause 
applies, (2)a) of this subclause is deen1ed to be satisfied if the curvature ductility factor 
fI¢ of these regions (defined as the ratio of the post-ultin1ate strength curvature at 850/0 
of the mOlTIent of resistance, to the curvature at yield, provided that the lin1iting strains 
of concrete and steel Eel! and are not exceeded) is at least equal to the following 
values: 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

where qo is the corresponding basic value of the behaviour factor from Table 5.1 and TI 
is the fundan1ental period of the building, both taken within the vertical plane in which 
bending takes place, and is the period at the upper linlit of the constant acceleration 
region of the spectrun1, according to 3.2.2.2(2)P. 

NOTE Expressions (5.4) and (5.5) are based on the relationship between jl,i, and the displacement 

ductility factor, jlc)': jlr,6 2jl6 -1, which is normally a conservative approximation for concrete 
members, and on the following relationship between jl6 and q: 11{:,=q if jl6= I 1 ) TcIT, 
if (see also B5 in Informative Annex B). The vallie of qo is llsed instead of that of q, 
because q will be lower than q(l in irregular buildings, recognising that a higher lateral resistance 
is needed to protect them. However, the local ductility demands may actually be higher than 
those corresponding to the value of q, so a reduction in the curvature ductility capacity is not 
warranted. 

(4) In critical regions of prin1ary seisn1ic elelTIents with longitudinal reinforcement 
of steel class B in EN 1992-1 1 :2004, Table C.l, the curvature ductility factor fir/! should 
be at least equal to 1,5 times the value given by expression (5.4) or (5.5), whichever 
applies. 
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5.2.3.5 Structural redundancy 

(I )P A high degree of redundancy accompanied by redistribution capacity shall be 
sought, enabling a nlore widely spread energy dissipation and an increased total 
dissipated energy. Consequently structural systems of lower static indetenninacy shall 
be assigned lower behaviour factors (see Table 5.1). The necessary redistribution 
capacity shall be achieved through the local ductility rules given in 5.4 to 5.6. 

5.2.3.6 Secondary seismic menlbers and resistances 

(l )P A linlited nun1ber of structural nlembers ll1ay be designated as secondary 
seisnlic menlbers in accordance \vith 4.2.2. 

(2) Rules for the design and detailing of secondary seisll1ic elements are given in 
5.7. 

(3) Resistances or stabilising effects not explicitly taken illtO account in calculations 
may enhance both strength and energy dissipation (e.g. ll1embrane reactions of slabs 
nlobilised by upward deflections of structural \valls). 

(4) Non-structural elenlents nlay also contribute to energy dissipation, if they are 
unifornlly distributed throughout the structure. Measures should be taken against 
possible local adverse effects due to the interaction between structural and nonstructural 
elements (see 5.9). 

(5) For nlasonry infilled franles (which are a conlnlon case of non-structural 
elenlents) special rules are given in 4.3.6 and 5.9. 

5.2.3.7 Specific additional measures 

(1)P Due to the random nature of the seisnlic action and the uncertainties of the 
post-elastic cyclic behaviour of concrete structures, the overall uncertainty is 
substantially higher than with non-seismic actions. Therefore, nleasures shall be taken 
to reduce uncertainties related to the structural configuration, to the analysis, to the 
resistance and to the ductility. 

(2)P Important resistance uncertainties lTIay be produced by geoll1etric errors. To 
minimize this type of uncertainty, the following rules shall be applied. 

a) Certain nlininlunl dinlensions of the structural elenlents shall be respected (see 
5.4.1.2 and 5.5.1.2) to decrease the sensitivity to geonletric errors. 

b) The ratio of the ll1ininlUl11 to the nlaximunl dinlension of linear elenlents shall be 
linlited, to nlininlize the risk of lateral instability of these elenlents (see 5.4.1.2 and 
5.5.1.2.1 (2)P). 

c) Storey drifts shall be linlited, to linlit P-~ effects in the colunlns (see 4.4.2.2(2)-(4)). 

d) A substantial percentage of the top reinforcenlent ofbeanls at their end cross-sections 
shall continue along the entire length of the beam (see 5.4.3.1.2(5)P, 5.5.3.1.3(5)P) to 
account for the uncertainty in the location of the inflection point. 
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e) Account shall be taken of reversals of n10111ents not predicted by the analysis by 
providing 111ininlUln reinforcenlent at the relevant side of beams (see 5.5.3.1.3). 

(3)P To 111ininlize ductility uncertainties, the following rules shall be observed. 

a) A 111inill1Ul11 of local ductility shall be provided in all prinlary seismic elenlents. 
independently of the ductility class adopted in the design (see 5.4 and 5.5). 

b) A 111ini111um a1110unt of tension reinforcement shall be provided, to avoid brittle 
failure upon cracking (see 5.4.3 and 5.5.5). 

c) An appropriate linlit of the nonnalised design axial force shall be respected (see 
5.4.3.2.1(3)P, 5.4.3.4.1(2), 5.5.3.2.1(3)P and 5.5.3.4.1(2)) to reduce the consequences of 
cover spalling and to avoid the large uncertainties ill the available ductility at high levels 
of applied axial force. 

5.2.4 Safety verifications 

(l)P For ultinlate li111it state verifications the partial factors nlaterial properties Yc 
and Ys shall take into account the possible strength degradation of the lnaterials due to 
cyclic deformations. 

(2) If nlore specific data are not available, the values of the partial factors Yc and Ys 
adopted for the persistent and transient design situations should be applied, assmning 
that due to the local ductility provisions the ratio between the residual strength after 
degradation and the initial one is roughly equal to the ratio between the 1M values for 
accidental and funda111ental load cOlnbinations. 

(3) If the strength degradation is appropriately accounted for in the evaluation of the 
nlaterial properties, the )1vt values adopted for the accidental design situation may be 
used. 

NOTE 1 The values ascribed to the material partial factors Ie and y, for the persistent and 
transient design situations and the accidental design situations for use in a country may be t()lJnd 
in its National Annex to EN 1992-1-1:2004. 

NOTE 2 The National Annex may specify whether the ;V;vl values to be used for earthquake 
resistant design are those for the persistent and transient or for the accidental situations. 
Intermediate values may even be chosen in the National Annex, depending on how the material 
properties under earthquake loading are evaluated. The recommended choice is that of (2) in this 
subclause, which allows the same value of the resistance to be Llsed for the persistent and 
transient design situations (e.g. gravity loads with wind) and for the seismic design situation. 

5.3 Design to EN 1992-1-1 

5.3.1 General 

(l) SeiS111ic design for low ductility (ductility class L), following 1992-1 1:2004 
without any additional requirelnents other than those of 5.3.2, is recon1nlended only for 
low seisnlicity cases (see 3.2.1(4)). 
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5.3.2 Materials 

(1)P In primary seismic elelnents (see 4.2.2), reinforcing steel of class B or C in EN 
1992-1-1 :2004, Table C.l shall be used. 

5.3.3 Behaviour factor 

(1) A behaviour factor q of up to 1,5 may be used in deriving the seismic actions, 
regardless of the structural systen1 and the regularity in elevation. 

5.4 Design for DCYI 

5.4.1 Geometrical constraints and materials 

5.4.1.1 Material requirements 

(l)P Concrete of a class lower than C 16/20 shall not be used in prinlary SeiS111ic 
elenlents. 

(2)P With the exceptions of closed stirrups and cross-ties, only ribbed bars shall be 
used as reinforcing steel in critical regions of prilnary seismic elenlents. 

(3)P In critical regions of primary seisnlic elenlents reinforcing steel of class B or C 
in EN 1992-1-1 :2004, Table C.1 shall be used. 

(4)P Welded wire nleshes nlay be used, if they nleet the requirenlents in (2)P and 
(3)P of this subclause. 

5.4.1.2 Geometrical constraints 

5.4.1.2.1 Beams 

(1)P The eccentricity of the bemn axis relative to that of the COIU11111 into which it 
franles shall be linlited, to enable efficient transfer of cyclic m0111ents fron1 a prinlary 
seis111ic bea111 to a colunl11 to be achieved. 

(2) To enable the requirelnent specified in (l)P to met the distance between the 
centroidal axes of the two lnelnbers should be liInited to less than bcl4, where be is the 
largest cross-sectional diInension of the colunln nornlal to the longitudinal axis of the 
bemn. 

(3)P take advantage of the favourable effect of colunl11 compression on the bond 
of horizontal bars passing through the joint, the width bw of a primary seislnic beam 
shall satisfy the following expression: 

(5.6) 

where hw is the depth of the beam and be is as defined in (2) of this subclause. 
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5.4.1.2.2 Columns 

(l) Unless e ::;; 0,1 (see 4.4.2.2(2)), the cross-sectional dimensions of primary 
seisluic colunlns should not be S111aller than one tenth of the larger distance between the 
point of contraflexure and the ends of the COIUnll1, for bending within a plane parallel to 
the COlU11111 dilnensiol1 considered. 

5.4.1.2.3 Ductile Walls 

(1) The thickness of the web, bwo, (in nletres) should satisfy the following 
expreSSIOn: 

bwo Z luax {O, 15, 11/20) (5.7) 

where hs is the clear storey height in 111etres. 

(2) Additional requirenlents apply with respect to the thickness of the confined 
boundary elenlents of walls, as specified in 5.4.3.4.2(10) 

5.4.1.2.4 Large lightly reinforced walls 

(l) The provision in 5.4.1.2.3(1) applies also to large lightly reinforced walJs. 

5.4.1.2.5 Specific rules for beams supporting discontinued vertical elements 

(l)P Structural walls shaH not rely for their support on beanls or slabs. 

(2)P For a prinlary seislnic bealu supporting columns discontinued below the beam, 
the following rules apply: 

a) there shall be no eccentricity of the colunln axis relative to that of the beam; 

b) the beanl shall be supported by at least two direct supports, such as walls or columns. 

5.4.2 Design action effects 

5.4.2.1 General 

(l)P With the exception of ductile priluary SeiS111ic walls, for which the special 
provisions of 5.4.2.4 apply, the design values of bending m01uents and axial forces shall 
be obtained fronl the analysis of the structure for the seisnlic design situation in 
accordance with EN 1990:2001 6.4.3.4, taking into account second order effects in 
accordance with 4.4.2.2 and the capacity design requirenlents of 5.2.3.3(2). 
Redistribution of bending moments in accordance with EN 1992-1 1 is penllitted. The 
design values of shear forces of prinlary seisnlic beanls, COIU111nS, ductile walls and 
lightly reinforced walls, are deternlined in accordance with 5.4.2.2, 5.4.2.3, 5.4.2.4 and 
5.4.2.5, respectively. 

5.4.2.2 Beams 

(l)P In pritnary seisnlic beanls the design shear forces shall be determined in 
accordance with the capacity design rule, on the basis of the equilibriu111 of the beanl 
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under: a) the transverse load acting on it in the seiSlnic design situation and b) end 
1110n1ents N~,d (with i=1) denoting the end sections of the beam), corresponding to 
plastic hinge formatioll for positive and negative directions of seismic loading. The 
plastic hinges should be taken to fo1'111 at the ends of the bean1s or (if they forn1 there 
first) in the vertical elen1ents connected to the joints into which the bean1 ends frame 
(see Figure 5.1). 

(2) Paragraph (l)P of this subclause should be implen1ented as fonows. 

a) At end section i, two values of the acting shear force should be calculated, i.e. the 
n1aX1111um and the 111ininlun1 cOITesponding to the lnaximunl positive 
and the tnaximum negative end monlents that can develop at ends 1 and 2 of the 
bean1. 

b) End nl0n1ents A1J.d 111 (1)P and in (2) a) of this subclause n1ay be detennined as 
follows: 

where 

1\1/ Rb.i n1in(l,..::::::::~- (5.8) 

is the factor accounting for possible overstrength due to steel strain hardening, 
which in the case of DCM bean1s n1ay be taken as being equal to 1,0; 

MRb,i is the design value of the beatn mon1ent of resistance at end i in the sense of the 
seisnlic bending nlon1ent under the considered sense of the seislnic action; 

IMRc and IMRb are the sun1 of the design values of the n10J11ents of resistance of the 
colll1nns and the SUln of the design values of the n10111ents of resistance of the 
beanls fran1ing into the joint, respectively (see 4.4.2.3(4)). value of IMRc 
should correspond to the colunln axial force(s) in the seis111ic design situation for 
the considered sense of the seismic action. 

c) At a bean1 end where the bean1 is supported indirectly by another beanl, instead of 
[raIning into a vertical n1elnber, the beam end n101nent Mj,d there n1ay be taken as being 
equal to the acting nlonlent at the bean1 end section in the seisn1ic design situation. 

Figure 5.1: Capacity design values of shear forces on beams 
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(1)P In prilnary seisJTIic co]ulTInS the design values of shear forces shall be 
deternlined in accordance with the capacity design rule, on the basis of the equilibrium 
of the column under end lTIOlnents Ali ,d (with i= 1,2 denoting the end sections of the 
colmnn), cOlTesponding to plastic hinge forn1ation for positive and negative directions 
of SeiS111ic loading. The plastic hinges should be taken to forn1 at the ends of the beams 
connected to the joints into which the colunln end fran1es, or (if they forn1 there tirst) at 
the ends of the colUlnns (see Figure 5.2). 

(2) End monlents U,d in (l)P of this subclause may be detennined tl-onl the 
following expression: 

where 

. L,MRb r Rd M Rc,i Inm(1, L, ) (5.9) 

Ji~d is the factor accounting for overstrength due to steel strain hardening and 
confinenlent of the concrete of the cOlnpression zone of the section, taken as 
being equal to 1,1; 

MRc,i is the design value of the colu111n InOlnent of resistance at end i in the sense of 
the seisnlic bending InOlnent under the considered sense of the seismic action; 

L:MRc and L:NiRb are as defined in 5.4.2.2(2). 

(3) The values of MRc,i and I.MRc should correspond to the colunln axial force(s) in 
the seismic design situation for the considered sense of the seislnic action. 
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Figure 5.2: Capacity design shear force in columns 

5.4.2.4 Special provisions for ductile walls 

(l)P Uncertainties in the analysis and post-elastic dynaInic effects shall be taken into 
account, at least through an appropriate simplified method. If a 1110re precise nlethod is 
not available, the rules in the following clauses for the design envelopes for bending 
moments, as well as the nlagnification factors for shear forces, Inay be used. 

(2) Redistribution of seismic action effects between prinlary seisnlic walls of up to 
300/0 is allowed, provided that the total resistance delnand is not reduced. Shear forces 
should be redistributed along with the bending nl01nents, so that in the individual walls 
the ratio of bending m0111ents to shear forces is not appreciably affected. In walls 
subjected to large fluctuations of axial force, as e.g. in coupled walls, 1110ments and 
shears should be redistributed from the wall(s) which are under low conlpression or 
under net tension, to those which are under high axial conlpression. 

(3) In coupled walls redistribution of seisnlic action effects between coupling bea111s 
of different storeys of up to 200/0 is allowed, provided that the seislllic axial force at the 
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base of each individual wall (the resultant of the shear forces in the coupling beanls) is 
not affected. 

(4)P Uncertainties regarding the nlonlent distribution along the height of slender 
prinlary seisnlic walls (with height to length ratio greater than 2,0) shall be 
covered. 

(5) The requirenlent specified in (4)P of this subclause nlay satisfied by applying, 
irrespective of the type of analysis used, the following sinlplified procedure. 

The design bending I110111ent diagranl along the height of the wall should be given by an 
envelope of the bending 1110111ent djagranl frOl11 the analysis, vertically displaced 
(tension shift). The envelope ll1ay be assunled linear, if the structure does not exhibit 
significant discontinuities of ll1ass, stiffness or resistance over its height Fjgure 
5.3). The tension shift should be consistent with the strut inclination taken in the ULS 
verification for shear, with a possible fan-type pattern of struts near the base, and with 
the floors acting as ties. 

Key 

a nlonlent diagranl fr0111 analysis 

b design envelope 

al tension shift 

Figure 5.3: Design envelope for bending moments in slender walls 
(left: wall systems; right: dual systems). 

(6)P The possible increase in shear forces after yielding at the base of a pril11ary 
seismic wal1, shall be taken into account. 

(7) The requirenlent specified in (6)P of this subclause nlay be satisfied if the design 
shear forces are taken as being 50% higher than the shear forces obtained frOll1 the 
analysis. 

(8) In dual systenls containing slender walls the design envelope of shear forces in 
accordance with Figure 5.4 should be used, to account for uncertainties in higher 1110de 
effects. 
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a shear diagram from analysis 

b ll1agnified shear diagram 

c design envelope 
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Figure 5.4: Design envelope of the shear forces in the walls of a dual systenl. 

5.4.2.5 Special provisions for large lightly reinforced ,valls 

(l)P To ensure that flexural yielding precedes attainn1ent of the ULS in shear, the 
shear force fro111 the analysis shall be increased. 

(2) requiren1ent in (I)P of this subclause is considered to be satisfied if at 
storey of the wall the design shear force VEd is obtained from the shear force calculated 
froll1 the analysis, V' Ed, in accordance with the following expression: 

/ / q +1 
I Ed = i Ed 2 (5.10) 

(3)P The additional dynaJnic axial forces developed in large walls due to uplifting 
fro111 the soil, or due to the opening and closing of horizontal cracks, sha11 be taken into 
account in the ULS verification of the wall for flexure with axial force. 

(4) Unless the results of a nlore precise calculation are available, the dynalnic 
conlponent of the wall axial force in (3)P of this subclause ll1ay be taken as being 500/0 
of the axial force in the wall due to the gravity loads present in the seisnlic design 
situation. This force should be taken to have a plus or a nliuus sign, whichever is n10st 
unfavourable. 

(5) If the value of the behaviour factor q does not exceed 2,0, the effect of the 
dynanlic axial in (3) and (4) of this subclause may be neglected. 
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5.4.3 ULS verifications and detailing 

5.4.3.1 Beams 

5.4.3.1.1 Resistance in bending and shear 

BS EN 1998-1 :2004 
EN 1998-1 :2004 (E) 

(1) The bending and shear resistances should be c01TIputed in accordance with EN 
1992-1-1 :2004. 

(2) The top-reinforcenlent of the end cross-sections of prinlary seis111ic beams with a 
T - or L-shaped section should be placed nlainly within the width of the web. Only part 
of this reinforcenlent l11ay be placed outside the width of the web, but within the 
effective flange width belT. 

(3) The effective flange width berr ll1ay be assunled to be as follows: 

a) for prilTIary SeiS111ic bem11s framing into exterior COlU111nS, the eflective flange 
width berr is taken, in the absence of a transverse bean1, as being equal to the width be of 
the column (Figure 5.5b), or, if there is a transverse bealTI of similar depth, equal to this 
width increased by 2hr on each side of the bean1 (Figure 5.5a); 

b) for prin1ary SeiSlTIic bemTIs framing into interior COlUll111S the above widths may 
be increased by 2111' on each side of the beanl (Figure 5.5c and d). 

a c 

d 

I
:':':':':':~i 
hi lflii •• 1<.". 111_ •• ,,' . . . . . . . ; 
Ji/altl!lllll_»Ii£ • 
• • ' •.• ' II • 

I;,:j~ ~;;;,:i:j 

Figure 5.5: Effective flange ,vidth heff for beams framing into columns 
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5.4.3.1.2 Detailing for local ductility 

(l)P The regions of a pri111ary seis111ic beanl up to a distance ler (where hw denotes 
the depth of the beam) fi'om an end cross-section where the beam franles into a beanl
column joint, as well as from both sides of any other cross-section liable to yield in the 
seismic design situation, shall be considered as being critical regions. 

(2) In primary seis111ic beanls supporting discontinued (cut-off) vertical elenlents, 
the regions up to a distance of 2hw on each side of the supported vertical elenlent should 
be considered as being critical regions. 

(3)P To satisfy the local ductility requirelnent in the critical regions of primary 
seisnlic beams, the value of the curvature ductility factor Ji¢ shall be at least equa1 to the 
value given in 5.2.3.4(3). 

(4) The requirenlent specified in (3)P of this subclause is deenled to be satisfied, if 
the following conditions are 111et at both flanges of the beanl. 

a) at the conlpression zone reinforcenlent of not less than half of the reinforcenlent 
provided at the tension zone is placed, in addition to any conlpression reinforcelnent 
needed for the ULS verification of the beanl in the seismic design situation. 

b) The reinforcement ratio of the tension zone p does not exceed a value pmax equal to: 

, 0,0018 f~d 
p+ .-

f~'d 
(5.11) 

with the reinforcenlent ratios of the tension zone and compression zone, p and p', both 
nornlalised to bd, where b is the width of the conlpression flange of the beam. If the 
tension zone includes a slab, the anlount of slab reinforcenlent parallel to the beanl 
within the effective flange width defined in 5.4.3.1.1(3) is included in p. 

(5)P Along the entire length of a primary seisnlic bean), the reinforcelnent ratio of the 
tension zone, p, sha11 be not less than the fo11owing 111ininlunl value pmin: 

Pm in 
o,sr/:·"" '\ 

\ fyk ) 
(5.l2) 

(6)P Within the critical regions of prinlary se1smlC beanls, hoops satisfying the 
following conditions shall be provided: 

a) The dianleter dbw of the hoops (in nlillilnetres) shall be not than 6. 

b) The spacing, ,)', of hoops (1n lnillimetres) shall not exceed: 

(5.13) 

where 

is the nlininlunllongitudinal bar diaIl1eter (in nlillinletres); and 
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hw the beanl depth (in nlillillletres). 
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c) The first hoop shall be placed not tnore than 50 111111 fron1 the beam end section (see 
Figure 5.6). 

<50mm 
-+H"'-

.I I 
I I s 

/ 
/ 

/ 
v 

Figure 5.6: Transverse reinforcement in critical regions of beams 

5.4.3.2 Columns 

5.4.3.2.1 Resistances 

(l)P Flexural and shear resistance shall be C0111puted in accordance with EN 1992-1-
1 :2004, using the value of the axial force from the analysis in the seisnlic design 
situation. 

(2) Biaxial bending nlay be taken into account in a sinlplified way by carrying out 
the verification separately in each direction, with the uniaxial 1110111ent of resistance 
reduced by 30%. 

(3)P In primary seismic columns the value of the nornlalised axial force Vd shall not 
exceed 0,65. 

5.4.3.2.2 Detailing of primary seismic columns for local ductility 

(l)P The total longitudinal reinforcenlent ratio PI shall be not less than 0,01 and not 
more than 0,04. In symnletrical cross-sections synln1etrical reinforcenlent should be 
provided (p = pj. 

(2)P At least one intellnediate bar shall be provided between corner bars along each 
column side, to ensure the integrity of the be3111-colun1n joints. 

(3)P The regions up to a distance ler fron1 both end sections of a prin1ary seisnlic 
column shall be considered as being critical regions. 

(4) In the absence of more precise infolTI1ation, the length of the critical region fer (in 
metres) 111ay be C0111puted fr0111 the following expression: 

leI' = max {he ; 1 cl /6; 0,45} (5.14) 
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where 

he is the largest cross-sectional dinlension of the COlU111n (in metres); and 

leI is the clear length of the column (in 111etres). 

(5)P If le1he<3, the entire height of the prinlary seislnic column shan be considered as 
being a critical region and shall be reinforced accordingly. 

(6)P In the critical region at the base of prilnary seisnlic colunlns a value of the 
curvature ductility factor, /-l¢, should be provided, at least equal to that given in 
5.2.3.4(3). 

(7)P If for the specified value of /-l¢a concrete strain larger than £cu2=0,0035 is needed 
anywhere in the cross-section, cOlnpensation for the loss of resistance due to spalling of 
the concrete shall be achieved by nleans of adequate con:finenlent of the concrete core, 
on the basis of the properties of confined concrete in EN 1992-1-1 :2004, 3.1.9. 

(8) The requirelnents specified in (6)P and (7)P of this subclause are deelned to be 
satisfied if: 

(5.15) 

where 

(01\'(/ is the mechanical volmnetric ratio of confining hoops within the critical regions 

[

CV
Wd 

= volume of confining hoops. ; 
, VOlU1l1e of concrete core j~d 

/-l (p is the required value of the curvature ductility factor; 

Vcl is the nOrIl1alised design axial force (Vd NEd/Ae:!eq); 

$"y,d is the design value of tension steel strain at yield; 

he is the gross cross-sectional depth (parallel to the horizontal direction in which 
the value of /-l$ used in (6)P of this subclause applies); 

ho is the depth of confined core (to the centreline of the hoops); 

be is the gross cross-sectional width; 

bo is the width of confined core (to the centreline of the hoops); 

a is the confinetnent effectiveness factor, equal to a=an'as, with: 

a) For rectangular cross-sections: 

(5.16a) 

(5.17a) 

where 
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n is the total nUlnber of longitudinal bars lateral1y engaged by hoops or cross ties; 
and 

hi is the distance between consecutive engaged bars (see Figure 5.7; also for bo, ho, 
s). 

b) For circular cross-sections with circular hoops and dianleter of confined core Do 
(to the centreline of hoops): 

a =1 
11 

(5.16b) 

(5.17b) 

c) For circular cross-sections with spiral hoops: 

an (5.16c) 

(5.17c) 

J 
V 

I 
V 

Figure 5.7: Confinement of concrete core 

(9) A minimum value of Wwd equal to 0,08 shou1d be provided within the critical 
region at the base of the prinlary seismic colunl11s. 

(lO)P Within the critical regions of the priInary seislnic columns, hoops and cross-ties, 
of at least 6 n1n1 in diaIneter, shall be provided at a spacing such that a nlinimum 
ductility is ensured and local buckling of longitudinal bars is prevented. The hoop 
pattern shall be such that the cross-section benefits fron1 the triaxial stress conditions 
produced by the hoops. 

(11) The minimum conditions of (lO)P of this subclause are deemed to be satisfied if 
the following conditions are lnet. 
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a) The spacing, s, of the hoops (in millin1etres) does not exceed: 

s = n1in {bo/2; 175; Sdbd 

where 

(5.1S) 

bo (in millimetres) is the n1inimum dimension of the concrete core (to the centreline 
of the hoops); and 

dbL is the mlnimun1 diameter of the longitudinal bars (in n1illin1etres). 

b) The distance between consecutive longitudinal bars engaged by hoops or cross-ties 
does not exceed 200 I11n1, taking into account EN 1992-1-1 :2004, 9.5.3(6). 

(12)P The transverse reinforcen1ent within the critical region at the base of the prin1ary 
seisn1ic colun1ns l11ay be detenl1ined as specified in EN 1992-1-1 :2004, provided that 
the value of the non11alised axial load in the seismic design situation is less than 0,2 and 
the value of the behaviour factor q used in the design does not exceed 2,0. 

5.4.3.3 Beanl-column joints 

(1) The horizontal confinel11ent reinforcen1ent in joints of prin1ary seisn1ic bean1s 
with columns should be not less than that specified in 5.4.3.2.2(8)-(11) for the critical 
regions of colun1ns, with the exception of the case listed in the following paragraph. 

(2) If bean1s frame into all four sides of the joint and their width is at least three
quarters of the parallel cross-sectional din1ension of the colun1n, the spacing of the 
hOl-izontal confinement reinforcement in the joint n1ay be increased to twice that 
specified in (1) of thi s subclause, but n1ay not exceed 150 n1111. 

(3)P At least one intermediate (between colUl11n corner bars) vertical bar shall be 
provided at each side of a joint of prin1ary seisn1ic bean1s and colun1ns. 

5.4.3.4 Ductile Walls 

5.4.3.4.1 Hending and shear resistance 

(I )P Flexural and shear resistances shall be con1puted in accordance with EN 1992-1-
1 :2004, unless specified otherwise in the following paragraphs, using the value of the 
axial force resulting fron1 the analysis in the seismic design situation. 

(2) In prin1ary seisn1ic walls the value of the normalised axial load ~I should not 
exceed 0,4. 

(3)P Vertical web reinforcen1ent shall be taken into account in the calculation of the 
flexural resistance of wall sections. 

(4) C01nposite wall sections consisting of connected or intersecting rectangular 
segn1ents (L-, T-, U-, 1- or sin1ilar sections) should be taken as integral units, consisting 
of a web or webs parallel or approximately parallel to the direction of the acting seisll1ic 
shear force and a f1ange or flanges norn1al or approxin1ately norn1al to it. For the 
calculation of flexural resistance, the effective flange width on each side of a web 
should be taken to extend fron1 the face of the web by the n1inin1un1 of: 
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a) the actual flange width; 

b) one-half of the distance to an adjacent web of the wall; and 

c) 2S~/o of the total height of the wall above the level considered. 

5.4.3.4.2 Detailing for local ductility 

(l) The height of the critical region her above the base of the wall nlay be estimated 
as: 

but 

for n S; 6 storeys 

for n z 7 storeys 

(5.19a) 

(S.19b) 

where hs is the clear storey height and where the base is defined as the level of the 
foundation or the top of basement storeys with rigid diaphragnls and perimeter walls. 

(2) At the critical regions of walls a value PcP of the curvature ductility factor should 
be provided~ that is at least equal to that calculated fr0111 expressions (5.4), (5.S) in 
5.2.3.4(3) with the basic value of the behaviour factor C/o in these expressions replaced 
by the product of qo tillles the 111axinlU111 value of the ratio }vlEdIU{d at the base of the 
wall in the seisn1ic design situation, where MEd is the design bending nloment fron1 the 
analysis; and A1Rd is the design t1exural resistance. 

(3) Unless a more precise nlethod is used, the value of 11(1) specified in (2) of this 
subclause nlay be supplied by means of confining reinforcenlent within edge regions of 
the cross-section, ter111ed boundary eleIllents, the extent of which should be deternlined 
in accordance with (6) of this subclause. The an10unt of confining reinforcell1ent should 
be detennined in accordance with (4) and (5) of this subclause: 

(4) For \va1ls of rectangular cross-section, the mechanical volU111etric ratio of the 
required confining reinforcement (~vd in boundary elenlents should satisfy the follo\ving 
expression, with the -values of Pep as specified in (2) of this subclause: 

- 0,03S 
bo 

(S.20) 

where the paranleters are defined in 5.4.3.2.2(8), except (Uv, which is the 111echanical 

ratio vertical web reinforcen1ent (OJv=P\'.{yd./f~d). 

(S) For walls with barbells or flanges, or with a section conslstmg of several 
rectangular parts (T-, 1-, U-shaped sections, etc.) the mechanical volumetric ratio of 
the confining reinforcen1ent in the boundary elen1ents nlay be determined as follows: 
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a) The axial force, and the total area of the vertical reinforcen1ent in the web, 
shall be nonnalised to hcb~fc(" with the width of the barbell or flange in con1pression 

taken as the cross-sectional width bc (~d=.N[d I hebr;fcd, OJv=(AsjhJJelhd lIed). The neutral 
axis depth Xu at ultilnate curvature after spalling of the concrete outside the confined 
core of the boundary elements n1ay be esti111ated as: 

(5.21 ) 

where bo is the width of the confined core in the barbell or flange. If the value of Xu fron1 
expression (5.21) does 110t exceed the depth of the barbell or after spalling of the 
cover concrete, then the nlechanical volUl11etric ratio of the confining reinforcen1ent in 
the barbell or flange is deterll1ined as in a) of this subclause (i.e. fr0111 expression (5.20), 
5.4.3.4.2( 4»), with Vel, OJv, be and bo referring to the width of the barbell or flange. 

b) I f the value of Xu exceeds the depth of the barbell or flange after spalling of the 
cover concrete, the general nlethod 111ay be followed, which is based on: 1) the 
definition of the curvature ductility factor as Prj;=r/Ju I rA, 2) the calculation of rAl as Ceu2.e I 
XII and of rA as I (d - Xy), 3) section equilibriu111 for the estin1ation of neutral axis 
depths Xu and and the values of strength and ultin1ate strain of confined concrete, 

and Ccu2.e given in EN 1992-1-1:2004, 3.1.9 as a function of the effective lateral 
confining stress. The required confining reinforcen1ent, if needed, and the confined wall 
lengths should be calculated accordingly. 

(6) confinen1ent of (3)-(5) of this subclause should extend vertically over the 
height her of the critical region as defined in 5.4.3.4.2(1) and horizontally along a length 
Ie l11easured fron1 the extren1e cOll1pression fibre of the wall up to the point where 
unconfined concrete 111ay spall due to large con1pressive strains. If lTIOre precise data is 
not available, the conlpressive strain at which spalling is expected I11ay be taken as 
being equal to cClt2=0,0035. The confined boundary elen1ent may be limited to a distance 
of xu( 1- ceu:zlceu2.e) fron1 the hoop centreline near the extrel11e c0111pression fibre, with the 
depth of the confined compression zone Xli at ultin1ate curvature estimated fr0111 
equilibriull1 (cf. expression (5.21) for a constant width bo of the confined cOTIlpression 
zone) and the ultil11ate strain ccu2,c of confined concrete estinlated on the basis of EN 
1992-1-1 :2004, 3.1.9 as c.cu2,e=O,0035+0, I aCVwd (Figure 5.8). As a n1inilTIUnl, the length 
Ie of the confined boundary eiel11ent should not be taken as being s111aller than 0,15 ·/w or 
1,50.bw. 
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Xu 

• • • • 

• • • • 

Figure 5.8: Confined boundary element of free-edge waH end 

(top: strains at ultimate curvature; bottom: wall cross-section) 

(7) No confined boundary elen1ent is required over waH flanges with thickness br> 
hs/15 and width lr ?: hJ5, where hs denotes the clear storey height (Figure 5.9). 
Nonetheless, confined boundary elen1ents 111ay be required at the ends of such flanges 
due to out-of-plane bending of the wall . 

Ie> h/5 

bwo 

If bf> h/15 

Figure 5.9: Confined boundary element not needed at wall end with a large 
transverse flange 

(8) The longitudinal reinforcenlent ratio in the boundary eJelnents should be not less 
than 0,005. 

(9) The provisions of 5.4.3.2.2(9) and (11) apply within the boundary elen1ents of 
walls. Overlapping hoops should be used, so that every other longitudinal bar is 
engaged by a hoop or cross-tie. 
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(10) The thickl1ess bw of the confined parts of the wall section (boundary elements) 
should not be less than 200 n1m. Moreover, if the length of the confined part does not 
exceed the nlaxin1un1 of 2b\v and 0,211\~ bw should not be less than h/ 15~ with hs 
denoting the storey height. If the length of the confined part exceeds the lTIaxin1U111 of 
2bw and 0)/" bw should not be less than hsl1 ° (See Figure 5.10). 

>h/10 

15 

t 

Figure 5.10: Minimum thickness of confined boundary elements 

(11) In the height of the wall above the critical region only the relevant rules of EN 
1992-1-1 :2004 regarding vertical, horizontal and transverse reinforcen1ent apply. 
However, in those parts of the section where under the seisnlic design situation the 
con1pressive strain Ec exceeds 0,002, a 111ininlum vertical reinforcenlent ratio of 0,005 
should be provided. 

(12) The transverse reinforcen1ent of the boundary elelTIents (4)-(10) of this 
subclause lTIay be deternl1ned in accordance with EN 1992-1-1 :2004 alone, if one of the 
following conditions is fulfilled: 

a) The value of the norn1alised design axial force Vd is not greater than 0,15; or~ 

b) the value of Vd is not greater than 0,20 and the q-factor used in the analysis is reduced 
by 15%. 

5.4.3.5 Large lightly reinforced walls 

5.4.3.5.1 Bending resistance 

(l)P The ULS in bending with axial force shall be verified assunling horizontal 
cracking, in accordance with the relevant provisions of EN 1992-1-1 :2004, including 
the plane sectio11s assunlption. 

(2)P Normal stresses in the concrete shall be linlited, to prevent out-of-plane 
instability of the walL 
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(3) The requiren1ent of (2)P of this subclause Inay be satisfied on the basis of the 
rules of EN 1992-1-1 :2004 for second-order effects, supplenlented with other rules for 
the nornla] stresses in the concrete if necessary. 

(4) When the dynamic axial force of 5.4.2.5(3)P and (4) is taken into account in the 
ULS verification for bending with axial force~ the lin1iting strain Gcu2 for unconfined 
concrete nlay be increased to 0,005. A higher value l11ay be taken into account for 
confined concrete, in accordance with EN 1992-1-1 :2004~ 3.1.9, provided that spalling 
of the unconfined concrete cover is accounted for in the verification. 

5.4.3.5.2 Shear resistance 

(1) Due to the safety n1aI'gin provided by the magnification of design shear forces in 
5.4.2.5(1)P and (2) and because the response (including possible inclined cracking) is 
defornlation-controlled, wherever the value of VEd fron1 5.4.2.5(2) is than the design 
value of the shear resistance VRd.c in 1992-1 1 :2004, 6.2.2, the mininlunl shear 
reinforcenlent ratio in the web is not required. 

NOTE The value ascribed to PW.l11in for LIse in a country may be found in its National Annex to 
this document. The recommended value is the minimum value for walls in EN ] 992-] -J :2004 
and in its National Annex. 

(2) Wherever the condition VEd::;; VRd•c is not fulfilled, web shear reinforce]l1ent 
should be ca1culated in accordance with EN 1992-1-1 :2004, on the basis of a variable 
inclination truss nl0del, or a strut-and-tie n10del, whichever is n10st appropriate for the 
particular geon1etry of the wall. 

(3) If a strut-and-tie 1110del is used, the width of the strut should take into account 
the presence of openings and should not exceed 0,25/w or 4bwo, whichever is sn1aller. 

(4) The ULS against sliding shear at horizontal construction joints should be 
verified in accordance with EN 1992-1-1 :2004, 6.2.5, with the anchorage length of 
clanlping bars crossing the interface increased by 500/0 over that required by 1992-1-
1 :2004. 

5.4.3.5.3 Detailing for local ductility 

(l) Vertical bars necessary for the verification of the ULS in bending with axial 
force, or for the satisfaction of any nlinin1un1 reinforcen1ent provisions, should be 
engaged by a hoop or a cross-tie with a diameter of not less than 6 111111 or one third of 
the vertical bar dianleter, dbL . Hoops and cross-ties should be at a vertical spacing of not 
1110re than 100 111111 or 8dbL, whichever is less. 

(2) Vertical bars necessary for the verification of the ULS in bending with axial 
force and laterally restrained by hoops and cross-ties in accordance with (1) of this 
subclause should be concentrated in boundary elellle11ts at the ends of the cross-section. 
These elelnents should extend in the direction of the length Iw of the wall over a length 
not less than bw or 3bw O"cll/icd, whichever is greater, where O"CI11 is the lnean value of the 
concrete stress in the compression Z011e in the ULS of bending with axial force. The 
dian1eter of the vertical bars should not be less than l2mn1 in the lower storey of the 
building, or in any storey where the length Iw of the wall is reduced over that of the 
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storey below by n10re than one-third of the storey height hs. In all other storeys the 
diameter of vertical bars should not be less than 10 mnl. 

(3) To avoid a change in the mode of behaviour fron1 one controlled by tlexure to 
another controlled by shear, the amount of vertical reinforce111ent placed in the wall 
section should not unnecessarily exceed the aIllount required for the verification of the 
ULS in flexure with axial load and for the integrity of concrete. 

(4) Continuous steel ties, horizontal or vertical, should be provided: (a) along all 
intersections of walls or connections with flanges; (b) at all floor levels; and (c) around 
openings in the wall. As a nlininlul11, these ties should satisfy EN 1992-1 1 :2004,9.10. 

5.5 Design for DCH 

5.5.1 Geometrical constraints and nlaterials 

5.5.1.1 l\-laterial req uirements 

(l)P A concrete class lower than C 20/25 shall 110t be used 111 pnn1ary seis111ic 
elen1ents. 

(2)P The requirenlent specified in paragraph 5.4.1.1(2)P applies to this subclause. 

(3)P In critical regions of prin1ary seisnlic elenlents, reinforcing steel of class C in 
Table C.l of EN 1992-1 1 :2004 shall be used. Moreover, the upper characteristic (95%
fractile) value of the actual yield strength,.0k,O.95, shall not the n01llinal value by 
Inore than 250/0. 

5.5.1.2 Geometrical constraints 

5.5.1.2.1 Beams 

(l)P The width of primary seisn1ic beaIns shall be 110t less than 200 n1111. 

(2)P The width to height ratio of the web of prinlary seisnlic bean1s shall satisfy 
expression (5.40b) of EN 1992-1-1 :2004. 

(3)P Paragraph 5.4.1.2.1(1)P applies. 

(4) Paragraph 5.4.1.2.1(2) applies. 

(5)P Paragraph 5.4.1.2.1(3)P applies. 

5.5.1.2.2 Columns 

(l)P The nlinimum cross-sectional dinlension of prilnary seisnlic colmnns shall be 
not less than 250 n11n. 

(2) Paragraph 5.4.1.2.2(1) applles. 
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5.5.1.2.3 Ductile Walls 

(I)P The provisions cover single primary seisn1ic walls, as well as individual 
cOll1ponents of coupled prilllary seisnlic walls, under in-plane action effects, with fllil 
enlbedment and anchorage at their base in adequate basenlents or foundations, so that 
the wall is not allowed to rock. In this respect, walls supported by slabs or beanlS are not 
pennitted (see also 5.4.1.2.5). 

(2) Paragraph 5.4.1.2.3(1) applies. 

(3) Additional requirenlents apply with respect to the thickness of the confined 
boundary elelnents of prin1ary seisn1ic walls, as specified in 5.5.3.4.5(8) and (9). 

(4) Randonl openings, not regularly arranged to form coupled walls, should be 
avoided in prinlary seisnlic walls, unless their influence is either insignificant or 
accounted for in analysis, dilnensioning and detailing. 

5.5.1.2.4 Specific rules for beams supporting discontinued vertical elements 

(l)P Paragraph 5.4.1.2.5(1)P applies. 

(2)P Paragraph 5.4.1.2.5(2)P applies. 

5.5.2 Design action effects 

5.5.2.1 Beams 

(1)P Paragraph 5.4.2.1(1)P applies for the design values of bending nlonlents and 
axial forces. 

(2)P Paragraph 5.4.2.2(l)P applies. 

(3) Paragraph 5.4.2.2(2) applies with a value }kd = 1,2 in expression (5.8). 

5.5.2.2 Columns 

(l) Paragraph 5.4.2.1(1)P (which refers also to the capacity design requirenlents in 
5.2.3.3(2)) applies for the design values of bending monlents and axial forces. 

(2)P Paragraph 5.4.2.3(I)P applies. 

(3) Paragraph 5.4.2.3(2) applies with a value rRd 1,3 in expression (5.9). 

(4) Paragraph 5.4.2.3(3) applies. 

5.5.2.3 Beam-column joints 

(l)P The horizontal shear acting on the core of a joint between prin1ary seiS111ic 
bemTIs and colunl11s shall be detell11ined taking into account the 1110St adverse conditions 
under seislnic actions, capacity design conditions for the beanlS franling into the 
joint and the ]o\vest cOll1patible values of shear forces in the other framing elen1ents. 
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(2) Sinlplifled expressions for the horizontal shear force acting on the concrete core 
of the joints nlay be used as follows: 

a) for interior beanl-colunln joints: 

~ihd (S.22) 

b) for exterior beam-colmnn joints: 

(S.23) 

where 

is the area of the beaJn top reinforcenlent; 

is the area of the beanl bottonl reinforcenlent; 

Vc is the shear force in the column above the joint, frOlTI the analysis in the seismic 
situation; 

llzd is a factor to account for overstrength due to steel strain-hardening and should be 
not than 1,2. 

(3) The shear forces acting on the joints shall conespond to the most adverse sense 
of the seisnlic action influencing the values ASl ~ As2 and Vc to be used in expressions 
(S.22) and (5.23). 

5.5.2.4 Ductile Walls 

5.5.2.4.1 Special provisions for in-plane slender walls 

(l )P Paragraph 5.4.2.4(I)P applies. 

(2) Paragraph 5.4.2.4(2) applies. 

(3) Paragraph 5.4.2.4(3) applies. 

(4)P Paragraph 5.4.2.4( 4)P applies. 

(S) Paragraph 5.4.2.4(5) applies. 

(6)P Paragraph 5.4.2.4(6)P applies. 

(7) The requirel11ent of (6)P is deelned to be satisfied if the following sinlplifled 
procedure is applied, incorporating the capacity design rule: 

The design shear forces should be derived in accordance with the expression: 

(S.24 ) 

where 

V' Ed is the shear force fronl the analysis; 
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is the l11agnification factor, calculated froll1 expression (5.25), but not less than 
1,5: 

f::= q' (5.25) 

where 

q is the behaviour factor used in the design; 

U::"d is the design bending mon1ent at the base of the wall; 

MRd is the design flexural resistance at the base of the wall; 

rRd is the factor to account for overstrength due to steel strain-hardening; in the 
absence of more precise data, )i~d 111ay be taken equal to 1,2; 

Tl is the fund31nental period of vibration of the building in the direction of shear 
forces VEd; 

Tc is the upper limit period of the constant spectral acceleration region of the 
spectrunl (see 3.2.2); 

SeCT) is the ordinate of the elastic response spectnlll1 (see 3.2.2). 

(8) The provisions of 5.4.2.4(8) apply to slender walls ofDCH. 

5.5.2.4.2 Special provisions for squat walls 

(l)P In prin1ary seisn1ic walls with a height to length ratio, hw//w, not greater than 2,0, 
there is no need to 1110dify the bending l110nlents fron1 the analysis. Shear ll1agnification 
due to dynan1ic effects l11ay also be neglected. 

(2) The shear force V'Ed fr01n the analysis should be increased as fo11ows: 

(5.26) 

(see 5.5.2.4.1(7) for definitions and values of the variables). 

5.5.3 LTLS verifications and detailing 

5.5.3.1 Beams 

5.5.3.1.1 Resistance in bending 

(l)P The bending resistance shall be computed In accordance with EN 1992-1-
1:2004. 

(2) Paragraph 5.4.3.1.1(2) applies. 

(3) Paragraph 5.4.3.1.1(3) applies. 
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5.5.3.1.2 Shear resistance 

(l)P The shear resistance conlputations and verifications shall be carried out in 
accordance with EN 1992-1-1 :2004, unless specified otherwise in the following 
paragraphs. 

(2)P In the critical regions of primary seislllic bealTIs, the strut inclination B in the 
truss model shall be 45°. 

(3) \Vith regard to the arrangement of shear reinforcenlent within the critical region 
at an end of a primary seisnlic beanl where the beam franles into a colunln, the 
following cases should be distinguished, depending on the algebraic value of the ratio 
(= VCd ,lllini VEd.lllDX between the lTIininlUlTI and n1axinlunl acting shear forces, as derived 
in accordance with 5.5.2.1(3). 

a) If -0,5, the shear resistance provided by the reinforcement should be con1puted in 
accordance with EN 1992-1-1 :2004. 

b) If «-0,5, i.e. when an almost fu 11 reversal of shear forces is expected, then: 

(5.27) 

where is the design value of the concrete tensile strength froll1 EN 1992-1 1 :2004, 
the same rule as in a) of this paragraph applies. 

ii) if IVr:\max exceeds the 1in1it value in expression (5.27), inclined reinforCelTIent should 
be provided in two directions, either at ±45° to the bealn axis or along the two diagonals 
of the bealTI in elevation, and half of should be resisted by stirrups and half by 
inclined reinforcenlent; 

In such a case, the verification is calTied out by means of the condition: 

0,5 2As . f yd . sin a (5.28) 

where 

As is the area of the inclined reinforcement in one direction, crossing the potential 
sliding plane (i.e. the beanl end section); 

a is the angle between the inch ned reinforcen1ent and the beam axis (normally a 
45°, or tan a ~ (d-d')/lb). 

5.5.3.1.3 Detailing for local ductility 

(1)P The regions of a primary seislnic beanl up to a distance .5hw (where hw 
denotes the height of the beanl) f1'0111 an end cross-section where the beanl franles into a 
beanl-Colu11111 joint, as well as from both sides of any other cross-section likely to yield 
in the SeiS111ic design situation, shall be considered critical regions. 

(2) Paragraph 5.4.3.1.2(2) applies. 

(3)P Paragraph 5.4.3.1.2(3)P appl ies. 
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(5)P To satisfy the necessary ductility conditions, the following conditions shall be 
satisfied along the en6re length of a prin1ary seisn1ic beam: 

a) paragraph 5.4.3.1.2(5)P shall be satisfied 

b) at least two high bond bars with 14 111n1 shall be provided both at the top and the 
botton1 of the bean1 that run along the entire length of the bealll; 

c) one quarter of the maXi111U111 top reinforcement at the supports shall run along the 
entire bealn length. 

(6)P 5.4.3.1.2(6)P applies with expression (5.13) replaced by the following: 

(5.29) 

5.5.3.2 Columns 

5.5.3.2.1 Resistances 

(l)P Paragraph 5.4.3.2.1 (1)P applies. 

(2) Paragraph 5.4.3.2.1(2) applies. 

(3)P In prill1ary seislnic COlU111nS the value of the nor111alised axial force Vd sha11 not 
exceed 0,55. 

5.5.3.2.2 Detailing for local ductility 

(l)P Paragraph 5.4.3.2.2(1)P applies. 

(2)P Paragraph 5.4.3.2.2(2)P applies. 

(3)P Paragraph 5.4.3.2.2(3)P applies. 

(4) In the absence of n10re precise info1'n1ation, the length of the critical region ler 
may be computed as follows (in n1etres): 

where 

he is the largest cross-sectional dilnension of the colU1nn (in metres); and 

lel is its clear length (in nletres). 

(5)P Paragraph 5.4.3.2.2(5)P applies. 

(6)P Paragraph 5.4.3.2.2(6)P app1ies. 

(5.30) 

(7) The detailing of critical regions above the base of the colunln should be based 
on a minimunl value of the curvature ducti1ity factor f-1¢ (see 5.2.3.4) obtained fr0111 
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5.2.3.4(3). Wherever a column is protected against plastic hinging by the capacity 
design procedure of 4.4.2.3(4) (i.e. where expression (4.29) is satisfied), the value qo in 
expressions (5.4) and (5.5) l11ay be substituted by 2/3 of the value of qo applying in a 
direction parallel to the cross-sectional depth of the colun111. 

(8)P Paragraph 5.4.3.2.2(7)P applies. 

(9) The requirements of (6)P, (7) and (8)P of this subclause are deen1ed to be 
satisfied, if 5.4.3.2.2(8) is satisfied with the values of j/tjI specified in (6)P and (7) of this 
subclause. 

(10) The n1ininlun1 value of CI-\vd to be provided is 0,12 within the critical region at 
the base of the colU1nn, or 0,08 in all colun1n critical regions above the base. 

(11)P Paragraph 5.4.3.2.2(lO)P applies. 

(12) n1inin1a1 conditions of (ll)P of this subclause are deel11ed to be satisfied if 
al1 of the following requiren1ents are nlet. 

a) The diameter of the hoops is at least equal to 

dbw ~ 0,4· dbL. 111<1.\ • .31) 

b) The spacing s of hoops (in ll1illin1etres) does not exceed: 

s mIll /3; ] 25; 6dbL} (5.32) 

where 

bo (in millinletres) is the l11inil11m11 dinlension of the concrete core (to the inside of 
the hoops); and 

dbL is the the nlinimunl diameter of the longitudinal bars (in t11illin1etres). 

c) The distance between consecutive longitudinal bars restrained by hoops or cross-ties 
does not exceed 150 111m. 

(l3)P In the lower two storeys of buildings, hoops in accordance with (ll)P and (12) 
of this subclause shall be provided beyond the critical for an additional length 
equal to half length of these regions. 

(14) The anlount of longitudinal reinforcement provided at the of the botton1 
storey colU111n (i.e. where the colmlln is connected to the foundation) should be not less 
than that provided at the top of the storey. 

5.5.3.3 Beam-column joints 

(l)P The diagonal con1pression induced in the joint by the diagonal strut l11echanism 
shal1 not exceed the con1pressive strength of concrete in the presence of transverse 
tensile strains. 
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(2) In the absence of a more precise nl0de], the requirenlent of (1)P of this subclause 
nlay be satisfied by lneans of the subsequent rules. 

a) At interior beanl-column joints the fonowing expression should be satisfied: 

hie 

where 

1] = 0,6( 1 ~!ck/250); 

hjc is the distance between extrell1e layers of colunln reinforcenlent; 

hj is as defined in expression (5.34); 

Vd is the nonnalised axial force in the collunn above the joint; and 

is given in MPa. 

b) At exterior beanl-colunln joints: 

(5.33) 

Y jhd should be less than 80% of the value given by the right-hand-side of expression 
(5.33) where: 

~ihd is given by expressions (5.22) and (5.23) respectively; 

and the effective joint width bj 

(5.34a) 

(5.34b) 

(3) Adequate confinenlent (both horizontal and vertical) of the joint should be 
provided, to linlit the 111axinlunl diagonal tensile stress of concrete nlax eTCl to .f~ld. In the 
absence of a nlore precise 1110del, this requirenlent Inay be satisfied by providing 
horizontal hoops with a dianleter of not less than 6 111111 within the joint, such that: 

f~td (5.35) 

where 

Ash is the total area of the horizontal hoops; 

~ VJhd is as defined in expressions (5.22) and (5.23);@il 

hjw is the distance between the top and the bottom reinforcetnent of the bean1; 

hjc is the distance between extrenle layers of column reinforcenlent; 

bi is as defined in expression (5.34); 

Vd is the n01l11alised design axial force of the cohllnn above (Vd =NEdIAc:!cd); 
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f~td is the design value of the tensile strength of concrete, in accordance with EN 
1992-1-1 :2004. 

(4) As an alternative to the rule specified in (3) of this subclause, integrity of the 
joint after diagonal cracking nlay be ensured by horizontal hoop reinforcement. To this 
end the following total area of horizontal hoops should be provided in the joint. 

a) In interior joints: 

.36a) 

b) In exterior joints: 

AShf~wd (5.36b) 

where /1<.d is equal to 1,2 (cf 5.5.2.3(2)) and the nOll11alised axial force lid refers to the 
column above the joint in expression (5.36a), or to the column below the joint in 
expression (5.36b). 

(5) The horizontal hoops calculated as in (3) and (4) of this subclause should be 
unifornl1y distributed witbin the depth hj'',V between the top and bottonl bars of beam. 
In exterior joints they should enclose the ends ofbeanl bars bent toward the joint. 

(6) Adequate vertical reinforcelnent of the collunn passing through the joint should 
be provided, so that: 

(5.37) 

where ASh is the required total area of the horizontal hoops in accordance with (3) and 
(4) of this subclause and denotes the total area of the intern1ediate bars placed in the 
relevant colunln faces between corner bars of the colunln (including bars contributing to 
the longitudinal reinforcenlent of columns). 

(7) 5.4.3.3(1) applies. 

(8) 5.4.3.3(2) applies. 

(9)P 5.4.3.3(3)P applies. 

5.5.3.4 Ductile 'Valls 

5.5.3.4.1 Bending resistance 

(l)P The bending resistance shaH be evaluated and verified as for columns, under the 
most unfavourable axial force for the SeiS111ic design situation. 

(2) In prilnary seisnlic walls the value of the norn1alised axial force lid should not 
exceed 0,35. 

5.5.3.4.2 Diagonal compression failure of the ,,'eb due to shear 

(1) The value of VRd,max l11ay be calculated as follows: 
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as in EN 1992-1-1 :2004, with the length of the internal lever arnl, Z, equal to 0,8/", and 
the inclination of the compression strut to the vertical, tan8, equal to 1,0. 

b) in the critical region: 

40% of the value outside the critical region. 

5.5.3.4.3 Diagonal tension failure of the web due to shear 

(l)P The calculation of web reinforcelnent for the ULS verification in shear shall take 
illto account the value of the shear ratio as A1Ed/( liEd Iw). The nlaxinlL1111 value of as in 
a storey should be used for the ULS verification of the storey in shear. 

(2) If the ratio as ?: 2,0, the provisions of in EN 1992-1-1 :2004 6.2.3(1 )-(7) apply, 
with the values ofz and tan8 taken as in 5.5.3.4.2(1) a). 

(3) If as < 2,0 the following provisions apply: 

a) the horizontal web bars should satisfy the following expression (see EN 1992-1-
1 :2004, 6.2.3(8)): 

(5.38) 

where 

PI1 is the reinforcenlent ratio of horizontal web bars (P11=A h/(bwo'Sh)); 

f~d,h is the design value of the yield strength of the horizontal web reinforcenlent; 

VRd,c is the design value of the shear resistance for nleillbers without shear 
reinforcelllent, in accordance to EN 1992-1 1 :2004, 

In the critical region of the wall VRd,c should be equal to ° if the axial force JVEd is 
tensile. 

b) Vertical web bars, anchored and spliced along the height of the wall in accordance 
with EN 1992-1 1 :2004, should be provided to satisfy the condition: 

(5.39) 

where 

pv is the reinforcenlent ratio of vertical web bars (Pv=Avlbwo'sv); 

hd, v is the design value of the yield strength of the vertical web reinforcenlent; 

and where the axial force JVEd is positive when conlpressive. 

(4) Horizontal web bars should be fully anchored at the ends of the wall section, e.g. 
through 90° or 135 0 hooks. 
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(S) Horizontal web bars in the fonn of elongated closed or fully anchored stirrups 
ll1ay also be assull1ed to fully contribute to the confinenlent of the boundary elements of 
the wall. 

5.5.3.4.4 Sliding shear failure 

(l)P At potential sliding shear planes (for exanlple, at construction joints) within 
critical regions the following condition shall be satisfied: 

where VRd,S is the design value of the shear resistance against sliding. 

(2) The value of VRd,S nlay be as follows: 

VRd,S = ~1C! + Vic! + ~cl (S.40) 

with: 

(S.41) 

(S.42) 

(S.43) 

where 

Veld is the dowel resistance of the vertical bars; 

Viel is the shear resistance of inclined bars (at an angle rp to the potential sliding 
plane, e.g. construction joint); 

Vrd is the friction resistance; 

JLr is the concrete-to-concrete friction coefficient under cyclic actions, which nlay 
be assunled equal to 0,6 for snlooth interfaces and to 0,7 for rough ones, as 
defined in EN 1992-1-1 :2004, 6.2.5(2); 

z is the length of the internal lever ann; 

~ is the nOrInalised neutral axis depth~ 

IAsj is the sunl of the areas of the vertical bars of the web and of additional bars 
arranged in the boundary elenlents specifically for resistance against sliding; 

IAsi is the sunl of the areas of all inclined bars in both directions; large dianleter bars 
are reconl111ended for this purpose; 

77 = 0,6 (1 ~f~k(MPa )/2S0) (S.44) 

NEd is assunled to be positive when c0111pressive. 
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a) at the base of the wall Vid should be greater than 

b) at higher levels Vid should be greater than VEd/4. 
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(4) Inclined bars should be fully anchored on both sides of potential sliding 
interfaces and should cross all sections of the wall vvithin a distance of 0,5-1w or 0,5 
whichever is slllaller, above the critical base section. 

(5) [nc1ined bars lead to an increase of the bending resistance at the base of the wall, 
which should be taken into account whenever the acting shear is C0111puted in 
accordance with the capacity design rule (see 5.5.2.4.1(6)P and (7) and 5.5.2.4.2(2». 
Two alternative methods nlay be used. 

a) The increase of bending resistance .6.NfRd, to be used in the calculation of VL:d, nlay be 
estimated as: 

L1MRd 

where 

1 . 
-. IA, . rd' SI11 (f) • f. 2 51 J y 'r 1 

(5.45) 

h is the distance between centrelines of the two sets of inclined bars, placed at an 
angle of ±¢ to the potential sliding plane, Ineasured at the base section; 

and the other SYll1bois are as in expression (5.42). 

b) An acting shear VEd nlay be COll1puted disregarding the effect of the inclined bars. In 
expression (5.42) l/;d is the net shear resistance of the inclined bars (i.e. the actual shear 
resistance reduced by the increase of the acting shear). Such net shear resistance of the 
inclined bars against sliding 111ay be estinlated as: 

. [cos qJ - 0,5 ·/i • sin qJ I(as ·1", )] (5.46) 

5.5.3.4.5 Detailing for local ductility 

(1) Paragraph 5.4.3.4.2(1) applies. 

(2) Paragraph 5.4.3.4.2(2) applies. 

(3) Paragraph 5.4.3.4.2(3) applies. 

(4) Paragraph 5.4.3.4.2(4) applies. 

(5) Paragraph 5.4.3.4.2(5) applies. 

(6) Paragraph 5.4.3.4.2(6) applies. 

(7) Paragraph 5.4.3.4.2(8) applies. 

(8) Paragraph 5.4.3.4.2(10) applies. 
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(9) I f the wall is connected to a flange with thickness br ?:.. h/15 and width Ir ?:.. 
(where hs denotes the clear storey height), and the confined boundary elenlent needs to 
extend beyond the f1ange into the web for an additional length of up to 3 hwo, then the 
thickness bw of the boundary elenlent in the web should only follow the provisions in 
5.4.1.2.3(1) for bwo (Figure 5.] 1). 

'II 

hwo 1/ <3bVL / 
,A / 

~ ---

~ 
Figure 5.11: lVlinimum thickness of confined boundary elements in nCH \-valls with 

large flanges 

(10) Within the boundary elements of walls the requirelTIents specified in 

5.5.3.2.2(12) apply and there should be a nlininlUI11 value of (tAvd of 0,12. Overlapping 
hoops should be used, so that every other longitudinal bar is engaged by a hoop or 
cross-tie. 

(11) Above the critical region boundary elenlents should be provided for one nl0re 
storey, with at least half the confining reinforcenlent required in the critical region. 

(12) 5.4.3.4.2(11) applies. 

(3)P Prenlature web shear cracking of walls shall be prevented, by providing a 

nlinirnulll 31TIOunt of web reinforcement: ph,min pv,min 0,002. 

(14) The web reinforcement should be provided in the form of two grids (curtains) of 
bars with the Sa111e bond characteristics, one at each face of the wall. The grids should 
be connected through cross-ties spaced at about 500 mnl. 

(15) Web reinforcenlent should have a dianleter of not less than 8 lTI lTI , but not 
greater than one-eighth of the width bwo of the web. 11 should be spaced at not nlore than 
250 nl1TI or 25 tilnes the bar diameter, whichever is sl1laller. 

(16) To counterbalance the unfavourable effects of cracking along cold joints and the 
associated uncertainties, a ll1ininlunl amount of fully anchored vertical reinforcenlent 
should be provided across such joints. The 111ininlulll ratio of this reinforcement, pmin, 

necessary to re-establish the resistance of un cracked concrete against shear, is: 
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l(13. 
Pmin ~ l' 

0~0025 

where Aw is the total horizontal cross-sectional area of the wall and 
when conlpressive. 

5.5.3.5 Coupling elements of coupled walls 
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(5.47) 

shall be positive 

(1)P Coupling of walls by nleans of slabs shall not be taken into account, as it is not 
effective. 

(2) The provisions of 5.5.3.1 may only be applied to coupling bemns, if either one 
of the following conditions is fulfilled: 

a) Cracking in both diagonal directions is unlikely. An acceptable application rule is: 

(5.48) 

b) A prevailing flexural 1110de of failure is ensured. An acceptable application rule is: 
lIh > 3. 

(3) If neither of the conditions in (2) is nlet, the resistance to seisnllc actions should 
be provided by reinforcenlent arranged along both diagonals of the beanl, in accordance 
with the following (see Figure 5.12): 

a) It should be ensured that the following expression is satisfied: 

where 

. f.· . sina . yd 

VEd is the design shear force in the coupling elenlent (VEd = 2·Mr:d/1); 

Asi is the total area of steel bars in each diagonal direction; 

a is the angle between the diagonal bars and the axis of the beanl. 

(5.49) 

b) The diagonal reinforcelnent should be an-anged in column-like elenlents with side 
lengths at least equal to O,5bw ; its anchorage length should be 50% greater than that 
required by EN 1992-1-1:2004. 

c) Hoops should be provided around these colunln-like elenlents to prevent buckling of 
the longitudinal bars. The provisions of 5.5.3.2.2(12) apply for the hoops .. 

d) Longitudinal and transverse reinforcenlent should be provided on both lateral faces 
of the beam, nleeting the mininlunl requirelnents specified in 1992-1-1 :2004 for 
deep beanls. The longitudinal reinforcenlent should not be anchored in the coupled 
\valls and should only extend into thenl by 150 mm. 
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2 

Figure 5.12: Coupling beams with diagonal reinforcement 

5.6 Provisions for anchorages and splices 

5.6.1 General 

o 

(I)P EN 1992-1-1 :2004, Section 8 for the detailing of reinforcen1ent applies, with the 
additional rules of the following sub-clauses. 

(2)P For hoops used as transverse reinforcen1ent in beanls, colun1ns or walls, closed 
stirrups wi th 135 0 hooks and extensions of length 10dbw shall be used. 

(3)P In DCH structures the anchorage length of bean1 or colunln bars anchored within 
bealn-colun111 joints shall be nleasured fron1 a point on the bar at a distance 5dbL inside 
the face the jojnt, to take into account the yield penetration due to cyclic post-elastic 
defornlations (for a beanl exanlple, see Figure 5.13a). 

5.6.2 Anchorage of reinforcement 

5.6.2.1 Columns 

(1)P When calculating the anchorage or lap length of column bars which contribute to 
the flexural strength of elements in critical regions, the ratio of the required area of 
reinforcenlent over the actual area of reinforcenlent shall be assumed to be 
1. 

(2)P If, under the seismic design situation, the axial force in a colunln is tensile, the 
anchorage lengths shall be increased to 500/0 longer than those specified in EN 1992-1-
1 :2004. 

5.6.2.2 Beams 

(l)P The part of beanl longitudinal reinforcelnent bent in joints for anchorage shall 
ahvays be placed inside the corresponding colulnn hoops. 

(2)P To prevent bond failure the diameter of beam longitudinal bars passing through 
bean1-colmnn joints, dbL, shall be linlited in accordance with the following expressions: 

a) for interior beanl-colulnn joints: 
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b) for exterior beall1-colunl11 joints: 
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he is the width of the colulnn parallel to the bars; 

felm is the n1ean value of the tensile strength of concrete; 

is the design value of the yield strength of steel; 
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(5.50a) 

(5.50b) 

Vd is the nOlmalised design axial force in the COlUll111, taken with its nlinimUll1 value 
for the seisn1ic design situation (Vlt 

kD is the factor reflecting the ductility class equal to 1 for DCB and to 2/3 for 
DCM; 

p' is the cOlllpression steel ratio of the bemll bars passing through the joint; 

pmax is the ll1axinlU111 allowed tension steel ratio (see 5.4.3.1.2(4) and 5.5.3.1.3(4)); 

/1ld is the model uncertainty factor on the design value of resistances, taken as being 
equal to 1,2 or 1,0 respectively for DCB or DCM (due to overstrength owing to 
strain-hardening of the longitudinal steel in the beanl). 

The lilllitations above (expressions (5.50)) do not apply to diagonal bars crossing joints. 

(3) If the requirelnent specified in (2)P of this clause cannot be satisfied in exterior 
bean1-column joints because the depth, he, of the colunln parallel to the bars is too 
shallow, the following additional measures nlay be taken, to ensure anchorage of the 
longi tudinal reinforcenlent of bemns. 

a) The beanl or slab nlay be extended horizontally in the fornl of exterior stubs (see 
Figure 5.13a). 

b) Headed bars or anchorage plates welded to the end of the bars nlay be used (see 
Figure 5.13b). 

c) Bends with a nlinilllunl length of 10dbL and transverse reinforcelnent placed tightly 
inside the bend of the bars nlay be added (see Figure 5.13c). 

(4)P Top or bottom bars passing through interior joints, shall ternlinate in the 
nlenlbers franling into the joint at a distance not less than Ier (length of the J11enlber 
critical region, see 5.4.3.1.2(1)P and 5.5.3.1.3(l)P) fronl the face of the joint. 
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Figure 5.13: Additional measures for anchorage in exterior beanl-colunln joints 

5.6.3 SpJicing of bars 

(l)P There shall be no lap-splicing by welding within the critical regions of structural 
elelnents. 

(2)P There may be splicing by mechanical couplers in colunlns and walls, if these 
devices are covered by appropriate testing under conditions conlpatible with the 
selected ductility class. 

(3)P The transverse reinforcen1ent to be provided within the lap Jength shall be 
calculated in accordance with EN 1992-1-1 :2004. In addition, the following 
requirelnents shall also be Inet. 

a) If the anchored and the continuing bar are arranged in a plane paral1el to the 
transverse reinforcen1ent, the sunl of the areas of all spliced bars, 'LA sL, shall be used in 
the calculation of the transverse reinforcelnent. 

b) If the anchored and the continuing bar are arranged within a plane nornlal to the 
transverse reinforcelnent, the area of transverse reinforcement shall be calculated on the 
basis of the area of the larger lapped longitudinal bar, A sL ; 

c) The spacing, s, of the transverse reinforcenlent in the lap zone (in nlillinletres) shall 
not exceed 

S = 1111n {hI4; 100} (5.51 ) 

where h is the lllininlunl cross-sectional dimension (in millilnetres). 

(4) The required area of transverse reinforcenlent Ast within the lap zone of the 
longitudinal reinforcenlent of colulnns spliced at the sanle location (as defined in EN 
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1992-1-1 :2004), or of the longitudinal reinforcement of boundary elements in walls, 
111ay be calculated fron1 the following expression: 

where 

Ast is the area of one leg of the transverse reinforcen1ent; 

dbL is the diameter of the spliced bar; 

s is the spacing of the transverse reinforcement; 

f~ld is the design value of the yield strength of the longitudinal reinforcement; 

is the design value of the yield strength of the transverse reinforcen1ent. 

5.7 Design and detailing of secondary seismic elelnents 

(5.52) 

(l)P Clause 5.7 applies to elen1ents designated as secondary seisn1ic elen1ents; which 
are subjected to significant defo1111ations in the seis]nic design situation (e.g. slab ribs 
are not subject to the requirements of 5.7). Such elelnents shall be designed and detailed 
to n1ai11tain their capacity to support the gravity loads present in the seis111ic design 
situation, when subjected to the n1axinlun1 defonnations under the seisn1ic design 
situation. 

(2)P Maxin1u111 deforn1ations due to the seisll1ic design situation shaH be calculated in 
accordance with 4.3.4 and shal1 account for P-~ effects in accordance with 4.4.2.2(2) 
and (3). They shall be calculated fron1 an analysis of the structure in the seismic design 
situation, in which the contribution of secondary seis111ic elen1ents to lateral stiffness is 
neglected and prin1a1)' seis111ic elements are 1110delled with their cracked flexural and 
shear stiffness. 

(3) Secondary seisn1ic elelnents are deelned to satisfy the requirements of (l)P of 
this subclause if bending n10n1ents and shear forces calculated for then1 on the basis of: 
a) the deforn1ations of (2)P of this subclause; and b) their cracked flexural and shear 
stiffness, do not exceed their design flexural and shear resistance A1Rd and VRd , 

respectively, as these are detern1ined on the basis of EN 1992-1-1 :2004. 

5.8 Concrete foundation elements 

5.8.1 Scope 

(l)P The following paragraphs apply for the design of concrete foundation elelnents, 
such as footings, tie-bean1s, foundation beanls, foundation slabs, foundation walls, pile 
caps and piles, as well as for connections between such elen1ents, or between then1 and 
vertical concrete elen1ents. The design of these elen1ents shall follow the rules of EN 
1998-5 :2004, 5.4. 

(2)P If design action effects for the design of foundation elements of dissipative 
structures are derived on the basis of capacity design considerations in accordance with 
4.4.2.6(2)P, no energy dissipation is expected in these elen1ents in the SeiS111ic design 
situation. The design of these elen1ents 111ay follow the rules of 5.3.2(1)P. 
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(3)P jf design action effects for foundation elen1ents of dissipative structures are 
derived on the basis of the analysis for the seisll1ic design situation without the capacity 
design considerations of 4.4.2.6(2)P, the design of these ele111cnts shall follow the 
corresponding rules for elements of the superstructure for the selected ductility class. 
For tie-beams and foundation beams the design shear forces need to be derived on the 
basis of capacity design considerations, in accordance with 5.4.2.2 in DC1V1 buildings, 
or to 5.5.2.1 (2)P, 5.5.2.1 (3) in DCH buildings. 

(4) If design ac60n effects for foundation elen1ents have been derived using a value 
of the behaviour factor q that is less than or equal to the upper lin1it of q for low 
dissipative behaviour (1,5 in concrete buildings, or between 1,5 and 2,0 in steel or 
C01l1posite steel-concrete buildings, in accordance with Note 1 of Table 6.1 or Note 1 of 
Table 7.1, respectively), the design of these elelnents l11ay follow the rules of 5.3.2(1)P 
(see also 4.4.2.6(3»). 

(5) In box-type basenlents of dissipative structures, cOl11prising: a) a concrete slab 
acting as a rigid diaphragm at basenlent roof level; b) a foundation slab or a grillage of 
tie-beams or foundation beams at foundation level, and c) peripheral and/or interior 
foundation walls, designed in accordance with (2)P of this subclause, the colUlnns and 
beanls (including those at the basenlent roof) are expected to relnain elastic under the 
SeiS111ic design situation and nlay be designed in accordance with 5.3.2(I)P. Shear walls 
should be designed for plastic hinge developnlent at the level of the basenlent roof slab. 
To this end, in walls which continue with the sanle cross-section above the basenlent 
roof, the critical region should be taken to extend below the basenlent roof level up to a 
depth of her (see 5.4.3.4.2(1) and 5.5.3.4.5(1»). Moreover, the full free height of such 
walls within the basenlent should be din1ensioned in shear assunling that the wall 
develops its flexural overstrength }1<..d.MRd (with YRd=l,l for DCM and 1,2 for DCH) 
at the basen1ent roof level and zero nlonlent at the foundation level. 

5.8.2 Tie-beams and foundation beams 

(l)P Stub columns between the top of a footing or pile cap and the soffit of tie-beanls 
or foundation slabs shall be avoided. To this end, the soffit of tie-beatTIs or foundation 
slabs shall be below the top of the footing or the pile cap. 

(2) Axial forces in tie-bean1s or tie-zones of foundation slabs in accordance with 
5.4.1.2(6) and (7) of EN 1998-5, should be taken in the verification to act together with 
the action effects derived in accordance with 4.4.2.6(2)P or 4.4.2.6(3) for the seismic 
design situation, taking into account second-order effects. 

(3) Tie-beanls and foundation beanls should have a cross-sectional width of at least 
bw,min and a cross-sectional depth of at least 

NOTE The values ascribed 10 and for use in a country may be found in its National 
Annex to this document. The recommended values are: 0,25 m and = 0,4 111 for 
buildings with up to three storeys, or = 0,5 111 for those with four storeys or more above the 
basement. 

(4) Foundation slabs arranged in accordance with EN 1998-5:2004, 5.4.1.2(2) for 
the horizontal connection of individual footings or pile caps, should have a thickness of 
at least tmin and a reinforcenlent ratio of at least ps,min at the top and bottoln. 
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NOTE The values ascribed 10 tmill and Ps.min for lise in a country may be found in its National 
Annex to this document. The recommended values are: tmin m and Ps.l1lin 0.2%). 

(S) Tie-beanls and foundation beanls should have along their full length a 

longitudinal relnforcelnent ratio of at least Pb.min at both the top and the bottom. 

NOTE The value ascribed to ,t:'tmin for lise in a country may be found in its National Annex to 
this document. The recommended value is 0.4%. 

5.8.3 Connections of vertical elements with foundation beams or walls 

(l)P The C0111l110n (joint) region of a foundation beanl or foundation wall and a 
vertical elenlent shall follow the rules of 5.4.3.3 or 5.5.3.3 as a beanl-colunl11 joint 
region. 

(2) If a foundation beanl or foundation wall of a DCH structure is designed for 
action effects derived on the basis of capacity design considerations in accordance with 
4.4.2.6(2)P, the horizontal shear force ~jhd in the joint region is derived on the basis of 
analysis results in accordance with 4.4.2.6(2)P, (4), (5), and (6). 

(3) if the foundation bemn or foundation wall of a DCH structure is not designed in 
accordance with the capacity design approach of 4.4.2.6(4), (5), (6) (see 5.8.1(3)P), the 
horizontal shear force Vihd in the joint region is detennined in accordance with 
5.5.2.3(2), expressions (S.22), (S.23), for beanl-Colu111n joints. 

(4) In DCM structures the connection of foundation beanls or foundation walls \'lith 
vertical ele111ents may follow the rules of 5.4.3.3. 

(S) Bends or hooks at the bottonl of longitudinal bars of vertical elements should be 
oriented so that they induce cOlnpression into the connection area. 

5.8.4 Cast-in-place concrete piJes and pile caps 

(l)P The top of the pile up to a distance to the underside of the pile cap of twice the 
pile cross-sectional di111ension, d, as well as the regio11s up to a distance of 2d on each 
side of an interface between two soil layers with 111arkedly different shear stiffness (ratio 
of shear nloduli greater than 6), shall be detailed as potential plastic hinge regions. To 
this end, they shall be provided with transverse and confinenlent reinforcen1ent 
following the rules for colunln critical regions of the corresponding ductility class or of 
at least DCM. 

(2)P When the requirenlent specified in 5.8.1(3)P is applied for the design of piles of 
dissipative structures, piles shall be designed and detailed for potential plastic hinging at 
the head. To this end, the length over which increased transverse and confinen1ent 
reinforcement is required at the top of the pile in accordance with (1)P of this subclause 
is increased by SO%.Moreover, the ULS verification of the pile in shear shall use a 
design shear force at least equal to that C0111puted on the basis of 4.4.2.6(4) to (8). 

(3) Pi1es required to resist tensile forces or assunled as rotationally fixed at the top, 
should be provided with anchorage in the pile cap to enable the development of the pile 
design uplift resistance in the soil, or of the design tensile strength of the pile 
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reinforcement, whichever is lower. If the part of such piles embedded in the pile cap is 
cast before the pile cap, dowels should be provided at the interface where the 
connection occurs. 

5.9 Local effects due to masonry or concrete intills 

(I) Because of the particular vulnerability of the infill walls of ground floors, a 
seislnically induced irregularity is to be expected there and appropriate nleasures should 
be taken. If a more precise nlethod is not used, the entire length of the colunlns of the 
ground floor should be considered as the critical length and confined accordingly. 

(2) If the height of the infills is snlaller than the clear length of the adjacent 
colUlnns, the following measures should be taken: 

a) the entire length of the columns is considered as critical region and should be 
reinforced with the al110unt and pattern of stirrups required for critical regions; 

b) The consequences of the decrease of the shear span ratio of those COlUll111S should be 
appropriately covered. To this end, 5.4.2.3 and 5.5.2.2 should be applied for the 
calculation of the acting shear force, depending on the ductility class. In this calculation 
the clear length of the colun1n, lei, should be taken equal to the length of the column not 
in contact with the infills and the 11101nent l~.d at the colullln section at the top of the 
1nfil1 wall should be taken as being equal to with )i<d 1, 1 for DCM and 1,3 for 
DCH and the design value of the nl01nent of resistance of the colulnn; 

c) the transverse reinforcenlent to resist this shear force should be placed along the 
length of the column not in contact with the infills and extend along a length 
(dimension of the column cross-section in the plane of the inf111) into the COlUnll1 part in 
contact with the infills; 

d) if the length of the colull1n not in contact with the infills is less than 1,She, the shear 
force should be resisted by diagonal reinforcel1lent. 

(3) Where the lnfiHs extend to the entire clear length of the adjacent columns, and 
there are nlasonry walls on only one side of the colUll1n (e.g. CODler columns), the entire 
length of the colUlnn should be considered as a critical region and be reinforced with the 
alll0unt and pattern of stirrups required for critical regions. 

(4) The length, Ie, of colunl11s over which the diagonal strut force of the infill is 
applied, should be verified in shear for the s111aller of the following two shear forces: a) 
the horizontal conlponent of the strut force of the infill, assUll1ed to be equal to the 
horizontal shear strength of the panel, as estilnated on the basis of the shear strength of 
bed joints; or b) the shear force C0111puted in accordance with 5.4.2.3 or 5.5.2.2, 
depending on the ductility class, assuming that the overstrength flexural capacity of the 
C01U11111, YRd.MRe,j, develops at the two ends of the contact length, Ie. The contact length 
should be assuoled to be equal to the full vertical width of the diagonal strut of the infi]1. 
Unless a 1110re accurate estinlation of this width is nlade, taking into account the elastic 
properties and the ge0111etry of the i11f111 and the COiUnll1, the strut width nlay be 
assunled to be a fixed fraction of the length of the panel diagonal. 
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(1) A solid reinforced concrete slab Inay be considered to serve as a diaphragm, if it 
has a thickness of not less than 70 n1111 and is reinforced in both horizontal directions 
with at least the n1inilnun1 reinforcen1ent specified in EN 1992-1-1 :2004. 

(2) A cast-in-place topping on a precast floor or roof systen1 nlay be considered as a 
diaphragm, if: a) it n1eets the requirenlents of (1) of this subclause; b) it is designed to 
provide alone the required diaphragn1 stiffness and resistance; and c) it is cast over a 
clean, rough substrate, or connected to it through shear connectors. 

(3)P The seisn1ic design shall include the ULS verification of reinforced concrete 
diaphragn1s in DCH structures with the follo\ving properties: 

- irregular geometries or divided shapes in plan, diaphragllls with recesses and re
entrances; 

- irregular and large openings in the diaphragn1; 

irregular distribution of 111asses and/or stiffnesses (as 
off-sets); 

in the case of set-backs or 

baselnents with wal1s located only in part of the peril11eter or only in part of the 
ground floor area; 

(4) Action-effects in reinforced concrete diaphragllls n1ay be estinlated by 
modelling the diaphragl11 as a deep bean1 or a plane truss or strut-and-tie model, on 
elastic supports. 

(5) The design values of the action effects should be derived taking into account 
4.4.2.5. 

(6) The design resistances should be derived in accordance with EN 1992-1 1 :2004. 

(7) In cases of core or wall structural systenls of DCB, it should be verified that the 
transfer of the horizontal forces froln the diaphragnls to the cores or walls has occurred. 
In this respect the following provisions apply: 

a) the design shear stress at the interface of the diaphragln and a core or wall should be 
limited to ] ,~f~ld, to control cracking; 

b) an adequate strength to guard against shear sliding failure should be ensured, 
assuming that the strut inclination is 45°. Additional bars should be provided, 
contributing to the shear strength of the interface between diaphragnls and cores or 
walls; anchorage of these bars should follow the provisions of 5.6. 

5.11 Precast concrete structures 

5.11.1 General 

5.11.1.1 Scope and structural types 

(l)P Clause 5.11 applies to the seisnlic design of concrete structures constructed 
partly or entirely of precast elenlents. 
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(2)P Unless otherwise specified (see 5.11.1.3.2(4)), a1l provisions of Section 5 of this 
Eurocode and of EN 1992-1-1 :2004, Section 10, apply. 

(3) following structural types, as defined in 5.1.2 and 5.2.2.1, are covered by 
5.11 : 

~ franle systenlS; 

wall systenls; 

dual systenls (nl1xed precast frames and precast or nlonolithic walls). 

(4) In addition the following systell1s are also covered: 

wall panel structures (cross wall structures); 

- cell structures (precast nlonolithic room cell systenls). 

5.11.1.2 Evaluation of precast structures 

(l) In 1110dell ing of precast structures, the following evaluations should be nlade. 

a) Identification of the different roles of the structural elenlents as one of the following: 

those resisting only gravity loads, 
core; 

hinged colu111ns around a reinforced concrete 

those resisting both gravity and seisnlic loads, e.g. franles or walls; 

- those providing adequate connection between structural elements, e.g. floor or roof 
diaphragnls. 

b) Ability to fulfil the seisnlic resistance provisions of 5.1 to 5.10 as follows: 

precast systenl able to satisfy all those provisions; 

precast systenls which are conlbined with cast-in-situ columns or walls in order to 
satisfy all those provisions; 

precast syste111s which deviate from those provisions and, by way of consequence, 
need additional design criteria and should be assigned lower behaviour factors. 

c) Identification of non-structural elelnents, which 111ay be: 

- conlpletely uncoupled t1'om the structure; or 

partially resisting the defonnation of structural elements. 

d) Identification of the effect of the connections on the energy dissipation capacity of 
the structure: 

connections located well outside critical regions (as defined in 5.1.2(1)), not 
affecting the energy dissipation capacity of the structure (see 5.11.2.1.1 and e.g. 
Figure 5.14.a); 

- connections located within critical regions but adequately over-designed with 
respect to the rest of the structure, so that in the seisll1ic design situation they renlain 
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elastic while inelastic response occurs in other critical regions (see 5.t 1.2.1.2 and 
e.g. Figure 5.l4b); 

~- connections located within critical regions with substantial ductility (see 5.11.2.1.3 
and e.g. Figure 5.14c) and 5.l4d».@j] 
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Figure 5.14: a) connection located outside critical regions; b) overdesigned 
connection with plastic hinges shifted outside the connection; c) ductile shear 

connections of large panels located within critical regions (e.g. at ground floor); 
and d) ductile continuity connections located within critical regions of frames 

5.11.1.3 Design criteria 

5.11.1.3.1 Local resistance 

(1) In precast elelnents and their connections, the possibility of response 
degradation due to cyclic post-yield defonnations should be taken into account. 
Norn1ally such response degradation is covered by the n1aterial partial factors on steel 
and concrete (see 5.2.4(1)P and 5.2.4(2). If it is not, the design resistance of precast 
connections under monotonic loading should be appropriately reduced for the 
verifications in the seisn1ic design situation. 

5.11.1.3.2 Energy dissipation 

(1) In precast concrete structures the prevailing energy dissipation mechanisln 
should be through plastic rotations within critical regions. 

(2) Besides energy dissipation through plastic rotations in critical regions, precast 
structures can also dissipate energy through plastic shear l11echanisn1s along joints, 
provided that both of the following conditions are satisfied: 

a) the restoring force shou ld not degrade substantially during the seismic action; and 

b) the possible instabilities should be appropriately avoided. 

(3) The three ductility classes provided in Section 5 for cast-in-place structures 
apply for precast systems as well. Only 5.2.1(2) and 5.3 apply fron1 Section 5, for the 
design of precast buildings of Ductility Class L. 

NOTE The selection of the ductility class for lise in the various types of precast concrete systems 
in a country or the parts of the country may be found in its National Annex of this document. 
Ductility class L is recommended only for the low-seismicity case. ~for wall panel structures 
the recol11mended~ ductility class is M. 
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(4) The capacity of energy dissipation in shear nlay be taken into account, especially 
in precast wall systems, by taking into account the values of the local slip-ductility 

factors, ps, in the choice of the overall behaviour factor q. 

5.11.1.3.3 Specific additional measures 

(1) Only regular precast structures are covered by 5.11 (see 4.2.3). Nonetheless, the 
verification of precast elements of irregu lar structures ll1ay be based on the provisions of 
this subsection. 

(2) An vertical structural elenlents should be extended to the foundation level 
without a break. 

(3) Uncertainties related to resistances are as in 5.2.3.7(2)P. 

(4) Uncertainties related to ductility are as in S.2.3.7(3)P. 

5.11.1.4 Behaviour factors 

(1) For precast-structures observing the prOVISIons of 5.11, the value of the 
behaviour factor qp nlay be calculated fronl the fo11owing expression, unless special 
studies allow for deviations: 

(5.53) 

where 

q is the behaviour factor in accordance with expression (5.1); 

kp is the reduction factor depending on the energy dissipation capacity of the 
precast structure (see (2) of this subclause). 

NOTE The values ascribed to kp for use in a country may be found in its National Annex of this 
document. The recommended values are: 

Jl,OO for structures with connection according to 5.11.2.1.1, 5.11.2.1.2, or 5.11.2.1.3 

kp 1 
0,5 for structures with other types of connections 

(2) For precast structures not observing the design provisions in 5.11, the behaviour 
factor qp should be assull1ed to be up to 1,5. 

5.11. 1.5 Analysis of transient situation 

(1) During the erection of the structure, during which tenlporary bracing should be 
provided, seisll1ic actions do not have to be taken into account as a design situation. 
However, whenever the occunence of an earthquake Inight produce collapse of parts of 
the structure with serious risk to hUlnan life, telnporary bracings should be explicitly 
designed for an appropriately reduced seismic action. 

(2) If not otherwise specified by special studies, this action 111ay be assumed to be 
equal to a fraction Ap of the design action as defined in Section 3. 
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NOTE The value ascribed to Ap for use in a country may be found in its National Annex of this 
document. The recommended value of is 30%. 

5.11.2 Connections of precast elements 

5.11.2.1 General provisions 

5.11.2.1.1 Connections located away from critical regions 

(1) Connections of precast elenlents considered to be away fron1 critical regions 
should be located at a distance fro111 the end face of the closest critical region, at least 
equal to the largest of the cross-section dimensions of the element where this critical 
region lies. 

(2) Connections of this type should be ditnensioned for: a) a shear force determined 
frOlTI the capacity design rule of 5.4.2.2 and 5.4.2.3 with a factor to account for 

overstrength due to strain-hardening of steel, Ykcb equal to 1,1 for OCM or to 1,2 for 
DCH; and b) a bending n10nlent at least equal to the acting n10ment fron1 the analysis 
and to 500/0 of the mOlnent of resistance, AIRd, at the end of the nearest critlcal 
region, n1ultiplied by the factor 

5.11.2.1.2 Overdesigned connections 

(1) The design action-effects of overdesigned connections should be derived on the 
basis of the capacity design rules of 5.4.2.2 and 5.4.2.3, on the basis of overstrength 
flexural resistances at the end sections of critical regions equal to Ykd. A1Rd, with the 
factor YRd taken as being equal to 1,20 for DCM and to 1,35 for DCH. 

(2) Tern1inating reinforcing bars of the overdesigned connection should be fully 
anchored before the end section( s) of the critical region. 

(3) The reinforcen1ent of the critical region should be fully anchored outside the 
overdesigned connection. 

5.11.2.1.3 Energy dissipating connections 

(l) Such connections should confonn to the local ductility criteria in 5.2.3.4 and in 
the relevant paragraphs of 5.4.3 and 5.5.3. 

(2) Altell1atively it should be delTIonstrated by cyclic inelastic tests of an appropriate 
number of specimens representative of the cOIUlection, that the connection possesses 
stable cyclic defonnation and energy dissipation capacity at least equal to that of a 
n10nolithic connection "which has the sa111e resistance and conforIns to the local 
ductility provisions of 5.4.3 or 5.5.3. 

(3) Tests on representative SpeCilTIenS should be perfornled following an appropriate 
cyclic history of displacen1ents, including at least three full cycles at an an1plitude 
conesponding to qp in accordance \vith 5.2.3.4(3}. 
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5.11.2.2 Evaluation of the resistance of connections 

(1) The design resistance of the connections between precast concrete elenlents should 
be calculated in accordance with the provisions of EN 1992-1-1 :2004, 6.2.5 and of EN 
1992-1-1 :2004, Section 10, using the nlaterial partial factors of 5.2.4(2) and (3). If those 
provisions do not adequately cover the connection under consideration, its resistance should 
be evaluated by means of appropriate experinlental studies. 

(2) In evaluating the resistance of a connection against sliding shear, friction 
resistance due to external conlpressive stresses (as opposed to the internal stresses due 
to the clanlping effect of bars crossing the connection) should be neglected. 

(3) Welding of steel bars in energy dissipating connections nlay be structurally 
taken into account when all of the following conditions are nlet: 

a) only weldable steels are used; 

b) welding nlaterials, techniques and personnel ensure a loss of local ductility less than 
10% of the ductility factor achieved if the connection were implelnented without 
welding. 

(4) Steel elenlents (sections or bars) fastened on concrete nlembers and intended to 
contribute to the seisnlic resistance should be analytically and experimentally 
denl0nstrated to resist a cyclic loading history of inlposed deformation at the target 
ductility level, as specified in 5.11.2.1.3(2). 

5.11.3 Elements 

5.11.3.1 Beams 

(l)P The relevant provisions of EN 1992-1-1 :2004, Section 10 and of 5.4.2.1, 5.4.3.1, 
5.5.2.1, 5.5.3.1 of this Eurocode apply, in addition to the rules set forth in 5.11. 

(2)P Sin1ply supported precast beams shall be structurally connected to columns or 
walls. The connection shall ensure the translnission of horizontal forces in the design 
seisnlic situation without reliance on friction. 

(3) In addition to the relevant provisions of EN 1992-1-1 :2004, Section 10, the 
tolerance and spalling allowances of the bearings should also be sufficient for the 
expected displacenlent of the supporting n1en1ber (see 4.3.4). 

5.11.3.2 Columns 

(1) The relevant provisions of 5.4.3.2 and 5.5.3.2 apply, in addition to the rules set 
forth in 5.11. 

(2) CoIUlnn-to-colmnn connections within critical regIons are al10wed only In 
OeM. 

(3) For precast franle systenls with hinged colulun-to-beanl connections, the 
colun1ns should be fixed at the base with full supports in pocket foundations designed in 
accordance with 5.11.2.1.2. 
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(1) Monolithic beam-column joints (see figure S.14a) should follow the relevant 
provisions of 5.4.3.3 and 5.5.3.3. 

(2) Connections of beam-ends to columnsIAc,)(see figure S.14b) and d)) should be 
specifically(Ac1lchecked for their resistance and ductility, as specified in 5.11.2.2.1. 

5.11.3.4 Precast large-panel walJs 

(l) EN 1992-1 I, Section 10 applies with the following modifications: 

a) The total InininlU111 vertical reinforcen1ent ratio refers to the actual cross-sectional 
area of concrete and should include the vertical bars of the web and the boundary 
elen1ents; 

b) Mesh reinforcenlent in a single curtain is not allowed; 

c) A minimum confinement should be provided to the concrete near the edge of aJ] 
precast panels, as specified in 5.4.3.4.2 or 5.5.3.4.5 for colu111ns, over a square section 
of side length bw , where bw denotes the thickness of the panel. 

(2) The part of the wall panel between a vertical joint and an opening al1'anged 
closer than 2,Sbw to the joint, should be ditnensioned and detailed in accordance with 
5.4.3.4.2 or 5.5.3.4.5, depending on the ductility class. 

(3) Force-response degradation of the resistance of the connections should be 
avoided. 

(4) To this end, all vertical joints should be rough or provided with shear keys and 
verified in shear. 

(S) Horizontal joints under con1pression over their entire length n1ay be forn1ed 
without shear keys. If they are partly in c01npression and partly in tension, they should 
be provided with shear keys along the full length. 

(6) The following additional rules apply for the verification of horizontal 
connections of walls consisting of precast large panels: 

a) the total tensile force produced by axial (with respect to the wall) action-effects 
should be taken by vertical reinforcelnent ananged along the tensile area of the pane] 
and fully anchored in the body of the upper and lower panels. The continuity of this 
reinforcen1ent should be secured by ductile welding within the horizontal joint or, 
preferably, within special keys provided for this purpose (Figure S.lS). 

b) in horizontal connections which are partly in c0111pression and partly in tension 
(under the seis111ic design situation) the shear resistance verification (see 5.11.2.2) 
should be 111ade only along the part under c0111pression. In such a case, the value of the 
axial force should be replaced by the value of the total cOlnpressive force Fe acting 
on the cOlnpression area. 
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100mn) 

Key 

A lap-welding of bars 

Figure 5.15: Tensile reinforcement possibly needed at the edge of walls 

(7) The following additional design rules should be observed, to enhance local 
ductility along the vertical connections of large panels: 

a) ll1ininlull1 reinforcelnent should be provided across the connections equal to 0,10% in 
connections which are fully compressed, and equal to 0,2SCYo in connections which are 
partly in c0111pression and partly in tension; 

b) the al110unt of reinforcenlent across the connections should be linlited, to avoid 
abrupt post-peak force response softening. In the absence of nl0re specific evidence, the 
reinforcenlent ratio should not exceed 2%; 

c) such reinforcelnent should be distributed across the entire length of the connection. In 
DCM this reinforcement Inay be concentrated in three bands (top, ll1iddle and bottonl); 

d) provision should be nlade to ensure continuity of reinforcenlent across panel-to-panel 
connections. To this end, in vertical connections steel bars should be anchored either in 
the fonn of loops or (in the case of joints with at least one face free) by welding across 
the connection (see Figure 5.16); 

e) to secure continuity along the connection after cracking, longitudinal reinforcement at 
a minimu111 ratio of pc,min should be provided within the grout filling the space of the 
connection (see Figure 5.16). 
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D 

Figure 5.16: Cross-section of vertical connections between precast large-panels, 
a) joint with two free faces; b) joint with one free face 

(8) As a result of the energy dissipation capacity along the vertical (and in part 
along the horizontal) connections of large-panels, walls n1ade of such precast panels are 
exenlpt fron1 the requiren1ents in 5.4.3.4.2 and 5.5.3.4.5 regarding the confinement of 
boundary elelTIents. 

5.11.3.5 Diaphragms 

(1) In addition to the provisions of EN 1992-1-1:2004, Section 10 relevant to slabs 
and to the provisions of 5.10, the following design rules also apply in the case of floor 
diaphraglTIs ll1ade of precast elen1ents. 

(2) When the rigid diaphragn1 condition in accordance with 4.3.1 (4) is 110t satisfied, 
the in-plane flexibility of the floor as well as of the connections to the vertical elenlents 
should be taken into account in the 1110del. 

(3) The rigid diaphraglTI behaviour is enhanced if the joints in the diaphragn1 are 
located only over its supports. An appropriate topping of in-situ reinforced concrete can 
drastically improve the rigidity of the diaphraglTI. The thickness of this topping layer 
should be not less than 40 mnl if the span between supports is less than 8 111, or not less 
than 50 n1m for longer spans; its nlesh relnforcelTIent should be connected to the vertical 
resisting elelTIents above and below. 

(4) Tensile forces should be resisted by steel ties accomulodated at least along the 
perill1eter of the diaphraglll, as well as along sonle joints of the precast slab elenlents. If 
a cast in-situ topping is used, this additional reinforceillent should be located in this 
topping. 

(5) In all cases, these ties should fornl a continuous systelll of reinforcement along 
and across the entire diaphragnl and should be appropriately connected to each lateral 
force resisting elen1ent. 
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(6) In-plane acting shear forces along slab-to-slab or slab-to-beam connections 
should be c0111puted with an overdesign factor equal to 1,30. The design resistance 
should be conlputed as in 5.11.2.2. 

(7) Prin1ary seis111ic elen1ents, both above and below the diaphragm, should be 
adequately connected to the diaphragln. To this end, any horizontal joints should always 
be properly reinforced. Friction forces due to external c0111pressive forces should not be 
reI ied upon. 
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6 SPECIFIC RULES FOR STEEL BUILDINGS 

6.1 General 

6.1.1 Scope 
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(l)P For the design of steel buildings, EN 1993 applies. The following rules are 
additional to those given in EN 1993. 

(2)P For buildings with conlposite steel-concrete structures, Section 7 applies. 

6.1.2 Design concepts 

(l)P Earthquake resistant steel buildings shall be designed in accordance with one of 
the following concepts (see Table 6.1): 

Concept a) Low-dissipative structural behaviour; 

Concept b) Dissipative structural behaviour. 

Table 6.1 : Design concepts, structura1 ductility classes and upper limit reference 
va1ues of the behaviour factors 

Range of the 

Design concept 
Structural ductility reference values of 

class the behaviour factor 
q 

Concept a) 

Low dissipative structural DCL (Low) :::; ],5 - 2 

behaviour 

4 
Concept b) DCM (Mediun1) 

also lill1ited by the 
Dissipative structural values of Table 6.2 
behaviour 

I 

DCH (High) only linlited by the 

i 

values of Table 6.2 

NOTE 1 The value ascribed to the upper limit of q for low dissipative behaviour, vvilhin the 
range of Table 6.1, for use in a country may be found in its National Annex. The recommended 
value of the LIpper limit of q for low-dissipative behaviour is 1 

NOTE 2 The National Annex of a particular country may give limitations on the choice of the 
design concept and of the ductility class which are permissible within that coulliry. 

(2)P In concept a) the action effects n1ay be calculated on the basis of an elastic 
global ana1ysis without taking into account a significant non-linear n1aterial behaviour. 
When using the design spectrU111 defined in 3.2.2.5, the upper 11n11t of the reference 
value of the behaviour factor q nlay be taken between 1,5 and 2 (see Note 1 to (1) of this 
subclause). In the case of irregularity in elevation the behaviour factor q should be 
corrected as indicated in 4.2.3.1(7) but it need not be taken as being sn1aller than 1,5. 
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(3) In concept a), if the upper 1in1it of the reference value of q is taken as being 
larger than 1,5, the pri111ary seis111ic lnenlbers of the structure should be of cross
sectional classes I, 2 or 3. 

(4) In concept a), the resistance of the nlembers and of the connections should be 
evaluated in accordance with EN 1993 without any additional requirenlents. For 
buildings which are not seismically isolated (see Section 10), design in accordance with 
concept a) is reconlmended only for low seismicity cases (see 3.2.1(4)). 

(5)P In concept b) the capability of parts of the structure (dissipative zones) to resist 
earthquake actions through inelastic behaviour is taken into account. When using the 
design spectrunl defined in 3.2.2.5, the reference value of behaviour factor q ll1ay be 
taken as being greater than the upper liIllit value established in Table 6.1 and in Note 1 
to (1) of this subclause for low dissipative structural behaviour. The upper l1111it value of 
q depends on the Ductility Class and the structural type (see 6.3). When adopting this 
concept b), the requirenlents given in 6.2 to 6.11 shall be fulfilled. 

(6)P Structures designed in accordance with concept b) shal1 belong to structural 
ductility classes DCM or DCH. These classes correspond to increased ability of the 
structure to dissipate energy in plastic 111echanisms. Depending on the ductility class, 
specific requirenlents in one or I110re of the following aspects shall be 111et: class of steel 
sections and rotational capacity of connections. 

6.1.3 Safety verifications 

(l)P For ultinlate limit state verifications the partial factor for steel ]Is = yrvl sha11 take 
into account the possible strength degradation due to cyclic deformations. 

NOTE 1 The National Annex may give a choice of Ys. 

NOTE 2 that, due to the local ductility provisions, the ratio between the residual 
strength after degradation and the initial one is roughly equal to the ratio between the }'\1 values 
for accidental and for fundamental load combinations, it is recommended that the partial factor y, 
adopted for the persistent and transient design situations be applied. 

(2) In the capacity design checks specified in 6.5 to 6.8, the possibility that the 
actual yield strength of steel is higher than the nominal yield strength should be taken 
into account by a material overstrength factor Yov (see 6.2(3)). 

6.2 Materials 

(1)P Structural steel shall conforI11 to standards referred to in EN 1993. 

(2)P The distribution of 111aterial properties, such as yield strength and toughness, in 
the structure shall be such that dissipative zones forn1 where they are intended to in the 
design. 
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(3) The requirenlent (2)P nlay be satisfied if the yield strength of the steel of 
dissipative zones and the design of the structure conform to one of the following 
conditions a), b) or c): 

a) ~ the upper value of the yie1d strength of the steel @11 of dissipative zones 
satisfies the following expression ,fy.ma\ S 1, 1 f~ 

where 

is the overstrength factor used in design; and 

f~ is the nOlninal yield strength specified for the steel grade. 

NOTE 1 For steels of grade S235 and with J~)V = 1,25 this method 
323 Nhnm2

• 

a maximum 

NOTE 2 The value ascribed to }~)\ for lise in a Country to check condition a) may be found in its 
National Annex. The recommended value is All' j 

b) the design of the structure is Inade on the basis of a single grade and non1inal yield 
strength.f~ for the steels both in dissipative and non dissipative zones; an upper value 

is specified for the steel of dissipative zones; the 1101111nal value of the steels 
specified for non dissipative zones and connections exceeds the upper value of the yield 
strengthf~,l11ax of dissipative zones. 

NOTE This condition normally leads to the use of steels of grade S355 for non-dissipative 
members and non dissipative connections (designed on the basis of the f~ of S235 steels) and to 
the use of steels of grade S235 for dissipative members or connectiol~S' where the upper yield 
strengths of steels of grade S235 is limited 355 N/mn/. 

c) the actual yield strength f'-;,act of the steel of each dissipative zone is determined fron1 
Ineasurements and the overstrength factor is con1puted for each dissipative zone as 
Yov,act = ,.f~ being the n01111na1 yield strength of the steel of dissipative zones. 

NOTE This condition is applicable when known steels are taken from stock or to the assessment 
of existing buildings or where safe side assumptions of yield strength made in design are 
confirmed by measurements before fabrication. 

(4) If the conditions in (3)b of this subclause are satisfied, the overstrength factor, 
rOY, n1ay be taken as being 1,00 in the design checks for structural elements defined in 
6.5 to 6.8. In the verification of expression (6.1) for connections, the value to be used 
for the overstrength factor is the SaIne as in (3)a). 

(5) If the conditions in (3)c) of this subclause are satisfied, the overstrength factor 
should be taken as the n1axin1Uln among the Yov,act values con1puted in the 

verifications specified in 6.5 to 6.8. 

(6)P For dissipative zones, the value of the yield strellgthf~l,max taken into account in 
observing the conditions in (3) of this subclause should be specified and noted on the 
drawings. 

(7) The toughness of the steels and the welds should satisfy the requirelnents for the 
seismic action at the quasi-pernlanent value of the service telnperature ~(see EN 
1993-1-10)@1I. 
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NOTE The National Annex may information as to how ~ EN J 993-1-1 O:2005@j] may be 
used in the seismic situation. 

(8) The required toughness of steel and welds and the lo\vest service temperature 
adopted in conlbination with the seislnic action should be defined in the project 
specification. 

(9) In bolted connectlons of prinlary sels111ic Inembers of a building, high strength 
bolts of bolt grade 8.8 or 10.9 should be used. 

(lO)P control of material properties shall be nlade in accordance with 6.11. 

6.3 Structural types and behaviour factors 

6.3.1 Structural types 

(1)P Steel buildings shall be assigned to one of the following structural types 
according to the behaviour of their primary resisting structure under seisl11ic actions (see 
Figures 6.1 to 6.8). 

a) MOl1lent resisting franles, are those in ·which the horizontal forces are lnainly resisted 
by nlenlbers acting in an essentially flexural n1anner. 

b) Franles with concentric bracings, are those in which the horizontal forces are Inainly 
resisted by 111enlbers subjected to axial forces. 

c) Franles with eccentric bracings, are those in which the horizontal forces are 111ainly 
resisted by axial1y loaded nlernbers, but 'where the eccentricity of the layout is such that 
energy can be dissipated in seislnic links by Ineans of either cyclic bending or cyclic 
shear. 

d) Inverted pendulum structures, are defined in 5.1.2, and are structures 111 which 
dissipative zones are located at the bases of colmnns. 

e) Structures with concrete cores or concrete walls, are those in which horizontal forces 
are ll1ainly resisted by these cores or walls. 

f)Moll1ent resisting franles combined with concentric bracings. 

g) MOlllent resisting franles cOlllbined with infills. 

(2) In moment resisting franles, the dissipative zones should be ll1ainly located in 
plastic hinges in the bean1s or the bean1-column joints so that energy is dissipated by 
nleans of cyclic bending. The dissipative zones may also be located in colunlns: 

at the base of the frallle; 

at the top of the cohnnns in the upper storey of n1ulti-storey buildings; 

at the top and botton1 of colun111s in single storey buHdings in which in colu11111s 
conforn1 to the inequality: NEd / 0,3. 
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(3) In franles with concentric bracings, the dissipative zones should be mainly 
located in the tensile diagonals. 

The bracings nlay belong to one of the following categories: 

active tension diagonal bracings, in which the horizontal forces can be resisted by 
the tension diagonals only, neglecting the conlpressioll diagonals; 

V bracings, in which the horizontal forces can be resisted by taking into account 
both tension and cOlnpression diagonals. The intersection point of these diagonals 
lies on a horizontal ll1elTIber which shall be continuous. 

K bracings, in which the intersection of the diagonals lies on a coJulTIn (see Figure 6.9) 
may not be used. 

(4) For franles with eccentric bracings configurations should be used that ensure 
that alllinks will be active, as shown in Figure 6.4. 

(5) Inverted pendulunl structures 111ay be considered as nl0nlent reslstmg frames 
provided that the earthquake resistant structures possess more than one column in each 
resisting plane and that the following inequality of the linlitation of axial force: 0,3 
JVpl , Rd is satisfied in each colull1n. 

a 
II 

L2 --= 
au 

] ,3 
a l 

a l 

au 
1, } - = 

u. 1 

rl 
a) b) c) 

Figure 6.1: 1Vloment resisting fralnes (dissipative zones in beams and at bottoln of 
columns). Default values for au! a1 (see 6.3.2(3) and Table 6.2). 

Figure 6.2: Frames with concentric diagonal bracings (dissipative zones in tension 
diagonals only). 
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a) 

/ 

b) c) 

/ 

Figure 6.3: Frames with concentric V-bracings (dissipative zones in tension and 
compression diagonals). 
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Figure 6.4: Frallles with eccentric bracings (dissipative zones in bending or shear 
links). Default values for auf a1 (see 6.3.2(3) and Table 6.2). 

(X 
1I 

a] 

a) b) 

Figure 6.5: Inverted pendulum: a) dissipative zones at the column base; b) 
dissipative zones in columns (NEd/Npl,Rd < 0,3). Default values for auf al (see 6.3.2(3) 

and Table 6.2). 

/ 

Figure 6.6: Structures with concrete cores or concrete walls. 
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D + 

au 
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/ 

Figure 6.7: Moment resisting frame combined with concentric bracing (dissipative 
zones in moment fralne and in tension diagonals). Default value for at'! a1 (see 

6.3.2(3) and Table 6.2). 
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Figure 6.8: Moment resisting frame combined with infills. 

Figure 6.9: Frame with K bracings (not allowed). 

6.3.2 Behaviour factors 

(1) The behaviour factor q, introduced in 3.2.2.5, accounts for the energy dissipation 
capacity of the structure. For regular structural systen1s, the behaviour factor q should 
be taken with upper lin1its to the reference values which are given in Table 6.2, 
provided that the rules in 6.S to 6.11 are n1et. 

Table 6.2: Upper limit of reference values of behaviour factors for systems regular 
in elevation 

I STRUCTURAL TYPE 
Ductility Class 

DCM DCH 
a) MOlnent resisting fra111es 4 Sa/al 
b) Fran1e with concentric bracings 

Diagonal bracings 4 4 
V-bracings 2 2,S 

c) Fran1e with eccentric bracings 4 
I Sa/a! 

d) Inverted pendulU1n 2 2 a/a! 
e) Structures with concrete cores or concrete walls See section 5 
f) Mon1ent resisting frame with concentric bracing 4 4a/al 
g) M0111ent resisting fran1es with infills 

Unconnected concrete or ll1asonry infills, in 
2 2 

contact with the fraIne 
Connected reinforced concrete infi11s See section 7 

i 

Infills isolated fron1 n101nent fran1e (see 
4 Sau/al 1110ment frames) 

(2) If the building is non-regular in elevation (see 4.2.3.3) the upper lill1it values of 
q listed in Table 6.2 should be reduced by 20 % (see 4.2.3.1(7) and Table 4. I). 
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(3) For buildings that are regular in plan, if calculations to evaluate , are not 
performed, the approxin1ate default values of the ratio auf al presented in Figures 6.1 to 
6.8 n1ay be used. The pararneters a] and au are defined as follows: 

al is the value by which the horizontal seismic design action is l11ultiplied in order 
to first reach the plastic resistance in any mel11ber in the structure, while all other 
design actions remain constant; 

au is the value by which the horizontal seismic design action is ll1ultiplied, in order 
to form plastic hinges in a nun1ber of sections sufficient for the deve]opnlent of 
overall structural instability, white all other design actions remain constant. The 
factor aLi may be obtained fron1 a nonlinear static (pushover) global analysis. 

(4) For buildings which are not regular in plan (see 4.2.3.2), the approximate value 
au! a] that n1ay be used when calculations are not perfo1111ed for its evaluation are 

equal to the average of (a) 1,0 and of (b) the value given in Figures 6.1 to 6.8. 

(5) Values of aLi/a] higher than those specified in (3) and (4) of this subclause are 
allowed, provided that they are confi1l11ed by calculation of auf al with a nonbnear static 
(pushover) global analysis. 

(6) The maximum value of au/a] that 111ay be used in a design is equal to 1,6, even 
if the analysis ll1entioned in (5) of this subclause indicates higher potential values. 

6.4 Structural analysis 

(1) The design of floor diaphragms should conform to 4.4.2.5. 

(2) Except \vhere otherwise stated in this section (e.g. fratnes with concentric 
bracings, see 6.7.2(1) and (2»), the analysis of the structure may be made assun1ing that 
alllnelnbers of the seisIl1ic resisting structure are active. 

6.5 Design criteria and detailing rules for dissipative structural behaviour 
common to all structural types 

6.5.1 General 

(1) The design criteria given in 6.5.2 should be applied to the earthquake-resistant 
parts of structures designed in accordance with the concept of dissipative structural 
behaviour. 

(2) The design criteria given in 6.5.2 are deenled to be satisfied if the detailing rules 
given in 6.5.3 to 6.5.5 are followed. 

6.5.2 Design criteria for dissipative structures 

(1)P Structures with dissipative zones shall be designed such that yielding or local 
buckling or other phenomena due to hysteretic behaviour do not affect the overall 
stabi Ijty of the structure. 
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(2)P Dissipative zones shall have adequate ductility and resistance. The resistance 
shall be verified in accordance with EN 1993. 

(3) Dissipative zones n1ay be located in the structural members or in the 
connections. 

(4)P If dissipative zones are located in the structural nlenlbers, the non-dissipative 
parts and the connections of the dissipative parts to the rest of the structure shall have 
sufficient overstrength to allow the developnlent of cyclic yielding in the dissipative 
parts. 

(5)P When dissipative zones are located in the connections, the connected members 
shall have sufficient overstrength to allow the developIl1ent of cyclic yielding in the 
connections. 

6.5.3 Design rules for dissipative elements in compression or bending 

(1)P Sufficient local ductility of 111enlbers which dissipate energy in compression or 
bending shall be ensured by restricting the width-thickness ratio hit according to the 
cross-sectional classes specified in ~EN 1993-1-1 :2005 @il, 5.5. 

(2) Depending on the ductility class and the behaviour factor q used in the design, 
the requirenlents regarding the cross-sectional classes of the steel elements which 
dissipate energy are indicated in Table 6.3 

Table 6.3: Requirements on cross-sectional class of dissipative elements depending 
on Ductility Class and reference behaviour factor 

I Ductility class 
Reference value of Required cross-

I behaviour factor q sectional class 

1,5 < q:::;; 2 class 1,2 or 3 
DCM 

2<q 4 class 1 or 2 

DCH q>4 class 1 

6.5.4 Design rules for parts or elements in tension 

(1) For tension 111elnbers or parts of nletnbers in tension, the ductility requirenlent of 
~ EN 1993-1 1 :2005 @il, 6.2.3(3) should be nlet. 

6.5.5 Design rules for connections in dissipative zones 

(1)P The design of connections shall be such as to lin1it localization of plastic strains, 
high residual stresses and prevent fabrication defects. 

(2) Non dissipative connections of dissipative nlembers Illade by means of full 
penetration butt vvelds ll1ay be deelned to satisfy the overstrength criterion. 
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(3) For fillet weld or bolted non dissipative connections, the following expression 
should be satisfied: 

(6.1) 

where 

Rd is the resistance of the connection in accordance with EN 1993; 

Rry is the plastic resistance of the connected dissipative n1ember based on the design 
yield stress of the n1aterial as defined in EN 1993. 

rOY is the overstrength factor (see 6.1.3(2) and 6.2). 

(4) Categories Band C of bolted joints in shear in accordance with 
~ EN 1993-1-8:2005 @1], 3.4.1 and category E of bolted joints in tension in 
~ EN 1993-1-8:2005 @1], 3.4.2 should be used. Shear joints with fitted bolts 
accordance with are also allowed. Frjction surfaces should belong to class A or B as 

defined in ~ EN 1090-2 @1] . 

(5) For bolted shear connections, the design shear resistance of the bolts should be 
higher than 1,2 times the design bearing resistance. 

(6) The adequacy of design should be supported by experin1ental evidence whereby 
strength and ductility of n1embers and their connections under cyclic loading should be 
supported by experin1ental evidence, in order to conform to the specific requiren1ents 
defined in 6.6 to 6.9 for each structural type and structural ductility class. This applies 
to partial and full strength connections in or adjacent to dissipative zones. 

(7) Experimental evidence n1ay be based on existing data. Otherwise, tests should 
be perforn1ed. 

NOTE The National Annex may provide reference to complementary rules on acceptable 
connection design. 

6.6 Design and detailing rules for moment resisting frames 

6.6.1 Design criteria 

(l)P Mon1ent resisting fran1es shall be designed so that plastic hinges forn1 in the 
bean1s or in the connections of the beams to the colunlns, but not in the colun1ns, in 
accordance with 4.4.2.3. This requirement is waived at the base of the fraIne, at the top 
level of nlulti-storey buildings and for single storey buildings. 

(2)P Depending on the location of the dissipative zones, either 6.5.2( 4)P or 6.5.2(5)P 
applies. 

(3) The required hinge fonnation pattern should be achieved by conforn1ing to 
4.4.2.3, 6.6.2, 6.6.3 and 6.6.4. 

6.6.2 Beams 

(1) Bean1S should be verified as having sufficient resistance against lateral and 
lateral torsional buckling in accordance with EN 1993, assunling the fonnation of a 
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plastic hinge at one end of the beam. The bealll end that should be considered is the 
1110st stressed end in the seisn1ic design situation. 

(2) For plastic hinges in the bealTIS it should be verified that the fulJ plastic 1110ment 
of resistance and rotation capacity are not decreased by c0111pressjon and shear forces. 
To this end, for sections belonging to cross-sectional classes 1 and 2, the following 
inequalities should be verified at the location where the f01111ation of hinges is expected: 

.~~-s: 1,0 
Mp1,Rd 

s: 0,5 
Vp1,Rd 

where 

iVEd is the design axial force; 

MEd is the design bending lTIOment; 

VEd is the design shear; 

Np1 , Rd , N/pI, Rd , ~)I, Rd are design resistances in accordance with EN 1993; 

VCcLG is the design value of the shear force due to the non seisll1ic actions; 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

VEd,M is the design value of the shear force due to the application of the plastic 
n101nents Mp1,Rd,A and Mpl,Rd,B with opposite signs at the end sections A and B of 
the bean1. 

NOTE = (MpLRd.A +l"~1LRd.B)/L is the most unfavourable condition, corresponding to a beam 
with span L and dissipative zones at both ends. 

(3) For sections belonging to cross-sectional class 3, expressions (6.2) to (6.5) 
should be checked replacing Np1 , Rd, Mpl, Rd., ~)1, Rd with Nc1 , Rd, Mc!' Rd, Vcl, Rd· 

(4) If the condition in expression (6.3) is not verified, the requiren1ent 
specified in (2) of this subclause is deelned to be satisfied if the provisions of 
~EN 1993-1-1:2005@l), 6.2.9.1 are satisfied. 

6.6.3 Columns 

(l)P The COiUll111S shall be verified in c0111pression considering the 1110st unfavourable 
combination of the axial force and bending 1110111ents. In the checks, MEd , VEd 

should be computed as: 
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NEd = NEcI,G + l,lrov QNEd.E 

M Ed =M [d.G + l,lrov QJ1;f Ed.E 

VEci = VEd.G + 1,irO\ QVEd.E 

where 

(6.6) 

NEd,G (JVhd,G, are the cOll1pression force (respectively the bending nlonlent and 
shear force) in the colunln due to the non-seismic actions included in the 
cOll1bination of actions for the seislnic design situation; 

NEd,E (MEd,[, IfEdJJ are the conlpression force (respectively the bending nlonlent and 
shear force) in the colmnn due to the design SeiS111ic action; 

is the overstrength factor (see 6.1.3(2) and 6.2(3») 

1S the nlininlll1n value of Q = MpLRd)A1Ed,i of all beanls in which dissipative 
zones are located; A1Ed,i is the design value of the bending Inoment in beanl i in 
the seisnlic design situation and A1pl ,Rcl,i.is the corresponding plastic mOlnent. 

(2) In colunlns where plastic hinges form as stated in 6.6.1 (1)P, the verification 
should take into account that in these plastic hinges the acting lTIOnlent is equal to MpLRd . 

(3) The resistance verification of the c01u111ns should be made in accordance with 
~ EN 1993-1-1 :2005@11, Section 6. 

(4) The column shear force TIEd resulting fronl the structural analysis should satisfy 
the fol1owing expression: 

VEd :::; 0,5 
V pl,Rd 

(6.7) 

(5) The transfer of the forces fronl the beanls to the cohllnns should ~confornl to the 
design 11l1es given in EN 1993-1-8:2005, Section 6 @J]. 

(6) The shear resistance of framed web panels of beanl/colurnn connections (see 
Figure 6.10) should satisfy the following expression: 

....----.:.-:::;1,0 
Vwp,Rd 

(6.8) 

where 

Vwp,EcI is tIle design shear force in tIle web panel due to the action effects, taking into 
account the plastic resistance of the adjacent dissipative zones in beams or 
connections; 
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Figure 6.10: Web panel framed by flanges and stiffeners 

(7) The shear buckling resistance of the web panels should also be checked to 
ensure that it conforms to ~EN 1993-1-5:2006@l1, Section 5: 

Vwp,Ed < Vwb,Rd (6 .9) 

where 

Vwb,Rd is the shear buckling resistance of the web panel. 

6.6.4 Beam to column connections 

(1) If the structure is designed to dissipate energy in the bean1s, the connections of 
the beams to the columns should be designed for the required degree of overstrength 
(see 6.5.5) taking into account the 1110n1ent of resistance Mpl ,Rd and the shear force (VEd,G 

+ VEd,M) evaluated in 6.6.2. 

(2) Dissipative semi-rigid and/or partial strength connections are pernlitted, 
provided that all of the following requirements are verified: 

a) the connections have a rotation capacity consistent with the global defonnations; 

b) men1bers fran1ing into the connections are delnonstrated to be stable at the ultimate 
lirnit state (ULS); 

c) the effect of connection defornlation on global drift is taken into account using non
linear static (pushover) global analysis or non-linear time history analysis. 

(3) The connection design should be such that the rotation capacity of the plastic 
hinge region 61) is not less than 35 nu'ad for structures of ductility class DCB and 25 
mTad for structures of ductility class DCM with q > 2. The rotation 61) is defined as 

(6.10) 

where (see Figure 6.11): 

6 is the bean1 deflection at n1idspan ; 

L is the bean1 span 
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The rotation capacity of the plastic hinge region ~l should be ensured under cyclic 
loading without degradation of strength and stiffness greater than 200/0. This 
requirement is valid independently of the intended location of the dissipative zones. 

L 

Figure 6.11: Beam deflection for the calculation of Or}O 

(4) In experilnents Illade to assess Bp the colullln web panel shear resistance should 
confonn to expression (6.8) and the colulnll web panel shear defonnation should not 
contribute for more than 300/0 of the plastic rotation capability ~)' 

(5) co]unl11 elastic defol111ation should not be included in the evaluation of ~). 

(6) \Vhen partial strength connections are used, the colull1n capacity design should 
be derived fr01n the plastic capacity of the connections. 

6.7 Design and detailing rules for frames with concentric bracings 

6.7.1 Design criteria 

(l)P Concentric braced franles shall be designed so that yielding of the diagonals in 
tension will take place before failure of the connections and before yielding or buckling 
of the beams or colU1nns. 

(2)P The diagonal elelnents of bracings shall be placed in such a way that the 
structure exhibits siInilar load deflection characteristics at each storey in opposite senses 
of the SaIne braced direction under load reversals. 

(3) To this end, the following rule should be n1et at every storey: 

/A+ -A-/ 
-'-----'- ::; 0,05 
A+ + 

(6. 11) 

where A+ and A- are the areas of the horizontal projections of the cross-sections of the 
tension diagonals, when the horizontal seismic actions have a positive or negative 
direction respectively (see Figure 6.12). 
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6.7.2 Analysis 
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/1 2 cos a~ 

(l)P Under gravity load conditions, only beanlS and co]un1ns shall be considered to 
resist such loads, without taking into account the bracing men1bers. 

(2)P The diagonals shall be taken into account as follows in an elastic analysis of the 
structure for the seismic action: 

- in frames with diagonal bracings, only the tension diagonals shall be taken into 
account; 

- in fran1es with V bracings, both the tension and conlpression diagonals shall be 
taken into account. 

(3) Taking into account of both tension and compression diagonals in the analysis of 
any type of concentric bracing is allowed provided that all of the following conditions 
are satisfied: 

a) a non-linear static (pushover) global analysis or non-linear time history analysis is 
used; 

b) both pre-buckling and post-buckling situations are taken into account In the 
modelling of the behaviour of diagonals and; 

c) background infonnation justifying the nlode} used to represent the behaviour of 
diagonals is provided. 
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6.7.3 Diagonal members 

(1) In frames with X diagonal bracings~ the non-dimensional slenderness /L as 

defined in ~EN 1993-1-1:2005@l1 should be limited to: 1,3 </L::; 2,0. 

NOTE The J,3 limit is defined to avoid overloading columns in the prebuckling stage (when 
both compression and tension diagonals are active) beyond the action efTects obtained from an 
analysis at the ultimate stage vvhere only the tension diagonal is taken as active. 

(2) In frames with diagonal bracings in which the diagonals are not positioned as X 

diagonal bracings (see for instance Figure 6.12), the non-din1ensional slenderness /L 
should be less than or equal to 2~0. 

(3) In franles with V bracings, the non-dilnensional slenderness /L should be less 
than or equal to 2~0. 

(4) In structures of up to two storeys, no lilnitation applies to A . 

(5) The yield resistance Npl,Rd of the gross cross-section of the diagonals should be 
such that Npl,Rd 2 NEd. 

(6) In fran1es with V bracings, the cOtnpression diagonals should be designed for the 
conlpression resistance in accordance with EN 1993. 

(7) The connections of the diagonals to any nlenlber should satisfy the design rules 
of 6.5.5. 

(8) In order to satisfy a honl0geneous dissipative behaviour of the diagonals, it 
should be checked that the Inaxinlunl overstrength Q j defined in 6.7.4(1) does not differ 
fron1 the nlininlunl value _Qby nl0re than 25%. 

(9) Dissipative sen1i-rigid and/or partial strength connections are pern1itted, 
provided that all of the following conditions are satisfied: 

a) the connections have an elongation capacity consistent with global deformations; 

b) the effect of connections deformation on global drift is taken into account using non
linear static (pushover) global analysis or non-linear tinle history analysis. 

6.7.4 Beams and columns 

(1) Beanls and colunlns with axial forces should meet the following nllnInlUnl 
resistance requirenlent: 

(6.12) 

where 

Npl,Rd(MEd) is the design buckling resistance of the bean1 or the colunln in 
accordance with EN 1993, taking into account the interaction of the buckling 
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resistance with the bending 1l10111ent AilEd, defined as its design value in the 
seismic design situation; 

is the axial force in the bean1 or in the colun1n due to the non-seismic actions 
included in the combination of actions for the seisl11ic design situation; 

is the axial force in the beam or in the colunl11 due to the design seismic action; 

Yov is the overstrength factor (see 6.1.3(2) and 6.2(3)) 

is the 111inil11unl value of Q over all the diagonals of the braced 
fraIl1e systenl; where 

lVpl,Rd,i is the design resistance of diagonal i; 

NEd,i is the design value of the axial force in the san1e diagonal i in the seis111ic design 
situation. 

(2) In frames with V bracings, the beaIl1S should be designed to resist: 

all non-seismic actions without considering the intermediate support given by the 
diagonals; 

the unbalanced vertical seismic action effect applied to the bean1 by the braces after 
buckling of the compression diagonal. This action effect is calculated using Npl,Rd 

for the brace in tension and JVpl,Rd for the brace in compression. 

NOTE 1 The factor nJD is llsed for the estimation of the post buckling resistance of diagonals in 
compression. 

NOTE 2 The value ascribed to for use in a country may be found in its National Annex to this 
document. The recommended is 0,3. 

(3)P In fran1es with diagonal bracings in which the tension and con1pression 
diagonals are 110t intersecting (e.g. diagonals of Figure 6. 12), the design should take into 
account the tensile and con1pression forces which develop in the colunl11S adjacent to 
the diagonals in cOll1pression and correspond to conlpression forces in these diagonals 
equal to their design buckling resistance. 

6.8 Design and detailing rules for frames with eccentric bl4 acings 

6.8.1 Design criteria 

(l)P Fralnes with eccentric bracings shall be designed so that specific elements or 
parts of elements called seisnlic links are able to dissipate energy by the f01111ation of 
plastic bending andlor plastic shear n1echanlslns. 

(2)P The structural system shall be designed so that a hOl11ogeneous dissipative 
behaviour of the whole set of seislnic links is realised. 

NOTE The rules given hereafter are intended to ensure that yielding, including strain hardening 
effects in the plastic hinges or shear panels, will take place in the links prior to any yielding or 
failure elsewhere. 

(3) SeiS111ic links nlay be horizontal or vertical con1ponents (see Figure 6.4). 
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6.8.2 Seismic lin ks 

(I) The web of a link should be of single thickness without doubler plate 
reinforcement and without a hole or penetration. 

(2) SeiS1Jlic links are classified into 3 categories according to the type of plastic 
mechanisnl developed: 

- short links, which dissipate energy by yielding essentially in shear; 

long links, which dissipate energy by yielding essentially in bending; 

intermediate links, in which the plastic 11lechanisnl involves bending and shear. 

(3) For I sections, the following paranleters are used to define the design resistances 
and limits of categories: 

Mp,link =.f~ b tr (d-ttJ 

b 

d -- --

I 

Figure 6.13: Definition of symbols for [link sections 

(6.13) 

(6.14) 

(4) If NEd/)Vpl,Rd 0,15, the design resistance of the link should satisfy both of the 
following relationships at both ends of the link: 

( 6.15) 

(6.16) 

where 

NEd, MEd, VEd are the design action effects, respectively the design axial force, design 
bending monlent and design shear, at both ends of the link. 

(5) If NEiNRd > 0,15, expressions (6.15), (6.16) should be satisfied with the 
following reduced values Vp,link,r and~)'link,r used instead of and Mp,link 
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(6.17) 

(6.l8) 

(6.19) 

(6.20) 

where R l"iEd.tw.(d -2tf) 1 (VEd.A), ill which A is the gross area of the link. 

(7) To achieve a global dissipative behaviour of the structure, it should be checked 
that the individual values of the ratios D.. defined in 6.8.3(1) do not exceed the ll1ininlull1 
value t2resulting fr0111 6.8.3(1) by more than 250/0 of this nlininlunl value. 

(8) In designs where equal nlOl11ents would fonn sinlultaneously at both ends of the 
link (see Figure 6.14.a), links Inay be classified according to the length e. For T sections, 
the categories are: 

short links 

long links 

intennediate links 

e> eL = 3,0 

(6.21 ) 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 

(9) In designs where only one plastic hinge would fOrtl1 at one end of the link (see 
Figure 6.14.b), the value of the length e defines the categories of the links.For I sections 
the categories are: 

short links 

long links 

intennediate links 

e < es 0,8 (1 +a) Mp,lil1kl Vp,link 

e > eL = 1,5 (1 +a) ~),linkIVp,link 

(6.24) 

(6.25) 

(6.26) 

where a is the ratio of the snlaller bending InOl11ents MEd,A at one end of the link in the 
SeiS111ic design situation, to the greater bending m0111ents MEd,B at the end where the 
plastic hinge \vould fon11, both nl0111ents being taken as absolute values. 
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a) b) 

Figure 6.14: a) equal moments at link ends; b) unequal moments at link ends 

(l0) The link rotation angle Bp between the link and the elen1ent outside of the link as 
defined in 6.6.4(3) should be consistent with global defon11ations. It should not exceed 
the following values: 

short links 

long links 

intermediate links 

~) S ~)R 0,08 radians 

~) S ~)R = 0,02 radians 

(6.27) 

(6.28) 

~) S ~)R = the value detern1ined by linear interpolation 
between the above values. (6.29) 

(11) Full-depth web stiffeners should be provided on both sides of the link web at the 
diagonal brace ends of the link. These stiffeners should have a c0111bined width of not 
less than (br - 2tw) and a thickness not than 0,7Stw nor 10 l11n1, whichever is larger. 

(12) Links should be provided with intell11ediate web stiffeners as follows: 

a) short links should be provided with inten11ediate web stiffeners spaced at intervals 

not exceeding (30tw diS) for a link rotation angle ~) of 0,08 radians or (S2tvv diS) for 
link rotation angles Bp of 0,02 radians or Linear interpolation should be used for 

values of ~) between 0,08 and 0,02 radians; 

b) long links should be provided with one intennediate web stiffener placed at a 
distance of 1,5 tin1es b fron1 each end of the link where a plastic hinge would forn1; 

c) intennediate links should be provided with intennediate web stiffeners n1eeting the 
requirenlents of a) and b) above; 

d) intern1ediate web stiffeners are not required in links of length e greater than S i\!~/Vp; 

e) intern1ediate web stiffeners should be full depth. For links that are less than 600 n1111 
in depth d, stiffeners are required on only one side of the link web. The thickness of 
one-sided stiffeners should be not less than or 10 Inn1, whichever is larger, and the 
width should be not less than (bI2) two For links that are 600 Inl11 in depth or greater, 
sinlilar intern1ediate stiffeners should be provided on both sides of the web. 

(13) Fillet welds connecting a link stiffener to the link web should have a design 

strength adequate to resist a force of Yov where Ast is the area of the stiffener. The 
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design strength of fillet welds fastening the stiffener to the flanges should be adequate 

to resist a force of Yov Asfy/4. 

(14) Lateral supports should be provided at both the top and botton1 link tlanges at 
the ends of the l1nk. End lateral supports of links should have a design axial resistance 
sufficient to provide lateral support for forces of 60/0 of the expected nominal axial 
strength of the link flange computed asfy b tf. 

(15) ] n beanls where a seisnlic link is present, the shear buckling resistance of the 
web panels outside of the link should be checked to confon11 to~EN 1993-1-5:2006@il, 
Section 5. 

6.8.3 Members not containing seismic links 

(l) The men1bers not containing seismic links, like the colun1ns and diagonal 
nlembers, if horizontal links in beanls are used, and also the beanl n1enlbers, if vertical 
links are used, should be verified in conlpression considering the 1110St unfavourable 
combination of the axial force and bending monlents: 

N Rd (M Ed' VEd ) 2:: lV Ed.(i + 1,lyov QN Ed.E (6.30) 

where 

lVRd (MEd, VEd) is the axial design resistance of the column or diagonal member in 
accordance with EN 1993, taking into account the interaction with the bending 
1110111ent Mi:d and the shear VEd taken at their design value in the SeiS111ic 
situation; 

is the cOll1presslon force in the colunln or diagonal l11en1ber due to the n011-
seisl11ic actions included in the conlbinatio11 of actions for the seisn1ic design 
situation; 

JVEd.E is the cornpression force in the column or diagonal ll1en1ber due to the design 
seismic action; 

is the overstrength factor (see 6.1.3(2) and 6.2(3)) 

Q is a mu1tiplicative factor which is the nlinil11ull1 of the following values: 

the nlininlUlTI value of Q j 1,5 Vp,link,j I VEd,i all10ng all ShOl1 links; 

the mininlum value of Q i 1 ,5A::t;),link) MEd,i anl0ng all intermediate and long links; 

where 

VEd,i, MEd,j are the design values of the shear force and of the bending 1110nlent in 
link i in the SeiS111ic design situation; 

Vp,link,j, N4),link,i are the shear and bending plastic design resistances of link ; as in 
6.8.2(3). 
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6.8.4 Connections of the seismic links 

(I) If the structure is designed to dissipate energy in the seis111ic links, the 
connections of the links or of elenlent containing the links should be designed for 
action effects Ed computed as follows: 

(6.31 ) 

where 

Ed,G is the action effect in the connection due to the non-seis111ic actions included in 
the conlbination of actions for the seisDlic design situation; 

is the action in the connection due to the seislnic action; 

rOY is the overstrength factor (see 6.1.3(2) and 6.2(3») 

Q is the overstrength factor conlputed in accordance with 6.8.3(1) for the link. 

(2) In the case of semi-rigid and/or partial strength connections, the energy 
dissipation n1ay be aSSUll1ed to originate fro111 the connections only. This is allowable, 
provided that all of the following conditions are satisfied: 

a) the connections have rotation capacity su±1icient for the corresponding defornlation 
demands; 

b) menlbers fraIning into the connections are denl0nstrated to be stable at the ULS; 

c) the etTect of connection defornlations on global drift is taken into account. 

(3) When partial strength connections are used for the seis111ic links, the capacity 
design of the other elelnents in the structure should be derived frOlTI the plastic capacity 
of the ]inks connections. 

6.9 Design rules for inverted pendulum structures 

(l) In inverted pendulull1 structures (defined in 6.3.1( d)), the colull1ns should be 
verified in conlpression considering the most unfavourable combination of the axial 
force and bending 1110nlents. 

(2) I n the checks, NEd, A1Ed) should be cOlnputed as in 6.6.3. 

(3) The non-dimensional slende111ess of the colUInns should be limited to }~::; 1,5. 

(4) The interstorey drift sensitivity coefficient 0 as defined in 4.4.2.2 should be 
linlited to 0 0,20. 
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6.10 Design rules for steel structures with concrete cores or concrete walls and for 
moment resisting frames cOlnbined with concentric bracings or infills 

6.10.1 Structures with concrete cores or concrete walls 

(1)P The steel elenlents shall be verified in accordance with this Section and EN 
1993, while the concrete elenlents shall be designed in accordance with Section 5. 

(2)P The elements in which an interaction between steel and concrete exists shall be 
verified in accordance with Section 7. 

6.1 0.2 Moment resisting frames combined with concentric bracings 

(1) Dual structures with both l1l0nlent resisting frames and braced fI'ames acting in 
the sallle direction should be designed using a single q factor. The horizontal forces 
should be distributed between the different franles according to their elastic stiffiless. 

(2) The nloment resisting franles and the braced franles should confornl to 6.6, 6.7 
and 6.8. 

6.10.3 Moment resisting frames combined with infills 

(1)P Moment resisting [ranles in which reinforced concrete infills are positively 
connected to the steel structure shall be designed in accordance with Section 7. 

(2)P The monlent resisting franles in which the infills are structurally disconnected 
frolll the steel franle on the lateral and top sides shall be designed as steel structures. 

(3) The l1lonlellt resisting fran1es in which the infills are in contact with the steel 
franle, but are not positively connected to that franle, should satisfy the following rules: 

a) the 1nfi11s should be unifonnly distributed in elevation in order not to increase loca]]y 
the ductility delnand on the fraIne elements. If this is not verified, the building should be 
considered as non-regular in elevation; 

b) the fralne-infil1 interaction should be taken into account. The internal forces in the 
beams and colulnns due to the diagonal strut action in the illfills should be taken into 
account. The rules in 5.9 Inay be used to this end; 

c) the steel franles should be verified in accordance with the rules in this clause~ while 
the reinforced concrete or l1lasonry infills should be designed 1n accordance with EN 
1992-1-1 :2004 and in accordance with Sections 5 or 9. 

6.11 Control of design and construction 

(l)P The control of design and construction shall ensure that the real structure 
corresponds to the designed structure. 

(2) To this end~ in addition to the prOVISIons of EN 1993, the following 
requirements should be met: 
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a) the drawings 11lade for fabrication and erection should indicate the details of 
connections, sizes and quaJities of bolts and welds as well as the steel grades of the 
111embers, noting the ll1aximull1 penl1issible yield stress .I~,max of the steel to be used by 
the fabricator in the dissipative zones; 

b) the c0111pliance of the materials with 6.2 should be checked; 

c) the control of the tightening of the bolts and of the quality of the welds should follow 
the rules ~ in EN 1090-2;@j] 

d) during constlllction it should be ensured that the yield stress of the actual steel used does 
exceed .1;" max noted @j] on the drawings for dissipative zones by 1110re than 10%. 

~ (3)P Whenever one of the above conditions is not satisfied, corrections or 
justifications shan be provided in order to meet the requirements of EN 1998-1 and 
assure the safety of the structure. 
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7 SPECIFIC RULES FOR COlVIPOSITE STEEL CONCRETE BUILDINGS 

7.1 General 

7.1.1 Scope 

(l)P For the design of cOlnposite steel concrete buildings, EN 1994-1-1 :2004 
applies. The following rules are additional to those given in EN 1994-1-1 :2004. 

(2) Except where lTIodified by the provisions of this Section, the provisions of 
Sections 5 and 6 apply. 

7.1.2 Design concepts 

(l)P Earthquake resistant composite buildings shall be designed in accordance with 
one of the following design concepts (see Table 7.1): 

- Concept a) Low-dissipative structural behaviour. 

- Concept b) Dissipative structural behaviour with con1posite dissipative zones; 

Concept c) Dissipative structural behaviour with steel dissipative zones. 

Table 7.1: Design concepts, structural ductility classes and upper limit of reference 
values of the behaviour factors 

I Design concept 
Range of the reference 

Structural ductility class val ues of the behaviour 
factor q 

Concept a) 
Low-dissipative structural DCL (Low) ::;; 1,5 - 2 
behaviour 

::;;4 

Concepts b) or c) DCM (Medill1n) also lin1ited by the 

Dissipative structural values of Table 7.2 

behaviour DCH (High) 
only limited by the 

I values of Table 7.2 

NOTE 1 The value ascribed to the upper limit of q for low dissipative behaviour, vvithin the 
range of Table 7.1, for use in a country may be found in its National Annex to this doclIment. 
The recommended value of the upper limit ofq for low-dissipative behaviour is 1 

NOTE 2 The National Annex of a particular country may give limitations on the choice of the 
design concept and oflhe ductility class which are permissible within that country. 

(2)P In concept a), the action effects lllay be calculated on the basis of an elastic 
analysis without taking into account non-linear Inaterial behavlour but considering the 
reduction in the n10ment of inertia due to the cracking of concrete in part of the beam 
spans, in accordance with the general structural analysis rules defined in 7.4 and to the 
specific rules defined in 7.7 to 7.11 related to each structural type. \Vhen using the 
design spectrUlll defined in 3.2.2.5, the upper limit to the reference value of the 
behaviour factor q is taken between 1,5 and 2 (see Note I to (1) of this subclause). In 
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case of irregularity in e1evation the upper linlit value of the behaviour factor q should be 
corrected as indicated in 4.2.3.1 (7) but it need not be taken as being snlaller than 1,5. 

(3) In concept a) the resistance of the nlembers and of the connections should be 
evaluated in accordance with EN 1993 and EN 1994 without any additional 
requirenlents. For buildings which are not base-isolated (see Section 10)l design to 
concept a) is recomnlended only for low seisll1icity cases (see 3.2.1 (4»). 

(4) In concepts b) and c}, the capability of parts of the structure (dissipative zones) 
to resist earthquake actions through ine1astic behaviour is taken into account. When 
using the design response spectrum defined in 3.2.2.5, the upper linlit to the reference 
value of the behaviour factor q is taken as being greater than the upper va1ue established 
in Table 7.1 and in Note 1 to (1) of this subclause for low dissipative structural 
behaviour. The upper limit value of q depends on the ductility class and the structural 
type (see 7.3). When adopting concepts b) or c) the requirenlents given in 7.2 to 7.12 
should be fulfilled. 

(5)P In concept c), structures are not nleant to take advantage of cOlnposite behaviour 
in dissipative zones; the application of concept c) is conditioned by a strict conlpliance 
to measures that prevent involvement of the concrete in the resistance of dissipative 
zones. In concept c) the C0111posite structure is designed in accordance with EN 1994-1-
1 :2004 under non seisll1ic loads and in accordance with Section 6 to resist earthquake 
action. The ll1easures preventing involvell1ent of the concrete are given in 7.7.5. 

(6)P The design rules for dissipative COl1Jposite structures (concept b), ain1 at the 
development of reliable local plastic n1echanisnlS ( dissipative zones) in the structure and 
of a reliable global plastic nlechanisln dissipating as nluch energy as possible under the 
design earthquake action. For each structural elenlent or each structural type considered 
in this Section, rules allowing this general design objective to be achieved are given in 
7.5 to 7.11 with reference to what are called the specific criteria. These criteria ain1 at 
the developnlent of a global nlechanical behaviour for which design provisions can be 
given. 

(7)P Structures designed in accordance with concept b) shall belong to structural 
ductility classes DCM or DCH. These classes correspond to increased ability of the 
structure to dissipate energy in plastic ll1echanis111s. A structure belonging to a given 
ductility class shall meet specific requirements in one or more of the following aspects: 
class of steel sections, rotational capacity of connections and detailing. 

7.1.3 Safety verifications 

(1) P 5.2.4(1)P and 6.1.3(1)P and its Notes apply. 

(2) 5.2.4(2) applies. 

(3) 5.2.4(3) applies. 

(4) In the capacity design checks relevant for structural steel parts, 6.2(3) and its 
Notes apply. 
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(1) In dissipative zones~ the prescribed concrete class should not be lower than 
C20/2S. If the concrete class is higher than C40/S0, the design is not within the scope of 
EN 1998-1. 

7.2.2 Reinforcing steel 

(1)P F or ductility class DCM the reinforcing steel taken into account in the plastic 
resistance of dissipative zones shall be of class B or C in accordance with EN 1992-1-
1 :2004 Table C.l. For ductility class DCH the reinforcing steel taken into account in the 
plastic resistance of dissipative zones shalld be of class C according to the san1e Table. 

(2)P Steel of class B or C ( 1992-1-1 :2004~ Table C.l) shall be used in highly 
stressed regions of non dissipative structures. This requiren1ent applies to both bars and 
welded meshes. 

(3)P Except for closed stirrups or cross 
reinforcing steel in regions with high stresses. 

only ribbed bars are allowed as 

(4) Welded 111eshes not conforn1ing to the ductility requirements of (l)P of this 
subclause should not be used in dissipative zones. If such lTIeshes are l1sed~ ductile 
reinforcen1ent duplicating the n1esh should be placed and their resistance capacity 
accounted for in the capacity analysis. 

7.2.3 Structural steel 

(l)P requirements are those specified in 6.2. 

7.3 Structural types and behaviour factors 

7.3.1 Structural types 

(l)P Composite steel-concrete structures shall be assigned to one of the following 
structural types according to the behaviour of their prill1ary resisting structure under 
seisn1ic actions: 

a) are those with the san1e definition and 
1ilnitations as in 6.3.1(1)a, but in which bean1s and colun1ns lTIay be either structural 
steel or COll1posite steel-concrete (see Figure 6.1); 

b) Con1posite concentrically braced fran1es are those with the same definition and 
li111itations as in 6.3.1(1)b and Figures 6.2 and 6.3. Co]un1ns and bean1s may be either 
structural steel or C0111posite steel-concrete. Braces shall be structural steel; 

c) Composlte eccentrically braced fralTIes are those with the san1e definition and 
configurations as in 6.3.1(1)c and Figure 6.4. The n1elTIbers which do not contain the 
links l11ay be either structural steel or composite steel-concrete. Other than for the slab, 
the links shall be structural steel. Energy dissipation shall occur only through yielding in 
bending or shear of these links; 
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d) Inverted pendulunl structures, have the sanle definition and linlitations as in 6.3.1 (l)d 
(see Figure 6.5); 

e) Composite structural systenlS are those which behave essentially as reinforced 
concrete walls. The composite systenls nlay belong to one of the following types: 

- Type 1 corresponds to a steel or conlposite franle working together with concrete 
infill panels connected to the steel structure (see Figure 7.1a); 

- Type 2 is a reinforced concrete wall in which encased steel sections connected to the 
concrete structure are used as vertical edge reinforcenlent (see Figure 7 .1 b); 

- Type 3, steel or conlposite beanls are used to couple two or more reinforced 
concrete or c01nposite walls (see Figure 7.2); 

f) Conlposite steel plate shear walls are those consIstIng of a vertical steel plate 
continuous over the height of the building with reinforced concrete encasenlent on one 
or both faces of the plate and of the structural steel or conlposite boundary nlenlbers. 

a) b) 

Figure 7.1: Composite structural systems. Composite walls: a) Type 1 - steel or 
conlposite nloment frame with connected concrete infill panels; b) Type 2 -

composite walls reinforced by connected encased vertical steel sections. 

/. 

Figure 7.2: Composite structural systems. Type 3 - composite or concrete walls 
coupled by steel or composite beams. 

(2) In all types of conlposite structural systenls the energy dissipation takes place in 
the vertical steel sections and in the vertical reinforcelnents of the walls. In type 3 
c01nposite structural systenls, energy dissipation may also take place in the coupling 
beanls; 

(3) If, in c01nposite structural systenls the wall elenlents are not connected to the 
steel structure, Sections 5 and 6 apply. 
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7.3.2 Behaviour factors 

(1) The behaviour factor q~ introduced in 3.2.2.5, accounts for the energy dissipation 
capacity of the structure. For regular structural systenlS, the behaviour factor q should 
be taken with upper linlits to the reference value which are given in Table 6.2 or in 
Table 7.2, provided that the rules in 7.5 to 7.11 are 111et. 

Table 7.2: Upper limits to reference values of behaviour factors for systenls 
regular in elevation 

I Ductility Class 
I STRUCTURAL TYPE 

DCM DCH 
I : a), b), c) and d) See Table 6.2 

e) COlnposi te structural sys tenlS 

C0111posite walls (Type I and Type 2) 3 au/a I 4 au/a I 

C0111posite or concrete walls coupled by steel 
3 au/a I 4,5 au/a I or conlposite beanls (Type 3) 

1 f) Composite steel plate shear walls 3au/aj 
! 

4 au/a I I 

i 

I 

I 

(2) If the building is non-regular in elevation (see 4.2.3.3) the values of q listed in 
Table 6.2 and Table 7.2 should be reduced by 20 (Yo (see 4.2.3.1 (7) and Table 4.1). 

(3) For buildings that are regular in plan, if calculations to evaluate aul al (see 
6.3.2(3)), are not perfornled, the approxinlate default values of the ratio aul al presented 
in Figures 6.1 to 6.8 nlay be used. For composite structural systems the default value 
lTIay be taken as being aul al I 1. For conlposite steel plate shear walls the default 
value may be taken as being au! al = 1,2. 

(4) For buildings which are not regular in plan (see 4.2.3.2), the approximate value 
of au! al that lTIay be used when calculations are not perfoI111ed for its eval uation are 
equal to the average of (a) 1,0 and of (b) the value given in (3) of this subclause. 

(5) Values of aulal higher than those given in (3) and (4) of this subclause are 
allowed, provided that they are confinned by calculating au! al with a nonlinear static 
(pushover) global analysis. 

(6) The nlaximunl value of au! al that may be used in the design is equal to 1,6, even 
if the analysis Inentioned in (5) of this subclause indicates higher potential values. 

7.4 Structural analysis 

7.4.1 Scope 

(1) The following rules apply to the analysis of the structure under earthquake 
action with the lateral force analysis Inethod and with the nl0dal response spectrum 
analysis nlethod. 
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7.4.2 Stiffness of sections 

(1) The stiffness of composite sections in which the concrete IS 111 compression 
should be COll1puted using a modular ratio n 

n / Ecm = 7 (7.1 ) 

(2) For conlposite beanls with slab in conlpression, the second nl01nent of area of 
the section, referred to as [I, should be computed taking into account the effective width 
of slab defined in 7.6.3. 

(3) The stiffness of conlposite sections in which the C011crete is in tension should be 
computed assullling that the concrete is cracked and that only the steel parts of the 
section are active. 

(4) For conlposite beams with slab in tension, the second nlonlent of area of the 
section, referred to as h, should be computed taking into account the effective width of 
slab defined in 7.6.3. 

(5) The structure should be analysed taking i11to account the presence of concrete in 
compression in S011le zones and concrete in tension in other zones; the distribution of 
the zones is given in 7.7 to 7.11 for the various structural types. 

7.5 Design criteria and detailing rules for dissipative structural behaviour 
common to all structural types 

7.5.1 General 

(1) The design criteria given in 7.5.2 should applied to the earthquake-resistant 
parts of structures designed in accordance with the concept of dissipative structural 
behaviour. 

(2) The design criteria given in 7.5.2 are deemed to be satisfied, if the rules given in 
7.5.3 and 7.5.4 and in 7.6 to 7.11 are observed. 

7.5.2 Design criteria for dissipative structures 

(l)P Structures with dissipative zones shall be designed such that yielding or local 
buckling or other phenomena due to hysteretic behaviour in those zones do not affect 
the overall stability of the structure. 

NOTE The q factors given in Table 7.2 are deemed to conform to this requirement 2.2.2(2»). 

(2)P Dissipative zones shaH have adequate ductility and resistance. The resistance 
shall be detenllined in accordance with EN 1993 and Section 6 for concept c) (see 7.1.2) 
and to EN 1994-1 1 :2004 and Section 7 for concept b) (see 7.1.2). Ductility is achieved 
by C0111pliance to detailing rules. 

(3) Dissipa6ve zones nlay be located 111 the structural 111enlbers or 111 the 
connections. 
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(4)P If dissipative zones are located in the structural members, the non-dissipative 
parts and the connections of the dissipative parts to the rest of the structure shall have 
sufficient overstrength to allow the development of cyclic yielding in the dissipative 
parts. 

(5)P When dissipative zones are located in the connections, the connected members 
shall have sufficient overstrength to allow the developl11ent of cyclic yielding in the 
connections. 

7.5.3 Plastic resistance of dissipative zones 

(l)P Two plastic resistances of dissipative zones are used in the design of composite 
steel - concrete structures: a ]o\ver bound plastic resistance (index: pi, Rd) and an upper 
bound plastic resistance (index: U, Rd). 

(2)P The lower bound plastic resistance of dissipative zones is the one taken into 
account in design checks concerning sections of dissipative elenlents; e.g. Nfpl,Rd. 

The lower bound plastic resistance of dissipative zones is computed taking i11to account 
the concrete cOlnponent of the section and only the steel components of the section 
which are classified as ductile. 

(3)P The upper bound plastic resistance of dissipative zones is the one used in the 
capacity design of elements adjacent to the dissipative zone: for instance in the capacity 
design verification of 4.4.2.3(4), the design values of the Inonlents of resistance of 
bem11s are the upper bound plastic resistances, MU,Rd,b, whereas those of the columns are 
the lower bound ones, A1pl,Rd,c' 

(4)P The upper bound plastic resistance is conlputed taking into account the concrete 
cOll1ponent of the section and all the steel conlponellts present in the section, including 
those that are not classified as ductile. 

(5)P Action effects, which are directly related to the resistance of dissipative zones, 
shall be deternlined on the basis of the upper bound resistance of conlposite dissipative 
sections; e.g. the design shear force at the end of a dissipative C0111posite beam shall be 
determined on the basis of the upper bound plastic nl0111ent of the composite section. 

7.5.4 Detailing rules for composite connections in dissipative zones 

(l)P The design shall limit localization of plastic strains and high residual stresses 
and prevent fabrication defects. 

(2)P The integrity of the concrete in c0111pression shall be maintained during the 
seiSl11ic event and yielding shall be lilnited to the steel sections. 

(3) Yielding of the reinforcing bars in a slab should be allowed only if beanls are 
designed to confornl to 7.6.2(8). 

(4) For the design of welds and bolts, 6.5 applies. 

(5) The local design of the reinforcing bars needed in the concrete of the joint region 
should be justified by 1110dels that satisfy equilibriu111 (e.g. Annex C for slabs). 
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(6) 6.5.5(6), 6.5.5(7) and Note 1 to 6.5.5 apply. 

(7) In fully encased fraIned web panels of be am/cOIUlTIn connections, the panel zone 
resistance nlay be C0I11puted as the sunl of contributions fronl the concrete and steel 
shear panel, if all the following conditions are satisfied: 

a) the aspect ratio hli he of the panel zone is: 

b) 

where 

< 0,8 Vwp,Rd 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

is the design shear force in the web panel due to the action effects, taking into 
account the plastic resistance of the adjacent conlposite dissipative zones in 
beaIns or connections; 

Vwp,Rd is the shear resistance of the cOlnposite steel - concrete web panel in accordance 
with EN 1994-1-1 :2004; 

hb, he are as defined in Figure 7.3a). 
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Figure 7.3: Beam column connections. 
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(8) In partially encased stiffened web panels, an assessl11ent sin1ilar to that in (7) of 
this subclause is permitted if, in addition to the requiren1ents of (9), one of the following 
conditions is fulfilled: 

a) straight links of the type defined in 7.6.5(4) and con1plying with 7.6.5(5) and (6) are 
provided at a n1axin1un1 spacing S1 = c in the partially encased stiffened web panel; 
these links are oriented perpendicularly to the longest side of the colunln web panel and 
no other reinforcement of the web panel is required; or 

b) no reinforcement is present, provided that hb/ bb < 1,2 and he/be < 1,2 

where hb, bb, be and he are as defined in Figure 7.3a). 

(9) When a dissipative steel or con1posite bean1 is framing into a reinforced concrete 
colun1n as shown in Figure 7.3b), vertical colunln reinforcen1ent with design axial 
strength at least equal to the shear strength of the coupling beal11 should be placed close 
to the stiffener or face bearing plate adjacent to the dissipative zone. It is pe1111itted to 
use vertical reinforcen1ent placed for other purposes as part of the required vertical 
reinforcen1ent. The presence of face bearing plates is required; they should be full depth 
stiffeners of a cOll1bined width not less than (hb - 2 t); their thickness should be not less 
than 0,75 t or 8 n1n1; bb and t are respectively the beaIn flange width and the panel web 
thickness (see Figure 7.3). 

(10) When a dissipative steel or con1posite bean1 is fraIning into a fully encased 
conlposite column as shown at Figure 7 .3c), the bean1 colun1n connection may be 
designed either as a bean1/steel colun1n connection or a beanl/con1posite colU111n 
connection. In the latter case, vertical colun1n reinforcelnents Inay be calculated either 
as in (9) of this subclause or by distributing the shear strength of the bean1 between the 
column steel section and the colunln reinforcel11ent. In both instances, the presence of 
face bearing p1ates as described in (9) is required. 

(1 1) The vertical colunln reinforcen1ent specified in (9) and (10) of this subclause 
shou Id be confined by transverse reinforcement that n1eets the requirements for 
n1el11bers defined in 7.6. 

7.6 Rules for members 

7.6.1 General 

(l)P Composite n1en1bers, which are primary seislnic n1elnbers, shall conforn1 to EN 
1994-1-1 :2004 and to additional rules defined in this Section. 

(2)P The earthquake resistant structure is designed with reference to a global plastic 
nlechanisnl involving local dissipative zones; this global tnechanisnl identifies the 
nlenlbers in which dissipative zones are located and indirectly the Inenlbers without 
dissipative zones. 

(3) F or tension nlenlbers or parts of menlbers in tension, the ductility requirenlent of 
~ EN 1993-1-1 :2005@il, 6.2.3(3) should be 111et. 
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(4) Sufficient local ductility of n1elnbers which dissipate energy under con1pression 
andlor bending should be ensured by restricting the width-to-thickness ratios of their 
walls. Steel dissipative zones and the not encased steel parts of C0111posite ll1embers 
should meet the requiren1ents of 6.5.3(1) and Table 6.3. Dissipative zones of encased 
con1posite n1en1bers should n1eet the requiren1ents of Table 7.3. The lin1its given for 
f1ange outstands of partially or fully encased ll1elnbers n1ay be relaxed if special details 
are provided as described in 7.6.4(9) and 7.6.5(4) to (6). 

~Table 7.3: Relation between behaviour factor and slenderness JiInits of walls 
of sections in dissipative zones of encased composite structures 

Ductility Class of Structure DCM DCH 

Reference value of behaviour 
q=::;1,5-2 1,5 -2 < q 4 q>4 

factor (c.) 

Partially Encased H or 1 Section 

Fully Encased H or 1 Section 

flange outstand lin1its clff: 20 & 14 & 9& 

Filled Rectangular Section 

hit 11n1its: 52 & 38 & 24 £ 

Filled Circular Section 

dlt limits: 902 852 80 i 

where 

[; (fyI235)o.5 

cltds as defined in Figure 7.8 

dlt and hit are the ratio between the maXin1U111 external dilnension ~ and the 
wall thickness of the steel profile @il 

(5) More specific detailing rules for dissipative C0111posite n1en1bers are given in 
7.6.2, 7.6.4, 7.6.5 and 7.6.6. 

(6) In the design of all types of composite colull1ns, the resistance of the steel 
section alone or the con1bined resistances of the steel section and the concrete 
encasen1ent or infill1nay be taken into account. 

(7) The design of colun1ns in \vhich the n1enlber resistance is taken to be provided 
only by the steel section Inay be carried out in accordance with the provisions of Section 
6. In the case of dissipative columns, the capacity design rules in 7.5.2(4) and (5) and 
7.5.3(3) should be satisfied. 

(8) For fully encased coltllnns with composite behaviour, the n111111J1Unl cross-
sectional dilnensions b, It or d should be not less than 250 111n1. 

(9) The resistance, including shear resistance, of non-dissipative con1posite COlUI1111S 
should be detern1ined in accordance with the rules of EN 1994-1-1 :2004. 
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(10) In columns, when the concrete encasement or infill are assunled to contribute to 
the axial and/or flexural resistance of the lnenlber, the design rules in 7.6.4 to 7.6.6 
apply. These rules ensure full shear transfer between the concrete and the steel parts in a 
section and protect the dissipative zones against premature inelastic failure. 

(11) For earthquake-resistant design, the design shear strength given in EN 1994-1-
1 :2004, Table 6.6, should be multiplied by a reduction factor of 0,5. 

(12) When, for capacity design purposes, the full conlposite resistance of a colunl11 is 
employed, c0111plete shear transfer between the steel and reinforced concrete parts 
should be ensured. If insufficient shear transfer is achieved through bond and friction, 
shear connectors should be provided to ensure full cOlnposite action. 

(13) vYherever a COll1posite co!unln is subjected to predonlinately axial forces, 
sufficient shear transfer should be provided to ensure that the steel and concrete parts 
share the loads applied to the colUInn at connections to beanls and bracing lnembers. 

(J 4) Except at their base in sonle structural types, colmnns are generally not designed 
to be dissipative. However, because of uncertainties in the behaviour, confining 
reinforcement is requ ired in regions called "critical regions" as specified in 7.6.4. 

(15) Subclauses 5.6.2.1 and 5.6.3 concerning anchorage and splices in the design of 
reinforced concrete columns apply also to the reinforcenlents of conlposite COlUnll1s. 

7.6.2 Steel beams composite with slab 

(l)P The design objective of this subclause is to maintain the integrity of the concrete 
slab during the seisnlic event, while yielding takes place in the bottonl part of the steel 
section and/or in the rebars of the slab. 

(2)P If it is not intended to take advantage of the cOlnposite character of the beanl 
section for energy dissipation, 7.7.5 shall be applied. 

(3) Beams intended to behave as conlposite elenlents in dissipative zones of the 
earthquake resistant structure nlay be designed for full or partial shear connection in 
accordance with EN 1994-1 1 :2004. The lninin1Ul11 degree of connection '7 as defined in 
EN 1994-1 1 :2004 6.6.1.2 should be not Jess than 0,8 and the total resistance of the 
shear connectors within any hogging moment region not less than the plastic resistance 
of the reinforcement. 

(4) The design resistance of connectors in dissipative zones is obtained froll1 the 
design resistance provided 111 1994-1 1 :2004 ll1ultiplied by a reduction factor of 
0,75. 

(5) Full shear connection is required when non-ductile connectors are used. 

(6) \Vhen a profiled steel sheeting with ribs transverse to the supporting beams is 
used, the reduction factor kl of the design shear resistance of connectors given by EN 
1994-1-1 should be further reduced by nlultiplying it by the rib shape efficiency factor 
kr given in Figure 7.4. 
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kr 0,8 

Figure 7.4: Values of the rib shape efficiency factor. 

(7) To achieve ductility in plastic hinges, the ratio xld of the distance x between the 
top concrete conlpression fibre and the plastic neutral axis, to the depth d of the 
C0111posite section, should conform to the following expression: 

(7.4) 

where 

Scu2 is the ultimate cOlnpressive strain of concrete (see EN 1992-1-1 :2004); 

Sa is the total strain in steel at Ultinlate Lilnit State. 

(8) The rule in (7) of this subclause is deenled to be satisfied when xld of a section 
is less than the li111its given in Table 7.4. 

Table 7.4: Limit values of xld for ductility of beams with slab 

I Ductility class q f~ (NlInnl) xld upper linlit 

1,5<g~4 355 0,27 
DCM 

1,5 < q ::; 4 235 0,36 

q>4 355 0,20 
DCH 

g>4 235 0,27 

(9) In dissipative zones of beanls, specific ductile steel reinforcement of the slab 
called "seismic rebars" (see Figure 7 .5), should be present in the connection zone of the 
beam and the column. Its design and the synlbols used in Figure 7.5 are specifed in 
Annex C. 
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Key 

A Exterior Node 

B Interior Node 

C Steel beam 

o Fac;ade steel beanl 

A 

E Reinforced concrete cantilever edge strip 

Figure 7.5: Layout of "seismic rebars" 

7 .6.3 Effective width of slab 

B 

(1) The total effective width befT of concrete flange associated with each steel web 
should be taken as the SUITI of the partial effective widths bel and bel of the portion of 
the flange 011 each side of the centreline of the steel web (Figure 7.6). The partial 
effective width on each side should be taken as be given in Table 7.5, but not greater 
than the actual available widths b I and b2 defined in (2) of this subclause. 

Figure 7.6: Definition of effective width be and beff 

(2) The actual width b of each portion should be taken as half the distance fr0111 the 
web to the adjacent web, except that at a fi'ee edge the actual width is the distance fron1 
the web to the free edge. 

(3) The partial effective width be of the slab to be used in the deternlination of the 
elastic and p1astic properties of the conlposite T sections made of a steel section 
connected to a slab are defined in Table 7.5 and Figure 7.7. These values are valid for 
beanls positioned as beaITIs C in Figure 7.5 and if the design of the slab reinforCelTIent 
and of the connection of the slab to the steel bealTIs and columns are in accordance with 
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Annex C. In Table 7.5 those moments which induce compreSSIon 111 the slab are 
considered as positive and those which induce tension in the slab are considered as 
negative. Symbols bb J he J be J beff and I used in Tables 7.5 ] and 7.5 II are defined in 
Figures 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7. bb is the bearing width of the concrete of the slab on the 
colun1n in the horizontal direction perpendicular to the bean1 for which the effective 
width is computed; this bearing width possibly includes additional plates or devices 
aiming at increased bearing capacity. 

/\ 

·-,-· ·I-.·····.'.-!r.'-
" n 

( " 
J G F 

Key 

A Exterior colu111n; 

B Interior colu111n; 

C Longitudinal beam; 

D Transverse bean1 or steel favade beam; 

E Cantilever concrete edge strip; 

F Extended bearing; 

G Concrete slab 

Figure 7.7: Definition of elenlents in nlonlent frame structures. 
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Table 7.5 I : Partial effective width be of slab for elastic analysis of the structure 

Transverse element be for I (ELASTIC) 

At interior column Present or not present F or negative ]\;1 : 0~05 1 

At exterior co]un1n Present For positive M : 0~03 75 1 

At exterior column 
Not present, F or negative M : ° 
or re-bars not anchored For positiveM : 0,025 1 

Table 7.5 II: Partial effective ,,,'idth be of slab for evaluation of plastic moment 
resistance 

Sign of bending Location elenlent be for III/Rei 

lTIOnlent M (PLASTIC) 
Negative M Interior Seismic re-bars OJ I 

co\unl11 
Neg 11.'£ Pvt~rior All layouts with re-bars anchored to fayade 0,11 

I column bean1 or to concrete cantilever edge strip 
Negative M Exterior All layouts with not anchored to 0,0 

colunl11 fayade beam or to concrete cantilever edge 
strip 

Positive M Interior Seisll1ic re-bars 0,075 1 
colUlTIn 

PositiveM Exterior Steel transverse beam with connectors. 0,075 1 
co]unl11 Concrete slab up to exterior face of COIUll111 

of H section with strong axis oriented as in 
Fig. 7.5 or beyond (concrete strip ). 
Seismic re-bars 

Positive M Exterior No steel transverse beanl or steel transverse bb/2 +0,7 hcl2 
colunln beanl without connectors. 

Concrete slab up to exterior face of colunln 
of H section with strong axis oriented as in 
Fig. or beyond (edge strip). 
Seisnlic re-bars 

PositiveM Exterior All other layouts. Seisll1ic re-bars bb/2 ::;: bc,m3x 

COIU11111 be.max =0,051 

7.6.4 Fully encased composite colunlns 

(I) In dissipative structures, critical regions are present at both ends of all colUlnn 
c1ear lengths in lTIOnlent franles and in the portion of COlU11111S adjacent to links in 
eccentrically braced frall1es. The lengths of these critical regions (in lTIetres) are 
specified by expression (5.14) for ductility class M, or by expression (5.30) for ductility 
class H, with he in these expressions denoting the depth of the COll1posite section (in 
metres). 

(2) To satisfy plastic rotation del11ands and to compensate for loss of resistance due 
to spaHing of cover concrete, the following expression should be satisfied within the 
critical regions defined above: 
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(7.5) 

in \vhich the variables are as defined in 5.4.3.2.2(8) and the n0l111alised design axial 
force Vd is defined as: 

(7.6) 

~where 

A a is the area of the stee I section 

A c is the area of concrete 

A s is the area of rebars 

f~d is the design value of the yield strength of steel 

is the design value of the concrete cOlnpressive strength 

is the design value of the yield strength of the rebar steel @.il 

(3) The spacing, s, (in 111illinletres) of confining hoops in critical regions should not 
exceed 

s = min(bo/2, 260, 9 dbd in ductility class DCM; 

s = mine bo/2, 175, 8 dbL) in ductility class DCH 

or at the lower part of the lower storey, in ductility class DCH 

s mine bo/2, 150, 6dbL) 

where 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

(7.9) 

bo is the minilnum diInension of the concrete core (to the centreline of the hoops, in 
nli11 ilnetres ); 

dbL is the minimum dianleter of the longitudinal rebars (in 111illimetres). 

(4) The dimneter of the hoops, dbw, (in millimetres) should be at least 
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db\\! = 6 in ductility class OCM 

where 

is the maximun1 dianleter of the longitudinal rebars (in nlillimetres). 

(7.1 0) 

(7.11 ) 

(5) In critical regions, the distance between consecutive longitudinal bars restrained 
by hoop bends or cross-ties should 110t exceed 250 nln1 in ductility class DCM or 200 
nlm in ductility class OCH. 

(6) In the lower two of a building, hoops in accordance with (3), (4) and (5) 
should be provided beyond the critical regions for an additional length equal to half the 
length of the critical regions. 

(7) In dissipative conlposite COIUn111S, the shear resistance should be detern1ined on 
the basis of the structural steel section alone. 

(8) The relationship between the ductility class of the structure and the allowable 
slenderness the flange outstand in dissipative zones is given in Table 7.3. 

(9) Confining hoops can delay local buckling in the dissipative zones. The linlits 
given in Table 7.3 for slenderness nlay be increased if the hoops are provided at a 
longitudinal spacing, s, which is less than the flange outstand: 1,0. For < 0,5 
the 11n11ts given in Table 7.3 n1ay be increased by up to 50%. For va1ues of 0,5 sic < 
1,0 linear interpolation n1ay be used. 

(10) The diameter dbw of confining hoops used to prevent flange buckling should be 
not less than 

/ (7.12) 

in which band tf are the width and thickness of the flange respectively andf~df and.fYdw 
are the design yield strengths of the flange and reinforcenlent respectively. 

7.6.5 Partially-encased members 

(I) In dissipative zones where is dissipated by plastic bending of a 
COll1posite section, the longitudinal spacing of the transverse reinforcenlent, s, should 
satisfy the require111ents of 7.6.4(3) over a length or equal to ler for dissipative 
zones at the end of a nlenlber and 2/er for dissipative zones in the men1ber. 

(2) In dissipative nlenlbers, the shear resistance should determined on the basis 
of the structural steel section alone, unless special details are provided to n10bilise the 
shear resistance of the concrete encase1nent. 

(3) The relationship between the ductility class of the structure and the allowable 
slenderness (cit) of the flange outstand in dissipative zones is given in Table 
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Figure 7.8: Detail of transverse reinforcement, with the additional straight bars 
(links) welded to the flanges. 

(4) Straight links welded to the inside of the t1anges, as shown in Figure 7.8, 
additional to the reinforcen1ents required by EN 1994-1-1 , can delay local buckling in 
the dissipative zones. In this case, the limits given in Table 7.3 for flange slenderness 
lnay be increased if these bars are provided at a longitudinal spacing, S J. which is less 
than the flange outstand: sl/c < 1,0. For s] /c < 0,5 the lin1its given in Table 7.3 may be 
increased by up to 50%. For values ofO,5 < sl/c < 1,0 linear interpolation may be used. 

The additional straight links should also conform to the rules in (5) and (6) of this 
subclause. 

(5) The diaIneter, dbw , of the additional straight links referred to in (4) of this 
subclause should be at least 6 111111. When transverse links are en1ployed to delay local 
flange buckling as described in (4), dbw should be not less than the value given by 
expression (7.12). 

(6) The additional straight links referred to in (4) should be welded to the flanges at 
both ends and the capacity of the welds should be not less than the tensile yield strength 
of the straight links. A clear concrete cover of at least 20 111n1, but not exceeding 40 111111, 

should be provided to these links. 

(7) The design of partially-encased composite members n1ay take into account the 
resistance of the steel section alone, or the composite resistance of the steel section and 
of concrete encasement. 

(8) The design of partially-encased Inembers in which only the steel section is 
assull1ed to contribute to n1ember resistance ll1ay be carried out in accordance with the 
provisions of Section 6, but the capacity design provisions of 7.5.2(4) and (5) and 
7.5.3(3) should be applied. 

7 .6.6 Filled Composite Columns 

(l) The relationship between the ductility class of the structure and the allowable 
slenderness dlt or hit is given in Table 7.3. 

(2) The shear resistance of dissipative columns should be determined on the basis of 
the structural steel section or on the basis of the reinforced concrete section with the 
steel hollow section taken only as shear reinforcenlent. 
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(3) In non-dissipative nle111bers~ the shear resistance of the colu111n should be 
deternlined in accordance with EN 1994-1-1. 

7.7 Design and detailing rules for moment frames 

7.7.1 Specific criteria 

(l)P 6.6.1(1)P applies. 

(2)P The C0111posite beams shall be designed for ductility and so that the integrity of 
the concrete is maintained. 

(3) Depending on the location of the dissipative zones, either 7.5.2(4) or 7.5.2(5) 
applies. 

(4) The required hinge fonnation pattenl should be achieved by observing the rules 
given in 4.4.2.3, 7.7.3~ 7.7.4 and 7.7.5. 

7.7.2 Analysis 

(l)P The analysis of the structure shall be perfonned on the basis of the section 
properties defined in 7.4. 

(2) In beanls, two different flexural stiffnesses should be taken i11to account: Ell for 
the part of the spans subnlitted to positive (sagging) bending (uncracked section) and 
Eh for the part of the span subnlitted to negative (hogging) bending (cracked section). 

(3) The analysis lnay alternatively be performed taking into account for the entire 
beanl an equivalent second 1110ment of area Ieq constant for the entire span: 

IcC] = 0,611 0,4 h (7.13) 

(4) For conlposite COlU111nS, the flexural stiffness is given by: 

(EJ)c = 0,9( Ela + r Ecm Ie + E Is ) (7.14) 

where 

E and ECIl1 are the lnodulus of elasticity for steel and concrete respectively; 

r is the reduction factor depending on the type of column cross-section; 

la, Ic and Is denote the second nlOlnent of area of the steel section, of the concrete 
and of the rebars respectively. 

NOTE The value ascribed to r for llse in a country may be found in its National Annex of this 
document. The recommended value is r 0,5. 

7.7.3 Rules for beams and columns 

(l)P COlnposite T bean1 design shall conform to 7.6.2. Partially encased bealns shall 
confornl to 7.6.5. 
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(2)P BeanlS shall be verified for lateral and lateral torsional buckling in accordance 
with EN t 994-1-1 , assUll1ing the fonnation of a negative plastic nloment at one end of 
the beam. 

(3) 6.6.2(2) applies. 

(4) Conlposite trusses should not be used as dissipative beanls. 

(5)P 6.6.3(1)P applies. 

(6) In coiunlns where plastic hinges fODD as stated in 7.7.1(1), the verification 
should aSSUlne that jV~)I,Rd is realised in these plastic hinges. 

(7) The following expression should apply for all composite colunlns: 

< 0,30 (7.15) 

(8) The resistance verifications of the COiU111nS should be nlade in accordance with 
EN 1994-1-1 :2004, 4.8. 

(9) The colml1n shear force (fron1 the analysis) should be lill1ited in accordance 
with expression (6.4). 

7.7.4 Beam to column connections 

(1) The provisions given in 6.6.4 apply. 

7.7.5 Condition for disregarding the composite character of beams with slab. 

(l)P The plastic resistance of a beanl section conlposite with slab (lower or upper 
bound plastic resistance of dissipative zones) nlay be conlputed taking into account only 
the steel section (design in accordance with concept c) as defined in 7.1.2) if the slab is 
totally disconnected froIl1 the steel frame in a circular zone around a COlU111n of dianleter 
2bcff, with befr being the larger of the effective widths of the beanlS connected to that 
colunln. 

(2) For the purposes of (I)P, "totally disconnected" 111eans that there is no contact 
between slab and any vertical side of any steel elenlent (e.g. colunlns, shear connectors, 
connecting plates, corrugated flange, steel deck nailed to flange of steel section). 

(3) In partially encased bemns, the contribution of concrete between the flanges of 
the steel section should be taken into account. 

7.8 Design and detailing rules for composite concentrically braced frames 

7.8.1 Specific criteria 

(l)P 6.7.1(1)P applies. 

(2)P CoJmnns and beanlS shall be either structural steel or conlposite. 
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(3)P Braces shall be structural steel. 

(4) 6.7.1(2)P applies 

7.8.2 Analysis 

(I) The provisions given in 6.7.2 apply. 

7.8.3 Diagonal members 

(1) The provisions given in 6.7.3 apply. 

7.8.4 Beams and columns 

(1) The provisions given in 6.7.4 apply. 

7.9 Design and detailing rules for composite eccentrically braced frames 

7.9.1 Specific criteria 

(l)P Conlposite franles with eccentric bracings shall be designed so that the 
dissipative action will occur essentially through yielding in bending or shear of the 

links. All other nlenlbers shall relnain elastic and failure of connections shall be 
prevented. 

(2)P Colun1ns, bean1s and braces shall be either structural steel or con1posite. 

(3)P The braces, colun1ns and bean1 segnlents outside the link segnlents shall be 
designed to remain elastic under the n1axil11un1 forces that can be generated by the fully 
yielded and cyclically strain-hardened bean1 link. 

(4)P 6.8.1(2)P applies. 

7.9.2 Analysis 

(l)P The analysis of the structure is based on the section properties defined in 7.4.2. 

(2) In bean1s, two different flexural stiffnesses are taken into account: Ell for the 
part of the spans submitted to positive (sagging) bending (uncracked section) and Eh 
for the part of the span subnlitted to negative (hogging) bending (cracked section). 

7.9.3 Links 

(l)P Links shall be 111ade of steel sections, possibly composite with slabs. They may 
not be encased. 

(2) The rules on seislnic links and their stiffeners given in 6.8.2 apply. Links should 
be of short or inte1111ediate length with a maxin1un1 length e: 

- In structures where two plastic hinges would forn1 at link ends 

e = 2Mp, link/ Vp, link. (7.16) 
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- In structures where one plastic hinge would fonn at one end of a link 

link (7.17) 

The definitions of Mp.link and are given in 6.8.2(3). For l\4p.link, only the steel 
cOlnponents of the link section, disregarding the concrete slab, are taken into account in 
the evaluation. 

(3) When the seisnlic link franles into a reinforced concrete column or an encased 
colunln, face bearing plates should be provided on both sides of the link at the face of 
the colun1n and in the end section of the link. These bearing plates should conform to 
7.5.4. 

(4) The design of beam/colunln connections adjacent to dissipative links should 
confornl to 7.5.4. 

(5) Connections should nleet the requirel11ents of the connections of eccentrically 
braced stee1 franles as in 6.8.4. 

7.9.4 Members not containing seismic links 

(1) The nlenlbers not containing seisnlic links should conform to the rules in 6.8.3, 
taking into account the cOlnbined resistance of steel and concrete in the case of 
conlposite elenlents and the relevant rules for mel11bers in 7.6 and in EN 1994-1-1 :2004. 

(2) Where a link is adjacent to a fully encased composite column, transverse 
reinforcenlent nleeting the requirenlents of 7.6.4 should be provided above and below 
the link connection. 

(3) In case of a composite brace under tension, only the cross-section of the 
structural steel section should be taken into account in the evaluation of the resistance of 
the brace. 

7.10 Design and detailing rules for structural systems made of reinforced concrete 
shear 'walls composite with structural steel elenlents 

7.10.1 Specific criteria 

(l)P The provisions in this subclause apply to composite structural systems belonging 
in one of the three types defined in 7.3.le. 

(2)P Structural systeln types 1 and 2 shall be designed to behave as shear walls and 
dissipate energy in the vertical steel sections and in the vertical reinforcement. The 
infills sha11 be tied to the boundary elenlents to prevent separation. 

(3)P In structural systeln type 1, the storey shear forces shall be carried by horizontal 
shear In the wall and in the interface between the wall and beanlS. 

(4)P Structural systenl type 3 shall be designed to dissipate energy in the shear walls 
and in the coupling beams. 
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A bars we1ded to cohllnn; 
B transverse reinforcelnent 
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A 

Figure 7.9a: Details of partially encased composite boundary elements (details of 
transverse reinforcements are for ductility class DCH). 

Key 

C = shear connectors; 

0= cross tie 
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Figure 7 .9b: Details of fully encased composite boundary elements (details of 
transverse reinforcements are for ductility class DCH). 
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c 

Figure 7.10: Details of coupling beam framing into a wall (details are for ductility 
class nCH 

7.10.2 Analysis 

(l)P The analysis of the structure shall be based on the section properties defined in 
Section 5 for concrete walls and in 7.4.2 for conlposite beanls. 

(2)P In structural systenls of type I or type 2, when vertical fully encased or partially 
encased structural steel sections act as boundary nlenlbers of reinforced concrete infill 
panels, the analysis shal1 be made assunling that the SeiS111ic action effects in these 
vertical boundary elenlents are axial forces only. 

(3) These axial forces should be detellnined assuming that the shear forces are 
carried by the reinforced concrete wall and that the entire gravity and overturning forces 
are carried by the shear wall acting composedly with the vertical boundary nlenlbers. 

(4) In structural systenl of type 3, if conlposite coupling beanls are used, 7.7.2(2) 
and (3) apply. 

7.10.3 Detailing rules for composite walls of ductility class nCrVI 

(l)P The reinforced concrete infill panels in Type 1 and the reinforced concrete walls 
in Types 2 and 3 shall ll1eet the requirements of Section 5 for ductile walls of DCM. 

(2)P Partially encased steel sections used as boundary nlembers of reinforced 
concrete panels shall belong to a class of cross-section related to the behaviour factor of 
the structure as indicated in Table 7.3. 
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(3)P Fully encased structural steel sections used as boundary nlenlbers in reinforced 
concrete panels shall be designed in accordance with 7.6.4. 

(4)P Partially encased structural steel sections used as boundary nlen1bers of 
reinforced concrete panels shall be designed in accordance with 7.6.5. 

(5) Headed shear studs or tie reinforcen1ent (welded to, anchored through holes in 
the steel n1eJ11bers or anchored around the steel n1elnber) should be provided to transfer 
vertical and horizontal shear forces between the structural steel of the boundary 
elenlents and the reinforced concrete. 

7.10.4 Detailing rules for coupling beams of ductility class DC]\tt 

(l)P Coupling beams shall have an enlbednlent length into the reinforced concrete 
wall sufficient to resist the n10st adverse conlbination of mOlllent and shear generated by 
the bending and shear strength of the coupling bealll. The enlbednlent length Ie sha11 be 
taken to begin inside the first layer of the confining reinforcen1ent in the wall boundary 
Inen1ber (see Figure 7.10). The en1bedlnent length Ie shall be not less than 1,5 til11es the 
height of the coupling beanl 

(2)P The design of beam/wall connections shall conforn1 to 7.5.4. 

(3) The vertical wall reinforcen1ents, defined in 7.5.4(9) and (10) with design axial 
strength equal to the shear strength of the coupling beam, should be placed over the 
embedn1ent length of the beanl with two-thirds of the steel located over the first half of 
the enlbednlent length. This wall reinforcement should extend a distance of at least one 
anchorage length above and below the flanges of the coupling bean1. It is pernlitted to 
use vertical reinforcenlent placed for other purposes, such as for vertical boundary 
111enlbers, as part of the required vertical reinforcement. Transverse reinforcenlent 
should cOnfOr111 to 7.6. 

7.10.5 Additional detailing rules for ductility class DCH. 

(l)P Transverse reinforcen1ent for confinenlent of the composite boundary members, 
either partially or fully encased, shall be used. Reinforcen1ent shall extend to a distance 
of 2h into the concrete walls where h is the depth of the boundary elenlent in the plane 
of the wall (see Figure 7.9a) and b)). 

(2)P The requirenlents for the links in fran1es with eccentric bracings apply to the 
coupling beanls. 

7.11 Design and detailing rules for conlposite steel plate shear walls 

7.11.1 Specific criteria 

(l)P C0111posite steel plate shear wans shall be designed to yield through shear of the 
steel plate. 

(2) The steel plate should be stiffened by one or two sided concrete encasen1ent and 
attachlnent to the reinforced concrete encasernent in order ~to prevent buckling of the 
steel plate. @11 
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(I) The analysis of the structure should be based on the ll1aterials and section 
properties defined in 7.4.2 and 7.6. 

7.11.3 Detailing rules 

(1 )P It shall be checked that 

(7.18) 

with the shear resistance given by: 

X f~'d / (7.19) 

where 

is the design yield strength of the plate; and 

ApI is the horizontal area of the plate. 

(2)P The connections between the plate and the boundary n1en1bers (colun1ns and 
bealTIs), as wel1 as the connections between the plate and the concrete encasement, shall 
be designed such that full yield strength of the plate can be developed. 

(3)P The steel plate shall be continuously connected on all edges to structural steel 
fraIning and boundary ll1en1bers with welds and/or bolts to develop the yield strength of 
the plate in shear. 

(4)P The boundary men1bers shall be designed to n1eet the requirelnents of7.1 O. 

(5) The concrete thickness should be not less than 200 n1n1 when it is provided on 
one side and 100 mn1 on each side when provided on both sides. 

(6) The n1ininlU111 reinforcenlent ratio in both directions shall be not less than 
0,25%. 

(7) Openings in the steel plate shall be stiffened as required by analysis. 

7.12 Control of design and construction 

(1) For the control of design and construction, 6.11 applies. 
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8 SPECIFIC RULES FOR TIMBER BUILDINGS 

8.1 General 

8.1.1 Scope 

(1)P For the design of titnber buildings EN 1995 applies. The following rules are 
additional to those given in EN 1995. 

8.1.2 Definitions 

(l)P The following terms are used in this section with the following nleanings: 

static ductility 
ratio between the ultinlate defornlation and the deformation at the end of elastic 
behaviour evaluated in quasi-static cyclic tests (see 8.3(3)P); 

semi-rigid joints 
joints with significant flexibility, the influence of which has to be taken into account in 
structural analysis in accordance with EN 1995 (e.g. dowel-type joints); 

rigid joints 
joints with negligible flexibility in accordance with EN 1995 (e.g. glued solid tilnber 
joints ); 

Dowel-type joints 
joints with dowel-type mechanical fasteners (nails, staples, screws, dowels, bolts etc.) 
loaded perpendicular to their axis; 

Carpenter joints 
joints, where loads are transferred by nleans of pressure areas and without nlechanical 
fasteners (e.g. skew notch, tenon, half joint). 

8.1.3 Design concepts 

(I)P Earthquake-resistant tilnber buildings shall be designed in accordance with one 
of the following concepts: 

a) dissipative structural behaviour; 

b) low-dissipative structural behaviour. 

(2) In concept a) the capability of parts of the structure (dissipative zones) to resist 
earthquake actions out of their elastic range is taken into account. When using the 
design spectrunl defined in 3.2.2.5, the behaviour factor q tnay be taken as being greater 
than 1,5. The value of q depends on the ductility class (see 8.3). 

(3)P Structures designed in accordance with concept a) shall belong to structural 
ductility classes M or H. A structure belonging to a given ductility class shall lneet 
specific requirenlents in one or nl0re of the following aspects: structural type, type and 
rotational ductility capacity of connections. 
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(4)P Dissipative zones shall be located in joints and connections, whereas the tin1ber 
n1embers thelnselves shall be regarded as behaving elastically. 

(5) The properties of dissipative zones should be detern1ined by tests either on 
single joints, on whole structures or on parts thereof in accordance with prEN 12512. 

(6) [n concept b) the action effects are calculated on the basis of an elastic global 
analysis without taking into account non-linear material behaviour. When using the 
design spectrum defined in 3.2.2.5, the behaviour factor q should not be taken greater 
than 1,5. The resistance of the 111en1bers and connections should be ~calclllated in 
accordance with EN 1995-1-1 :2004@11without any additional requirenlents. This concept 
is tenned ductility class L (low) and is appropriate only for certain structural types (see 
Table 8.1). 

8.2 Materials and properties of dissipative zones 

(l)P The relevant provisions of EN 1995 apply. With respect to the properties of steel 
elen1ents, EN 1993 applies. 

(2)P When using the concept of dissipative structural behaviour, the following 
provisions apply: 

a) only tnaterials and n1echanical fasteners providing appropriate low cycle fatigue 
behaviour nlay be used in joints regarded as dissipative zones; 

b) glued joints shall be considered as non-dissipative zones; 

c) carpenter joints n1ay only be used when they can provide sufficient energy dissipation 
capacity, without presenting risks of brittle failure in shear or tension perpendicular to 
the grain. The decision on their use shall be based on appropriate test results. 

(3) (2)P a) of this subclause is deelned to be satisfied if 8.3(3)P is fulfilled. 

(4) For sheathing-l11aterial in shear walls and diaphraglTIS, (2)P a) is deen1ed to be 
satisfied, if the following conditions are nlet: 

a) particleboard-panels have a density of at least 650 kg/n13; 

b) plywood-sheathing is at least 9 lllm thick; 

c) particleboard - and fibreboard-sheathing are at least 13 111n1 thick. 

(5)P Steellllaterial for connections shall conforn1 to the fo11owing conditions: 

a) all connection elenlents n1ade of steel shall fulfil the relevant requirements in EN 
1993; 

b) The ductility properties of the connections in trusses and between the sheathing 
111aterial and the tin1ber fran1ing in Ductility Class M or H structures (see (8.3)) shall be 
tested for con1pliance with 8.3(3)P by cyclic tests on the relevant c0111binatlon of the 
connected parts and fastener. 
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8.3 Ductility classes and behaviour factors 

(I)P Depending on their ductile behaviour and energy dissipation capacity under 
seismic actions, tin1ber buildings shall be assigned to one of the three ductility classes 
L, M or H as given in Table 8.1, where the cOITesponding upper lin1it values of the 
behaviour factors are also given. 

NOTE Geographical limitations on the use of ductility classes M and H may be found in the 
relevant National Annex. 

TabJe 8.1: Design concept, Structural types and upper limit values of the 
behaviour factors for the three ductility classes. 

Design concept and q Exan1p]es of structures 
ducti lity class 

Low capacity to dissipate 1,5 Cantilevers; BeaITIs; Arches with two or three 
energy - DeL pinned joints; Trusses joined with connectors. 

Mediun1 capacity to 2 Glued wall panels with glued diaphragnls, 
dissipate energy - DCM connected with nails and bolts; Trusses with 

doweled and bolted joints; Mixed structures 
consisting of tinlber franling (resisting the 
horizontal forces) and non-load bearing infill. 

2,5 Hyperstatic portal franles with doweled and 
bolted joints (see 8.1.3(3)P). 

High capacity to dissipate 3 N ailed wall panels with glued diaphragnls, 
energy - DCH connected with nails and bolts; with 

nailed joints. 

4 Hyperstatic portal franles with doweled and 
bolted joints (see 8.1.3(3)P). 

5 Nailed wall panels with nailed diaphragn1s, 
connected with nails and bolts. 

(2) If the building is non-regular in elevation (see 4.2.3.3) q-values listed in 
than q = 1,5 (see Table 8. J should be reduced by 20%, but need not be taken 

4.2.3.1(7) and Table 4.1). 

(3)P In order to ensure that the given values of the behaviour factor nlay be used, the 
dissipative zones shall be able to defornl plastically for at least three fully reversed 
cycles at a static ductility ratio of 4 for ductility class M structures and at a static 
ductllity ratio of 6 for ductility class H structures, \vithout n10re than a 20% reduction of 
their resistance. 

(4) The provisions of (3)P of this subclause and of 8.2(2) a) and 8.2(5) b) 111ay be 
regarded as satisfied in the dissipative zones of all structural types if the following 
provisions are 111et: 
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a) in doweled, bolted and nailed ti111ber-to-timber and steel-to-tin1ber joints, the 
minilTIUn1 thickness of the connected l1lembers is 1 (J·d and the fastener-diameter d does 
not exceed 12 111111; 

b) In shear walls and diaphragnls, the sheathing material is wood-based with a 
111inin1unl thickness of 4d, where the nail dianleter d does not exceed 3,1 mm. 

If the above requirenlents are not met, but the n1inin1um ll1enlber thickness of 8d and 3d 
for case a) and case b), respectively, is assured, reduced upper linlit values for the 
behaviour factor q, as given in Table 8.2, should be used. 

Table 8.2: Structural types and reduced upper limits of behaviour factors 

Structural types I Behaviour factor q 

Hyperstaticportal frames with doweled and bolted joints 2,5 

Nailed wall panels with nailed diaphragtns 4,0 

(5) For structures having different and independent properties in the two horizontal 
directions, the q factors to be used for the calculation of the seismic action effects in 
each main direction should correspond to the properties of the structural system in that 
direction and can be different. 

8.4 Structural analysis 

(l)P In the analysis the slip in the joints of the structure shall be taken into account. 

(2)P An EO-lTIodulus-value for instantaneous loading (100/0 higher than the short term 
one) shall be used. 

(3) Floor diaphragnls nlay be considered as rigid in the structural nlode} without 
further verification, if both of the following conditions are nlet: 

a) the detailing rules for horizontal diaphragnls given in 8.5.3 are applied; 

and 

b) their openings do not significantly affect the overall in-plane rigidity of the floors. 

8.5 Detailing rules 

8.5.1 General 

(l)P The detailing rules given in 8.5.2 and 8.5.3 apply for earthquake-resistant parts 
of structures designed in accordance with the concept of dissipative structural behaviour 
(Ductility classes M and H). 

(2)P Structures with dissipative zones shall be designed so that these zones are 
located ll1ainly in those parts of the structure where yielding or local budd ing or other 
phenomena due to hysteretic behaviour do not affect the overall stability of the 
structure. 
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8.5.2 Detailing rules for connections 

(l )P C0111pression men1bers and their connections (e.g. carpenter joints), which may 
fail due to deformations caused by load reversals, shall be designed in such a way that 
they are prevented from separating and renlain in their original position. 

(2)P Bolts and dowels shall be tightened and tight fitted in the holes. Large bolts and 
dowels (d 16 n1n1) shall not be used in tin1ber-to-tin1ber and stee1-to-tin1ber 
connections, except in con1bination with timber connectors. 

(3) Dowels, sn100th nails and staples should 110t be used without additional 
provision aga111st withdrawal. 

(4) In the case of tension perpendicular to the grain, additional provisions should be 
111et to avoid splitting (e.g. nailed metal or plywood plates). 

8.5.3 Detailing rules for horizontal diaphragms 

(1)P F or horizontal diaphragn1s under seis111ic actions EN 1995-1-1 :2004 applies with 
the following modifications: 

a) the increasing factor 1,2 for resistance of fasteners at sheet edges shall not be used; 

b) when the sheets are staggered, the increasing factor of 1,5 for the nail spacing along 
the discontinuous panel edges shall not be used; 

c) the distri bution of the shear forces in the diaphraglns shall be eva luated by taking into 
account the in-plan position of the lateral load resisting vertical elements. 

(2)P All sheathing edges not meeting 011 fran1ing menlbers shall be supported on and 
connected to transverse blocking placed between the wooden beams. Blocking shall 
also be provided in the horizontal diaphragnls above the lateral load resisting vertical 
elen1ents (e.g. walls). 

(3)P The continuity of bean1s shall be ensured, including the trilnmer joists in areas 
where the diaphragn1 is disturbed by holes. 

(4)P Without inte1111ediate transverse blocking over the full height of the beams, the 
height-to-width ratio (hlb) of the tin1ber bean1s should be less than 4. 

(5)P If ag.S _ 0,2·g the spacing of fasteners in areas of discontinuity shall be reduced 
by 25o/c), but not to less than ~the n1inilnum spacing given in EN 1995-1-1 :2004@il. 

(6)P When floors are considered as rigid in plan for structural analysis, there shall be 
no change of span-direction of the bemns over supports, where horizontal forces are 
transferred to vertical elen1ents (e.g. shear-walls). 

8.6 Safety verifications 

(l)P The strength values of the tilnber lnaterial shall be deten11ined taking into 
account the kmod-values for instantaneous loading in accordance with EN 1995-1-
1 :2004. 
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(2)P For ultil11ate lin1it state verifications of structures designed in accordance with 
the concept of low-dissipative structural behaviour (Ductility class L), the partial factors 
for Inaterial properties for ~fundall1ental10ad cOll1binations frol11 EN 1995-1-1 :2004 

apply@l1. 

(3)P For ultinlate 1in1it state verifications of structures designed in accordance with 
the concept of dissipative structural behaviour (Ductility classes M or H), the partial 

factors for n1aterial properties YM ~ for accidental load combinations from 
EN 1995-1- I :2004 apply 

(4)P In order to ensure the developnlent of cyclic yielding in the dissipative zones, all 
other structurallnelnbers and connections shall be designed with sufficient overstrcngth. 
This overstrength requh'enlent applies especially to: 

anchor-ties and any connections to lnassive sub-elements; 

connections between horizontal diaphragms and lateral load resisting vertical 
elements. 

(5) Carpenter joints do not present risks of brittle failure if the verification of the 
shear stress in accordance with EN 1995 is made with an additional partial factor of I 

8.7 Control of design and construction 

(1)P The provisions given in EN 1995 apply. 

(2)P The fonowing structural elenlents shall be identified on the design drawings and 
specifications for their special control during construction shall be provided: 

anchor-ties and any connections to foundation elenlents; 

- diagonal tension steel trusses used for bracing; 

connections between horizontal diaphragnls and lateral load resisting vertical 
elements; 

connections between sheathing panels and tilnber fratning in horizontal and vertical 
diaphragms. 

(3)P The special construction control shall to the nlaterial properties and the 
accuracy of execution. 
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9 SPECIFIC RULES FOR MASONRY BUILDINGS 

9.1 Scope 

(l)P This section applies to the design of buildings of unreinforced, confined and 
reinforced masonry in seisnlic regions. 

(2)P For the design of masonry buildings EN 1996 applies. The following rules are 
additional to those given in EN 1996. 

9.2 Materials and bonding patterns 

9.2.1 Types of masonry units 

(I ) Masonry units should have sufficient robustness in order to avoid local brittle 
failure. 

NOTE The National Annex may select the type of masonry units from EN 1996- I :2004, Table 
3.1 that satisfy (I). 

9.2.2 Minimum strength of masonry units 

(I) Except in cases of low seisnlicity, the DOlTIlalised conlpressive strength of 
ll1asonry units, derived in accordance with EN 772-1, should be not less than the 
nlininlunl values as follows: 

norll1al to the bed face: 

paral1el to the bed face in the plane of the wa11: ./bh,min' 

NOTE The values ascribed to ,/b.mill and ./b.ll1ill for use in a country may be found in its National 
Annex of this document. The recommended values are Jl).Illill = 5 N/mm2fL~h.mill = 2 N/mm2

• 

9.2.3 Mortar 

(l) A lnininlunl strength is required for n10l"tar, f:ll,lllin, which generally exceeds the 
nlinimun1 specified in EN 1996. 

NOTE The value ascribed to fm.mill for use in a country may be found in its National Annex of 
this document. The recommended value is Ill.mill = 5 N/mm

2 for unreinforced or confined 
masonry andfi;l.lllill = 10 N/mm

2 for reinforced masonry. 

9.2.4 Masonry bond 

(1) There are three alternative classes of perpend joints: 

a) joints fully grouted with 1110rtar; 

b) ungrouted joints; 

c) ungrouted joints with mechanical interlocking between masonry units. 
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(I) Depending on the ll1asonry type used for the seismic resistant elel11ents~ 111aSonry 
buildings should be assigned to one of the following types of construction: 

a) unrein forced n1asonry construction; 

b) confined Inasonry construction; 

c) reinforced n1asonry construction; 

NOTE 1 Construction with masonry systems which provide an enhanced ductility of the 
structure is also included Note 2 to Table 9.1). 

NOTE 2 Frames with infil1masonry are not covered in this section. 

(2) Due to its low tensile strength and low ductility, unreinforced n1asonry that 
follows the provisions of EN 1996 alone is considered to offer low-dissipation capacity 
(DeL) and its use should be lin1ited, provided that the effective thickness of walls, fer, is 
not less than a lninimuln value, tcf,min. 

NOTE 1 The conditions under which unreinforced masonry that follows the provisions of EN 
1996 alone may be used in a country, may be found in its National Annex to this document. Such 
use is recommended only in low seismicity cases (see 3.2.1(4») 

NOTE 2 The value ascribed to tcf,min for use in a country of unreinforced masonry that follows 
the provisions of EN 1996 alone, may be found in its National Annex of this document. The 
recommended values of tef'lllin are those in the column, and rows of Table 9.2. 

(3) For the reasons noted in (2) of this subclause, unreinforced nlasonry satisfying 
the provisions of the present Eurocode may not be used if the value of Clg.S, exceeds a 
certain lin1it, 

NOTE The value ascribed to G g . urm for use in a country may be found in its National Annex of 
this document. This value should not be less than tbat corresponding to the threshold for the low 
seismicity cases. The value ascribed to Gg.urm should be consistent with the values adopted for the 
minimum strength of masonry units, - .fbh.ll1in and of mortar, In.l11in. For the values 
recommended in the Notes to 9.2.2 and 9.2.3, the recommended value of G g,\llill is 0.20 g. 

(4) For types a) to c) the ranges of pernlissible values of the upper lin1it value of the 
behaviour factor q are given in Table 9.1. 
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Table 9.1: Types of construction and upper limit of the behaviour factor 

Type of construction Behaviour factor q 

Unrein forced nlasonry in accordance with EN 1,5 
1996 alone (reconlnlended only for low seislTIicity 
cases ). 

Unreinforced masonry in accordance with EN 1,5 - 2,5 
1998-1 

Confined nlasonry 2,0 - 3,0 

Reinforced nlasonry 2,5 - 3,0 

NOTE] The upper limit values ascribed to q for use in a country (within the ranges of Table 
9.1) may be found in its National Annex. The recommended values are the lower limits of the 
ranges in Table 9.1. 

NOTE 2 For buildings constructed with masonry systems which provide an enhanced ductility of 
the structure, specific values of the behaviour factor q may be Llsed, provided that the system and 
the related values for q are verified experimentally. The values ascribed to q for use in a country 
for such buildings may be found ~ in its National Annex of this doclll11ent@j]. 

(5) If the building is non-regular in elevation (see 4.2.3.3) the q-values listed in 
Table 9.1 should be reduced by 200/0, but need not be taken less than q = 1,5 (see 
4.2.3.1(7) and TabJe 4.1) 

9.4 Structural analysis 

(I)P The structural nl0del for the analysis of the building shall represent the stiffness 
properties of the entire systenl. 

(2)P The stiffness of the structural elenlents shall be evaluated taking into account 
both their flexural and shear flexibility and, if relevant, their axial flexibility. Uncracked 
elastic stiffness nlay be used for analysis or, preferably and nlore realistically, cracked 
stiffness in order to account for the influence of cracking on defornlations and to better 
approxilllate the slope of the first branch of a bilinear force-defornlation lTIodel for the 
structural elenlent. 

(3) In the absence of an accurate evaluation of the stiffness properties, substantiated 
by rational analysis, the cracked bending and shear stiffness nlay be taken as one half of 
the gross section un cracked elastic stiffness. 

(4) In the structural nl0del masonry spandrels may be taken into account as coupl ing 
beanls between two wall elenlents if they are regularly bonded to the adjoining walls 
and connected both to the floor tie beanl and to the lintel below. 

(5) If the structural 1110del takes into account the coupling bemTIs, a franle analysis 
nlay be used for the dete1111ination of the action effects in the vertical and horizontal 
structural elenlents. 

(6) The base shear in the various walls, as obtained by the linear anaJysis described 
in Section 4, lTIay be redistributed anlong the walls, provided that: 
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a) the global equllibriull1 is satisfied (i.e. the same total base shear and position of the 
force resultant is achieved); 

b) the shear in any wall is neither reduced more than 25 %, nor increased by 1110re than 
330/0; and 

c) the consequences of the redistribution for the diaphragm(s) are taken into account. 

9.5 Design criteria and construction rules 

9.5. t General 

(I)P Masonry buildings shall be C0111posed of floors and walls, which are connected 
in two orthogonal horizontal directions and in the vertical direction. 

(2)P The connection between the floors and walls shall be provided by steel ties or 
reinforced concrete ring beams. 

(3) Any type of floors 111ay be used, provided that the general requirements of 
continuity and effective diaphragm action are satisfied. 

(4)P Shear wal1s shall be provided in at least two orthogonal directions. 

(5) Shear walls should confonn to certain geOlnetric requirenlents, nanlely: 

a) the effective thickness of shear walls, tef, ll1ay not be less than a 111inimunl value, 
tcf,min; 

b) the ratio hef Itef of the effective wall height (see EN 1996-1-1 :2004) to its effective 
thickess nlay not exceed a 1l1axinlunl value, (her/tef)max; and 

c) the ratio of the length of the wall, I, to the greater clear height, h, of the openings 
adjacent to the walt nlay not be less than a nlininlull1 value, (lIh) min. 

NOTE The values ascribed to tef'll1in, and (lIh)min, for use in a country may be found in 
its National Annex of this document. The recommended values of tc:r,min, (her /tec)Ill~p; and (lIh)min 
are listed in Table 9.2. 
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Table 9.2: Recommended geometric requirements for shear walls 

Confined masonrv 240 15 

Reinforced masonr 240 15 

Symbols used have the following meaning: 

fer thickness oflhe \vall (see EN 1996-1-1:2004); 

hd effective height of the \vall (see EN ] 996-1-1 :2004): 

h greater clear height of the openings adjacent to the wall; 

len th of the wall. 

0.3 

No restriction 

(6) Shear walls not confoll11ing to the InininlU1TI geo111etric requirenle11ts of (5) of 
this subclause ll1ay be considered as secondary seismic elements. They should COnfOllTI 
to 9.5.2(1) and (2). 

9.5.2 Additional requirements for unreinforced masonry satisfying EN 1998-1 

(1) Horizontal concrete beanls or, alte111atively, steel ties should be placed in the 
plane of the wall at every floor level and in any case with a vertical spacing not 1110re 
than 4 111. These beanls or ties should form continuous bounding elements physically 
connected to each other. 

:\lOTE Beams or ties continuous over the entire periphery are essentiaL 

(2) The horizontal concrete bean1s should have longitudinal reinforceiTIent with a 
cross-sectional area of not less than 200 mIn2. 

9.5.3 Additional requirements for confined masonry 

(l)P The horizontal and vertical confining elelTIents shall be bonded together and 
anchored to the elen1ents of the 111ain structural systen1. 

(2)P In order to obtain an effective bond between the confining elelTIents and the 
ll1asonry, the concrete of the confining elenlents shall be cast after the n1asonry has been 
built. 

(3) The cross-sectional dimensions of botb horizontal and vertlcal confining 
elements n1ay not be less than 150 miTI. In double-leaf walls the thickness of confining 
elelnents should assure the connection of the two leaves and their effective confinenlent. 

(4) Vertical confining elen1ents should be placed: 

- at the free edges of each structural \va11 ele111ent; 

at both sides of any wall opening with an area of nlore than 1,5 1112; 
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within the wall if necessary in order not to exceed a spacing of 5 m between the 
confining elelnents; 

at the intersections of structural walls, wherever the confining elenlents inlposed by 
the above rules are at a distance larger than 1,5 m. 

(5) Horizontal confining elenlents shall be placed in the plane of the wall at every 
floor level and in any case with a vertical spacing of not 1110re than 4 m. 

(6) The longitudinal reinforcement of confining elenlents n1ay not have a cross
sectional area less than 300 111m2 nor than 1 % of the cross-sectional area of the 
confining elenlent. 

(7) Stirrups not less than 5 mm in dian1eter and spaced not n10re than 150 n1m 
should be provided around the longitudinal reinforcement. 

(8) Reinforcing steel should be of Class B or C in accordance with 1992-1-
I :2004, Table C.I. 

(9) Lap splices may not be less than 60 bar dimneters in length. 

9.5.4 Additional requirements for reinforced masonry 

(1) Horizontal reinforcenlent should be placed in the bed joints or 111 suitable 
grooves in the units, with a vertical spacing not exceeding 600 n1111. 

(2) Masonry units with recesses should acco1111110date the reinforcelllent needed in 
lintels and parapets. 

(3) Reinforcing steel bars of not than 4 111n1 dian1eter, bent around the vertical 
bars at the edges of the wan, should be used. 

(4) The ll1inimull1 percentage of horizontal reinforcel11ent in the wall, norn1alised 
with respect to the gross area of the section, should not be less than 0,05 0/0. 

(5)P High percentages of horizontal reinforcement leading to cOll1pressive failure of 
the units prior to the yielding of the steel, shall be avoided. 

(6) The vertical reinforcelnent spread in the wall, as a percentage of the gross area 
of the horizontal section of the wall, should not be less than 0,080/0. 

(7) Vertical reinforcen1ent should be located in pockets, cavities or holes 111 the 
units. 

(8) Vertical reinforcen1ents with a cross-sectional area of not less than 200 lTIln2 
should be arranged: 

at both free edges of every wall elelnent; 

at every wall intersection; 

within the wall, in order not to exceed a spac1l1g of 5 111 between such 
reinforCelTIents. 
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(9) 9.5.3(7), (8) and (9) apply. 

(lO)P The parapets and lintels shall be regularly bonded to the nlasonry of the 
adjoining walls and linked to thenl by horizontal reinforcenlent. 

9.6 Safety veri11cation 

(l)P The verification of the building's safety against collapse shall be explicitly 
provided~ except for buildings satisfying the rules for "sinlple nlasonry buildings" given 
in 9.7.2. 

(2)P For the verlflcation of safety against collapse, the design resistance of each 
structural ele111ent shall be evaluated in accordance with EN 1996-1-1 :2004. 

(3) In ultinlate limit state verifications for the seisnlic design situation, partial 

factors fJl1 for nlasonry properties and Ys for reinforcing steel should be used. 

NOTE The values ascribed to the material partial factors lln and y, for use in a country in the 
seismic design situation may be found in its National Annex of this document. The 
recommended value for (In is 2/3 of the valLIe specified in the National Annex to EN 1996-1-
I :2004, but not less than 1,5. The recommended value for is 1,0. 

9.7 Rules for "simple masonry buildings" 

9.7.1 General 

(1) Buildings belonging to inlportance classes I or II and confonning to 9.2, 9.5 
and 9.7.2 may be classified as "sin1ple Inasonry buildings". 

(2) For such buildings an explicit safety verification in accordance with 9.6 is not 
111andatory. 

9.7.2 Rules 

(1) Depending on the product at the site and the type of construction, the 
allowable nUll1ber of storeys above ground, 11, should be lin1ited and walls in two 
orthogonal directions with a Ininimunl total cross-sectional area in each direction, 
should be provided. The l111nilTIUn1 cross-sectional area is expressed as a ll1inimunl 
percen tage, pA,min, of the total floor area per storey. 
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NOTE The values ascribed to nand pA.min for use in a country may by found in its National 
Annex of this document. Recommended values are in Table 9.3. These which 
depend also on a corrective factor k, are based on a minimum unit strength of 12 N/mm2 for 
unreinforced masonry and 5 N/mm 2 for confined and reinforced masonry, respectively. 
For buildings where at least 70% of the shear walls under consideration are longer than the 
factor k is given by k = 1 + (lal' 2 where 1m is the average length, expressed in 111, of the 
shear walls considered. For other cases k 1. 
Independently of the value of k, the limitation of use of unreinforced masonry presented in 9.3(3) 
should be respected. 
A further distinction for different unit types of construction and LIse of k may be found 
in the National Annex. 
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Table 9.3: Recommended allowable number of storeys above ground and minimum area of shear 
walls for "simple masonry buildingstl. 

Acceleration at site Og.s 0.10 k .g ~ 0.20 k·g 

Type of 
construction 

Number of Minimum sum of cross-sections areas of horizontal shear walls in 

Unreinforced 
I masonry 

Contined 
masonry 

Reinforced 
masonry 

4 

2 
3 
4 
5 

2 
3 
4 
5 

* nla means "not acceptable". 

2,0% 
2,5% 
5,0% 

5,0 % I1/a* 

2,0% 
3,0%) 

4,0% 5,0% 
6,0%) n/a 

2,0% 
2,0% 
3,0% 4,0% 
4,0% 

** Roof space above full storeys is not included in the number of storeys. 

nia 
nfa n/a 
n/a n/a 

3,0~~) 

n/a 
n/a n/a 
nla n/a 

2,0% 
3,0% 5,0% 

nla 
n/a n/a 

(2) The plan configuration of the building should fulfil all the following conditions: 

a) The plan should be approxiu1ately rectangular; 

b) The ratio between the length of the s111alI side and the length of the long side in plan 
should be not less than a n1inimul11 value, Amin; 

NOTE The value to be ascribed to for lise in a country may be found in its National Annex 
of this document. The recommended value of }omin is 0,25. 

c) The area of projections of recesses frol11 the rectangular shape should be not greater 
than a percentage Pm3X of the total Hoor area above the level considered. 

NOTE The value to be ascribed to P111rlX for lise in a country may be found~in its National Annex 
of this document. The recommended@] value is 15%. 

(3) The shear walls of the building should fulfil all of the following conditions: 

a) the building should be stiffened by shear walls, arranged alnl0st sYlll111etrically 1L1 

plan in two orthogonal directions; 

b) a n1inin1UlTI of two parallel walls should be placed in two orthogonal directions, the 
length of each wall being greater than 30 % of the length of the building in the direction 
of the wall under consideration; 

c) at least for the walls in one direction, the distance between these walls should be 
greater than 75 % of the length of the bui1ding in the other direction; 

d) at least 75 % of the vertical loads should be supported by the shear walls; 

e) shear walls should be continuous from the top to the botton1 of the building. 
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(4) In cases of low seismicity (see 3.2.1(4)) the wall length required in (3)b of this 
subclause may be provided by the cumulative length of the shear wal1s 9.5.1 (5)) in 
one axis, separated by openings. In this case, at least one shear wal1 in each direction 
should have a length, IJ not less than that corresponding to twice the nlininlunl value of 
Ilh defined in 9.5.1 (5)c. 

(5) In both orthogonal horizontal directions the difference in ll1ass and in the 
horizontal shear wall cross-sectional area between adjacent storeys should be li111ited to 
a maximunl value of and LlA,max. 

NOTE The values to be ascribed to Lll11JlloX and to for use in a 
National Annex to this document. The recommended values are Llm,max 

(6) For unreinforced nlasonry buildings, walls in one direction should connected 
\vith walls in the orthogonal direction at a maxinlum spacing of 7 m. 
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(l)P This section covers the design of seisnlically isolated structures in which the 
isolation systen1, located below the Inain 111ass of the structure, ainls at reducing the 
seisnlic response of the lateral-force resisting systeln. 

(2) The reduction of the seis111ic response of the lateral-force resisting system may 
be obtained by increasing the fundanlental period of the seismically isolated structure, 
by nl0difying the shape of the fundalnental 1110de and by increasing the dmnping, or by 
a conlbination of these effects. The isolation systenl may consist of linear or non-linear 
springs and/or danlpers. 

(3) Specific rules concerning base isolation of buildings are given in this section. 

(4) This section does not cover passive energy dissipation systell1s that are not 
alTanged on a single interface, but are distributed over several storeys or levels of the 
structure. 

10.2 Definitions 

(l)P The following ternlS are used in this section with the following ll1eanings: 

isolation system 
collection of cOll1ponents used for providing seislnic isolation, which are arranged over 
the isolation interface 

NOTE These are usually located below the main mass of the structure. 

isolation interface 
surface which separates the substructure and the superstructure and where the isolation 
systenl is located. 

NOTE Arrangement of the isolation interface at the base of the structure is usual in buildings, 
tanks and silos. In bridges the isolation system is usually combined with the bearings and the 
isolation interface lies between the deck and the piers or abutments. 

isolator units 
elements constituting the isolation system. 
The devices considered in this section consist of latninated elastonleric bearings, elasto
plastic devices, viscous or friction danlpers, pendulunls, and other devices the behaviour 
of which confo1'n1s to 10.1(2). Each unit provides a single or a cOlnbination of the 
following functions: 

vertical-load canying capability c0111bined with increased lateral flexibility and high 
vertical rigidity; 

energy dissipation, hysteretic or viscous; 

recentering capability; 

lateral restraint (sufficient elastic stiffness) under non-seisll1ic service lateral loads. 
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Substructure 
part of the structure which is located under the isolation interface, including the 
foundation 

NOTE The lateral flexibility of the 
of the isolation system, but this is not 

Superstructure 

is generally negligible in {'n,'nn.""'C'f\1"'1 to that 
the case (for instance in bridges), 

part of the structure which is isolated and is located above the isolation interface 

Fu II isolation 
the superstructure is fully isolated if, in the design seismic situation, it renlains within 
the elastic range. Othenvise, the superstructure is partially isolated. 

Effective stiffness centre 
stiffness centre calculated at the upper face of the isolation interface, i.e. including the 
flexibility of the isolator units and of the substructure(s). 

NOTE In buildings, tanks and similar structures, the tlexibility of the substructure may be 
neglected in the determination of this point, which then coincides with the stitTness centre of the 
isolator units, 

Design displacement (of the isolation system in a principal direction) 
Inaxinlunl horizontal displacelnent at the effective stiffness centre between the top of 
the substructure and the bottonl of the superstructure, occurring under the design 
seisnlic action 

Total design displacement (of an isolator unit in a principal direction) 
maxinlull1 horizontal displacenlent at the location of the unit, including that due to the 
design displacenlent and to the global rotation due to torsion about the vertical axis 

Effective stiffness (of the isolation system in a principal direction) 
ratio of the value of the total horizontal force transferred through the isolation interface 
when the design displacenlent place in the same direction, divided by the absolute 
value of that design displacenlent (secant stiffness). 

NOTE The effective stiffness is obtained by iterative dynamic 

Effective Period 
fundmnental period, in the direction considered, of a single degree of freedOlTI systelTI 
having the ll1ass of the superstructure and stiffness equal to the effective stiffness of the 
isolation syste111; 

Effective damping (of the isolation system in a principal direction) 
value of the effective viscous damping that conesponds to the dissipated by the 
isolation systenl during cyclic response at the design displacenlent. 

1 0.3 Fundamental requirements 

(l)P The fundamental requirenlents in 2.1 and in the relevant Parts of this Eurocode, 
according to the type of structure considered, sha1l be satisfied. 
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(2)P Increased reliability is required for the isolating devices. This shall be effected 
by applying a 111agnification factor y,\ on SeiSJ11ic displacements of each unit. 

NOTE The value 10 be ascribed to /, for lise in a country may be found in its National Annex of 
lhis document, depending on the type of isolating device used. for buildings the recommended 
value is /' = 1 

10.4 Compliance criteria 

(l)P In order to conforn1 to the fundamental requireJ11ents, the 11111it states defined in 
2.2.1 (1) shall be checked. 

(2)P At the danlage linlitation state, all lifelines crossing the joints around the isolated 
structure shall rel11ain within the elastic range. 

(3) In buildings, at the dalnage linlitation state, the interstorey drift should be 
lill1ited in the substructure and the superstructure in accordance with 4.4.3.2. 

(4)P At the ultinlate linlit state, the ultil11ate capacity of the isolating devices in terms 
of strength and defornlability shall not be exceeded, with the relevant safety factors (see 
10.10(6)P). 

(5) Only full isolation is considered in the present section. 

(6) Although it nlay be acceptable that, in certain cases, the substructure has 
inelastic behaviour, it is considered in the present section that it renlains in the elastic 
range. 

(7) At the Ultilnate lil11it state, the isolating devices may attain their ultinlate 
capacity, while the superstructure and the substructure rel11ain in the elastic range. Then 
there is no need for capacity design and ductile detailing in either the superstructure or 
the substructure. 

(8)P At the Ultinlate 111111t state, gas lines and other hazardous lifelines crossing the 
joints separating the superstructure fronl the sUlTounding ground or constructions shall 
be designed to acconlnl0date safely the relative displacen1ent between the isolated 
superstructure and the sUITounding ground or constructions, taking into account the Yv.. 
factor defined in lO.3(2)P. 

10.5 General design provisions 

10.5.1 General provisions concerning the devices 

(1)P Sufficient space between the superstructure and substructure shall be provided, 
together with other necessary arrangell1ents, to allow inspection, n1aintenance and 
replacement of the devices during the lifetime of the structure. 

(2) If necessary, the devices should be protected froll1 potential hazardous effects, 
such as fire, and chenlical or biological attack. 

(3) Materials used in the design and construction of the devices should conforn1 to 
the relevant existing nOrJl1S. 
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10.5.2 Control of undesirable movements 

(1) To nlinimise torsional effects, the effective stiffness centre and the centre of 
damping of the isolation syste111 should be as close as possible to the projection of the 
centre of ll1ass on the isolation interface. 

(2) To 111inimise different behaviour of isolating devices, the c0111pressive stress 
induced in thenl by the pernlanent actions should be as unifonn as possible. 

(3)P Devices shall be fixed to the superstructure and the substructure. 

(4)P The isolation system shall be designed so that shocks and potentia] torsional 
nlovel11ents are controlled by appropriate nleasures. 

(5) Requirement (4)P concerning shocks is deenled to be satisfied if potential shock 
effects are avoided through appropriate devices (e.g. dmnpers, shock-absorbers, etc.). 

10.5.3 Control of differential seismic ground motions 

(]) The structural elenlents located above and below the isolation interface should 
be sufficiently rigid in both horizontal and vertical directions, so that the effects of 
differential seislnic ground disp]acenlents are lnininlised. This does not apply to bridges 
or elevated structures, where the piles and piers located under the isolation interface 
nlay be defornlable. 

(2) In buildings, (1) is considered satisfied if all the conditions stated below are 
satisfied: 

a) A rigid diaphragm is provided above and under the isolation system, consisting 
of a reinforced concrete slab or a grid of tie-bemns, designed taking into account all 
relevant local and global nl0des of buckling. This rigid diaphragln is not necessary if the 
structures consist of rigid boxed structures; 

b) The devices constituting the isolation systenl are fixed at both ends to the rigid 
diaphragnls defined above, either directly or, if not practicable, by nleans of vertical 
elenlents, the relative horizontal displacenlent of which in the seismic design situation 
should be lower than 1/20 of the relative displacen1ent of the isolation system. 

10.5.4 Control of displacenlents relative to surrounding ground and constructions 

(l)P Sufficient space shall be provided between the isolated superstructure and the 
surrounding ground or constructions, to allow its displacenlent in all directions in the 
seisn1ic design situation. 

10.5.5 Conceptual design of base isolated buildings 

(1) The principles of conceptual design for base isolated buildings should be based 
on those in Section 2 and in 4.2, with additional provisions given in this section. 
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(l)P The two horizontal and the vertical cotnponents of the SeiS111ic action shal I be 
assumed to act sinlultaneously. 

(2) Each C0111pOnent of the seislnic action is defined in 3.2, in ternlS of the elastic 
spectrunl for the applicable local ground conditions and design ground acceleration ago 

(3) In buildings of inlportance class IV, site-specific spectra including near source 
effects should also be taken into account, if the building is located at a distance less than 
15 Ion fron1 the nearest potentially active fault with a 111agnitude 2 6,5. Such spectra 
should not be taken as being less than the standard spectra defined in (2) of this 
subclause. 

(4) In buildings, conlbinations of the components of the seismic action are given ill 
4.3.3.5. 

(5) If ti1ne-history analyses are required, a set of at least three ground n10tio11 
records shou1d be used and should conforn1 to the requirelnents of 3.2.3.1 and 3.2.3.2. 

10.7 Behaviour factor 

(1)P Except as provided in 10.1 0(5), the value of the behaviour factor shall be taken 
as being equal to q = 1. 

10.8 Properties of the isolation system 

(l)P Values of physical and Inechanical properties of the isolation systen1 to be llsed 
in the analysis shall be the 1nost unfavourable ones to be attained during the lifetinle of 
the structure. They shall reflect, where relevant, the influence of: 

rate of loading; 

- magnitude of the silnultaneous vertical load; 

- ll1agnitude of sin1ultaneous horizontal load in the transverse direction; 

- ten1perature; 

- change of properties over projected service life. 

(2) Accelerations and inertia forces induced by the earthquake should be evaluated 
taking into account the nlaxilnull1 value of the stiffness and the n1ininlU111 value of 
damping and fi-iction coefficients. 

(3) Displacen1ents should be evaluated taking into account the n1inin1u111 value of 
stiffness, dan1ping and friction coefficients. 

(4) In buildings of ilnportance classes I or II, ll1ean values of physical and 
mechanical properties t11ay be used, provided that extrelne (lnaxin1ull1 or n1inilTIUnl) 
values do not differ by n10re than 15% fr0111 the ll1ean values. 
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10.9 Structural analysis 

10.9.1 General 

(1)P The dynanlic response of the structural system shall be analysed in terms of 
accelerations, inertia forces and displacenlents. 

(2)P buildings, torsional effects, including the effects of the accidental eccentricity 
defined in 4.3.2, shall be taken into account. 

(3) Modelling of the isolation systetTI should ref1ect with a sufficient accuracy the 
spatial distribution of the isolator units, so that the translation in both horizontal 
directions, the corresponding overturning and the rotation about the vertical axis 
are adequately accounted for. It should reflect adequately the characteristics of the 
different types of units used in the isolation systenl. 

10.9.2 Equivalent linear analysis 

(1) Subject to the conditions in (5) of this subclause, the isolation systenl nlay be 
1110delled with equivalent linear visco-elastic behaviour, if it consists of devices such as 
lanlinated elasto111eric bearings, or with bilinear behaviour if the systenl 
consists of elasto-plastic types of devices. 

(2) If an equivalent linear model is used, the effective stiffness of each isolator unit 
(i.e. the secant value of the stiffness at the total design displacement ddb) should be used, 
\vhile respecting 10.8(1)P. The effective stiffness Keff of the isolation system is the sunl 
of the effective of the isolator units. 

(3) If an equivalent linear nlodel is used, the energy dissipation of the isolation 
syste111 should be expressed in ternlS of an equivalent viscous dmnping, as the "effective 
damping" (~eff). The energy dissipation in bearings should be expressed fronl the 
measured energy dissipated in cycles with frequency in the the natural 
frequencies of the nlodes considered. For higher nlodes outside this range, the lTIodal 
danlping ratio of the c0111plete structure should be that of a fixed base superstructure. 

(4) When the effective stiffness or the effective dmnping of certain isolator units 
depend on the design displacen1ent an iterative procedure should be applied, until 
the difference between assunled and calculated values of ddc does not exceed 5% of the 
assu111ed value. 

(5) The behaviour of the isolation syste111 111ay be considered as being equivalent to 
linear if all the following conditions are met: 

a) the effective stiffness of the isolation systenl, as defined in (2) of this subclause, is 
not less than 50% of the effective stiffness at a displacenlent of 0,2ddc ; 

b) the effective damping ratio of the isolation systenl, as defined in (3) of this subclause, 
does not exceed 300/0; 

c) the force-displacetTIent characteristics of the isolation systenl do not vary by more 
thatl 10% due to the rate of loading or due to the vertical loads; 
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d) the increase of the restoring force in the isolation systenl for displacenlents between 
0,5ddc and ddc is not less than 2,5% of the total gravity load above the isolation system. 

(6) If the behaviour of the isolation systenl is considered as equivalent linear and the 
seismic action is defined through the elastic spectrull1 as per t 0.6(2), a danlping 
correction should be perfonned in accordance with 3.2.2.2(3). 

10.9.3 Sinlplified linear analysis 

(l) The sill1plified linear analysis nlethod considers two horizontal dynanlic 
translations and superinlposes static torsional effects. It assunles that the superstructure 
is a rigid solid translating above the isolation system, subject to the conditions of (2) 
and (3) of this subclause. Then the effective period for translation is: 

(10.1) 

where 

1\1 is the nlass of the superstructure; 

Keff is the effective horizontal stiffness of the isolation systenl as defined m 
10.9.2(2). 

(2) The torsional nlovement about the vertical axis nlay be neglected in the 
evaluation of the effective horizontal stiffness and in the sinlplified linear analysis if~ in 
each of the two principal horizontal directions, the total eccentricity (including the 
accidental eccentricity) between the stiffness centre of the isolation systenl and the 
vertical projection of the centre of mass of the superstructure does not exceed 7,5%) of 
the length of the superstructure transverse to the horizontal direction considered. This is 
a condition for the application of the sinlplified linear analysis 111ethod. 

(3) The simplified method nlay be applied to isolation systen1s with equivalent 
linear damped behaviour if they also conforn1 to all of the fonowing conditions: 

a) the distance fron1 the site to the nearest potentially active fault with a magnitudekls :2 
6,5 is greater than 15 kn1; 

b) the largest din1ension of the superstructure in plan is not greater than 50 111; 

c) the substructure is sufficiently rigid to minilnise the effects of differential 
displacements of the ground; 

d) all devices are located above elelnents of the substructure which support vertical 
loads; 

e) the effective period Tefl satisfies the following condition: 

(10.2) 

where Tf is the fundanlental period of the superstructure assu111mg a fixed base 
(estinlated through a simplified expression). 
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(4) In buildings, in addition to (3) of this subclause, al] of the following conditions 
should be satisfied for the sin1plified method to be applied to isolation systen1s with 
equivalent linear damped behaviour: 

a) the lateral-load resisting system of the superstructure should be regularly and 
syn1n1etrically arranged along the two Inain axes of the structure in plan; 

b) the rocking rotation at the base of the substructure should be negligible; 

c) the ratio between the vertical and the horizontal stiffness of the isolation systen1 
should satisfy the following expression: 

Ky 2':150 
KclT 

(10.3) 

d) the fundan1ental period in the vertical direction, Tv, should be not longer than 0,1 s, 
where: 

(10A) 

(5) The displacen1ent of the stiffness centre due to the seisn1ic action should be 
calculated in each horizontal direction, from the following expression: 

(10.5) 

where Sc(Tcrr, ~cn) is the spectral acceleration defined in 3.2.2.2, taking into account the 
appropriate value of effective damping ¢"c1T in accordance with 10.9.2(3). 

(6) The horizontal forces applied at each level of the superstructure should be 
calculated, in each horizontal direction through the following expression: 

(10.6) 

where I11j is the n1ass at levelj 

(7) The systen1 of forces considered in (6) induces torsional effects due to the 
con1bined natural and accidental eccentricities. 

(8) If the condition in (2) of this subclause for neglecting torsional n10ven1ent about 
the vertical axis is satisfied, the torsional effects in the individual isolator units may be 
accounted for by an1plifying in each direction the action effects defined in (5) and (6) 
with a factor (>t given (for the action in the x direction) by: 

e 
r5 =l+~\i' xi 2 • I (10.7) 

Iy 

where 
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y is the horizontal direction transverse to the direction x under consideration; 

(Xi,Yi) are the co-ordinates of the isolator unit i relative to the effective stiffness centre; 

etot,y is the total eccentricity in the y direction; 

is the torsional radius of the isolation systenl in the y direction, as given by the 
following expression: 

2 (2 2) 
ry = 'L Xi Kyi + Yi Kxi I'LKxi (lO.8) 

Kxi and Kyi being the effective stiffness of a given unit i in the x and y directions, 
respectively. 

(9) Torsional effects in the superstructure should be estinlated in accordance with 
4.3.3.2.4. 

10.9.4 Modal simplified linear analysis 

(1) If the behaviour of the devices 111ay be considered as equivalent linear but any 
one of the conditions of 10.9.3(2), (3) or if applicable - (4) is not met, a modal 
analysis may be perfornled in accordance with 4.3.3.3. 

(2) If all conditions 10.9.3(3) and - if applicable - (4) are Inet, a simp] ified analysis 
nlay be used considering the horizontal displacenlents and the torsional nlovement 
about the vertical axis and assU111ing that the substructures and the superstructures 
behave rigidly. In that case, the total eccentricity (including the accidental eccentricity 
as per 4.3.2(I)P) of the nlass of the superstructure should be taken into account in the 
analysis. Displacenlents at every point of the structure should then be calculated 
combining the translational and rotational displacenlents. This applies notably for the 
evaluation of the effective stiffness of each isolator unit. The inertial forces and 
1110lnents should be taken into account for the verification of the isolator units and of the 
substructures and the superstructures. 

10.9.5 Time-history analysis 

(1)P If an isolation systeln ll1ay not be represented by an equivalent linear 1110del (i.e. 
if the conditions in 10.9.2(5) are not n1et), the seiStllic response shall be evaluated by 
means of a tinle-history analysis, using a constitutive law of the devices which can 
adequately reproduce the behaviour of the system in the range of deformations and 
velocities anticipated in the SeiS111ic design situation. 

10.9.6 Non structural elements 

(l)P In buildings, non-structural elenlents sha11 be analysed in accordance with 4.3.5, 
with due consideration to the dyna1nic effects of the isolation (see 4.3.5.1 (2) and (3). 

10.10 Safety verifications at Ultimate Limit State 

(l)P The substructure shall be verified under the inertia forces directly applied to it 
and the forces and 1110n1ents trallS111itted to it by the isolation systelll. 
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(2)P The U1tin1ate Lil11it State of the substructure and the superstructure shall be 
checked using the values of llvl defined in the relevant sections of this Eurocode. 

(3)P In buildings, safety verifications regarding equilibriun1 and resistance in the 
substructure and in the superstructure shall be perfom1ed in accordance with 4.4. 
Capacity design and global or local ductility conditions do not need to be satisfied. 

(4) In buildings, the structural eleluents of the substructure and the superstructure 
luay be designed as non-dissipative. For concrete, steel or steel-concrete con1posite 
buildings Ductility Class L nlay be adopted and 5.3, 6.1.2(2)P, (3) and (4) or 7.1.2(2)P 
and (3), respectively, applied. 

(5) In buildings, the resistance condition of the structural eleluents of the 
superstructure may be satisfied taking into account seisluic action effects divided by a 
behaviour factor not greater than 1,5. 

(6)P Taking into account possible buckling failure of the devices and using nationally 
deten11ined YM values, the resistance of the isolation systen1 shall be evaluated taking 
into account the Yx factor defined in lO.3(2)P. 

(7) According to the type of device considered, the resistance of the isolator units 
should be evaluated at the Ultilnate Liluit State in terms of either of the following: 

a) forces, taking into account the maXilTIUlU possible vertical and horizontal forces in the 
seismic design situation, including overtulning effects; 

b) total relative horizontal displacenlent between lower and upper faces of the unit. The 
total horizontal disp]acelnent should include the deformation due to the design seisn1ic 
action and the effects of shrinkage, creep, tenlperature and post tensioning (if the 
superstructure is prestressed). 
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ANNEX A (Informative) 
ELASTIC DISPLACEMENT RESPONSE SPECTRUl\1 

A.l For structures of long vibration period, the seisn1ic action ll1ay be represented in 
the fonn of a displacement response spectrun1, S[)c (T), as shown in Figure 1. 

T T 

Figure A.l: Elastic displacement response spectrum. 

A.2 Up to the control period TE, the spectral ordinates are obtained fr0111 expressions 
(3.1)-(3.4) converting SeCT) to SDc(T) through expression (3.7). For vibration periods 
beyond TE, the ordinates of the elastic displacement response spectrUlTI are obtained 
frOlTI expressions (A. 1 ) and (A.2). 

(A. I) 

(A.2) 

where S, Tc, TD are given in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, '7 is given by expression (3.6) and dg is 
given by expression (3.12). The control periods and TF are presented in Table A.I. 
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Table A.I: Additional control periods for Type 1 displacement spectrum. 

Ground type TE (s) TF (s) 

A 
4~5 10,0 

B 5,0 10,0 

C 6,0 10,0 

0 6~0 10,0 

E 6,0 10,0 
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ANNEXB (Informative) 
DETERMINATION OF THE TARGET DISPLACEMENT FOR 

NONLINEAR STATIC (PUSHOVER) ANALYSIS 

B.I General 

The target displacement is deternlined tl'oln the elastic response spectrum (see 3.2.2.2). 
The capacity curve, which represents the relation between base shear force and control 
node displacelnent, is detennined in accordance with 4.3.3.4.2.3. 

The following relation between nornlalized lateral forces Pi and normalized 
displacelnents ~ is assull1ed: 

(B. I) 

where Inj is the Inass in the i-th storey. 

Displacelnents are normalized in such a way tha!... rAl = 1, where n is the control node 
(usually, n denotes the roof level). Consequently, = 111 11 , 

B.2 Transformation to an equivalent Single Degree of Freedom (SDOF) system 

The Inass of an equivalent SDOF systenl m is deternlined as: 

and the transfornlation factor is given by: 

In 
T=---

I 
I~ 

Ir~2J 
m· 

\ I 

The force and displacelnent d' of the equivalent SDOF systenl are COll1puted as: 

p* 
T 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 

(B.4) 

(B.5) 

where and dn are, respectively, the base shear force and the control node 
displacelnent of the Multi Degree of Freedom (MDOF) system. 

B.3 Determination of the idealized elasto-perfectly plastic force displacement 
relationship 

The yield force Fy , \vhich represents also the ultinlate strength of the idealized systenl, 
is equal to the base shear force at the fornlation of the plastic mechanisll1. The initial 
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stiffness of the idealized systell1 is deterrnined in such a way that the areas under the 
actual and the idea1ized force deformation curves are equal (see Figure B.l). 

Based on this assu111ptiol1, the yield displacelnent of the idealised SDOF system dy IS 

given by: 

{d,: - (8.6) 

where IS the actual deforn1ation energy up to the formation of the plastic 
n1echanism. 

A 
~ 

d 

Key 

A plastic mechanisn1 

Figure B.l: Determination of the idealized elasto - perfectly plastic force 
displacement relationship. 

B.4 Determination of the period of the idealized equivalent SDOF system 

The period f" of the idealized equivalent SDOF systen1 is detern1ined by: 

T* = (B.7) 

B.S Determination of the target displacement for the equivalent SDOF system 

The target displacen1ent of the structure with period i' and unlilnited elastic behaviour 
is given by: 

(B.8) 

\vhere Sect) is the elastic acceleration response spectrun1 at the period 

For the detern1inatiol1 of the target displacen1ent d/ for structures in the short-period 
range and for stlllctures in the mediun1 and long-period ranges different expressions 
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should be used as indicated below. The corner period between the short- and medium
period range is Tc (see Figure 3.1 and Tables 3.2 and 3.3). 

a) T* < Tc (short period range) 

If Fy / m 2:: Se( i'), the response is elastic and thus 

If Fy* / m Secr\, the response is nonlinear and 

(B.IO) 

where qu is the ratio between the acceleration in the structure with unlinlited elastic 
behaviour Sc(i) and in the structure with lilnited strength F'i / rn . 

qu = (B. 11) 

~ dt* need not exceed 3 det*.~ 

b) T* 2:: Tc (mediunl and long period range) 

(B.12) 

~ Text deleted ~ 

The relation between different quantities can be visualized in Figures B.2 a) and b). The 
figures are plotted in acceleration - displacenlent format. Period T* is represented by the 
radial line fr01n the origin of the coordinate system to the point at the elastic response 
spectrUln defined by ~coordinates c/ el Se(T*)(i'/2rc)2 ~ and SeCT*). 

Iterative procedure (optional) 

~Ifthe target displacement dt detennined in the 4th step (cl. B.5) is much different ~ 
from the displacenlent ~n* (Figure B.l) used for the detelmination of the idealized elasto
perfectly plastic~force - displacenlent relationship in the 2nd step (cl. B.3), an iterative 
procedure ~ lllay be applied, in which steps 2 to 4 are repeated by using in the 2nd step 
dt* (and the conesponding F/) instead of dm*. 
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a) Short period range 

b) Medium and long period range 

Figure B.2: Determination of the target displacement for the equivalent SDOF 
system 

B.6 Determination of the target displacement for the MDOF system 

The target displacenlent of the MDOF systen1 is given by: 

(B.13) 

The target displacement corresponds to the control node. 
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ANNEX C (Normative) 
DESIGN OF THE SLAB OF STEEL-CONCRETE COMPOSITE 

BEAMS AT BEAM-COLUMN JOl\fTS IN MOIVIENTRESISTING 
FRAMES 

C.1 General 

(l) This annex refers to the design of the slab and of its connection to the steel 
fraIne in m0111ent resisting fra111es in which beams are composite T-beams comprising a 
steel section with a slab. 

(2) The annex has been developed and validated experimentally in the context of 
composite l1l0111ent franles with rigid connections and plastic hinges fOrtl1ing in the 
beanls. The expressions in this annex have not been validated for cases with partial 
strength connections in which deformations are nlore localised in the joints. 

(3) Plastic hinges at beanl ends in a conlposite nlonlent fraIne shall be ductile. 
According to this annex two requirel11ents shal1 be fulfilled to ensure that a high 
ductility in bending is obtained: 

early buckling of the steel part shall be avoided; 

early crushing of the concrete of the slab shall be avoided. 

(4) The first condition imposes an upper limit 011 the cross-sectional area As of the 
longitudinal reinforcenlent in the effective \vidth of the slab. The second condition 
ilnposes a lower lilnit on the cross-sectional area of the transverse reinforcement in 
front of the column. 

C.2 Rules for prevention of premature buckling of the steel section 

(1) Paragraph 7.6.1(4) applies. 

C.3 Rules for prevention of premature crushing of concrete 

C.3.1 Exterior column - Bending of the column in direction perpendicular to 
fa~ade; applied beam bending moment negative: M < 0 

C.3.1.1 No fa~ade steel beam; no concrete cantilever edge strip (Figure C.l (b»). 

(I) When there is no fayade steel beam and no concrete cantilever edge strip~ the 
Inonlent capacity of the joint should be taken as the plastic 1110lnent resistance of the 
steel beanl alone. 

C.3.1.2 No fa~ade steel beam; concrete cantilever edge strip present (Figure C.l(c)). 

(1) When there is a concrete cantilever edge strip but no fac;ade steel beanl, EN 
1994-1-1 :2004 applies for the calculation of the mOlnent capacity of the joint. 
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(b) 

(d) 

Key: 
( a) elevation 
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(b) no concrete cantilever edge strip - no fa<;ade steel bealTI - see C.3.1.1. 
( c) concrete cantilever edge strip - no fa<;ade steel beam - see C.3.1.2. 
(d) no concrete cantilever edge strip - fa<;ade steel bealTI - see C.3.1.3. 
(e) concrete cantilever edge strip - fa<;ade steel beam - see C.3.1.4. 
A n1ain bean1; 
B slab; 
C exterior colunln; 
D fa<;ade steel bean1; 
E concrete cantilever edge strip 

Figure C.l: Configurations of exterior composite beam-to-column joints under 
negative bending nloment in a direction perpendicular to fa~ade 
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C.3.1.3 Fa<;ade steel beam present; s]ab extending up to column outside face; no 
concrete cantilever edge strip (Figure C.l(d)). 

(1) When there is a fa<;ade steel beanl but no concrete cantilever edge strip, the 
1110111ent capacity of the joint l11ay include the contribution of the slab reinforcenlents 
provided that the requirenlents in (2) to (7) of this subclause are satisfied. 

(2) Reinforcing bars of the slab should be effectively anchored to the shear 
connectors of the fa<;ade steel beanl. 

(3) The fa<;ade steel beanl should be fixed to the colunln. 

(4)P The cross-sectional area of reinforcing steel shal1 be such that yielding of the 
reinforcing steel takes place before failure of the connectors and of the fa<;ade beanlS. 

(S)P The cross-sectional area of reinforcing steel and the connectors shall be 
placed over a \vidth equal to the effective width defined in 7.6.3 and Table 7.S II. 

(6) The connectors should be such that: 

(C. I) 

where 

n is the nmnber of connectors in the etlective width; 

PRd is the design resistance of one connector; 

F Rds is the design resistance of the re-bars present in the effective width: FRds As:f~d 

/yd is the design yield strength of the slab reinforcement. 

(7) The fa<;ade steel beanl should be verified in bending, shear and torsion under the 
horizontal force FRds applied at the connectors. 

C.3.1.4 Fa<;ade steel beam and concrete cantilever edge strip present (Figure 
C.1(e)). 

(l) When there is both a fa<;ade steel beam and a concrete cantilever edge strip, the 
moment capacity of the joint nlay include the contribution of: (a) the force transferred 
through the fa<;ade steel beanl as described in C.3.1.3 (see (2) of this subclause) and (b) 
the force transferred through the nlechanisln described in EN 1994-1-1:2004 (see (3) of 
this subclause). 

(2) The part of the capacity which is due to the cross-sectional area of reinforcing 
bars anchored to the transverse fa<;ade steel beanl, nlay be calculated in accordance with 
C.3.1.3, provided that the requirelnents in (2) to (7) of C.3.1.3 are satisfied. 

(3) The part of the capacity which is due to the cross-sectional area of reinforcing 
bars anchored \vithin the concrete cantilever edge strip l11ay be calculated in accordance 
with C.3.1.2. 
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C.3.2 Exterior column - Bending of the column in direction perpendicular to 
fa~ade; applied beam bending nloment positive: M> 0 

C.3.2.l No fa~ade steel beam; slab extending up to the column inside face (Figure 
C.2(b-c)). 

(1) When the concrete slab is linlited to the interior face of the column, the n10.ment 
capacity of the joint may be calculated on the basis of the transfer of forces by direct 
compression (bearing) of the concrete on the colun111 flange. This capacity may be 
calculated fronl the conlpressive force cOll1puted in accordance with (2) of this 
subclause, provided that the confining reinforcell1ent in the slab satisfies (4) of this 
subclause. 

(2) The Inaxinluln value of the force transmitted to the slab 111ay be taken as: 

(C.2) 

where 

dell is the overall depth of the slab in case of solid slabs or the thickness of the slab 
above the ribs of the profiled sheeting for conlposite slabs; 

hb is the bearing width of the concrete of the slab on the collnnn (see Figure 7.7). 

(3) Confinen1ent of the concrete next to the colulnn flange is necessary. The cross-
sectional area of confining reinforcell1ent should satisfy the following expression: 

0,15/
AT 2:: 0,25deffbb ------""----'-=-

0,151 f~d,T 
(C.3) 

where 

lEi) 1 is the beaJn span, as defined in 7.6.3(3) and Figure 7.7;@.il 

/yd,T is the desjgn yield strength of the transverse reinforcement in the slab. 

The cross-sectional area AT of this reinforcen1ent should be uniformly distributed over a 
length of the beam equal to bb. The distance of the first reinforcing bar to the colulnn 
flange should 110t exceed 30 111n1. 

(4) The cross-sectional area AT of steel defined in (3) n1ay be partly or totally 
provided by reinforcing bars placed for other purposes, for instance for the bending 
resistance of the slab. 
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Figure C.2: Configurations of exterior composite beam-to-column joints under 
positive bending moments in a direction perpendicular to fa~ade and possible 

transfer of slab forces 
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(g) 

(b) no concrete cantilever edge strip - no fa<;ade steel beal11 - see C.3.2.1; 
( c) 111echanis111 1; 
(d) slab extending up to the column outside face or beyond as a concrete cantilever edge 
strip - no fa<;ade steel beam - see C.3.2.2; 
(e) 111echanism 2; 
(f) slab extending up to the column outside face or beyond as a concrete cantilever edge 
strip - fa<;ade steel beam present - see C.3.2.3; 
(g) nlechanis111 3. 
F additional device fixed to the column for bearing. 

Figure C.2 (continuation): Configurations of exterior composite beam-to-column 
joints under positive bending moment in direction perpendicular to fac;ade and 

possible transfer of slab forces. 
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C.3.2.2 No fa~ade steel beam; slab extending up to column outside face or beyond 
as a concrete cantilever edge strip (Figure C.2( c-d-e» 

(1) When no fayade steel beam is present, the 1110111ent capacity of the joint may be 
calcu1ated fron1 the c0111pressive force developed by the combination of the following 
two mechanisll1s: 

mechanism 1: direct con1pression on the coiUlnn. The design value of the force that is 
transferred by 111eans of this mechanisn1 should not exceed the value given by the 
following expression 

(C.4) 

n1echanism 2: cOll1pressed concrete struts inclined to the column sides. If the angle of 
inclination is equal to 45°, the design value of the force that is transferred by means of 
this mechanislTI should not exceed the value given by the following expression: 

(C.5) 

where 

IS depth of the colul11n steel section. 

(2) The tension-tie total steel cross-sectional area AT should satisfy the following 
expression (see Figure C.2.( e»: 

~ 0,5 ~Rd2 
fyd,T 

(C.6) 

(3) The steel area AT should distributed over a length of beanl equal to he and be 
fully anchored. The required length of reinforcing bars is L = bb + 4 he + 2 lb, where lb is 
the anchorage length of these bars in accordance with EN 1992-1 1 :2004. 

(4) The moment capacity of the joint n1ay be calculated frool the design value of the 
maximull1 compression force that can be translnitted: 

(C.7) 

is the effective width of the slab at the joint as deduced frOll1 7.6.3 and in Table 
7.511. In this case 0,7 he + bb. 

C.3.2.3 Fa<;ade steel beam present; slab extending up to column outside face or 
beyond as a concrete cantilever edge strip (Figure C.2(c-e-f-g». 

(l) When a fayade steel beal11 is present, a third nlechanis01 of force transfer F Rd3 is 
activated in compression involving the fayade steel beat11. 

F Rd3 n· PRd (C.8) 

where 
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n is the number of connectors within the effective width conlputed from 7.6.3 and 
Table 7.SII; 

PRe! is the design resistance of one connector. 

(2) C.3.2.2 applies 

(3) The design value of the maxilllUlll conlpression force that can be transmitted is 
belT f~d. It is transnlitted if the following expression is satisfied: 

(C.9) 

The "full" COll1posite plastic m0111ent resistance is achieved by choosing the nunlber n of 
connectors so as to achieve an adequate force FRd3 . The ll1aximunl effective width 
corresponds to berl'defined in 7.6.3 and Table 7.5 II. In this case, beff = 0, IS I. 

C.3.3 Interior column 

C.3.3.1 No transverse beam present (Figure C.3(b-c »). 

(1) When no transverse beanl is present, the monlent capacity of the joint may be 
calculated froll1 the cOll1pressive force developed by the combination of the fo]]owing 
two n1echanis111s: 

n1echanislll 1: direct conlpression on the colUllln. The design value of the force that is 
transferred by ll1eans of this l11echanislll should not exceed the value given by the 
following expression: 

(C.10) 

nlechanisnl 2: con1pressed concrete struts inclined at 45° to the colunln sides. The 
design value of the force that is trans felTed by means of this n1echanisn] should not 
exceed the value given by the follo\ving expression: 

(C. II) 

(2) The tension-tie cross-sectional area required for the developlllent of 
nlechanisnl 2 should satisfy the following expression: 

?:: O,S. @il 
fyd,T 

(C.12) 

(3) The SaJlle cross-sectional area AT should be placed on each side of the colUllln to 
provide for the reversal of bending nlO111ents. 

(4) The design value of the compressive force developed by the combination of the 
two mechanisllls is 

(C.13) 

(S) The total action effect which is developed in the slab due to the bending 
1110111ents on opposite sides of the colun1n and needs to be transferred to the COIUlll11 
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through the conlbination of nlechanisms 1 and 2 is the SUlTI of the tension force Fst in the 
reinforcing bars parallel to the beam at the side of the colunl11 where the 11101nent is 
negative and of the compression force Fsc in the concrete at the side of the COIU11111 
where the lnonlent is positive: 

(C.14) 

where 

As is the cross-sectional area of bars within the effective width in negative bending 
beffspecified in 7.6.3 and Table 7.5 II; and 

beff is the effective width in positive bending as specified in 7.6.3 and Table 7.5 Il. 
In this case, befr = 0,15 I. 

(6) For the design to achieve yielding in the bottonl flange of the steel section 
without crushing of the slab concrete, the following condition should be fulfilled 

(C.15) 

If the above condition is not fulfilled, the capability of the joint to transfer forces ft'onl 
the slab to the column should be increased, either by the presence of a transverse beanl 
(see C.3.3.2), or by increasing the direct cOlnpression of the concrete on the COIUnll1 by 
additional devices (see C.3.2.1). 
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Figure C.3. Possible transfer of slab forces in an interior composite beam-to
column joint with and without a transverse beam, under a positive bending 

moment on one side and a negative bending moment on the other side. 
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(1) When a transverse beam is present, a third mechanisn1 of force transfer FRd] is 
activated involving the transverse steel beanl. 

(C.16) 

where 

11 is the nUlllber of connectors in the effective width conlputed using 7.6.3 and 
Table II. 

PRd is the design resistance of one connector 

(2) C.3.3.1(2) applies for the tension-tie. 

(3) The design value of the cOlllpressive force developed by the combination of the 
three n1echanisnls is: 

(C.l7) 

where 11 is the number of connectors in berf for negative lllOlllent or for positive ll10111ent 
as defined in 7.6.3 and Table 7.5 II, whichever is greater out of the two beanls framing 
into the COlU11111. 

(4) C.3.3.1(5) applies for the calculation of the total action effect, F st + Fsc , 

developed in the slab due to the bending moments on opposite sides of the COlU111J1. 

(5) For the design to achieve yielding in the bOttOlTI flange of the steel section 
without crushing of the concrete in the slab, the following condition should be fulfilled 

(C.lS) 
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